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ABUSES OF CORPORATE POWER

WEDNESDAY, JA2lUARY 14, 1976 $

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOM3MrEE ON PRIORIurES AND

ECONOMY IN GovERNMENTr OF THE
JOINT EcoNohuc COMMIi'PrEE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

1318, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Proxmire.
Also present: Richard F. Kaufman, general counsel; Loughlin F.

McHugh, professional staff member; 'George D. Rrumbhaar, Jr.,
minority counsel; and M. Catherine Miller, minority economist.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXMIRE. The subcommittee will come to order.
Good morning, Mr. Hills. We are happy to have you here.
Today we begin the first in what I expect will be an -extended series

of -hearings on -the subject -of abuses of corporate power. The focus
will be on official corporate crimes and improper behavior: Bribes,
kickbacks, illegal campaign contributions, and other -improper uses
of corporate funds.

I use -the phrase, "official corporate crimes," to draw an important
distinction. We are not talking about petty theft or embezzlement
within the firm, an official who steals money from the corporation.
That is something we know about and something that we all deplore
and something that of course crops up at any time under any cir-
cumstances. We are talking about something else other than what is
generally referred to as white-collar crime.

We intend to concentrate on cases where corporations -have wrong-
fully used their funds as a matter of policy, with the approval and
active participation of top corporate management.

The numerous disclosures that have been made so far-involving
some of the largest and most prestigious firms in America-suggest
that at least an important part of the private sector is a house of
marked cards, composed of kings of corruption, jacks of all illicit
trades, and aces of political influence.

We need look no further to understand the loss of consumer con-
fidence than the companies that have been involved in these kinds of
excesses. Private -enterprise seems unable to monitor itself. Instead,
it is undermining itself.

(1)
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In the hearings we will ask the following questions:
One, what is the extent and seriousness of corporate abuses? Are

the cases isolated and exceptional or do they indicate pervasive,
deep-rooted problems?

Two, how seriously is economic policy being distorted to serve the
demands of private companies?

Three, what are the estimated costs of corporate abuses to the tax-
payer, the consumer and the shareholder?

Four, are new solutions, including new legislation, needed to deal
with these problems?

If corporate abuses of power have become pervasive, then all of
us need to consider, where do we co from here?

Our first witness is Eon. Roderick M. Hills, Chairman of the
Securities and Exchange Commission.

Mr. Hills, we are very happy to have you here. You have a very
interesting statement. Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF HON. RODERICK M. HILLS, CHAIRMAN, SECURITIES
AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY STANLEY
SPORKIN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF ENFORCEMENT

Mr. HEELS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am particularly pleased
to be before this subcommittee on this subject. Based on the 60 plus
days I have served at the Commnission. I am pleased to say, on behalf
of all the Commissioners, that nothing makes us quite so proud as the
efforts of a relatively small number of people in this area. The effects
they have had on American business I think will prove to be a major
asset to American business.

We don't know thc arns''crs to all y our questions, Senator. We do
know that our program is progressing. and I hope that in my testi-
mony which I shall give in large part this morning, and in my
prepared statement, we can say something that is relevant to those
questions.

I will attempt to describe our voluntary program, that is our effort
to elicit from corporations throughout the country a willingness to
come in and tell us they will give us answers to many of the questions
you have asked. I think it is instructive, as sad as we may be about
some of the practices that have 'been uncovered, to see how the corpo-
rate apparatus will react once it faces up to the problems of the past.
The very distinguished lawyer from New York, John J. McCloy, in
his report of the Special Review Committee to the board of directors
of a major oil company faced with many of these problems, has pro-
vided a text for future corporate behavior. We are pleased to see this
morning, in a press release from that company. a statement from the
board saying that it will set up a permanent committee on business
principles to establish a code of corporate ethics for its employees
th"oughout the world.

Miyown judgment is that American business has too often catered to
pressures and interests, not recognizing its own strengths and not rec-
ognizing its own responsibilities.

I do not intend. Senator, to speak entirely verbatim from my state-
ment which was previously submitted to the-subcommittee. Further, as
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the Senator knows, we have provided the staff with a large -number
of documents, including all the complaints and various reports that
we have received. I should like, however, to spend some time on what
we believe to be the more important features of the Commission's en-
forcement and disclosure programs today.

The Commission's enforcement program has focused on companies
which have maintained secret funds outside the normal financial ac-
countability system, and on cases in which companies have engaged
in various illegal practices. It is important, as the Senator has pointed
out, to note that in each case there was direct involvement and partici-
pation by senior management officials. In each case there was a distor-
tion, either by misstatement or omission, of the real purposes for which
corporate funds were spent.

The practices uncovered in the course of these investigations re-
vealed problems of serious magnitude-bonuses to selected corporate
employees which were rebated for use in making illegal domestic po-
litical contributions by such corporations; use of an offshore corporate
subsidiary as "cover" for a revolving cash fund for distributing di-
verted corporate funds for both domestic and foreign political activi-
ties, all of which were illegal in the place where paid; anonymous
foreign bearer stock corporations used as depositories for secret illegal
kickbacks offered in this country; payments to foreign consultants
which were redirected to management and used for illegal domestic
political contributions and commercial bribery; overt corporate pay-
ments to foreign government officials in return for favorable business
concessions; and tens of millions of dollars paid to consultants, the
payments used allegedly to bribe foreign government officials in order
to procure business.

But I must say, Mr. Chairman, that in many of these cases, we are
dealing with the allegations of the corporate officials as to where the
money went. We must say to this subcommittee we do not now have
proof as to where these funds did go in many cases. In other words,
we do have corporate officials telling us that these moneys went to
foreign governmental officials. As yet, however, some of the account-
ings that have been ordered, either by settlement or by court decree,
in Commission enforcement actions, have not been completed. Accord-
ingly, there are still large amounts of money unaccounted for.

The Commission has brought civil actions, injunctive actions, in
various U.S. district courts against nine corporations, including, of
course, some of this Nation's largest, with sales ranging from approxi-
mately $100 million to $18 billion. Corporate officers and directors
have been included as defendants in practically all of the cases. In all
but two of the cases the Commission has charged violations of the
proxy solicitation provisions of the Securities Exchange Act. In three
of the actions the Commission charged violations of the antifraud
provisions of the act.-In all but one it was alleged that senior manage-
ment officials, often the chief executive officer, participated in the vio-
lative activities.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Could I ask vou-I am goins to ask you as we
go along here-to identify the firms. But in view of the fact that vou
say, "In all but one of the cases it was alleged that senior management
officials participated in the violative activities," what was the firm
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in which there was no evidence that senior management officials par-
ticipated? Can you recall that?

Mr. HIUs. Stan, do you know the name of that company?
Senator, I have not done so in the testimony that I prepared, but I

can identify the companies, if the Senator wishes, as we go along.
Chairman PRoxMIRn. All right. Will you do that?
Mr. HILLS. Yes. And we can have-
Chairman PROXMIRE. Could you have your man come forward.?
Mr. HILLS. Yes. We have the information, and we will do it.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Go right ahead.
Mr. HILLS. I should note again the problem in each situation, the

violative conditions alleged were facilitated by the maintenance of
false and inadequate corporate books and records.

Senator, as you well know, I am pleased to introduce Mr. Sporkin
who is Director of the Enforcement Division of the SEC.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Very happy to have you. We know of your
outstanding reputation.

Mr. HILLS. It should be noted that, while some of these cases in-
volved domestic payments only and some involved foreign payments
only, in fact, most of them involved both.

The Commission's first case involved the allegation that a major
marine construction company-

Chairman PROXMIIRE. What was the name of that concern?
Mr. HILLS. That, Senator, was United Brands.
Chairman PROXMIRE. United Brands.
Mr. HILLS. That a major marine construction company and its

chief-I am so sorry. That is quite incorrect. That is American Ship-
building.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Is that American Shipbuilding?.
Mr. HILLS. That is American Shipbuilding. It involved the alle-

gation that a major marine construction company and its chief execu-
tive officer represented that $120,000 in payments had been made to
employees and others as compensation when, in fact, those payments
were the means by which the corporation made political contributions.

In a subsequent domestic case, the Commission alleged that a major
manufacturing company and three of its officers and directors-

Chairman PROXMIRE. What was that, 3M?
Mr. HILLS. That is 3M Corp. It placed over $630,000 into a secret

cash fund created by false entries in the corporate books and records
purportedly for insurance and legal expenses. Almost $500,000 of this
fund was allegedly used for unlawful political contributions. This
case also involved as a defendant the company's chief executive officer.

A third domestic case was brought against a major municipal serv-
icing organization, Sanitas Service Corp-

Chairman PROXMIRE. What corporation?
Mr. HILLS. Sanitas. S-a-n-i-t-a-s. The.complaint charged the com-

pany and officers, including a former chairman of the board, -with pay-
ing over $1,200,000 to a corporation, wholly owned by a former exec-
utive vice President, for the purpose of using these funds for illegal
political payments, bribes, and kickbacks. The Commission further
alleged that the former board chairman and two of the other defend-
ants had concealed the true nature of these payments in periodic re-
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ports and proxy materials file with the Commission and disseminated
to the company's shareholders.

The first foreign case was brought against a major food products
concern. This is United Brands. The company had advised share-
holders in a current report on form 8-K of a reduction in an export tax
imposed by a Central American country on the company. The Com-
mission charged that this report should also have revealed that the
company had allegedly agreed to pay $2.5 million to high government
officials of that country in exchange for a government decision to
reduce the export tax, and that $1.25 million was, in fact, paid to cer-
tain officials. The complaint also alleged that the company's books and
records were falsified to conceal the disbursement of these funds, and
that the defendant had made additional cash payments of about
$750,000 to officials of a European government to secure favorable
business opportunities for the company.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That was United Brands.
Mr. HILLS. Yes, Senator.
A second foreign suit charged a major industrial products company,

General Refractories, its chairman of the board, and its executive vice
president with making undisclosed payments of about $400,000 to offi-
cials of two European governments without properly accounting for
this sum on the corporate books and records.

Chairman PRoxMnRE. That was General Refractories?
Mr. HILLS. General Refractories.
The remaining cases brought by the Commission involve both domes-

tic and foreign payments. One suit against a major multinational oil
company, Phillips Petroleum, and its top officers alleged that over $2.8
million in corporate funds had been disbursed to two foreign corpora-
tions by means of false entries on the corporate hooks and records, and
that most of this sum was returned to the united States largely for ille-
gal political contributions and related expenses. The complaint further
alleged that the balance was distributed overseas in cash.

Another major oil company-this is Gulf Oil-and a former com-
pany vice president were charged with creating a secret fund for
unlawful political contributions and for other purposes. The complaint
alleged that, by means of false entries on the corporate books and rec-
ords, $10 million in corporate funds were given to a foreign subsidi-
ary, and other company subsidiaries, of which about $5.4 million was
returned to the United States and used largely for making illegal
political contributions. In addition, it was alleged that the balance of
the money was disbursed overseas in cash.

Senator, if I may point out again, in this case it was the report of the
special review committee headed by John J. McCloy that can give
all of us some hope that when brought to light, when forced to face the
consequences of this type of investigation, companies can cause major
structural changes to occur in how they do business.

In another case, against a major defense contractor and its top
officers-

Chairman PROXMnM. What was that firm'?
Mr. Hius. Northrup Corp., Senator. It was alleged that a secret

fund of over $475,000 was generated from recycling of purportedly
bona fide payments to a European consultant and was utilized for
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unlawful political contributions, as well as for other purposes. Fur-
ther, the Commission alleged that approximately $30 million of cor-
porate funds had been disbursed to various consultants and others, a
portion of which was disbursed without adequate controls to insure
that the funds were used for the purposes indicated.

In a case against a large independent oil company, Ashland Oil
Corp., its chief executive and other officers, the Commission alleged that
$780,000 of corporate moneys had been diverted to a secret fund main-
tained largely for illegal political contributions. The complaint also
alleged that over $4 million in cash was transferred or disbursed to
individuals overseas without adequate records to insure that the funds
were used for the purposes indicated.

Settlements have been reached with all of the defendants in five
cases; the rest are in litigation as to all or some of the defendants. In
those instances where settlements have been reached, final judgments
of permanent injunction by consent have been entered by the court,
with the settling defendants neither admitting nor denving the allega-
tions of the Commission's complaint. These judgments enjoin the
defendants from further violations of the Federal securities laws as
alleged in the complaint, and provide for certain ancillary, and we
think important, relief.

In addition to these actions, the Commission has also filed subpena
enforcement actions in the Federal courts against two very large cor-
porations seeking to compel them to complv with investi~ativ6 sub-
penas calling for the production of documents and testimony, neces-
sary for Commission investigations. In both cases, after hearings, the
court ordered the defendants to comply with the Commission's sub-
penas. In one case, involving a major dle+fonie eontra-ctor, the court
ordered that, except in dealings with agencies with law enforcement
responsibilities, the Commission give the defendant and interested
agencies of the U.S. Government advance notice before releasing the
subpenaed documents to any third party, other than a grand jury. In
so providing, however, the court expressly stated thiat nothing in the
order was to limit the investigative or enforcement efforts of the Com-
mission. In the second case, the court's order requiring compliance with
the investigative subpena also called for similaf''protection against
premature disclosure of the subpenaed documents.

Chairman PROxmIR,. AN7hat was the second case?
Mr. HILLS Occidental Petroleum.
The Commission currently has a number of active investigations

pending involving major U.S. corporations. Certain of these investi-
gations have been disclosed, either in the context of Commission
actions seeking' judicial enforcement of our investigatory subpenas, or
by the corporations under investigation.

In those actions where defendants have consented to the entry of
final judgments of permanent injunction, we are satisfied, Senator,
that the Commission has obtained the relief it is expressly authorized
to seek under the Federal securities laws. These final orders of perma-
nent injunction are, of course, enforceable by criminal contempt pro-
ceedings in the event of further violations. In addition, important
ancillary relief-and by that we mean relief not specifically provided
'in the Federal securities laws but which a court of equity may, in the
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exercise of its discretion, grant in the interest of justice-has been
obtained.

Typically, these final orders have required the subject company to
establish a special committee, generally comprised of independent
members of its board of directors, in order to conduct a full investiga-
tion of the irregularities alleged in the Commission's complaint. The
committees have generally utilized outside legal counsel and independ-
ent auditors, and have conducted detailed inquiries into the com-
pany's books and records, and its past and present management and
corporate operations. After the conclusion of an investigation, the
special committee submits a complete report of the investigation to
the board of directors, which, of course, has the ultimate responsibility
for reviewing and implementing any recommendations contained in
the report.

Again I direct the subcommittee's attention to the report of the

Special Review Committee to the board of directors of Gulf Oil Corp.
for the subcommittee's interest.

These inquiries by outside directors have served two most important
functions. First, they have provided the corporation and its share-
holders with a mechanism, independent of the management that may
have been responsible for the alleged wrongdoing, to determine the
extent and nature of the problems involved, and to determine whether
restitution should be sought on behalf of the corporation or other
action initiated against past or present management. In short, this
form of ancillary relief has provided for a new governance of the cor-
poration., to protect the interests of the stockholders.

Our action in this regard has been consistent with the longstanding
Commission policy of advocating a greater role for independent direc-
tors in the affairs of publicly held companies. As early as 1940, fol-
lowing the McKesson-Robbins investigation, the Commission urged
the formatioin of committees of nonofficer directors to participate in
arranging the details of corporate audits. In March 1972, the Com-.
mission again endorsed the establishment of audit committees com-
posed of outside directors for all publicly held companies to afford the
greatest possible protection to investors who rely upon the financial
statements of such companies.

Again, in December 1974, the Commission urged registrants to
create audit committees of the board in order to provide more effective
communication between independent accountants and outside directors,
and required proxy statement disclosure of the existence of, or the
absence of, such a committee.

Second, the special committees that have resulted from the Com-
mission's enforcement actions have served the equally important func-
tion of communicating important information concerning past mant
agement activities to public shareholders. Thus, the investigative
reports prepared by the outside directors have been filed, as required
by the final orders entered, with the court as part of the record in the
action, and with the Commission as an exhibit to a' form 8-K current:
report.

The investigative reports for six corporate defendants have been
filed. These reports have substantially verified the substance of the
Commission's allegations in each case, and in certain instances, revealed
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additional instances of domestic and foreign payments. Five of the
reports recommended that the subject companies adopt remedial pro-
cedures designed to prevent recurrence of the practices in question.
Additionally, as a result of Commission enforcement actions, the activ-
ities of the Watergate special prosecutor, shareholder actions, and for
other reasons, certain management defendants and others have made
restitution in excess of $1 million to the corporations.

In six of these actions, the companies consented to court ordered
prohibitions against further illegal political contributions, the main-
tenance of off-the-books cash funds, or further falsifying any corpo-
rate books and records. In each case, the Commission has retained
the right to seek further relief if it is not satisfied that the company
has fully complied with the terms of its undertakings and the final
judgment entered by the court.

I would like now to turn to a discussion of the Commission's volun-
tary disclosure program. The primary allegations, if I may say again
in each of the cases brought, relate to the maintenance of funds out-
side the normal financial accountability system for purposes of making,
among other things, illegal domestic political contributions. The crim-
inal indictments of several of these corporations and their executives
for such illegal activities 'led the Commission to publish a public state-
ment expressing the view of its Division of Corporation Finance con-
cerning disclosure of these matters in filingss with the Commission.
That statement appears in Securities Act release No. 5466, March 8,
1974. Generally, the disc.loaqures 'ahonit domestic contributions in re-
sponse to that release have been detailed, and have included informa-
tion on the method of freeing the money from normal corporate con-
trols, and information concerning those involved both in making and
receiving payments. Copies of the relevant portions of filings contain-
ing these disclosures have, of course, been submitted to your staff.

The secret funds that were maintained by some of those companies
were apparently used for 'a variety of purposes, including, in some in-
stances, foreign payments in connection with business abroad. One
effect of the Commission's actions alleging failure to disclose the
maintenance of these secret funds has been increased awareness of
this problem by other registrants. Last summer there was widespread
publicity given to the Commission's actions, -as well -as to informa-
tion obtained through congressional inquiries relating to foreign pay-
ments. Questions were raised about the types of disclosure that would
be appropriate under the Federal securities laws and about the actions
that companies could take "to clear the board" of past activities of this
type.

Commissioner Loomis, in testimony before the House of Representa-
tives Subcommittee on International Economic Policy of the Com-
mittee on International Relations, July 17, 1975 and September 30,
1975, suggested that companies concerned about this problem might
proceed in the following manner:

One, make a careful investigation of the facts, conducted 'by per-
sons not involved in the activities in question, such as independent
directors;

Two, if 'the investigation discloses that a problem does exist, the
board of directors then should decide, in consultation with their pro-
fessional advisers, what types of disclosure seem to be called for; and
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Three, discuss the matter with ithe staff of the SEC prior to filing a
document, and fullv inform the staff as to the facts.

Commissioner Loomis also stated that the procedures set forth could
lessen the need for enforcement action in particular oases, especially
where the Commission -was informed in advance that a company, not
then under investigation, would proceed in such a fashion.

The first company to accept this invitation for voluntary disclosure
was a major oil company which came to our staff last summer. Its rep-
resentatives described

Chairman PROXaIRE. What was that firm?
Mr. HILLS. That was Cities Service Corp., Sen'ator, that came for-

ward, and as I said earlier,. came forward voluntarily. As the Senator
appreciates, where -we have people coming forth voluntarily there may
be some matters that are easy to speak about and others in which some
residual possibility of enforcement action may be present. Accord-
ingly, if an investigation is presently pending, there are some matters
that we may come upon which may be inappropriate to speak about.
So far, of course, we have touched on none of these problems.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Simply just let us know in those cases.
Mr. HILLS. Of course. Thank you.
In the case I was mentioning, company representatives described in

detail their concerns over foreign activities that had come to the at-
tention of top management, and consulted with the staff on the appro-
priate method of disclosing and stopping such activities. These dis-
cussions led to the filing of a current report on form 8-K, a form used
to report the occurrence of certain material events, describing the pro-
gram that the company intended to undertake. Again, a copy of that
filing is with your staff.

The type of voluntary program undertaken by that company can
be adopted, with appropriate modification, to any company involved
in payments of doubtful legality and in maintaining inaccurate books
and records relating to such transactions. Any such company should
first conduct an internal inquiry to determine the extent of such prob-
lems. The company may then enter the "voluntary program" if the
board of directors, one, declares an end to all such practices and, two,
authorizes a complete investigation, both of all matters that have been
discovered, as well as of any similar activities involving the company,
within or outside the United States, within the previous 5 years. Five
years, in our judgment, is a sensible cutoff point since that is usually
the time covered by the financial statements required to be included in
filings with the Commission. That does not mean, of pourse, that there
may not be different terms than 5 years depending upon the nature of
the matter.

The exact wording of the action to be taken by the board of direc-
tors, including the declaration to end such practices, will depend on
the discoveries that they have made. The policies adopted by the
board of directors of the previously mentioned company are instruc-
tive. Their policies are as follows:

One, the use of corporate or subsidiary funds or assets for any law-
ful or improper purpose is strictly prohibited.

Two, no undisclosed or unrecorded fund or asset of the corpora-
tion or any subsidiary shall be established for any purpose.
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Three, no false or artificial entries shall be made in the books and
records of the corporation or its subsidiaries for any reason, and no
employee shall engage in any arrangement that results in such pro-
hibited act.

Four, no payment on behalf of the corporation or any of its sub-
sidiaries shall be approved or made with the intention or under-
standing that any part of such payment is to be used for a purpose
other than that described by the documents supporting the payment.

Five, any employee having information or knowledge of any unre-
corded fund or asset or any prohibited act shall promptly report such
matter to the auditor general of the company.

Six, all managers shall be responsible for the enforcement of, and
compliance with, this policy including necessary distribution to
insure employee knowledge and compliance.

Seven, appropriate employees wvill periodically be required to certify
compliance with this policy.

Eight, this policy is applicable to the corporation and all its domes-
tic and foreign subsidiaries.

In addition to declaring an end to such practices, the board should
authorize a thorough investigation by a committee consisting of inde-
pendent directors. That committee should be authorized to employ
counsel and independent accountants if deemed appropriate by the
committee. Obviously, in many cases the independent accountant who
regularly audits the corporation is the appropriate firm to be used
unless, of course, circumstances suggest otherwise.

Under the voluntary program. the company will file a report on form
8-K with the Commission. The report will set forth the facts as the
company then knew them, deseribe the investigation underway, in-
cluding progress to date, and the declaration of policy to end such
practices. In addition, the company should, whenever appropriate, file
a form 8-K to report on the progress of the investigration, and file, at
the time of the completion of the investigation, a copy of the report
that the independent committee submits to the board of directors.
Generally, the report should contain a description of the transactions
involved including the amounts, the purposes of the transactions, the
role of management, the tax consequences, the accounting treatment,
and the effect on income, revenues and assets, or business operations
of a cessation of such payments.

It must be understood that the staff of the Commission will have
access to any information that is discovered or developed during the
investigation. Further, the company will also be expected to describe
the facts as theni known in any registration statement or, if appropri-
ate, in a proxy statement. That disclosure, of course, need not await
the outcome of the final report, but should be made on the basis of
current knowledge.

This procedure has been adapted to other situations, but the general
structure, including internal investigation and discussions with the
staff, is common to all. At this date approximately 15 companies have
met with the staif to discuss questions in this area, and a number of
these companies have filed reports or regisration statements describ-
ing questionable foreign payments and the maintenance of improper
books and records in connection therewith. These were not all the re-
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suit of participation in the "voluntary program," but the types of dis-
closure made, assuming there is no court action, are generally similar
whether the company is in the "voluntary program" or not.

It is difficult, Senator to summarize the types of disclosure that have
been made because, to a very large extent, the disclosure depends on
the particular facts and circumstances of each case. The types of for-
eign transactions that have been disclosed are generally similar to
those alleged in the enforcement actions I have previously described,
and include large, apparently disproportionate, payments made as
"commissions" to "agents" who are in fact Government officials, for
their help in obtaining contracts or business, and payments to political
parties for Government favors. Some payments have been made to
Government employees performing ministerial duties in order to ex-
pedite the company's business transactions, and some have been part
of a program to evade taxes or currency control laws. These payments
are usually disguised by the maintenance of incomplete or false books
and records with little or no supporting documentation.

Although these voluntary disclosures are generally similar in na-
ture to those resulting from enforcement action. I must point out that
the disclosures that we have seen in the filings of companies which
have either come in voluntarily or which have contacted and cooperated
with the staff, are less detailed than those which have resulted from
court orders. Of course, since we have no final reports yet submitted
pursuant to the voluntary program, adequacy of the disclosures to
date has not yet been determined.

We had one instance which involved a corporation which was pri-
vate at the time of the transaction in question. As described in my pre-
pared statement, we determined, in that instance, that no disclosure
was necessary.

The committee has asked for our views as to the adequacy and effec-
tiveness of the present laws and regulations and any recommendations
we may have for improving them. As the committee knows, a primary
purpose of the Federal securities laws and the Commission's regula-
tions is to protect investors by requiring issuers of securities to make
full and fair disclosure of material facts. In my opinion, these stat-
utes provide the Commission adequate authority to require appro-
priate disclosure about the matters I have been discussing in order
to protect stockholders. And as the Senator knows, we are in the midst
of the voluntary disclosure program. and it is not possible at this
stage to answer the four questions the Senator has posed in any com-
plete fashion.

Chairman PRoXMIRE. How long will it take before you feel you will
be able t.o answer those questions?

Mr. HI-TS. The questions that the Senator has presented to us have
considerable relevance to the documents we have provided your staff.
the voluntary disclosure reports, and other evidence. It is difficult for
me to tell how much additional information von mav wish to have.
Yon obviously will have access to considerably more material as our
program goes forward. The judgment as to when we have enough
information to answer the questions in detail is. of course, problematic.
I have no doubt that we can provide very material evidence on those
questions in the near futur e.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. You mean within a couple of months you would
be able to give us some kind of estimate?

Mir. HILLS. Senator-
Chairman PRox3IirE. You can qualify your estimates any way you

wish.
Mr. HILLS. Of course. We will undertake, Senator, to provide

within 60 days an answer to the four questions based upon the in-
formation that we have from a number of sources.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Thank you.
AMr. HILLS. Where possible, of course, where no investigation is un-

derway, we will do it in the fullest possible fashion and we will have
to decide at that time how good a job we can do. We do, however, have
a very large sampling of the American business world coming forward
voluntarily with the voluntary disclosure program.

Chairman PROXMTRE. We should have this by mid-AMarch then.
Mr. HImLs. We will undertake to have it to you by March 15.
There are two additional points to be made. First, our enforce-

ment actions to date, generally speaking, have been based upon al-
leged transactions involving the payments of large amounts of money
which were caused to be inaccurately stated on the company's books
and records by top corporate officials. They were concealed from the
company's board of directors in most cases, as far as we can tell, and
often from its auditors. The ancillary relief that we have obtained in
most of these actiouis has had the effect of providing a new governance
for those corporations by requiring that the board of directors De pro-
vided with adequate information so that appropriate action can be
taken to protect the stockholders of that company.

In my. view, an effective system of corporate accountability requires
that the facts pertaining to iiiegai payments not be concealed irom a
corporation's independent accountants or its board of directors. This
is the key point. The system of government regulation of business dis-
closure by the Securities and Exchange Commission will not work
unless the books and records are kept in good faith.

Second, we are aware that many commentators have said that too
much uncertainty exists, and they have asked the Commission to for-
mulate guidelines. There are two points to be made in response to
that. As the Senator will appreciate on the basis of the testimony
that I have gone through, not much uncertainty exists within the
corporations involved as to what apparently happened, and no un-
certainty should exist as to the need for the Securities and Exchange
Commission to pursue those matters for the purpose of corporate
accountability. Now, it is unlikely, in my judgment, that we shall ever
be able to provide a guideline with any kind of simple mathematical
formula to help corporations decide what is in the interests of the
stockholders of that company. It is my personal hope that we will,
however, be able to provide some better guidance in the near future.

Senator, as I said at the outset, as a newcomer to the Securities and
'Eilxchanlge C:ommission I am particularly proud of the SEC's efforts in
this area, spearheaded, of course. by the Enforcement Division with
its 200 people in Commission headquarters. Our Division of Corpora-
tion Finance, and our General Counsel's office have also all had a
major impact on the business world, and I am more than pleased to,
appear before this subcommittee to say so.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. hills follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. RODEBICK M. HTLLS

-Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee: I appreciate the opportunity to

testify before this Subcommittee on the subject of "Abuses of Corporate Power,
Bribes, Kickbacks, Political Contributions and Other Improper Payments."

I understand that the Subcommittee is primarily interested in all relevant
actions taken by the Securities and Exchange Commission during the past two
years to investigate violations of the federal securities laws related to such ac-

tivities, and in our views as to the adequacy and effectiveness of the federal se-
curities laws for these purposes. Accordingly, I will first discuss the enforce-
ment actions brought in this area, and the disclosure contained in documents filed
with the Commission.

INTRODUCTION

For approximately eighteen months, one aspect of the Commission's enforce-
ment program has focused on companies which have maintained secret funds
outside the normal financial accountability system and engaged in a variety of

illegal practices which were facilitated by the maintenance of false or inade-
quate corporate books and records. In each case, there was direct involvement and
participation by senior management officials coupled with, in most cases. a con-
cealment of the practices from the full board of directors and outside auditors.

As the Watergate Special Prosecutor's Office began to obtain convictions
against some of America's largest public companies for violations of the Federal
Corrupt Practices Act, it became clear that the Commission should commence
its own investigation of management misuse of corporate funds. The practices
uncovered in the course of these investigations revealed problems of a serious
magnitude:

(1) Bonuses to selected corporate employees which were rebated for use in
making illegal domestic political contributions by such corporations;

(2) Use of an offshore corporate subsidiary as "cover" for a revolving cash
fund for distributing diverted corporate funds for both domestic and foreign
political activities, all of which were illegal in the place where paid;

(3) Anonymous foreign bearer stock corporations, used as depositories for

secret illegal "kickbacks" on purchase or sales contracts;
(4) Payments to foreign consultants which were diverted to management and

used for illegal domestic political contributions and commercial bribery;
(5) Direct, corporate payments to foreign government officials in return for

favorable business concessions; and
(6) Payments, aggregating tens of millions of dollars. to consultants or com-

mission agents, made with accounting procedures, controls and records which,
if existent at all, were Insufficient to document whether any services were even
rendered by such consultants or agents, or whether such services were commen-
surate with the amounts paid. In some cases the parties involved have stated
that the payments were used to bribe foreign government officials in order to
procure business. No foreign official has, however, yet confirmed the receipt of
such monies for such purposes, and there still are large amounts of such pay-
ments for which no accounting has been made.

ACTIONS FILED

To date, the Commission has brought civil injunctive actions in various United
States District Courts against nine corporations including some of this nation's
largest public corporations with annual sales ranging from approximately $100
million to $18 billion. In eight of these cases corporate officers and directors
have also been included as defendants.

Each case involves differing fact situations, but they are similar in significant
respects. In each the Commission has alleged that the defendants violated the
reporting provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 by filing periodic
reports with the Commission which omitted or misstated material information.
In all but two of these cases, the Commission also charged violations of the proxy
solicitation provisions of that Act. In three of the actions, the Commission
charged violations of the antifraud provisions of that Act. In all but one of
the cases it was alleged that senior management officials participated in the
violative activities, and those individuals were also named as defendants.

78547-77-2
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I should note again that in each of these nine cases, the violative conduct
alleged was facilitated by the maintenance of false or inadequate corporate
books and records. It should also be noted that. while some cases involved
domestic payments only, and others involved foreign payments only, the majority
involved both domestic and foreign payments.

The Commission's first case included the allegation that a major marine con-
struction company and its chief executive officer represented that $120.000 in
payments had been made to employees and others as compensation when, in
fact, those payments were the means by which the corporation made political
contributions.

In a subsequent domestic case. the Commission alleged that a major manu-
facturing company and three of its officers and directors placed over $6.30.000
into a secret cash fund created by false entries in the corporate books and records
purportedly for insurance and legal expenses. Almost $500.000 of this fund was
allegedly used for unlawful political contributions. This case also involved as a
defendant the company's chief executive officer.

A third domestic case was brought against a major municipal servicing or-
ganization charging the company and officers, including a former chairman of the
board. with paying over $1,200,000 to a corporation wholly owned by the former
executive vice-president for the purpose of using these funds for illegal political
payments, bribes and kickbacks. The Commission further charged the former
board chairman and two of the other defendants with concealing the true nature
of these payments in periodic reports and proxy materials filed with the Com-
mission and disseminated to the company's shareholders.

The first foreign case was brought on April 9. 1975. against a major food
products concern. The company had advised shareholders in a current report on
Form S-K of a reduction in an export tax imposed by a Central American coun-
try on the company. The Commission charged that this report should also have
revealed that the company had allegedly agreed to pay $2.5 million to high gov-
ernment officials of the country in exchange for a government decision to reduce
an export tax, and that $1.25 million was paid to certain officials. Furthermore.
the complaint alleged the company's hooks and records were falsified to conceal
the disbursement of these funds and that the defendant had made additional
cash payments of about $750,000 to officials of a European government to secure
favorable business opportunities for the company.

A second foreign sialt charged a major .-. i-istrial products conmpany, its chair-
man of the board. and its executive vice-president with making undisclosed
payments of about $400.000 to officials of two European governments without
properly accounting for this sum on the corporate books and records.

The remaining cases brought by the Commission involve both domestic and
foreign payments. One suit against a major multinational oil company and its
top officers alleged that over $2.8 million in corporate funds had been disbursed
to two foreign corporations by means of false entries on the corporate books
and records and that most of this sum was returned to the United States largely
for illegal political contributions and related expenses. The complaint further
alloged that the balance was distributed overseas in cash.

Another major oil company and a former company vice-president were charged
with creating a secret fund for unlawful political contributions and for other
purposes. The complaint alleged that, by means of false entries on the corporate
hooks and records. $10 million in corporate funds were given to a foreign sub-
sidiary, and other company subsidiaries, of which about $5.4 million was
returned to the United States and used largely for making illegal political con-
tributions. In addition It was alleged that the balance of the money was dis-
bursed overseas in cash.

On another ease, against a major defense contractor and its top officers, the
Commission charged that a secret fund of over $47-5,000 was generated from
reyveling of purportedly bona fide payments to a European consultant and was
utilized for unlawful political contributions, as well as for other purposes.
Further, the Commission alleged that approximately $30 million of corporate
funds had been disbursed to various consultants and others, a portion of which
was disbursed without adequate controls to insure that the funds were used
for the purposes indicated.

In a case against a large independent oil company, its chief executive and other
officers. the Commission alleged that $780,000 of corporate moneys had been
diverted to a secret fund maintained largely for illegal political contributions.
The complaint also alleged that over $4 million in cash was transferred or dis-
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bursed to individuals overseas without adequate records to insure that the funds
were used for the purposes indicated.

Settlements have been reached with all of the defendants in five cases; the
rest are in litigation as to all or some defendants.

In those instances where settlements have been reached, final judgments of
permanent injunction by consent have been entered by the Court, with the settling
defendants neither admitting nor denying the allegations of the Commission's
complaint. These judgments enjoin the defendants from further violations of
the federal securities laws as alleged in the complaint, and provide for certain
ancillary relief.

In addition to these actions, the Commission has also filed subpoena enforce-
ment actions in the federal courts against two very large corporations seeking
to compel them to comply with investigative subpoenas calling for the production
of documents and testimony necessary for Commission investigations. In both
cases, after hearings, the court ordered the defendants to comply with the Com-
mission's subpoenas. In one case involving a major defense contractor, however,
the Court ordered that, except in dealings with agencies with law enforcement
responsibilities, the Commission give the defendant and interested agencies of
the United States Government advance notice before releasing the subpoenaed
documents to any third party, other than a grand jury. In so providing the Court
expressly stated that nothing in the order was to limit the investigative or
enforcement efforts of the Commission. In the second case, the Court's order
requiring compliance with the investigative subpoena called for similar protection
against premature disclosure of the subpoenaed documents.

The Commission currently has a number of active investigations pending
involving major U.S. corporations. Certain of these investigations have been
disclosed either in the context of Commission actions seeking judicial enforce-
ment of Commission investigatory subpoenas or by the corporations currently
under investigation.

ANCILLARY RELIEF

In those actions where defendants have consented to the entry of final judg-
ments of permanent injunction, the Commission has obtained the relief it is
expressly authorized to seek under the federal securities laws. These final orders
of permanent injunction are, of course, enforceable by criminal contempt pro-
ceedings in the event of further violations. In addition, important ancillary
relief-that is, relief not specifically provided in the federal securities laws but
which a court of equity may, in the exercise of its discretion, grant in the interest
of justice-has been obtained.

Typically, these final orders have required the subject company to establish
a special committee generally comprised of independent members of its board of
directors, in order to conduct a full investigation of the irregularities alleged in
the Commission's complaint. The committees have generally utilized outside legal
counsel and independent auditors and have conducted detailed inquiries into
the company's books and records, its past and present management and cor-
porate operations. Upon the conclusion of an investigation, such special com-
mittees submit a complete report of the investigation to the board of directors,
which, of course, has the ultimate responsibility for reviewing and implementing
any recommendations contained in the report.

These inquiries by outside directors have served two important functions. First,
they have provided the corporation and its shareholders with a mechanism,
independent of the management that may have been responsible for the alleged
wrongdoing, to determine the extent and nature of the problems involved, and
whether restitution should be sought on behalf of the corporation or other action
initiated against past or present management.

This action is consistent with the longstanding Commission policy of advocat-
ing a greater role for independent directors in the affairs of publicly held cor-
porations. As early as 1940. following the McKllesson-Robbins investigation, the
Commission urged the formation of committees on non-officer directors to par-
ticipate in arranging the details of corporate audits. In March 1972. the Comn-
mission endorsed the establishment of audit committees composed of outside
directors for all publicly held companies to afford the greatest possible protec-
tion to investors who rely upon the financial statements of such companies.
Again, in December 1974. the Commission urged registrants to create audit com-
mittees of the board in order to provide more effective communication between
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independent accountants and outside directors and required proxy statement
disclosure of the existence or absence of such a committee.

Second, the special committees that have resulted from the Commission's en-
forcement actions have served the equally important function of communicat-
ing important information concerning management's activities to public share-
holders. Thus, the investigative reports prepared by the outside directors have
been filed, as required by the final orders entered, with the Court as part of the
record in the action, and with the Commission as an exhibit to a Form 8-K
current report.

The investigative reports for six corporate defendants have been filed. These
reports have substantially verified the substance of the Commission's allegations
in each case and, in certain instances, revealed additional instances of domestic
and foreign payments. Five of the reports recommended that the subject com-
panies adopt remedial procedures designed to prevent recurrence of the prac-
tices in question. Additionally, as a result of Commission enforcement actions,
the activities of the Watergate Special Prosecutor, shareholder actions, and for
other reasons, certain management defendants and others have made restitution
in excess of $1 million to the corporations.

In six of these actions, the companies consented to court ordered prohibitions
against further illegal political contributions, the maintenance of off-the-books
cash funds, or further falsifying any corporate books and records. Further, in
-each case, the Commission has retained the right to seek further relief if it is
not satisfied that the company has fully complied with the terms of its under-
takings and the final judgment entered by the court.

DISCLOSURE

The primary allegations in each of the cases brought relate to the maintenance
of funds outside the normal financial accountability system for purposes of mak-
ing, among other things, illegal domestic political contributions. The criminal
indictments of several of these corporations and their exeontives for such illegal
actvities led the Commission to publish a public statement expressing the view
of its Division of Corporation Finance concerning disclosure of these matters
in filings with the Commission (Securities Act Release No. 5466, March 8, 1974).
Generally, the disclosures about domestic contributions in response to that re-
lease have been detailed, and have id ,nformton on the method of free-
ing the money from normal corporate controls, and information concerning
those involved both in making and receiving payments. Copies of the relevant
portions of filings containing these disclosures have already been submitted
to the committee's staff.

The secret funds that were maintained by some of those companies were
apparently used for a variety of purposes, including, in some instances. foreign
payments in connection with business abroad. One effect of the Commission's ac-
tions alleging failure to disclose the maintenance of these secret funds has been
increased awareness of this problem by other registrants. Last summer, there
was widespread publicity given to the Commission's actions, as well as to
information obtained through Congressional inquiries relating to foreign pay-
ments. Questions were raised about the types of disclosure that would be appro-
priate under the federal securities laws and about the actions that companies
could take to "clear the board" of past activities of this type.

In this context, Commissioner Loomis, in testimony before the Rouse of Rep-
resentatives Subcommittee on International Economic Policy of -the Committee
on International Relations (July 17, 1975 and September 30, 1975), suggested
that companies concerned about the problem might proceed in the -following
manner:

(1) Make a careful Investigation of the facts, conducted by persons not in-
volved in the activities in question, such as independent directors:

(2) If the investigation discloses that a problem does exist, the Board of
Directors should decide. in consultation with their professional advisers, what
types of disclosure seem to be called for; and

(3) Discuss the matter with the Commission staff .prior to filing a document
and fully inform the staff as to the facts.

He also indicated that the procedures set forth could lessen the need for
enforcement action in particular cases, especially where the Commission Was
informed in advance that a company, not then under investigation, would
proceed in such a manner.
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The first company to accept this invitation for voluntary disclosure was a
major oil company which came to our staff last summer. Its representatives
described in detail their concerns over foreign activities that had come to the
attention of top management, and consulted with the staff on the appropriate
method of disclosing and stopping such activities. These discussions led to the
filing of a current report on Form 8-K, a form used to report the occurrence of
certain material events, describing the program that the company intended to
undertake. A copy of that filing has been provided to your staff.

The type of voluntary program undertaken by that company can be adopted
with appropriate modification, to any company which has been involved in pay-
ments of doubtful legality and in maintaining inaccurate books and records
relating to such transactions. Any such company should first conduct an internal
inquiry to determine the extent of such problems. The company may then enter
the "voluntary programs" if the board of directors (1) declares an end to au
such practices and (2) authorizes a complete investigation, both of all matters
that have been discovered as well as of any similar activities involving the com-
pany (within or outside the United States) within the previous five years. Five
years is a sensible cut off point since that is usually the time covered by the
financial statements required to be included in filings with the Commission. Of
course, events prior to that time may also be material if part of a continuing
program or related to existing material contracts or business operations.

The exact wording of the action to be taken by the board of directors, including
the declaration to end such practices, will depend on the activities discovered.
The policies adopted by the board of directors of the previously mentioned com-
pany are instructive:

(1) The use of corporate or subsidiary funds or assets for any unlawful or
improper purpose is strictly prohibited.

(2) No undisclosed or unrecorded fund or asset of the corporation or any
subsidiary shall be established for any purpose.

(3) No false or artificial entries shall be made in the books and records of the
corporation or its subsidiaries for any reason, and no employee shall engage
in any arrangement that results in such prohibited act.

(4) No payment on behalf of the corporation or any of its subsidiaries shall
be approved or made with the intention or understanding that any part of such
payment is to be used for a purpose other than that described by the documents
supporting the payment.

(5) Any employee having information or knowledge of any unrecorded fund
or asset or any prohibited act shall promptly report such matter to the auditor
general of the company.

(6) All managers shall be responsible for the enforcement of, and compliance
with, this policy including necessary distribution to ensure employee knowledge
and compliance.

(7) Appropriate employees will periodically be required to certify compliance
with this policy.

(8) This policy is applicable to the corporation and all its domestic and foreign
subsidiaries.

In addition to declaring an end to such practices, the board should authorize
a thorough investigation by a committee consisting of independent directors. That
committee should be authorized to employ counsel and independent accountants
if deemed appropriate by the committee. Normally, the independent accountants
who regularly audit the corporation would be used unless circumstances
suggested otherwise.

Under the voluntary program, the company will file a report on Form 8-K
with the Commission. The report will set forth the facts as the company then
knew them, describe the investigation underway, including progress to date, and
the declaration of policy to end such practices. In addition, the company should,
whenever appropriate, file a Form 8-K to report on the progress of the in-
vestigation, and file, at the time of the completion of the investigation, a copy
of the report that the independent committee submits to the board of directors.
Generally, the report should contain a description of the transactions involved
including the amounts, the purposes of the transactions, the role of management,
the tax consequences, the accounting treatment, and the effect on Income,
revenues, and assets or business operations of a cessation of such payments.

It must be understood that the staff of the Commission will have access to
any information that is discovered or developed during the investigation. Fur-
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ther, the company will also ibe expected to describe the facts as then known in
any registration statement or, if appropriate, in a proxy statement. This dis-
closure need not await the outcome of the final report, but should be made on
the basis of current knowledge.

This procedure has been adapted to other situations, but the general structure,
including internal investigation and discussions with the staff, is common to
all. Approximately fifteen companies have met with the staff to discuss questions
in this area and a number of these companies have filed reports or registration
statements describing questionable foreign payments and the maintenance of
improper books and records in connection therewith. These were not all the result
of participation in the "voluntary program", but the types of disclosure made,
assuming there is no court action, are generally similar whether the company
is in the "voluntary program" or not.

It is difficult to summarize the types of disclosure that have been made be-
cause, to a large extent, the disclosure depends on the particular facts and cir-
cumstances of each case. The types of foreign transactions that have been dis-
closed are generally similar to those alleged in the enforcement actions I have
previously described, and include large, apparently disproportionate, payments
made as "commissions" to "agents" to aid in obtaining contracts or business;
payments to "agents", who are in fact government officials, for their help in
obtaining contracts or business: and payments to political parties for government
favors. Some payments have been made to government employees performing
ministerial duties in order to expedite the company's business transactions.
and some have been part of a program to evade taxes or currency control laws.

These payments are usually disguised by the maintenance of incomplete or
false books and records with little or no supporting documentation. Although
these voluntary disclosures are generally similar in nature to those resulting
from enforcement action, I must point out that the disclosures that we have
seen in the filings of companies wvhich have either come in voluntarily or which
have contacted and cooperated with the staff, are less detailed than those which'
have resulted from court orders. Of course. since no final reports have yet been
submitted pursuant to the voluntary program, the adequacy of the disclosures
to date have not yet been determined.

In at least one instance, however, after discussion with the staff and Com-
mission it was determined that no disclosure was necessary. In that case, the
company had been private at the time of the transactions, the transactions in-
volved small amounts of money used basically for gifts to minor foreign govern-
ment employees, top management was not involved in the practice, and accounts
were kept reflecting suich payments. The company nevertheless adopted a policy
prohibiting such practices in the future.

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMEINDATIONS

You have asked for our views as to the adequacy and effectiveness of the
present laws and regulations and any recommendations we may have for im-
proving them. As you know, a primary purpose of the federal securities laws and
the Commission's regulations is to protect investors by requiring issuers of.
securities to make full and fair disclosure of material facts. In my opinion, these
statutes provide the Commission adequate authority to require appropriate dis-
closure about the matters I have been discussing in order to protect stockholders.

There are a few additional points I would like to make. First, our enforcement
actions filed to date have, generally speaking. been based on alleged transactions
that involved payments of large amounts of money which were caused to be.
inaccurately stated on the companies' hooks and records by top corporate officers.
Thus, they were concealed from the companies' boards of directors and often its
auditors. The ancillary relief obtained in most of these actions has had an effect
on the "governance of the corporations" by requiring that the boards of directors
be provided with adequate information so that appropriate action can be taken
to protcct the interests of public investors. In my view. an effective system of
corporate accountability requires that facts pertaining to illegal payments not
be concealed from a corporation's independent accountants or its board of
directors. This is a key point. Nothing else in the system will work unless the
books and records are kept in good faith.

Second, many commentators have suggested that too much uncertainty exists
In this area and ask that the Commission formulate guidelines. While it is un-
likely that we can promulgate rules with any simple mathematical formulas, it
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is my personal hope that we will soon be in a position to provide more guidance.
Finally, we at the Commission are proud of what our staff of 2,000 employees-

and enforcement staff of some 200-have accomplished. We are confident that
our future actions wvill continue to promote the public interest in this difficult and
important area.

Chairman PROxMIRE. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Hills, for a
very, very interesting and provocative and helpful statement.

I would like to start off with a partial solution, and I think you
would agree it is only a partial solution, to the very, very serious prob-
lem that confronts us. The voluntary program, as you suggested, is
designed to, in effect, have corporations do a far more adequate job
than they have in the past in becoming responsible for their own
deeds and to provide full information for directors, and so on.

You say in the course of your remarks, that the disclosures we have
seen in the filings of companies that have either come in voluntarily
or which have contacted, and cooperated with the staff are less detailed
than those which have resulted from court orders. And this is at the
heart of our problem. Can you really expect these corporations to
police themselves effectively under any circumstances?

Mr. HILLS. Well, Senator, we also said that we at the SEC have
not seen the final reports that we have required, and that we can't
make a judgment as to the adequacy of the independent investigation
until we see those final reports. But we will have access to those final
reports, and we will have a continuing regulatory responsibility with
respect to these corporations. Therefore, the question of the adequacy
and the independence of the investigation are judgments that our staff
will have to make, and then make recommendations to the Commis-
sion from time to time as the program progresses.

I would say at the present time we are encouraged to believe that
these corporations recognize the seriousness of the problem and will
proceed accordingly. Obviously, if we are not satisfied that a program
of a voluntary nature has progressed satisfactorily we will have to
take whatever enforcement action is appropriate.
* Chairman PROXKInME. What assurance do we have that that action
-will be taken? The SEC as you say has an excellent record. We are
very cognizant of the ability and of the determination of Mr. Sporkin
and other outstanding members you have on your staff, but you have
a limited staff. You have about 200 people in the Enforcement I )v-ision.
isn't that right?

Mr. HILLS. Well, We of course have the regions which add another
200 people to the enforcement efforts.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You have what altogether, 400 altogether?
Mr. HILLS. Four hundred enforcement, and. in the voluntary pro-

gram, we are talking about the Division of Corporation Finance.
Chairman PROXmIRE. But -we do have a lot of corporations in this

country and this may simply be the suggestion of the extent of this
problem. We don't know as yet, you can't tell us as yet. how widespread
this is. That is what you are going to tell us. I take it, on March 15.

Mr. HILLS. Senator, it is obviously sufficiently widespread for the
SEC to be considerably concerned about it and for the Government
to take an interest in it. The question of the regulation of corporations
generally is a matter transcending disclosure of records to the invest-
ing public and to the SEC. Any corporation that is not willing to ac-
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cept its responsibilities runs the risk of serious litigation. The cor-
porations and the efforts of the SEC are aided by both the accounting
.world, independent public accountants, and the professional obliga-
tions of lawyers who represent these companies and must establish
their own relationship with the auditors to make certain that the
-corporations come forward.

The staff of the SEC has been greatly aided by its capacity to se-
-cure settlements involving, for example, the preparation of a so-
called McCloy report. Obviously, if we were unable to get this form
.of settlement and this form of report, we would have come to the
Senate, and to the House and ask for a very greatly expanded staff.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, that may or may not be a good one. How
do you know whether that is a complete report, and whether other
corporations may or may not be able to report that way? I agree with
you that John McCloy is a remarkable man, of great integrity and
-ability, but I just wonder how many John McCloys we have, and if
*every corporation has one. You see, one of the things that really
bothers me a great deal is, in spite of these very startling and dramatic
disclosures that you have made to us this morning, there is not a record

-of many resignations or firings. It is true just this morning that Gulf
fired some of their top officials, but this is the exception. In many cases
there doesn't seem to be any action on the part of these corporations
against these people who have engaged- in violations of the law and
in briberv and kickbacks, and even admitted it is part of their
operations. There doesn't seem to be anv corrective action The one
kind we understand is when they get rid of the management that
-has done that, fire them.

Mr. HTLUS Senator. the qaestion that you raise involves; of course,
a number of related matters. First, has the criminal process, the
criminal prosecutorial activities of the Federal Government worked
adequately? I have no reason to think that it is not working adequately.
Will these corporations in the governance of themselves take the
actions that this form of disclosure suggests are appropriate? This
country fortunately is one that relies upon disclosure and in forcing
-these companies to say openly what they are doing.

As we said earlier, the long-standing position of the Securities and
Exchange Commission has been that independent directors should
form an audit committee to meet with the outside auditors. The ques-
tion of whether or not a company has such an outside committee -is
itself a subject of which we require disclosure.

Chairman PROXMrIRE. Well, obviously the system hasn't worked so
far. That is why we are in this difficulty. You see-

Mr. HILLs. Senator. the question of when-
Chairman PRox3irwl. The problem with me, as you know as a man

who has been in business and has been very successful and has a fine
reputation, you know how business so often operates.- The people who
work in the corporations are each other's friends and supporters. The
-directors are chosen very often by the officers on the basis of their
friendships and their knowledge of each other. That is an understand-
able tendency. There is nothing criminal in it. It is- just human, to
protect each other, and not to be vindictive, and to be as tolerant as
possible and to try to get along and to help each other. So I am con-
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cerned with relying too much on this kind of discipline even though
there may be an unusual situation where it .will work, and work well.

I realize you have a limited staff and we can't have all of this done
by Government personnel. That would be a mistake, too, I am just
wondering if we can find a way of making this effective enough so
that we are more definitely assured that we won't have this kind of
recurrence in the future.

Mr. I-iLLs. Senator, I am-
Chairman PROX3InE. Could I ask Mr.. Sporkin do you want-I beg

your pardon.
Mr. IHLLs. I -am as concerned as the Senator is about the problem he

has described. It cannot be understated, and I don't mean to suggest
that it-should be. But I am equally confident, not only from my ex-
perience with the SEC, but from years that I have spent both in
business and in the practice of. law, in the strength and capacity of
management to resist, in most cases, these pressures, and confident
that the -industrial world, for the most part, is sound.

I am also confident that that world is reacting to the problem in
much the same way the Senator and the SEC have reacted. We met
only recently, in the past few weeks, with a committee of the inde-
pendent auditors and a committee of the bar association to discuss ways
in which those independent professional people -will have to accept
both professional responsibility and, of course, resultant civil liability
for failure to perform their professional obligations. One important
aspect of these obligations is the professional responsibility to come
forward when they see that the company that they represent is not
making the disclosures required of them by the law.

JI am confident'that major progress has. been made, and I am coit-
fident that the professional world, both in the business community
and in the community of independent counsel and independent audi-
tors, .will make the kind of progress that the Senator hopes for. It is
necessary that that world respond in that fashion.

Chairman PRoxREn. You see, the problem is that it is obvious that
some have -come forward, and have come forward probably because
they recognize they may get easier treatment if they come forward
voluntarily, but the tough question is how do we determine -how perva-
sive and widespread this is. We have much evidence that it is wide-
spread. We have- the chairman of the board of Lockheed saying that
all the aerospace companies are doing this, and some of them coming in
and confessing they do-Northrup and Grumman. We have the same
kind of statement from the oil corporations saying we do it but so
does everybody else. And some of them coming in and admitting that
they have done it. It seems to be something that is extremely serious,
extremely widespread, a very tough problem, and one in' which I think
we need vigorous followup -and some kind of evidence like- the resigna-
tion or firing of the people who have been responsible for this kind of
activitv.

Mr. HILLS. It would be instructive I believe, Senator, for the sub-
committee to have, and I am sure your staff has considerable material
on this topic, information concerning what the independent account-
ing firms have done in response to this problem and the procedure they
follow. They are different from the ones they have employed in the
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past. My own observations are that major changes have been made in
auditing practice.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me just say the staff informs me that so far
what we have been told by the information we have is that the account-
ing procedures have been totally inadequate either to determine what
has been going on or to assure us that they can prevent it in the future.

Mr. HILLS. Senator, in the cases that we have referred to this morn-
ing, there is no doubt that the accounting procedures either were in-
adequate or inadequately carried through. I have no doubt that major
strengthening has to be made and is being made. But are the account-
ing procedures of the United States entirely inadequate? I think not.
I think, there again, we are quite proud of the work that has been
done by the accounting staff of the SEC over recent years under the
leadership of former Professor Burton in providing new accounting
rules, new stimuli, to the accounting profession.

Mv own experience with a troubled company in which we needed
a major accounting firm to help us was that I was quite proud of the
job the accountants did, and even pleased to pay the bill for the re-
sults we received. So this is an area of concern. but I think we should
not fail to recognize that the profession is responding.

Chairman PROX3IIRE. But none of these violations were disclosed by
the private firms, by the private accountants or auditing firms. They
were discovered either by the Watergate prosecutor, by the SEC-

Mr. HILLS. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So that procedures so far have failed us.
Mr. HILLS. I said I thought that there is no question that the pro-

cedures in these cases were either woefully inadequate or woefully and
inadequately carried out.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So all we really know is that they are woe-
fully inadequate.

Mr. HITLS. And I think it is a, proper area of inquiry to determine
what changes have been made by accounting firms to remedy this
matter. I think the Sentor will see progress.

Chairman PROXMLRE. Can you tell us what is the total number of
large corporations against which the SEC has filed civil suits or which
are under active investigation or which have made voluntary admis-
sions of improper payments?

Mr. HnLzs. There are nine civil suits-the total number of companies
under investigation today is. Senator, something like 30.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And how many have made voluntary admis-
sions of improper payments?

Mr. HITLS. We have 15 coming forward in some voluntary fashion
-or other.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Are they all under investigation?
Mr. HILLS. Well, the fact that they are coming forward means obvi-

ously that that is a form of investigation. The voluntary-
Chairman PROXrLmE. Not necessarily.
Mr. HILLS. The administration of the voluntary disclosures program

is performed by the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance, and
the degree of investigation is something that is worked out on a case-
by-case basis.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Are those 15 included in the 30 or not?
Mr. SPORnIN. Not necessarily.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Not necessarily? Can you tell us, MIr. Sporkin,
the extent to which they are?

Mr. SPORKIN. I would say the large majority would not be included.
I think it is important, Senator, if I can explain a little bit more about
the voluntary program. One of the key elements of the voluntary
program is that there be an immediate declaration of cessation of ac-
tivites. That is really the crux of the program. So that means that at
least, Senator, in the future the conduct must stop. Now the reason that
I say that they are not under investigation is that these

Chairman PROxMIRE. Let me just interrupt there, AMr. Sporkin. As
I say, you know the admiration and respect I have for you and I don't
mean to compare the SEC with the Comptroller of the Currency's Office
but Mr. Smith got a cease and desist order in 1962 against U.S. Na-
tional Bank in San Diego and yet for 10 years they went right on doing
exactly what they were doing before and nobody did anything about it.
They really made no attempt to enforce the cease and desist order and
that was a formal court order.
What assurance do we have, because you have moved in the way you

have, that we are going to get compliance?
Mr. SPORnKIN. Well, in that regard, the thing that the program has

as a key part is that, once you have a cessation and you have the
voluntary steps being taken as mentioned by Chairman Hills, when the
final report comes in, we will have access to both the report and the
underlying data. It is our intention to review that report quite care-
fully to see what is involved. And I think that that is extremely im-
portant. It will be monitored very closely, but the key point here is
that. since these firms have come in voluntarily, I don't think you
would want to start up an investigation right away. I think it would
be counterproductive, and I don't think we would get the kind of vol-
untarism that we need in this kind of pro-ram.

Mr. HTLLS. Senator, I think it is terribly important to consider that
the decision as to when an investigation is going to be undertaken is
based in large part on the judgment of the staff and the Commission.
In these cases, the staff will come to the Commission and make their
recommendations. A judgment has to be made as to the integrity and
the capacity of the people that are undertaking the investigation on
behalf of the company.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Doesn't it also depend on whether or not you
have adequate staff to do the job?

Mr. HmILS. No, Senator.
Chairman PROXINIRE. The investigation?
Mr. HILLS. I think that, in my judgment. without question. wherp we

see a corporation willing to hire people of integrity, a John McCloy,
*and provide him with counsel, staff, and auditing effort. and further
provide him with an outside committee of the board of directors, that
-we can be satisfied that that investigation will be a better investigation
than we could provide if our staff was three times as large.

Chairman PROXMIRE I am talking about the fact that you have 30
active investigations going on now in this area alone.

Mir. HnLLs. Yes.
Chairman ProxlrmE. I wonder how manv von can conduct effectively

with the limited staff that you have.
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Mr. SIfLLS. Mr. Sporkin and his staff, Mr. Leverson and his staff
have, in my judgment, done an absolutely masterful job, although I
can say to the chairman that we are strained. We have to consider how
best to allocate our resources, but at the present time I am satisfied, and
I trust that Mr. Sporkin is satisfied, that we have the staff to continue
the investigations that we want to continue. Obviously-

Chairman Proxm=. May I ask, Mr. Sporkin, are you satisfied?
Mr. SPORKIN. Well, I am never satisfied, but what can you do? You

are never going to have enough people, and 1I think this is part of the
system. You are never going to have enough -policemen in this country
to -cut out-

*Chairman PROXMnRE. No. I recognize-that and I certainly don't mean
you ought to have a very big staff. I am just wondering if you have
enough to do the job now in view of what obviously confronts us,
and what I think is on a shocking and very serious scale.

Mr. SPORKIN. Senator, the way I try to approach a problem is to
try to size up the problem and determine how we can deal with that
problem with the resources that we have. That is why we have devel-
oped the concept of involving the private sector here. What I am sav-
ing to you, is that with the staff that we have, we are going to be
stretched thin. I believe, however, that, if all the things fall into place,
we can continue to get the McCloy's and the Manny Cohen's and people
of that caliber to do this -kind of work, I think we will be all right.

I must add one thing to the Chairman's statement. In the Ashland
case, i;f you recall, they had a private counsel, Charles Queenan, Jr.,
of Pittsburgh, who prepared the report. lie prepared a report that
was a very factual and elaborate report, but the full report w asn't
submitted.

Now, the Commission backed that person up 100 perceit-, and said.
that we wanted the entire report. So you are having people of tremen-
dous caliber, such as the McC]oy's and what have you. So I am rela-
tively comfortable.

Certainly as we get stretched thinner and thinner-we have discussed
it with the Chairman and the Chairman has discussed it with us-
problems arise concerning how we are going to reallocate people with-
in the Commission to be able to deal with these matters. In other
words, when we have a priority in my operation we will probably -et
some more people down from other operations that don't have the
same kind of priority. But we are going to attempt to handle these
within the confines of the resources that we have.

Mr. HLLLS. Senator. I think that is a good point. We have tried, in
these past weeks, to identify those areas which are not critical to en-
forcement activities, to .find out where we have surplus people, to shift
them into enforcement if necessary. All I can say, of course, is that
today, this month, we can do the job. Whether or not we will have to
come and seek additional assistance, either because of -enforcement
activities or other responsibilities given to us by Congress, is a matter
for the future.

Chairman PRoxIRm=. Let me be blunt, Mr. Chairman, and say that I
understand there is a split within the Commission that could impede
these investigations. Some members feel the SEC is going too far,
that the Justice Department should investigate illegal payments. One
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Commissioner, A. A. Sommer, suggested in a speech on December 8
of last year that the SEC should pull back and restrain itself in
future cases.

Now, you are a new man, and you may be a swing vote. What I want
to know is, what is your position? Will you support-

Mr. HILLS. Senator
Chairman PROXMLRE. Will you support a continued vigorous role

for the SEC, pushing forward, even intensifying these investigations?
Mr. HILLS. Senator, I am not familiar with the speech you mention,

but I can tell you with some strong feeling that neither Commissioner
Sommer nor any other SEC Commissioner has in any way restrained
the efforts of the enforcement division. Issues of how to provide for
accounting disclosures, and how to do so many other things, obviously
provide a lively debate from time to time. But I will tell you with
complete certainty that in the area of investigation, this Commission
will do whatever has to be done to provide the resources to do the
investigations properly.

Chairman PROXMI=E. Disclosures are really the essence of this thing
and the Commission itself has to support making these disclosures
public, sometimes by a vote, I presume.

Mr. HILLS. Concerning disclosures of corporate activity in the cases
to date, we are relying as Mr. Sporkin said, in large part of the in-
vestigations undertaken by the special counsel and by the outside audi-
tors. Those reports have been made public and have been filed with
the Commission. In each case, the question of what the disclosure may
or may not be is a matter of concern, but in no case of which I am
aware, certainly no case since I have been here, is this a matter of any
considerable debate. In other words, in these kinds of cases where
the top corporate management of a corporation has deliberately falsi-
fied records, and where illegal' activities have been made, the reports
have been detailed and precise.

Chairman PROXmIizr. All right, sir.
Now, let me ask you this. You say five of the nine cases have been

settled by consent. Will you tell us the names of the companies whose
cases have been settled, and indicate what the settlements provide.

Mr. SponKn\. You want the names, Senator, of the cases that have
been settled? Yes; I can give you those right away.

Northrop, Ashland, Phillips, Gulf, 3M, American Ship. They have
1been

Chairman PROXxmE. Six.
MIr. SPORKiN. Six cases have been settled. I'm sorry.
Chairman PRox3MRE. I understood there have been five.
MNr. HILLS. Six corporate cases have been settled. There are some

cases going forward.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Tell us in each case very briefly what were the

settlements. What do the settlements provide?
Mr. SPORKiN. Each of them-
Mr. HILLs. I think my prepared statement, Senator, tried to articu-

late that -we have had this ancillary relief. I will be happy to go back
over it but in each case we. have had injunctions prohibiting future
conduct of this kind, and an ancillary program for an investigation.

Chairman PROXmRE. Were there any firings or dismissals as a result
.of these? Or any fines?
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Mr. SPORKIN. Well, we cannot fine, Senator, and the firings-
Chairman PROXMIRE. I know you can't fire but-
AIr. SPORKIN. Fine. Fine. I'm sorry.
Chairman PRoxmmri. But first as a result of your action, was the COr-

poration taking action?
Mr. SPORKIN. My answer, Senator-I'm sorry-is that we cannot

fine.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Cannot fine. The courts can fine. however.
Mr. SPORKIN. Not under actions we bring.
Chairman PRoXMIE. I see.
Mr. SPORKIN. There have been some very stiff actions taken. If you

will recall, in the 3M matter they cleaned house. As a matter of fact,
that might have been an over-reaction but as the allegations in that
case were only of about $1/2 million or $600,000. I do share your concern
with respect to the others, other than what happened today, and other
than in tho 3M case.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Other than the 3M case and the Gulf case,
there haven't been dismissals or firings as a result of this?

Mr. SPORKIN. Not that I can
Mr. HILLs. Senator, if I may interject, we can surmize a number of

things, but it would be wrong. I think, for our agency to make a
judgment as to why any given individual left a company or was fired.
Our effort has been, howavar, to make certain that there was a new
form of governance capable of conducting the type of investigation
that we are dealing with. And that has been, in terms of the ancillary
relief. The principal capacity of the Commission in this respect is the
capacity to produce a report, such as in the -1u1lf Case.

Chairmana PROXMIRE. See, here the way it looks to us is that nothing
is happening. True, you have got a new governance. It may work. We
hope so. You are getting reports. But nobody has been punished,
nobody has been fined. Well, there have been some fines. Getting off
scot-free. In most of these companies there is no discipline.

Mr. HILLS. We would not want to comment on any pending criminal
investigations or criminal prosecutions, but if a criminal activity has
occurred, Senator, we have to rely upon the prosecutorial powers of
our State and Federal Governments to take care of that. That cannot,
of course, be the responsibility of the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, although as the Senator is aware, the resources of our Com-
mission are used by Federal prosecutors in the course of their in-
vestigations.

Chairman PROXM[IRE. All right. Let's get into that, then. You men-
tioned some criminal indictments in your prepared statement. Were
all or most of the indictments as a result of the investigations of the
Watergate prosecutor?

Mr. SPORKIN. I would say virtually all of them; yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMmE. How many indictments have been as a result of

SEC investigations, any?
Mir. SPORKIN. None so far, sir.
Chairman PROXMTRE. Well, you see, the Watergate prosecutor has

followed up, hasn't he, so that the guardian that ahas given us results
here is no longer around.
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Mr. HILLS. Senator, this is obviously an area in which we have to be
careful, but we begun our first civil action in 1974. Weas it in April?

Chairman PROXBEIRE. It seems to us -as if Justice is letting SEC do
it all because you can't fine. There is no punishment when you handle
it.

Mr. HiLLs. All I am saying is our first case was brought in the
middle of 1974. We have a long and close relationship with the re-
spective U.S. attorneys around the country. I would hope that the
U.S. attorneys would be responsive to any evidence we might have in
our files that does involve criminal conduct.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is 18 months and there has been no
prosecution.

Mr. SPORKiN. Let me explain what the problem is, Senator. In a
way, what has happened here shows you how good the system is and
how it works. We picked up this area as a result of the Watergate spe-
cial prosecutor's work. Now, what has happened is, as you know, he
brought actions in those cases, and most of the cases that I mentioned
here today were the result of those actions. Therefore, as far as I can
see right now, there would be no real question as to whether we could
bring additional criminal actions in those cases.

In other words, there were settlements in those cases. Whlat we do,
however, is to pick up the information because what the prosecutor's
office disclosed was only the tip of the iceberg and we, on our own,
picked it up and have now exposed the entire iceberg.

S Now, with respect to cases that were not picked up by the prosecutor,
of course there is going to be a timelag until all these matters get
fully-

Chairman PROXMIME. I am wondering about that timelag. It seems
to me it is a pretty long timelag. We have got 18 months.

Mr. HTuSs. This was since the first case prosecuted, American Ship-
building.

Chairman PRoXjomE. I assume you kept Justice informed.
Mr. HILLS. Senator, yes, we have such a responsibility.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Has Justice expressed interest in what you are

doing?
Mr. HILLS. It is very difficult to talk about whether there has or has

not been a criminal referral. I am satisfied. We spent a lot of time
with our staff, that is historically, and currently our staff alerts the
Justice Department to matters involving alleged or possible criminal
conduct.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, I want to ask you, does it appear to you
that Justice is vigorously investigating and prosecuting, where ap-
propriate, in all cases where criminal laws appear to have been vio-
lated, or is it dragging its feet?

Mr. HILLs. Senator, I am not capable of, nor do I think it is proper
to comment on that.

Chairman PROXI IRE. Well I think it is. I would disagree with you,
Mr. Chairman, on that. After all, you're an individual agency and
you are the ones who are responsible. I was outraged when your
predecessor wasn't prosecuted by Justice for perjurY when he ap-
peared before our committee and lied to, us, went up to New York and
admitted under oath that he had lied twice, and they wouldn't take
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any action. It seems to me it would be proper in our case, and proper
in your case where you have referred the matters to their attention,
and there doesn't seem to be any-

Mr. HILLs. There was a comma there when I paused to breathe. I
cannot comment on how good a job Justice does, what its resources
are broadly, or whether it has sufficient money to investigate this area.
I indicated before that when we are involved in some matter involving
possible criminal violations, we alert Justice. I can say generally that
the Senator can be satisfied we would follow the same practice in all
cases. We make referrals to Justice and normally provide manpower
from our staff to assist in the investigation. I know of no case involv-
ing what we are talking about right now in which we have reason to
believe Justice fell down. Let me assure the Senator this. Where there
is a case where we have reason, where the enforcement division comes
to this Commission and says it feels there has not been proper criminal
followup, I shall refer the matter to the Justice Department, speak to
the Attorney General about it, and call our feelings to his attention.

Chairman PROXAI=m. Do you know of any effort-is Justice doing
anything on any of these cases?

Mr. SPORKIN. Yes; they are, Senator.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes?
Mr. SPoRxiN. I think it would be inappropriate to discuss this and

I must reaffirm what the chairman said. I know of no instance where
Justice in any of these cases is dragging its feet.

Chairman PRoxmiRE. Well, we are suspicious because there is not
a very reassuring record under either party-I don't mean to be parti-
san about it-of Justice prosecuting top officials of corporations.or,
for that matter. top officials in government. They seem to be allergic
to that kind of action.

Mr. HILLS. Senator, if I may make one comment, which I am sure.
the Senator appreciates, but. I am sure it is helpful in the context of
my testimony. We do have a system based upon the need for stock-
holders to know the quality of their management. We do have a proxy
system and a disclosure system. It is our job to make sure that stock-
holders know the kind of management they have in this respect, and
the system is such that there is no way that we can require a given
board of directors to fire or hire anyone. We can insist, as a matter of
enforcement, as we have. so often, that an independent capacity be
generated to do some of these investigations so that the proxy material
will reveal this. That is the system. We, of course, can comment or not
as to whether somebody should have beeen fired, but that really, in the
final analysis, has to be left to the stockholders. All we can do in this
system is display that for the stockholders' observation.

Chairman PROXMITRE. Did Justice take any position in enforcing the
subpena in the Lockheed case?

Mr. HILLS. I'm sorry.
Chairman PROXMITRE. Did Justice take any position in enforcing the

subnena in the Lockheed casei
Mr. HILLs. The Lockheed case, Senator, involves no policy posi-

tion on the part of the Justice Department. That is the simple answer.
But although the Justice Department itself took no policy position
with respect to the subpena, the Justice Department representing its
client, the State Department, took a position in the Lockheed case.
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Chairman PRoxSTTE. What position was that ?
Mr. Thuiis. The State Department, before I came to the Commission,

had indicated an interest generally in matters involved in the Lock-
heed files. At a later date, when I was at the Commission, the Justice
Department informed us'that the Secretary of State on behalf of the
State'Department wanted to express a concern that there could be
materials in the files of Lockheed that would be detrimental to the
national interest of the United States.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So the only record we have of the Justice De-
partment position, and as you say it is not'a policy position on their
part, reflects the State Department's cover-up, suppression, not dis-
closing, because the Secretary of State thought it might have unfortu-
nate foreign policy implications.

Mr. HImLs. Senator, if I may finish, the conclusion will speak for
itself, the State Department simply asks the Justice Department to
express to the court a concern. On behalf of the Securities and Ex-
change Commission, I asked that the degree of concern be articulated
in some fashion. We were worried lest the expression of concern be
interpreted by the court as interferring with our capacity to prosecute
that case. With the great cooperation of the Justice Department we
were able to secure the cooperation of the State Department. The State
Department people assured me, and agreed with me, that they did not
intend in any way to interfere with our investigation and they, at our
request, provided the court with their view of what a satisfactory order
would be. We insisted that, in view of this expression of interest, an
expressed proviso be put in the order providing that nothing in the
court's order would interfere with the capacity of the Securities and
Exchange Commission to have that material in its hand and to use it
in any way necessary for the jurisdiction of the SEC. So that, while
the Justice Department expression of interest on behalf of State might
have been construed as interference with the SEC, we are satisfied
that the order which issued does not in any way interfere with our
capacity.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you about those subpena enforce-
ment actions. You mentioned two subpena enforcement actions. Is it
correct to say that SEC had to go to court to enforce the subpenas be-
cause the companies refused to obey them?

Mr. HILLs. We only have two at the present time, Senator; yes.
Chairman PRoxmrm. And you had to go to court?
Mr. SPORuN-. Absolutely.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And that is Lockheed and Occidental.
Mr. SPORKIN. Correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How much delay in weeks or months have

been caused by the defiance of the subpenas in these cases?
Mr. SPORKIN. Too long.
Chairman PROXMTRE. What?
Mr. SPoizKIx. Too long.
Chairman PROX3IIRE. But you cannot tell us.
Mr. SPORKIN. I cannot precisely, but it has been months, Senator.
Chairman Puox3Irns. Six months?
Mr. SpoRxn,. I don't know whether it is that long, but at least 3 to

4 months.

78-547-77-3
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Cali you briefly summarize the violative con-
duct these two corporations committed or were suspected of having
committed?

Mr. SPoRKIN. Senator, I think it inappropriate to do that because
at the investigative stage we are attempting to go find the facts. No
allegations actually have been made, and while I did argue the Lock-
heed case, my knowledge on the other case is limited.

Chairman PROXMRE. Lockheed admitted to another committee
which I was chairing that they had made kickbacks. They didn't call
them bribes. They called them kickbacks. They admitted that publicly.

Mr. SPORKiN. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It is correct that Lockheed has refused to

disclose many of the details of the improper or questionable payments
it has made, and that the effect of the court's ruling is to withhold
these details from public disclosure?

Mr. ILmS. Senator, granted that the delay has been much too long,
but to my knowledge we now have at the SEC control over those
documents.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am sorry. I missed that last.
Mr. HLLs. We now have control over the documents which would

reveal the information, if it exists, on this subject.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, do you as an agency have a position on

whether or not these documents should be publicly disclosed?
Mr. HIs. We couldn't possibly make a decision now. Senator,

until we have thoroughly investigated that case. I think it is instrue-
tive to look at what has happened in the nine cases before. It is very
difficult for us to do anything more than say that the process in the
cases that we have brought has resultSd in A thorough investigation

by independent counsel and independent members of the boards of
directors. That in turn, has resulted in a report which was filed and
made public containing all of the information the Senator has made
reference to.

Chairman PROXTIIRE. Let me see if we understand the same thingr
by a thorough investigation. Are you satisfied that the agency has all
the details of the Lockheed payments including the names of all re-
cipients, the amounts, the purposes for which they were made, and
the names of the foreign governments?

Mr. HmLIs. We are only satisfied that we have a court order that
will give us that information.

Chairman PROX1MIE. You don't have that information?
Mr. HILLS. It is massive documents that are in the possession-
Mr. SpoRmKiN. We will never be able to give you that assurance even

after-
Chairman PROXMinlE. *When do you expect to-what is the likeli-

hood that SEC will file a civil suit?
Mr. SPORKIN. Of course. the Commission will have to determine

that. I think the investigation will be completed within the next 3 to
4 months.

Chairman PROX-miRE. Now, can you tell us whether or not you agree
with the position taken by State and Justice in the subpena enforce-
ment action against Lockheed?

Mr. HILLs. That we agree?
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you agree or disagree or is your position,
like Justice which is apparently a no policy position?

Mr. HILLS. Senator, we intend to investigate thoroughly these mat-
ters. We have responsibility, of course, under the securities laws of
the United States to do so, and we shall perform that responsibility.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, do you agree or disagree with the State
Department? State Department wants to suppress this information.

Mr. HILLs. Senator, I would not characterize the State Departmient
action in any other way than I have, namely, as an expression of
interest. The specific information is not before me and is not in our
possession at the present time.

Chairman PROXMIRE. So you still don't have the details of those
bribes.

Mr. SPORKiN. We truthfully have nothing more than a court order
that, if complied with, will give us that information if it exists.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You are waiting for compliance on the part of
Lockheed?

Mr. HILLS. Excuse me. We have, naturally, in the course of the in-
vestigation, gathered other information in addition to what we have
sought from Lockheed.

Chairman PRoxxnA. That order was issued several weeks ago, and
you don't have the details as yet, is that right?

Mr. SpoRKIN. Senator, I think we do have the details of certain trans-.
actions from other sources. At this stage, we are in the process of getting
control of the records. These records have been made available to us.
We had our people out there. The question was whether we could take
them back with us. That has been the issue. What we want is to have
them here in Washington so we can evaluate them and use them in fur-
therance of our investigation. So we do have information, but what I
am saying is we cannot say here that-all the documents from Lock-
heed, I am now told, are in-house.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All the what, sir?
Mr. SPORKIN. Are in-house.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You have them now?
Mr. SPORKiN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. All right. Has State or Justice intervened in

any other SEC case?
iMr. HILLS. You mean in the history of the Commission?
Chairman PROXmIRE. Well, in recent years?
Mr. HILLs. Let me say I would not characterize it as an intervention.

I would characterize it as an expression of interest and, of course,
many Government agencies from time to time express an interest in
something the SEC is doing. That part is not unusual.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, may I ask, what do you think that expres-
sion of interest was designed to do if not to suppress the data and pre-
vent disclosure?

Mr. HILLs. Well, Senator-
Chairman PROXMIRE. That was its purpose, wasn't it?
'Mr. HILLs. Senator, it did not interfere with our capacity to get the

evidence. When I asked for a more explicit understanding of what pre-
cisely the letter meant, the Justice Department provided us with their
form of proviso so that there could be no misunderstanding of what the
real intention was.
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Chairman PROxMTiBF Does the court order in this case bar you from
providing the committee with the information contained in the sub-
penaed documents?-

Mr. HnTs. Does it bar us from providing the information to this
committee?

Chairman PROxMImE. Yes.
Mr. HiLts. The order provides a form of continuing jurisdiction by

the court.
Chairman PROXMIEE; Yes, but you can get the information?
Mr. HILLs. We can get the information.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Could you then disclose it to this committee,

and would vou do it?
Mr. HnLLs. We can provide it if any other law enforcement agency

of the Government, or another agency of Government with law enforce-
ment responsibilities, or a grand jury asks us for documents. We must
notify the courts of that inquiry.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, we want that information.
Mr. HiLLs. Well, Senator, of course, there are several issues here. We

have had a long and a good relationship. with Congress. At the pres-
ent time, we are in the course of an investigation. And I -would hope
that nothing this or any other subcommittee fieeded would cause an
interference with the course'of the investigation. Obviously, the judg-
ment is largely that of the Division of Enforcemient refleted in its, rec-
ommendations to our Commission. So, from our standpoint, atthe pres-
ent time, with the matter actively under investigation, we would hope
that no one else would want certain of that information. If the sub-
committee does wish it,: we, of course, will have to comply with the
terms of the, siibnena order bv notifvinu the court.

Chairman PRoXMIRE. You see, this-isn't just a matter of our being
curious for' ourselves. I feel very strongly that the most effective way
to deter corporations from committing abuses of this kind is to dis-
close this. Once we know the names of people being bribed I think
that would have by far the most effective results in discouraging
bribery in the future.

Mr. HILLs. Senator, we can only ask that the subcommittee look at
the records in the cases that we have completed. I would hope that
the subcommittee would consider those cases successfully completed.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, could you assure this committee that at
the time the SEC completes its case against Lockheed, or enters into
a consent agreement, that the details of all the illegal or improper
payments will be fully disclosed?

Mr. HILmS. Senator, I can assure the subcommittee that we will
follow the same procedure with full vigor in Lockheed as we have in
the other cases including a very careful documentation of what has
happened.

Chairman PRoxRm. There is something quite different here,
though. The State Department doesn't want it released.

Mr. HILLs. Concerning the State Department, Senator, the Federal
Reserve Board, and Department of Commerce, we will be interested
in anything they wish to say to us. But they will not, as they never
have in the past nor, can I assure the subcommittee, will they in the
future, interfere with our completing our investigation. And I think
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it is very important to focus on the subpena, which goes to some
lengths to spell out the responsibilities.

Chairman PROXXME. The question remains. We want the investi-
gation completed, but how about disclosing the facts? Will they be dis-
closed or not?

Mr. HILLs. Senator, of course, I cannot make any judgment at this
time as to what should or should not be disclosed, but you can be abso-
lutely certain that, if the same types of circumstances arise in Lock-
head, or any other case as have arisen in previous cases, the SEC
will pursue the same course of action as it has in the past. I have no
way of knowing, first of all, whether we will get a settlement, which,
if we did, would include the same form of requirements for investiga-
tion we have had in other cases. If we don't get a settlement, I have
no way, of course, of knowing what the court will order, but the SEC
will take what steps we think are necessary to make relevant facts
available to the stockholders of the Lockheed Corp. I have no doubt,
Senator, that we will accomplish that objective if the facts that are
uncovered are of the same nature as in the cases we have brought to
date.

Chairman PROXmIRE. Now, you stress the fact that in all nine of
the SEC cases the corporate abuses were accompanied by false or in-
adequate corporate books and records and that most of the cases in-
volved illegal or improper domestic and foreign payments. Does such
falsification of corporate books and records constitute a violation of
SEC's laws or regulations and do they constitute criminal violations?

Mr. FIILS. I can't say in all cases.
Mr. SPORKIN. There is no provision that prohibits just what you

stated, Senator. However, we have taken the position-
Chairman PROXMIRE. I am sorry. I missed that. No provision
Mr. SPOREIN. There is no provision that provides, with respect to

the kinds of companies we are talking about, that that could be a vio-
lation of the law.

Mr. HILLs. Let me say, Senator, of course, we do not enforce or in-
terpret the criminal laws of the Federal Government, and whether it
is or is not, is a matter for the U.S. Department of Justice to decide.

Chairman PROXM=RE. Well, then, it would seem to me that maybe
we ought to consider, as the legislative body for our Government,
making it a violation of the law. How would you feel about that?

Mr. HILLs. That, I think, Senator, is a matter that the people in
charge of enforcing the criminal laws must have the primary re-
sponsibility for.

Chairman PROXmnIE. Well, you have responsibilities, too.
Mr. HULB. I don't know
Chairman PROXM&IRE. Wouldn't it assist you if you knew that you

could prosecute for violation of the law when people-when there
was a falsification of corporate books ?

Mr. HiLLs. We prosecute falsification of the books in the sense that
we bring civil injunctive actions and we seek and secure the remedies
we need to get the information.

Chairman PROXmRE. But those are slaps on the wrist, not even any
fines, no dismissals. They can do it and if they get caught they say
they will be good boys, but there is no punishment.
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Mr. HILLS. But that, Senator, is a matter for criminal jurisprudence.
Whether or not what they have done should constitute a crime, be
prosecuted by the Department of Justice, is a matter that will not either
aid or abet us.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Couldn't it aid and abet you if it were a crime
so you would have more compliance? Obviously you can give us a long
list of falsification of records and books and we have been successful
in getting the important leads we need in getting the documents. If
the question is statements by public officials, I think the question is not
whether it would help us get the information. I think the question is
whet-her or not making something a crime or not would keep it from
happening. That is an entirely different issue. It seems to me it would
help. Of course. people will commit crimes. They have throughout his-
tory and they will continue to do it, but it just seems to me they are
less likely to do so if they know it is a crime, subject to being punished,.
fined, picked up, obviously jailed.

Mr. HILLS. I guess if you were a behavioral scientist you might say
that a man would be less likely to give evidence if it showed his actions
were a crime, but that is not a concern of ours.

Mr. SPORKIN. Senator, if I may, I don't want to leave the record in-
complete. We have alleged that false books and records were a, part of
the violative act. We have also alleged in our cases that, in order for
a company to provide adequate financial information, it must have
adequate books and records. So we are pjcking.up the fact that there
are inadequate books and records in the types of cases that we bring.

You must remember, Senator, that in order for us to bring a case, we
have to allege a violation, and a violation of our act can be a civil act
as well as a criminal act. So in my mind there would be no additional
deference if a criminal action could be piggybacked on the basis of the
allegations that we made assuming that you have the requisite crimi-
nal intent. That is what the Chairman is speaking about. That deter-
mination must be made by the Department of Justice. But I think the
fact that there can be a violation is clear in my mind.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask you about something else. You say
the SEC has a number of other active investigations. In fact, you said
there were 30 investigations-

Mr. SPORKIN. Approximately.
Chairman PROX=IrE [continuing]. Being conducted right now

against major corporations. Do these investigations involve the same
kinds of bribes, kickbacks, political contributions, and other illegal
improper contributions as the ones we have discussed so far?

Mr. SPORxIN. They involve that and there are also some different
wrinkles. As the Chairman mentioned, each case is pretty much its
own textbook on how to do these kinds of things. There are others

Chairman PROXMIrE. But they do then involve bribes, kickbacks, in
many cases political contributions.

Mr. SPORKIN. Yes; that is correct.
Chairman Prox3IiRF. What are some of the
Mr. HILLS. You have to say "allegations" at the present time.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes, sir. What are some of the other allega-

tions-you are correct-some of the other wrinkles you refer to?
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Mr. SPORKIN. There are, and again these are allegations, matters
under investigation involving so-called domestic bribery. That is
bribery that is not to foreign governments.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In this country?
Mr. SPorKI.N. In this country. These are problems that are alluded

to in the testimony, including payments with respect to exchange rates,
under currenev controls. and tax evasion in foreign countries. These
are the little wrinkles that we have seen, but I must tell you that every
time I pick up one we find another wrinkle.

Chairman PROXMUIP1E. *When you say commercial bribery. you are
talking about briberv of the Government officials?

Mr. SPORKIN. No.
Chairman ProxmIrE. Bribery of other corporate officials in order to

get a sale?
Mr. SPORKIN. No. Commercial bribery is a bribery of somebody, a

private person to insure profit. In other words, let's assume a company
wants to sell its products in an area, and it generates a slush fund and
uses the money out of there in order to say to customers, "We want you
to use our product and not use our competitor's product."

Chairman PROXMIME. What I am getting at, is one corporation sell-
ing another. A bribe to the procurement official of the other corpo-
ration.

Mr. SPORKiN. That is the kind of thing I am talking about, Senator.
Chairman PROXMImE. How many of these cases are being actively

investigated?
Mr. SPORKiN. I would think it is under 10. I will have to get the

figure and correct the testimony.
Chairman PRoxMumE. Will you give us the names of the major

corporations currently being actively investigated?
Mr. SPORKIN. Not on a public basis, Senator. I think that would be

wrong.
Chairman PROXMnnR. You said that some have already been named

in the press and in court actions. Can you give us those?
Mr. HILLs. We have, Senator, either because we brought actions or

because they have made voluntary disclosure. Lockheed, of course,
Occidental, of course, both of which I mentioned earlier, are instances
on which I can make comments. There are public statements by offi-
cials of various companies-Exxon, McDonnell Douglas, American
Airlines, and Braniff-and I only make references to those state-
ments without wishing to add to them.

Chairman PROXM=RE. How does the SEC decide when to open such
an investigation? Do you have written guidelines and to what extent
does the limited number of your staff influence your decision to begin
investigation?

Mr. HILLs. Well, Senator, the Director of the Division of Enforce-
ment has broad authority to begin informal investigations. His guide-
lines to his people and the judgments they use are obviously in a
large measure the product of experience. Let me make two distinc-
tions. An investigation has two stages. The Division of Enforcement
must obviously look into something, and at some stage it decides it
needs a formal order of investigation based upon its desire to pro-
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ceed to a more formal level. At the first level, the Division of Enforce-
ment must act on its own. When it decides it needs a formal order of
investigation, it comes to the Commission and presents a written sub-
mission that carefully describes the facts as alleged. We listen to staff
recommendations, and then we decide whether or not to grant a formal
order of investigation.

Chairman PROXMRE. Mr. Sporkin is head of the Enforcement
Division.

Mr. HrLLs. Mr. Sporkin is the head of the Division of Enforcement.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me ask Mr. Sporkin, you say you have 30

investigations underway now?
Mr. SPORKiN. Thirty in certain areas, Senator.
Chairman PRoXMI=E. Certain areas. I beg your pardon.
How do you decide that just those 30 will be investigated, not 60,

100, 300? Obviously you have a limit on what you can do because of
the size of your staff, isn't that correct!

Mr. SPoRRiN. Yes, Senator, but I know of no case involving mat-
ters of this kind that we are not looking at.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You feel you are investigating every single
case on which you feel there is evidence that would warrant an in-
vestigation regardless of-even if you had a much bigger staff.

Mr. SPoRRiN. The way you phrased it the answer would be no. I
can't say that we are investigating every single case. For example,
as tfhe chairman mentioned in his testimnonv in one instance some pav-
ments were made by a private corporation but were cleaned up before
the corporation became public. In that case, the facts didn't amount to
much and we dropped it.

Chairman Pr.ox1rIn. ves. Of crmuse there are many oces that, yoll
wouldn't investigate; No question about that. What I am saying is.
Are there cases that you would investigate if you had the staff capacity
to do so?

Mr. SPORKiN. In this area, I know of no such case.
Chairman PROXMIRE. When you say "this area" you mean what?
Mr. SPoRRAN. I am talking about the way you have defined it and

the chairman has defined it-bribes, kickbacks.
Mr. HILLS. The subject of this inquiry.
Mr. SPORKIN. This inquiry. This is too sensitive an area and it is

an area that concerns me. There have been instances where there have
been questions raised as to whether there is-there is disclosure re-
quired or not, and those matters will all be brought with recommenda-
tions to the Commission.

Chairman PROXmIRE. Now, as you know, a number of corporations
have voluntarily admitted making illegal or improper payments since
your investigation began including Exxon, Merck, Cities Service,
Public Service Co. of New Mexico. Will you tell us whether they are
some of the ones under active investigation?

Mr. HnLs. No, Senator. I think it is inappropriate for us to com-
ment on any investigation. It involves not just the corporation, of
course, but it involves individuals, members of the public, so it would
be quite contrary to our policy to talk about investigations.

Chairman PROXMrRE. In recent weeks, McDonnell Douglas and
Grumman have made public admissions of illegal improper payments.
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Mr. HILLs. I misspoke myself slightly. Obviously we will be en-
gaged in discussions with any company that comes forward under our
voluntary program.

Chairman PROXmRE. I think your statement is proper. Are these
two firms, McDonnell and Grumman, which made public admission of
illegal payments, are they being actively investigated ?

Tr. HILLs. They are in contact with the SEC. Obviously, they have
said things that are public admissions. They are involved with the
Commission.

Chairman PRoxMIm. I thought you said McDonnell Douglas was
under investigation.

Mr. HILS. I think I very carefully have not stated anything about
anything or anyone under investigation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You stated something about some things. I
hope you have. Otherwise I have certainly wasted the last 2 hours.

McDonnell Douglas admitted making payments of $21/2 million to
persons who might be legally considered officials of foreign govern-
ments. It also claims no false accounting entries were utilized and that
none of the questionable payments involved the sale of military prod-
ucts. Yet I asked Chairman Garrett last spring to examine the filings
of each of the top 25 defense contractors to determine whether any
of them made such questionable payments, and I was later told that
none could be detected from the filings. Doesn't this indicate that at
least McDonnell Douglas Corp., failed to disclose its payments and,
therefore, violated SEC's disclosure requirements?

Mr. HILLS. Senator, I think the comments you made speak for
themselves.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What you are saying is they did, correct?
Mr. SPORKIN. Senator, would you allow us discretion?
I think an inquiry will have to be made and I am not saying there

is one in this area, but there has to be an inquiry before you can make
any determination such as that. I don't think it would be appropriate
for us to sit here and say that a corporation did or did not violate the
law without getting all the facts.

Mr. HILLS. We have taken note obviously of the comments made
publicly.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, as we mentioned earlier, in each of the
nine cases filed by the SEC, the illegal or improper payments were
facilitated by false or inadequate corporate books and records. Can
you tell us whether McDonnell Douglas maintained false and inade-
quate books and records that facilitated the payments of $21/? million,
or do their records show that the moneys were paid to officials of
foreign governments?

Mr. HILLS. I cannot comment on that, Senator.
Chairman PROXMRE. Mr. Chairman, would you like to add any-

thing? I am just about to conclude the hearing.
Mr. Hilms. No, Senator. I would simply say two things. First, we

did welcome the chance to testify. Second, I should say, and I am
reminded by Mr. Sporkin, that we do have, obviously, in any case we
bring, the right to seek receiverships for grievous violations of the
law. Thus, there are cases that can be so serious that we do, in effect,
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have the power to cause a change in management. fire use it very
seldom.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I would like to conclude by saying that the
SEC is an outstanding agency and I think your performance this
morning has been very, very cooperative, helpful, constructive, and
I commend you. If all agencies were as diligent as you are, and as
competent as you are, and as concerned with the public interest and
with ethical conduct by American business, we wouldn't have the prob-
lems we have. I think you have done an excellent job, and have been
most responsive and I am very grateful to you.

The subcommittee will stand in recess until tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock.

[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recoliveile
at 10 a.m., Thursday, January 15, 197 6.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRLMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PROXMIIRE. The subcommittee will come to order.
The American people are being bombarded with a steady drumnfire

of disclosures of criminal and improper activities by many of our
largest and most prestigious corporations.

Yesterday we learned as many as 50 major corporations have been
sued or are under investigation by the SEC or have voluntarily ad-
mitted being involved in illegal or improper payments.

These revelations, coming after the shocks of Vietnam, our most un-
wanted war, *Waterga~te, and the CIA and FBI scandals. are unwel-
come and disheartening news.

But we must face the facts. The abuse of corporate power is a high
priority issue and one that meirts extensive public debate and
discussion.

While the extent and pervasiveness of this problem remains to be
seen its seriousness is readily apparent.

Yet the response of the Federal Government has been disappoint-
ing.

Except for the SEC, most other Government agencies seem to be
sitting on their hands or aiding and abetting the payment of bribes and
kickbacks.

I have seen no signs of activity by the FBI. Justice Department, or
IRS. The State Department's actions have not been helpful.

I might say, Mr. Gutmann, that as I understand it, this report that
vou have here should be put in perspective. And you tell me if I am
wrong, correct me on how your investigation was made oln which much
of this report is based. But you didn t investigate, follow up on lead

(39)
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-or tips or suggestions or requests to investigate particular companies
because they were alleged to have violated the law; as I understand it,
you simply selected two contractors at random, Bell Helicopter and
Martin Marietta, to see if the same pattern of corporate abuse existed
there as was alleged to have existed in other areas, you walked in with-
out any previous tips of wrongdoing and began investigating. Is that
roughly a picture of the basis on which you developed this report?

Mr. GUTMANN. That is correct, yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIrE. The reason I stress that is because I think that

some of what you report-and I am glad that you give the detail-but
some of the detail indicates a sort of petty action which most people
would regard as not being serious. But I think when the whole thing
is put in perspective, this being something that was just discovered
on the basis of walking into what I would say would be a typical op-
eration of the contractor, we get a better picture of the kind of opera-
tion which may be going among the contractors for our
Government.

I understand, Mr. Gutmann, you are testifying for GAO in place
of Robert Keller who is ill. You are the Director of Procurement and
Systems Acquisition Division of GAO?

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And the report you are reporting on was pre-

pared under your jurisdiction, is that correct?
Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, indeed.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you identify the gentlemen with you

and then proceed?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. GUTMANN. DIRECTOR, PROCUREMENT
AND SYSTEMS ACQUISITION DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNT-
ING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN F. FLYNN, DEPUTY DIREC-
TOR; ROBERT H. HUNTER, JR., OFFICE OF GENERAL-COUNSEL;
AND FRANCIS M. DOYAL, FIELD OPERATIONS DIVISION

Mr. GUT-MANN. Thank you, sir. I would like to first express Mr.
JKeller's regrets at his being unable to attend here this morning.' He
has a mild case of the flu that he is doctoring. We hope to see him back
to work within a week or so.

To my far right is Marvin Doyal, from our Field Operations Divi-
sion, who is one of the site supervisors on this work.

To my immediate right is John Flynn, who is a Deputy. Director of
the Division. He is the man who programs work in the general area
of contracts, contract pricing, and contract administration.

To my left is Robert Hunter, from our Office of General Counsel,
who helps us when we deal with legal matters.

I do have a short statement to present, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. All right, sir. And if you summarize it, the

entire statement will be printed in full in the record.
Mr. GUtTMANN. It is an honor and a privilege to represent Mr. Staats

and Mr. Keller this morning on what is indeed an extremely important
subject, one that must be of concern to everybody.

2 See Mr. Keller's prepared statement, with an attachment, beginning on p. 59.
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We all have read in recent years the illustrations of corporate abuse-of power. And GAO, of course, is seeking some way in which we cancontribute to the deterrence of such abuses.
My statement covers some of our prior and more recent work on:several procurement matters, particularly the relationship betweenselected prime contractors and their subcontractors.
Previously, in November 1973, we testified before your subcommitteeon review of allegations that officers and employees of Litton Indus-tries, Ingalls Shipbuilding Division, Pascagoula, Miss., engaged inimproper activities with subcontractors.
As you may recall, our review showed that procurement practiceshad been questionable, but the data we obtained did not indicate pay-ments of fees or kickbacks. We did not have a basis, therefore, forrecovery actions under the Antikickback Act.
Under the act-Al U.S.C. 5 1-54-payment either directly by or onbehalf of a subcontractor to -a prime contractor holding a negotiatedGovernment contract, or to its employees, or to a higher tier subcon-tractor, or to its officers and employees, either as inducement for theaward. of a subcontract, or as an acknowledgment of a subcontract orpurchase order previously awarded, is prohibited.,
Also under this act, it is conclusively presumed that the kickbacksare ultimately borne by the Government, and prime contractors arerequired to withhold from subcontractors, upon the direction of thecontracting agency or the GAO, the amount of any kickback. In addi-tion, the act provides for both civil recovery and criminal prosecution.
Now, to deal quickly here with the status of the cases that we havereferred to, the Department of Justice, they are, of course, responsiblefor investigating violations of criminal laws, except in certain spe-cialized areas where the responsibility is assigned to other Governmentagencies. Therefore, we follow the policy of referring to the appro-priate criminal law enforcement agency, generally the FBI, all infor-

mation concerning criminal law violations arising in our work.
Skipping now to some of the specific cases that we referred-
Chairman PRoxanan. Before you do that, I think I might just aswell question you as we go along before you get into specific questions.
First, I want to ask about the referrals of earlier cases to the JusticeDepartment. You mention referrals of matters to Justice on five differ-ent occasions, from October 1973 to March of 1975. How many differ-ent cases were included in those referrals and what kind of possiblelaw violations were involved?
Mr. GUTMANN. Well, we referred Ingalls-a total of 12.Chairman PRoxlERE. There were 12 cases referred to Justice?Mr. GUIrANN. Yes, approximately that number. And in each casewe felt that there was enough evidence for GAO to withdraw fromthe case because there was evidence of violation of Federal criminalor civil law.
Whenever we have some indication that there may be a violation ofa criminal law, or an illegality that is not within the province of GAOto resolve, we are obliged to refer those cases to the Department ofJustice for consideration. In these cases we did have some indications

that violations of criminal law could be involved.
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Now, I emphasize that they could have been involved, because we
in agreement with the Department of Justice do not go far enough in
a case to fully develop a convincing or proven case of illegality.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I understand. But what I would like to get is,
first what kind of cases were referred?

Mr. GUT3IANN. Well, in many cases there was indeed an indication
that there had been kickbacks made.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Was that the most common violation?
Mr. GtrTMANN. Yes; in those 12, that was the most common viola-

tion that we referred.
Chairman Pnoxmirm. As I understand it, you say that you don't of

course make the determination as to whether that should be followed
up by the Justice Department, and at the same time you don't refer
these matters to Justice lightly. As I understand it, any referral is
carefully scrutinized [by your Legal Department and personally re-
viewed by the Comptroller General, is it not ?

Mr. GUTrANN. It certainly is scrutinized by our Legal Department,
yes, sir. Our General Counsel advises us as to whether or not we should
proceed further with development of the case or refer it to the FBI.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And when you refer it to the FBI and the
Justice Department you do so because you think it may merit
prosecution?

* Mr. GUrMANN. Yes. And of course we don't have assurance of that
because we have not used any of the normal investigative tvpe of prac-
tices that the FBI is authorized to use.

Chairman PROXMInE. But what you are telling us is that in each
of those cases the Justice Department simply didn't go along with
the General AccountiIng OC;iee, it refuscd to prosecute any of themm
and in some cases refused even to investigate, is that correct?

Mr. GUTMANN. That is correct.
Chairman Proxiuni:. All right, sir.
Air. GUTMANN. We might turn now then to the most recent work.

The attached report, the appendix to our prepared statement-
. Chairman PROXMIRE. And you are working from your prepared

statement this morning?
Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXmIRE. I beg your pardon. Go right ahead.
Mr. GUTMANN. Referring to the report that we gave you of Novem-

ber 19, in three instances described in the attached report, we con-
tacted Justice personnel on possible violations of Federal law.

First, on October 24, 1974, our Dallas field office briefed Dallas FBI
agents on the sale of surplus materials by a subcontractor. This is ex-
ample 1, on page 12 of the attached report. The next day we were
advised that the U.S. attorney could not identify a breach of Federal
criminal law and had decided not to investigate the matter further.

Second, on January 17, 1975, we referred the matter of the purchase
of an airplane ticket by a subcontractor for a prime contractor em-
ployee-exainple 1, page 9 of the attached report-to the FBI office in
Dallas. Prosecution of this case was declined by the U.S. attorney,
Fort IV, orth, Tex.

We referred another case in March of 1975. And this case was de-
clined for prosecution by the U.S. attorney in California.
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*We did additional work, as you recall, in response to your request.
In the additional work that wve started in spring of 1974, we took
two approaches. First, we were concerned primarily with whether or
not there were violations of the Anti-Kickback Act. This work was
performed in two prime contractor locations in order to determine
the feasibility and practicability of performing audits without benefit
of allegations as you mentioned in your opening remarks.

The second review -was concerned primarily with the overall effec-
tiveness of prime contractors' purchasing and subcontracting pro-
cedures, and the Government surveillance over such activities. Here
of course we were concerned with the question of whether or not the
contractors' procurement management, procurement procedures, and
practices were such as to deter and make difficult the payment of
kickbacks.

We summarized our work, in our report to you entitled "Subcon-
tracting by the Department of Defense Prime Contractors: Integrity,
Pricing, and Surveillance," the report that I mentioned is attached.
'We can talk a little bit about the kickbacks that we found, and possible
existence of kickbacks. For example, we found where subcontractors
had presented gifts to and had frequently entertained prime contractor
employees who were in positions to influence purchasing decisions.
Prime contractor employees were involved in apparent conflicts of
interest. Purchases had been made through sales agents for no ap-
parent reason and the prices had been increased to cover the sales
agent's fees. Transactions and relationships between the various con-
tractor and subcontractor employees were questionable.

Those examples are described in detail in the attached report and
I would like to discuss them later. Mr. Doyal is very familiar with
them.

Chairman PROXMIRE. At this point let me say that your report on
defense contracting deletes the names of the corporations involved in
the investigation. And it was my determination that we fill the names
in. And we have accomplished this by keying the report that you have
and indicating the names of the contractors involved in each case.

I understand that is available to the press, and is the basis for the
specific examples that you are going through within the attached
report.

Now, let me get into these specific cases, at least to some extent.
The first example involves frequent gifts, gratuities and entertain-

ment by subcontractors to prime contractors. The prime contractor
of course is the firm that gets the contract from the Defense Depart-
ment. The subcontractor is the one that does part of the work for the
prime contractor. Your first example is based on the case described on
page 9 of the GAO report, which involves its subcontractor, Trio
Manufacturing, Inc., and B. & A. Machine Co., doing business with
Bell Helicopter, the prime contractor, is that correct?

Mr. GUrTMANN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXAIIRE. Will you give us the details of this case. in-

dicatin- why you question them?
Mr. GUTMrAN-N\-. All right, sir.
I believe it would be desirable at this point to ask Mr. Doyal to

run through this case for vou. He is the one most familiar with the
details and can get into any questions you might like to ask.
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Mr. Doyal, will you talk about that?
Mr. DOYAL. The reason we reported these two matters was that over

90 percent of the business by these two firms was with the prime con-
tractor. The people who were being entertained were those persons at
the prime contractor's plant who made procurement decisions whether
or not to award to these firms.

One of the subcontractors was a small local machine shop. As of
March 29, 1974, it had about 400 outstanding open purchase orders
with the prime contractor.

During calendar year 1973 the purchasing agent responsible for
making awards to the company had been entertained 10 times, the
buying group supervisor, the next lower in line of authority at the
prime contractor's plant, had been entertained 31 times, and the
buyer, who did quite a bit of the work in making the purchases, had
been entertained 24 times by this firm.

This entertainment generally consisted of meals and drinks, and
on occasions it cost less than $25.

The company that we are talking about-
Chairman PROXmiRE. $25 on each occasion?
Mr. DoYAL. On each occasion; yes, sir.
The company we are talking about had been established in 1964

by a former employee of Bell Helicopter.
The firm's unaudited financial statements covering the most recent

fiscl vear shows sales in the range of about $1.2 million..
The president told us that over 90 percent of his business had been

made from Bell Helicopter.
While the amount of the entertainment expense doesn't appear

too significant, we found that a majority of this entertainment, as I
stated earlier, had been provided to the prime contractor employees
who made the decisions to award subcontracts to his firm.

The second company that we discuss in the first example is another
machine shop. The firm's sales are about $3 million a year. We were
notified that 95 percent of this firm's sales are to Bell Helicopter and
their entertainment expense for the most recent year was about $32,000.

Again, they entertained the people who were in authority to award
contracts to them. The purchasing agent was entertained 14 times
during the calendar year 1973, the buying group supervisor 19 times,
and the buyer one time, and 43 other occasions of entertainment were
granted to Bell Helicopter employees.

It is interesting to note that the purchasing agent, buying group
supervisor and buyer that we talk about in both cases are the same
persons. It is the same purchasing agent, the same buying group
supervisor, and the same buyer.

In addition, our review at this second firm uncovered the gift of an
airline ticket. To find out what that airline ticket represented we con-
tacted the subcontractor and looked at the records and asked what it
was about.

According to his records, entertainment was provided the buying
group supervisor, we have mentioned before, between May 25 and 28,
1973, a Memorial Day weekend and it was reported in the company
president's travel expense book in the following manner. May 25, air-
port entertainment, and tips, $10.75, May 26, the Hungry Tiger-
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that is a restaurant located near Palm Springs, Calif.-dinner, enter-
tainnment and tips.

May 27, Reno's and Trader Vic's Restaurants, lunch, dinner, and
tips, $44.25.

May 28, airport entertainment and tips, $8.80.
On May 25, 1973, the company's president purchased an airline

ticket-I have the number-for one round trip from Dallas to Palm
Springs.

Now, a rental car invoice was also among their records for $68.04,
showing a car was checked out on May 25 at the Palm Springs airport
and returned on May 29.

We then went to the airline company and checked their records and
found out that on May 25, 1973, the airline ticket we mentioned earlier
was issued to the buying group supervisor's secretary.

On May 27, 1973, the return portion of the ticket was exchanged for
another ticket in Los Angeles for a return flight to Dallas.

We looked at the prime contractor's record to trace the buying
group supervisor and his secretary to see where they were and what
they were doing at this time. And we found that the buying group
supervisor was on a business trip, to Seattle and Los Angeles between
May 23- and 25. According to the. prime contractor's record he de-
parted Dallas on the morning of May 23 for Seattle, and later that
day flew to Los Angeles.

His expense report showed that he returned to Dallas May 25. He
claimed taxi fare from the airport to his residence.

And his expense report shows that he departed Dallas for Nashville
on the morning of May 29 and proceeded to other locations on the
east coast.

On May 25, 1973, the buying group supervisor's secretary picked up
his cash advance and airline tickets for the trip to Nashville and on to
the east coast. The payroll records show that she signed out at noon
for four hours of sick leave on the same day.

The personnel records show the secretary later married the buying
group supervisor September 23 and subsequently was transferred to
the contractor's quality assurance department.

We began to interview the people involved and other interviews of
the prime contractor employees were conducted by a security official
and by a Federal law enforcement official on February 10, 1975. These
interviews disclosed that the buying group supervisor did not return
to Dallas as indicated on his expense report, but rather drove from
Los Angeles to Palm Springs with the subcontractor's corporate sec-
retary treasurer.

Chairman PROXmIRE. I think you have given us a flavor of this.
Then I wish you would insert the rest of it for the record, if there is
something of great substance that would add to it.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

The president of the subcontractor firm, his wife, and the buying group super-
visor's secretary flew from Dallas to Palm Springs on May 25, 1973. They were
met at the Palm Springs airport by the supervisor and the secretary/treasurer.

The buying group supervisor's secretary (now his wife) acknowledged that
her airline ticket had been paid for by the subcontractor and that the fare had
not been repaid.

78-547-77 i
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Interviews also disclosed that the five people spent the weekend in Palm
Springs at the vacation home of the secretary/treasurer. Contrary to the en-
tertainmnent expenses shown in the subcontractor records, the individuals
dined at the secretary/treasurer's vacation home the entire time they were al
Palm Springs. The secretary/treasurer had driven the supervisor and his secret
tay from Palm Springs to Los Angeles on May 27, 1973, for their return flight to
Dallas.

Chairman PROX\-irEr-. Does that cover it fairly well and give us an
idea of what is going on?

Mr. DOYAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXM1iRE. Your report contains similar cases does it not,

involving Bell Helicopter, Martin Marietta and other large contrac-
tors and a number of other smaller firms?

Mr. DOYAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROxMTITE. You make the point in your prepared state-

ment that such gifts and gratuities are tax deductible as business ex-
penses under the Internal Revenue Code. Would you agree that the
tax laws are an incentive to business firms to make these kinds of gifts,
and to some extent the laws encouraging unethical and perhaps illog-
ical conduct?

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, I think the fact that these kinds of expenses are
deductible makes it easier at the very least for contractors to make
payments, because they can recover a significant portion of the costs
they have incurred.

Chairman PROX3'IRE. Why wouldn't it be desirable to eliminate or at
least to modify their tax deductible provision in order to eliminate the
incentive? Couldn't an argument be made that frequent gifts, gratui-
ties and entertainment could be employed to evade the Anti-Kickback
Act?

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes. I think that argument could be made. Cer-
tainly if the expenditures were nondeductible for tax purposes, the
people doing the entertainment would be somewhat more inhibited,
although the costs in all likelihood would still be included in the price
they charged their customer. Now, such costs are unallowable when
dealing with the Government under the armed services procurement
regulations. And presumably-

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is another point. So that the taxpayer is
affected in the first place because it is a deduction from the taxes that.
otherwise would be paid. but second, he is hit most directly and eini-
phatically by the fact that this is a charge to the Defense Department.
and therefore to the expenditures of the Federal Government, for the
entire cost of entertainment, or the entire cost of whatever is done on
behalf of the procurement official of the prime contractor; isn't that
correct?

AMi. GUTaIANN. No. the entertainment costs are nonallowable under
negotiated contracts awarded by the Government, even though they
may be deductible for income tax purposes.

Chairman PROxmIRnE. These costs that were described here are not
reimbursable expenses on defense contracts?

MNr. GUTMANN. That is correct. The costs of lunches, and so on, are
expressly unallowable by the armed services procurement regulations
under negotiated contracts. Now, where contracts are advertised, or
where there is some degree of competition, in those situations enter-
tainment costs are included.
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Chairman PROX:Ii.E. In this particular case, the one we have been
discussing here, was it allowable as a reimbursement expense?

Mr. GUT3YANN. I)id we check that out?
Mr. DOYAL. These were not cost type contracts, they were fixed price

contracts. The subcontractor was held to a fixed price. And this would
be a part of the way he determines the price for his product.

Chairman PRoxMIRE. Now, has this been true throughout the in-
vestigations that you made? Was this the case in every instance, that
it was not reimbursable, not payable by the Defense Department, were
these all fixed-price contracts?

Mr. DOYAL. Subcontracts; yes, sir.
Mr. GUTMANN. It really could have been included in the price

charged.
Chairman PROXMImE. Let me go back again. They are not reim-

bursable. But they might very well be incorporated, and they would
be incorporated, that all likelihood, in the price, I would think, be-
cause any kind of a sensible subcontractor would take that into ac-
count as anticipated costs, including entertainment costs, in making
his bid and establishing the price, would he not?

Mr. GU'MANN. Yes. But it depends, Mr. Chairman, on the nature of
the contract that we are dealing with. If it is a firm fixed price contract
where the prices are arrived at through negotiation, based upon the
best data available with respect to prior costs of producing the item,
et cetera, the entertainment costs are not specifically identified. So you
don't know whether the proposing contractor has some entertainment
costs in there or not. When we are dealing with a noncompetitive
situation or in a cost type product, that is, where the final price is
based upon actual incurred costs, the entertainment costs are supposed
to be deleted from the contractors price proposal. And-DCAA has
the responsibility for auditing those proposals.

Chairman PROoxxmIRE. Are you satisfied, Mr. Gutmann, that this
was done in this particular case?

Mr. GUrLArNN. No, sir. In these particular cases, now, we are deal-
ing with subcontracts for the most part, where it is reasonable to
assume that entertainment costs were passed on to the prime contractor
and ultimately borne by the Government.

Chairman PROXk=E. That is exactly the point I have been trying
to make. I wanted to know which it was. And now you tell us that in
these cases these entertainment costs were passed on to the prime con-
tractor, you say, and borne ultimately by the taxpayer?

Mr. GUTMANN. That is right. Because here we are dealing with
subs that are firm fixed price. And of course before I could be a little
broader in terms-

Chairman PROX3I1RE. Somehow I have failed to communicate to
you my question. I want to know whether or not the taxpayer is ulti-
mately paying for this entertainment cost. And now you tell me that
he is.

Mr. GUTMANN. In this particular case; yes. In many other cases; no.
Chairman PROXm3IRE. But in this particular case; yes?
Mr. GUTMANN. Yes.
Chairman PROXmE. Now, the second example you gave us, Con1-

tained on page 11 of the GAO report, involves a sales agent G. F.
Bohman Associates, a subcontractor, Applied Resources Corp.; and a
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prime contractor, Martin Marietta. Can you describe briefly what
happened in this case?

Mr. DoYAL. Yes, sir. I will be a little brief on this one.
In March of 1973 the subcontractor we are dealing with here Applied

Resources, Inc., offered to sell to Martin Marietta a certain kind of
switch at a set price. The subcontractor, Applied Resources, was re-
ferred to the manufacturer's representative, G. F. Bohman Associates,
by prime contractor employees. The reasons for the referral are dis-
puted. We couldn't identify them. The subcontractor then entered into
an agreement with the manufacturer's representative to pay a 5-
percent commission on all sales, and a new proposal was prepared to
Martin-Marietta where the price being offered was increased by 5 per-
cent to cover the cost of the commission.

We asked the president of Applied Resources why he had entered
into an agreement with the manufacturer's representative rather than
going directly to Martin Marietta.

In response to our question he told us that he had gone at the sug-
gestion -of a prime contractor employee to borrow a calculator. The
representative, the manufacturer's representative had. provided the
calculator, and then- there ensued a discussion regarding the sales
agreement. -They-then entered into the sales agreement and prepared
the -new proposal -for Martin Marietta with the increase of 5 percent.

He said that the representative'sservice, the manufacturer's repre-
sentative service probably weren't necessary for the sale to Martin
Marietta, and that the commission he was paying was for the repre-
sentative to generate additional business at a later date.

The manufacturer's representative told us that the prime con-
tractor had not forced the subcontractor to make a contract with
him or to enter into a sales agreement with him. He said that the
prime contractor's buyer had telephoned him and informed him
that the man needed a calculator and directed him to his hotel room
where the discussion which resulted in the sales agreement occurred.
He said that he was paid a commission to develop business in the
future for Applied Resources.

In this case we couldn't identify the benefit to the prime con-
tractor from the 5 percent commission on the sale of those switches.

Chairman PRoxRm. Now, is it fair to say, then, that in this case
the sales agent got a percentage or a $28,500 commission from the
subcontractor under a general agreement to drum up business for
the subcontractor?

Mr. DOYAL. Business in the future; yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Business in the future, not related to the

particular product to which the $28,500 was added, is that right?
Mr. DOYAL. Not related to the product sold to Martin Marietta;

yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. So the entire commission was simply taxed

onto the price paid to Martin Marietta, by the subcontractor?
Mr. DOYAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXmntE. And that in turn would be paid for by the

Federal Government and the Federal taxpayers.
Mr. GrTMANN. Yes, sir.
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Chairman PROXMRE. SO that the taxpayer ultimately- had to pay
the commission in full, just as the taxpayer pays for the gifts and
entertainment, is that correct?

Mr. Do-rAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROxmn. Now, the second example on page 11 of the

report is a variation of the scheme. I would like for you to explain
what happened there.

Mr. DoYAL. This is an example dealing with a sales broker who has
no plant or equipment. In fact, he is an employee of a subcontractor.
So we have moved down really one level in the scheme of contracting,
from prime contractor first-tier subcontractor to second-tier sub-
contractor. In this instance a contract was awarded by the prime
contractor to a first-tier subcontractor, who subcontracted the entire
order to one of his employees, who was acting as a subcontractor.
And this gent in turn subcontracted even lower to another firm. When
we started back up the ladder with cost, after having gone down
with the contract paper, we find that the actual producer's cost for the
item-there were several thousand of these items-was a $1.25 per
unit. The Government, through the prime contractor, ultimately
wound up paying $3.49 per unit.

Chairman PROxMIRE. In other words, Martin Marietta gave a sub-
contract to a subcontractor, B. & M. Machine Co.?

Mr. DoYAL. Bell Helicopter, sir.
Chairman PROxMIRE. It wasn't Martin Marietta but Bell Helicopter?
Mr. DOYAL. Yes.
Chairman PRoxmmRE. And B. & M. turned the job over to a sales

broker, J. & J. Sales.
Mr. DOYAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And J. & J. has no plant and equipment, it

it strictly a broker?
Mr. DOYAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXxmEE. And -he then turned the job over to K

Products 'Co. 2
Mr. DoYAL. Right.
Chairman PROxxmE. Which actually does the work. So both J. & J.,

who did no work, and B. & M.,.who did no work,- attached their
fees to the cost of the job, and Bell Helicopter ends up paying
much moxfe.

Mt;DoYAL. $3.49 versus $1.25.
Chairman PROxMTRE. They paid more than -three times the actual

price charged by the guy at the bottom of the totem pole who did
tlie work,is that correct?

Mr. D6YAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PRoxmm. Now, let's turn to example 1 on page 12 of the

GAO report. Will you summarize what happened in that case ?
Mr. DOYAL. This deals with the sale of surplus parts by a first-

tier subcontractor to a surplus parts dealer. The parts were manu-
factured to the specification of the prime contractor. They were ac-
cumulated in a way that we do not know, we don't know how they
were accumulated. They were sold for $1,950. And we checked with
the prime contractor to see what their present value was. And he told
us it was about $190,000. The two people in the first-tier subcon-
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tractor's plant who handled the sales and were responsible for the
sale of the parts as surplus later received as consultant fees $6,500 from
the purchaser. The purchaser of the parts is now selling them, some
of them, back to the other first-tier subcontractors, and they are being
delivered to the prime contractor, and ultimately to the Government.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In other words, in this case it was OSM?
Mr. DOYAL. Yes, sir. It stands for old scrap metal.
Chairman PROXMIRE. They paid two employees of the subcontractor,

Murdock Machine & Engineering, the sum of $6,500 for the priv-
ilege of purchasing a load of surplus parts from the Bell Helicopter?

Mr. DOYAL. NO; they were parts that had been manufactured by
Murdock Machine & Engineering to Bell Helicopter's specifications,
but they were still at the Murdock plant.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And they paid Murdock?
Mr. DOYAL. No; the scrap metal dealer paid $1,900 for them, and

then later paid these two Murdock employees $6.500.
Chairman PNoxMnlE. The parts had a current market value of

$190,000?
Mr. DOYAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Which means Bell probably paid more than

that for the parts as they were built to Bell's specifications, is that
right?

Mr. DOYAL. The parts cost more than that to Bell, yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. OSM paid less than $2,000 to Bell, less than

a third of what it paid to Murdock which acted as a broker in this
case, is that correct?

Mr. DOYAL. No, sir. Murdock recovered $1,900. It is its two employees.
The $6,500 that the two employees received wasn't for Murdock, that
was for their own personal use. They controlled the sale.

Chairman PROXMTIRE. OSM paid $2,000?
Mr. DOYAL. Yes. sir, to Murdock for the parts.
Chairman PROXMIRE. For which they got parts that had cost in ex-

cess of $190,000?
Mr. DOYAL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. They paid $2,000 for something which cost

$190,000, they paid approximately a penny on the dollar.
Mr. DoYAL. About that, yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you say that the original price for

the part paid by Bell was charged off on one of its defense contracts
to the Pentagon, and that therefore the taxpayer paid for them.

Mr. DOYAL. We couldn't trace it, sir, we tried and could not.
Chairman PROXmIRE. Somehow that $190,000 was made available

for only $2,000, and if the taxpayer didn't pay for it, who did?
Mr. DOYAL. We don't know who did.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How can anyone else pay it? Will you explain

it ?
Mr. DOYAL. The manufacturer, Bell Helicopter, makes more than

just helicopters for the Government, they also make helicopters for
commercial use.

Chairman PROXMIRE. What would be a reasonable conclusion? What
are the options, if you don't want to be too precise about it, what would
be the possibilities here? There is a possibility, is there not, that the
taxpayer had to pay the entire payment?
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Mr. DoYAL. Yes, sir, there is a possibility.
Chairman PRoXmpE. Is that a likelihood?
Mr. DoYAL. Yes, sir, I think it is likely.
Chairman PRoxMTRn. There is also the possibility, you say, that Bell

somehow just assumed that, and it reduced their profit by that much?
Mr. DoYAL. There is a possibility that Murdock may have.
Chairman PROX3nIRE. Has GAO found a tendency on the part of

the prime contractor to not award their subcontracts competitively?
Is it possible that the giving of gifts and other arrangements dis-
couraged competition?

Maybe I should ask Mr. Gutmann on that.
Mr. GuTmASNN. We have found a variety of practices when we look at

the prime contractors' procurement procedures. They do indeed con-
tain a lot of competition. We have on the other hand found instances
where, when an initial buy from a supplier was competitive, subsequent
buys were noncompetitive. And we have seen situations where the
prices for the same item subsequently paid on a noncompetitive basis
tended to rise.

'We have recommended that the prime contractors' procurement ac-
tivities take into consideration the possibility of changing circum-
stances, where they may be buying in greater quantities than the first
competitive buy, which would tend to depress the price. The costs
might have gone down, the costs to the supplier may have gone down
as a result of improvements in his manufacturing process, or simply
proceeding down the slope of the learning curve.

It is as a result, difficult for us to generalize. We find some contrac-
tors procurement activities are pretty good. And many of them can
be improved.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Then in the GAO report you say these are the
four prime contractors you examined, about 100 procurement trans-
actions totaling almost $50 million. for which $7 million were for
subcontracts for less than $100,000. "Our sampling showed that
about 61 percent of the subcontracts had been awarded-83 percent
of the dolla-rs-noncompetitively."

So that the evidence is that most of the awards, more than 80 percent
in dollar terms were noncompetitive.

Mr. GurmANN. Yes.
It is a little bit dangerous to generalize from those statistics too,

because in some cases the contractors would be buying standard off
the shelf items where the prices had been set at the competitive market
price. It may be a catalog item, in other words.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I think it should be reiterated that these exam-
ples and manv others contained in the GAO report were uncovered
almost at random. GAO just selected two prime contractors. went to
their facilities, and began examining books and asking questions to
see whether the situation previously revealed in an earlier investiga-
tion at Litton Industries was general. as a result of specific informa-
tion about improper payment that we got in the Litton case. Your find-
ings, together with what you learned in interviews with employees
and officials, suggest that these practices are common and perhaps
widespread?

Mr. GTrrAx-. Yes. sir. We think they probably were widespread.
As you indicated earlier, they seem to be rather small. But the im-
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portant thing, it seems to me, is that they tend to reflect an attitude
of top management in the corporations. We have seen situations, such
as at GE, where there was a- very strong program to discourage the
acceptance of gratuities and entertainment. There was an investiga-
tive staff who periodically looked at this procurement procedure. So
I would not want to generalize on the basis of my findings, because
-we did find some situations that were fairly clean. -
- I think .what it points up is that the top management of these cor-
porations have to be encouraged, and indeed perhaps required where
the Government is involved, to have a setrong program that discour-
ages the kind of abuses that this committee has been concerned about.

Chairman PROxMnE. That is very helpful. And I am also glad that
you mentioned-say G.E., General Electric?

Mr. GUT ANN. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You said they have a strong policy, a good

policy of discouraging acceptance of gratuities?
Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, they do.
Chairman PROXMIRE. We ought to compliment them and highlight

that. I think it is good to hear. But you seem to indicate that that may
be the exception, or at least there is no additional evidence that you
have that there are other firms that have taken that kind of an issue-
or do you have it?

Mr. GrTMANN. Yes, we have other indications.
Chairman PROxUxR.-All right, let's hear it.
Mr. GUTMANN. Lockheed, for example, has a strong internal sc-

curity force that polices the procurement activity from the stand-
point-including the standpoint of the possibility of kickbacks, and
acceptance of gratuities and entertainment, et cetera, by the procure-
ment people.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is very interesting in view of the fact
that Chairman Houghton testified to us that they did engage as a
matter of corporate policy in kickbacks. And he identified it when
he testified before the Banking Committee. He said exactly that. But
yet they have a policy of discouraging kickbacks with respect to their
subcontractors. And that part is commendable.

Mr. GUTMANN. Yes, it is.
Chairman PROxMIRE. It is interesting to have that division, though,

isn'tit'
Mr. GUY1ANN. The problem here is, of course, when top management

is involved, that tends to supervise the activities of any'internal
activity.

Chair ..man PRoxkmR. Supposing -we proceed, then, if you can sum-
marize the rest of your presentation. And I don't want to be unfair
to Mr. Rbusselot if he has any questions as we go along.

Representative RoussELOT. I appreciate that. I am still listening.
Chairman PROXMRE. Go ahead and summarize the remainder of

your prepared statement, and then I have some other questions.
Mr. GUTMANN. I think I might highlight this point, our recommen-

dation that appears in the prepared statement, and also is in the report
that is attached.

We recommend that, to foster public policy against such improper
or questionable practices, to deter such practices, and'to increase the
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integrity of the Federal procurement process, the Secretary of De-
fense amend the armed services procurement regulation to require that
each negotiated Government contract include a clause specifically pro-
hibiting payment of gratuities by subcontractors to higher tier con-
tractors. We included a proposed clause in our report.

And this would prohibit the payment of gifts and gratuities regard-
less of whether direct relationship between the payment and the spe-
cific contract award can be established.

Incidentally, that is one of the stumbling blocks that we have found
with respect to the Anti-Kickback Act. Lawyers tell us that we have to
develop a direct relationship between the payment in a specific con-
tract before we can consider it a kickback of some kind.

The clause we recommend would also prohibit payments by sub-
contractors to higher tier contractors similar to those we noted during
our review, since the proposed clause does not require that it be shown
that payments were made as an inducement for or as an acknowledg-
ment of contract awards. Additionally, the clause would provide for
contract termination-a remedy which is not included in the Anti-
Kickback Act but which would further public policy against favorit-
ism in awarding Government contracts and subcontracts. Finally,
the clause would require that violations or suspected violations of the
Anti-Kickback Act be brought to the attention of appropriate Govern-
ment officials.

In addition, the Congress may want to consider action amending 41
U.S.C. 51-54 to prohibit such payments as those addressed by the
clause or amending the Internal Revenue Code to prohibit deducting
such payments as business expenses when paid by a subcontractor to a
higher tier Government contractor.

We have covered the fact that there is a possibility that these ex-
penses have been included in overhead charged to Government con-
tracts, despite the fact that they are unallowable. The DCAA does
indeed review the reasonablenes of costs, overhead type costs, that
are incurred.

And in those cases the specific cost center has what they call a cost
rating, that is CWAS. And it means the contractors weighted average
share in cost risk. The theory here is sound. It simply means that if a
contractor's business is predominantly commercial, or fixed price in
nature, he has an incentive to hold his costs to a reasonable level.

Our concern with that, of course, in the Department of Defense and
this committee is that it is possible to inadvertently relax when a con-
tractor has a CWAS rating, relax to the extent that some unallowable
costs are in there that shouldn't be.

We are reviewing the application of CWAS now to determine
whether or not that has been abused.

The Government surveillance of the contractors purchasing system
is done in a variety of ways, through contractor procurement system
reviews, on-going surveillance by administering contracting officers,
and periodic audits by Defense contract auditors.

Government Procurement Systems reviews are generally made by
the DCAS. If the system, the procurement system, is approved as a
result of these reviews, in most cases the need for the Government
review and approval of individual subcontracts is eliminated.
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The Government surveillance on kickbacks was limited to determine
the-

Chairman PROXMIRE. In other words, after the system is approved
there is very little direct surveillance by the Government, is that
correct?

Mr. GUTMIANN. Yes, except for certain types of subcontracts that are
above a certain level, and where there is a clear absence of competition,
the Government does not necessarily bind itself.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Generally we don't know what is going on in
the subcontracting area, and these resolutions you have made today in
your report seem to me to underline that generally.

.Mr. GUTMANN. Aoain, Mr. Chairman, it is very difficult to generalize
in this area. Thre are a lot of reviews made. There are annual re-
views of specific contractors by contractor purchases, they examine
into the extent to which the competition is obtained, and so on.

Nevertheless, where people are not predisposed to conform to good
procurement practices, no matter what his government is going to do,
they are going to find a way to get around it. To the extent they are
predisposed to avoid good procurement practices, it is going to be
very difficult for DCAA or anyone else to keep them straight.

Representative RoUSSELOT. On the basis of their study, how often
does that happen, where they got around them?

Mr. GUTMANN. How often does what happen ?
Representative ]ROUSSELOT. On the whole procurement process how

often would that occur on a percentage basis?
MHr. GUTMANN. I am unable to give you a figure on that, a per-

centage.
Representative ROUSSELOT. 'W\hat is your guess?
Mr1' GUrUAŽN.N. You atre ivokiig for itle perce(itage ihaL the )rillue

contractors procurement processes are inadequate?
I have no basis for speculating on that. There are just so many of

them, there are tens of thousands of them. And I really don't know.
AgRain, in this whole area of corporate abuse of power the success in

diminishing it goes to one thing I mentioned before, and that is top
management level concern and the interest in this subject, and the
example that they set with respect to it. And the other is a strong,
credible deterrent that there is indeed going to be severe punishment
for abuses that are uncovered.

Chairman PROXmIRE. That certainly isn't present. Here we have
case after case after case referred to the Justice Department, and no
action taken.

Mr. GUTMANN. That is true.
Chairman Pnox-nIRF. In almost all of these cases the additional costs

are just passed onto UTncle Sam, and he pays it. So it just seems to me
that there is no effective deterrent. either economic deterrent, or en-
forcing the law. I know of no effective enforcement.

Mr. GUTMIANN. I think that is true to a decree. Mr. Chairman. And
I don't want to appefmr to be defending the Department of Justice,
thev are capable of doing that themselves. But as you said at the out-
set. the cases that we are talking about here are rather small in rela-
tion to the magnitude of things that the Securities and Exchange
Commission and the FBI-
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Chairman PROXMIRE. We had the Chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Commission before us yesterday. And they had gotten ab-
solutely no action out of the Justice Department on anything. There
were no fines, there were no criminal action of any sort. And there
was case after case after case of violation. But I would agree that we
need more testimony, this is just the beginning, before we can come to a
conclusion. And we certainly want the Justice Department to have its
day in court. And it hasn t appeared.

(Go ahead.
Mr. GUTMANN. We found that Government surveillance on kick-

backs was limited to determining the acceptability of the contractor's
written policies on gifts and gratuities and ascertaining, through dis-
cussions with purchasing management, that the provisions of the
Anti-Kickback Act had been made known to the purchasing organiza-
tion and the vendor community.

Having said that, I am not sure what else we could reasonably expect
them to do. Because as I have said, the contractors own stated and re-
inforced policy is the best way of getting this current situation cleared
up. It, really is very difficult to do from the outside, if people in an
organization are determined to conceal from Government auditors
and examiners and investigators what it is that they are doing, and
DCAA, like GAO, does not have the kind of investigatory talent or
responsibility or authority to get in and find these things. It is really
the Department of Justice.

That pretty much concludes the comments we had about our kick-
back work.

Turning now to the Lockheed situation, if you wish-
Chairman PROXMIME. Will you summarize as quickly as you can on

Lockheed? I have a number of questions on the Lockheed situation.
And Mr. Rousselot may have some also.

Mr. GUTMANN. As vou know, we got into this subject last summer,
and we asked for information last summer. And they declined to give it
to us. I wrote to them and asked them for all of the information, and
they declined to give it to us. And subsequently the Securities and
Exchange Commission went to court to get similar kinds of informa-
tion you asked us to get. And so we have not pursued it after receiving
Lockheed's denial of my request for access.

Now, at the moment-and I would ask Mr. Hunter to fill this in
from a legal standpoint and correct me if Fin getting off-the court
has ruled that the information concerning the recipients of the com-
missions is and/or bribes or illegal or improper payments, however
they are going to be characterized, to foreign officials, and the names of
those people, have not been made available to date. The court, while
releasing the information provided by Lockheed to SEC. has retained
jurisdiction over that information, and anybody else that wants it
must go back to the court to get it.

In other words, there is some recognition here that disclosure of
names may not be in the best interest of either Lockheed or the
Government.

Now, Mr. Hunter might want to elaborate on the legal situation here.
But that is as I understand it today.

Mr. HUNTER. I think that is a good statement.
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Chairman PnoxMiRE. Then I will proceed with some questions I have.
With respect to the Lockheed payment of bribes to foreign governi-

ment officials, the Loan Guarantee Act requires mandates, directs the
GAO to audit the books, records and transactions of any borrower
under the act. And of course Lockheed is the only borrower under the
act. My question is, Were such audits performed by the General
Accounting Office where mandated by law, and if so, why didn't they
reveal the illegal and improper practices Lockheed was engaged in
before they were disclosed last year?

Mr. GuTANN. Yes, sir, GAO has made audits periodically, as
required under the Loan Guarantee Act. The question of the nature,
intensity and extent of detail of that audit is, I think, what is at issue
here.

We have construed- our responsibilities under that act to mean that
we should be concerned with Lockheed's ability to repay the loans that
the Government has guaranteed. We talked originally to the framers
of that legislation, the Loan Guarantee Act, as to what they meant by
an audit. And they did not mean a detailed audit of the nature that
might disclose and might not disclose the payments in question here.

Again a speial kin of examination and investigation is necessary
to disclose payments-

Chairman PRoxREu~. I call your attention to the law. It is one thing
to talk to the author of the amendment-and the author of the amend-
ment in the House was a very able man and he knows his own intent-
but the language of the law, it seems to me, is governing and 'not the
intent of author. This is what the law says:

The General Accounting Office shall make a detailed audit of all accounts,
books. records and transactions of any borrower with respect to which an appli-
cation for a loan guarantee is made under this-act. The General Accounting Office
shall report the results of such audit to the Board and to the Congress.

'.No such detailed audit, it seems to me. was conducted. If it had
been I think we would have been aware of this and might have been
able to prevent some of this action.

Mr. GUTMANN. Well, we might have been and we might not have.
Normal audit techniques by and'large would not disclose these kinds
of things. Where you have separate bank accounts established, and
where money is laundered, this just simply does not show up in the
records.

Now, as far as the making of a detailed audit is concerned, if we are
to report annually on Lockheed's ability to repay the loan under the
Guaranteed Loan Act, in the first place, we couldn't make a detailed
audit in 1 year. A really-detailed audit in one sense of the term means
examining every document and tracing original documentation, checks
that are written, invoices that are at issue, material_

Chairman PROXMIRE. With an enormous corporation like Lockheed
it could take a long time, even with an organization the size of GAO.
But it seems to me that you could find on some kind of a spot basis,
some kind of an investigative basis to determine whether this kind
of activity was being undertaken or not; that is, the bribe, the kick-
back, the laundering of funds, the using of bank accounts abroad. You
tell me that you would have to have a comprehensive audit taking
years in order to uncover that kind of thing?
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Mr. GUTMANN. No; I am saying that we would have to use investiga-
tive techniques with which by and large we are not familiar; because
we have not done that kind of work, and we do not have the authority
for it, and indeed when we find something, even the indication that
something might be illegal, that either criminal or civil fraud might
be involved, we are required to withdraw from the case and turn it
over to the Department of Justice.

Chairman PROXMIRE. After last year's disclosure I askWd the GAO
to investigate the payments that were illegal, and report beak to Con-
gress with details, including names of recipients, amounts, purposes
of the payment, and the foreign governments involved. Now, what
you are saying here is that you have not been able to do this because
Lockheed has refused to give you access to its books and records.
And have you reported this fact to the Loan Guarantee Board and the
Secretary of the Treasury who' was Chairman of the Board? And if so,
what was the Board's reaction?

Mr. GUrMANN. We have not reported it to this date. We would
expect to report that in a report we now have in final stages of process-
ing which I expect to be issued here in January, our normal report on
our work under the Guarantee Loan Act.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Has Mr. Staats talked to Secretary Simon, the
Chairmian of the Board about this?

Mr. GTrMANN. I don't know whether he has or not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It seems to me that this is such a serious rebuff,

and makes it so difficult for you to carry out the intent of the law, that
it is a matter that should have been discussed with him.

Mr. GUTMANN. The intent of the law, again, we think goes to the
question of, are Lockheed's assets adequate to satisfy, to pay off those
loans. And beyond that, to get into the details of their various transac-
tions, it just doesn't seem practical for us to do it.

Now, as far as the specific records that you are talking about, and
the question of whether or not the information with respect to the
names-of the people and the countries involved is concerned, there is
a very real question as to whether or not it is necessary for us to have
that information in order for us to satisfy ourselves as to whether or
not it appears at a given point in time that Lockheed is going to be able
to repay their borrowings.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I wonder if that is up to your judgment. Isn't
that something for Congress to determine? Congress directed you to
make the audit. You state in your testimony that access to the informa-
tion has not been pursued pending the outcome of Securities and Ex-
change Commission litigation to obtain the same information. I am
not sure why you awaited the outcome of that litigation. But in any
event it was completed several weeks ago. And the court ruled that
SEC was entitled to obtain the data. Yesterday we were told by the
Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission when he
testified before the committee that they have all the documents in their
possession. So will you now proceed to get the information I requested?

Mr. GUTMANN. Sir, this would require us to go to court and make a
case that it is necessary for us to discharge our responsibilities. We are
of the opinion. sir, that Congress and this committee would be much
more likely to be successful in such an endeavor than the GAO would.
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Chairman PROXMrIRE. In other words, you are telling us that you
won't do it?

Mr. GtuTMANX. Well, sir, I'really can't say that on 'behalf of the
Comptroller General of the United States. If he is asked to do it or
directed to do it I am sure he would do it. At the present time, as I
say, -we have a real question as to whether or not it is necessary for us
to discharge our responsibility. And we think that there is a good
chance that we would be turned down, whereas you would not be
turned down.

Chairman Pnox,%rirn. You also state that the Defense Audit Agency,
DCAA, has not been able to obtain information because Lockheed
refused to give it access to its commercial banks and records. Do you
know whether DCAA or the Pentagon has pursued this matter further
and then taken steps to get access and determine whether Lockheed
paid any bribes in connection with foreign sales of military weapons
or aircraft.

Mr. GU'rMATXN. They are working on it, I understand. They haven't
obtained access. .One of them is the same problem we have. What is
involved there is a commission transaction. The Federal Government
is not involved other than as a guarantor of the loan.

Chairman PROXMIRE. That is a pretty big involvement, and involve-
mient of over $200 million.

Mr. GURMAN-N. Yes; and if one concedes that that is the extent of
onr involvement, then you get to the question. is it likelv that Lockheed
is going to be able to pay off this loan. And we come up with the
answer. yes, it is likely.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Maybe one of the ways they will be able
to pay oaff the loans is that tHis helps their work to the pint where
thev will be able to sell their planes 'If they do that they will be able
to develop such sales and you have revenue so that they can have the
profits and the income to pay off the loan.

Mr. GUTAIANN. Well, that is unfortunately true. And we get back to
the question of whether or not the deterrents for this kind of action
are adequate to offset the potential gain by those who take these
actions. Now. we certainly do not condone

Chairman PROXMTRE. I don't mean to blame vou or the GAO, but
it looks as if this Government is somehow getting into the position,
because we have guaranteed a Lockheed loan, and because of Lock-
heed's financial weakness, they think-and I think we are suckered
into taking a position which is unsound-their financial position may
depend on whether or not they can use bribes and other illegal activity
to secure sales. Then we are put in the position of. if not condoning it,
at least not taking any action to stop it, with a notion that the Federal
Government won't have to come in with the funds.

Mr. GUTMANN. This is exactly the position Lockheed has taken.
And I agree with you 100 percent, it puts the

Chairman PROXMIRE. It certainly isn't a position that the Federal
Government can take. If I were chairman of Lockheed I hope I
wouldn't take that position, but I might. But I can't understand how
the Federal Government can take that position. Secretary Simon has
spoken out directly against bribes, he spoke against them in the
Banking Committee. He thought it was a counterproductive, vicious
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kind of act on the part of the people engaging in it and we should
do everything to discourage it. But I get the impression, however,
that we aren't taking the kind of action that we could take to stop it.
The best thing we could do is expose the people who are getting the
bribes. That would be the end of it. I realize it would have an adverse
effect on Lockheed, perhaps, and perhaps on the guarantee. It is a
price that the Government ought to be willing to pay, if Lockheed
isn't.

Mr. GUTMSAN-N. As you say, that is indeed a position that Lockheed
has taken.

Chairman PROXnIRE. Mr. Rousselot.
Representative ROUSSELOT. Mr. Gutmanii. is it possible that under

the Renegotiation Act which we have extended for a brief time, which
deals simply with the procurement contracts by a firm, that we could
amend that act to provide for civil penalty in kickback cases?

Mr. GUTMANIN. Well, sir, I would say it certainly can be done. But
we would have to give it some thought. If you were to ask me, would
it be a practicable, feasible thing to do, I don't know how it would be
enforced by the Renegotiation Board, for example, with the relatively
small staff they have, the limitations on the number of detailed audits
that they can make. The big problem again is finding a kickback,
taking action offsetting the amount. And holding it from the prime
contractor and subcontractor that are involved is not as hard as finding
it in line. Once it is found you can get the money back. I don't know
how the Renegotiation Board would necessarily improve the situation
that we have got today.

Representative ROUsSSELOT. Thank you. -Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Than1k you, gentleman, very much. We appre-

ciate your investigation and your report. And we appreciate your
appearance. I hope you will give my regards to M1r. Keller. And I hope
that he will recover promptly.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Keller, with an attachment,
follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. KELLER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to appear
before your Subcommittee today. My statement covers some of our prior and
more recent work on Federal procurement matters, particularly the relation-
ships between selected prime contractors and their subcontractors.

PRIOR WORK BY GAO IN THE AREA OF PRIME CONTRACTORS' PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES

On November 14, 1973, we testified before your Subcommittee on our review
of allegations that officers and employees of Litton Industries, Ingalls Ship-
building Division, Pascagoula, Mississippi, engaged in improper activities with
subcontractors.

As you may recall, our review showed that procurement practices had been
questionable, but the data we obtained did not indicate payments of fees or
kickbacks. We did not have a basis, therefore, for recovery actions under the
Anti-Kickback Act.

The Anti-Kickback Act (41 U.S.C. 51-54) prohibits payments either directly
or indirectly by or on behalf of a subcontractor (1) to a prime contractor
holding a negotiated Government contract or to its officers and employees or
(2) to a higher tier subcontractor or to its officers and employees, either as
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inducement for the award of a subcontract or purchase order or as an acknowl-

edgment of a subcontract or purchase order previously awarded. Under this act,

it is conclusively presumed that kickbacks are ultimately borne by the Govern-
ment, and prime contractors are required to withhold from subcontractors,
upon the direction of the contracting agency or the GAO, the amount of any

kickback. In addition, the act provides for both civil recovery and criminal
prosecution.

STATUS OF CASES REFERRED BY GAO TO DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

The Department of Justice is responsible for investigating violations of

criminal laws, except in certain specialized areas where the responsibility Is

assigned to other Government agencies. Therefore, we follow the policy of

referring to the appropriate criminal law-enforcement agency, generally the

FBI, all information concerning criminal law violations arising in our work.

In most cases no further audit or investigative action is taken by the GAO

on matters directly relating to the criminal aspects. Where the cases involve

GAO's civil and administrative responsibilities, however, an understanding is

reached as to how the cognizant criminal law-enforcement agency and GAO

are to discharge their respective responsibilities.
On October 23, 1973, we sent the Attorney General our report on selected

subcontracts awarded by Ingalls -Shipbuilding Division of Litton Industries,
Inc.,. because the facts presented in the report seemed to indicate violations of
Federal criminal law.

,We were recently told that the U.S. attorney declined to prosecute the matters
in this case because the FBI had not found sufficient evidence to bring the matter

to trial. The case was closed in Septembe: 1975.
On January 11, 1974, we sent to the Department of Justice several other al-

legations on matters disclosed by a consultant to the Joint Economic Committee.

The Department decided that the evidence in these cases was not considered
sufficiently indicative of violations of Federal criminal law to warrant transmit-
tal to the FBI.

In three instances described In the attached report, we contacted Justice
personnel on possible violations of Federal law.

(1) On October 24, 1974, our Dallas field office briefed Dallas FBI agents

on the sale of surplus materials by a subcontracLur. (This is cmample 1, on

page 12 of the attached report.) The next day we were advised that the U.S.

attorney could not identify a breach of Federal criminal law and had decided not
to investigate the matter further.

(2) On January 17, 1975, we referred the matter of the purchase of an airline

ticket by a subcontractor for a prime contractor employee (example 1, page 9

of the attached report) to the FBI office in Dallas. Prosecution of this case was

declined by the U.S. attorney, Fort Worth, Texas.
(3) On March 6, 1975, we referred another case to the Dallas FBI office.

(This Is example 3, page 16 of the attached report.) This case was declined

for prosecution by the U.S. attorney, Central District of California.

RECENT WORKL BY GAO IN THE AREA OF PRIME CONTRACTORS' PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES

Our letter to you dated February 6, 1974, described our additional reviews
of prime contractors' procurement and subcontracting activities. We took two

basic approaches. The first was a review concerned primarily with whether or

not there were violations of the Anti-Kickback Act. This review was performed
at two prime contractor locations In order to determine the feasibility and

practicability of performing audits of this type without benefit of allegations of

wrongdoing. The second was a review concerned primarily with the overall

effectiveness of prime contractors' purchasing and subcontracting procedures
and the Government surveillance over such activities. This work was performed
at four prime contractor locations.

We summarized our recent work in our report to you titled "Subcontracting
By Department of Defense Prime Contractors: Integrity, Pricing, and Surveil-

lance" dated November 19, 1975 (Copy Attached). First, I would like to recap

briefly what we found when we inquired into the possible existence of kick-

backs at the two prime contractor locations. Then, I will discuss the results of

our reviews of the four prime contractor procurement systems.
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ANTI-KICKBACK ACT AND PRIME CONTRACTOR-SUBCONTRACTOR RELATIONSHIPS

In reviewing records at the prime contractors' plants and at selected subcon-
tractor plants, we noted a number of transactions and relationships which we
considered questionable because they involved the payment of gratuities or
because they otherwise violated good procurement practices. For example, we
found instances where:

(1) Subcontractors had presented gifts to, and had frequently entertained,
prime contractor employees who were in positions to influence purchasing
decisions.

(2) Prime contractor employees were involved in apparent conflicts of
interest.

(3) Purchases had been made through sales agents for no apparent reason,
and the prices had been increased to cover the sales agents' fees.

(4) Transactions and relationships between various prime contractor and
subcontractor employees were questionable.

These examples are described in detail in the attached renort. As mentioned
earlier, we discussed with law enforcement officials those transactions where
the facts and circumstances indicated possible violations of the Anti-iiickuack
Act.

One subcontractor told us that gifts and gratuities of the type noted during
our review were tax deductible as business expenses. Generally, entertainment
expenses are deductible under the Internal Revenue Code when incurred in
connection with the production of income. Gifts and gratuities are also deductible
as business expenses with the limitation that they not exceed $25 a person.
Illegal payments, however, are not allowable business expenses. Since it is diffi-
cult to prove that small-dollar-value gifts and gratuities, such as we noted, have
influenced the award of subcontracts, and therefore violated the Anti-Kickback
Act, it appears that such gifts and gratuities could be claimed as business
expenses for income tax purposes.

We recommend that, to foster public policy against such improper or question-
able practices, to deter such practices, and to increase the integrity of the Fed-
eral procurement process. the Secretary of Defense amend the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation to require that each negotiated Government contract
include a clause specifically prohibiting payment of gratuities hy subcontractors
to higher tier contractors. We included a proposed clause in our report.

The proposed clause would prohibit the payment of gifts and gratuities, regard-
less of whether a direct relationship between the payment and the specific con-
tract award can be established. It would also prohibit payments by subcon-
tractors to higher tier contractors similar to those we noted during our review,
since the proposed clause does not require that it be shown that payments were
made as an inducement for or as an acknowledgement of contract awards. Addi-
tionally, the clause would provide for contract termination-a remedy which
is not included in the Anti-Kickback Act but which would further public policy
against favoritism in awarding Government contracts and subcontracts. Finally,
the clause would require that violations or suspected violations of the Anti-
Kickback Act be brought to the attention of appropriate Government officials.

In addition, the Congress may want to consider action amending 41 U.S.C.
51-54 to prohibit such payments as those addressed by the clause or amending
the Internal Revenue Code to prohibit deducting such payments as business
expenses when paid by a subcontractor to a higher tier Government contractor.

REVIEWS OF DEFENSE CONTRACT COSTS

It is possible that the improper or questionable expenses that we have been
discussing would be included in overhead charged to Government contracts. In
pricing negotiated defense contracts, reviews are made by the Defense Contract
Audit Agency (DCAA) to determine the reasonableness of costs proposed. Re-
views are also made by DCAA to determine the reasonableness of general and
administrative expenses and other overhead costs incurred by contractors and
allocated to Government contracts. The test of reasonableness for many cost
elements is excluded from the DCAA scope of work when a contractor's business
is predominately commercial or of a fixed-price nature, on the theory that the
contractor has a built-in incentive to minimize costs. This concept is referred to
by the Department of Defense as contractor weighted average share in cost risk
or CWAS.

78-547 0-77 5
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The primary responsibility for reviewing contractor costs is with DCAA. We
have the responsibility for evaluating how DCAA is performing its assigned
responsibilities, and we are making reviews for this purpose on a continuing
basis.

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS OF PRIME CONTRACTOR PROCUREMENT SYSTEM

Our review of the procurement systems of four other prime contractors gener-
ally showed their purchasing policies, procedures, and internal controls were
based on sound procurement principles. However. several areas needed attention.
For example: (1) contractors generally considered past prices to evaluate the
reasonableness of current prices for noncompetitive awards valued under $100.000
although conditions which could affect prices had changed since the past prices
were established and (2) other weaknesses in procurement procedures and in-
ternal controls at individual contractors' plants, such as failure to consolidate
purchase of low-dollar-value items, weakness in bid control procedures, and lack
of controls over purchase orders. These areas are discussed in detail in our
report.

GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE

Government surveillance of contractors' purchasing systems is done through
contractor procurement system reviews, ongoing surveillance by administrative
contracting officers, and periodic audits by defense contract auditors.

The Government's procurement system reviews are generally made by the De-
fense Contract Administration Service for the administrative contracting officer
to insure that the contractor's procurement system continues to warrant an
form with applicable laws, Government procurement regulations, contract
clauses, and sound industrial practices. and adequately protect the Govern-
ment's interests. A favorable determination results in system approval and, in
most cases, elimination of the need for Government review and approval of indi-
vidual subcontracts. Government procurement regulations require cognizant
administrative contracting officers to maintain an adequate level of surveillance
to insure that the contractor's procurement system continues to warrant an
approved status.

Government surveillance on kickbacks was limited to determining the ac-
ceptability of the contractor's written policies on gifts and gratuities and ascer-
taining, through discussions with purchasing management, that the provisions
of the Anti-Kickback Act had been made known to the purchasing organization
and the vendor community. If Government representatives detect or suspect a
violation of the Anti-Kickback Act, they are to refer the matter to higher head-
quarters for a decision on action to be taken, in accordance with procurement
regulations.

In evaluating the overall surveillance of procurement activities at the four
contractor plants, we found that the contractors' system had been reviewed and
approved on the basis of procurement system reviews. Ongoing surveillance was'
generally restricted to required review and consent to specific types of subc6n-
tracts, and annual procurement system reviews were relied on to identify system
weaknesses.

The weaknesses we noted had not been identified by either the ongoing sur-
veillance or the periodic procurement system reviews.

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct procurement review
teams. during their reviews of contractor procurement systems, to give greater
attention to determining whether contractors are conducting adequate price-cost
analysis for procurements under $100,000.

STATUS OF WORK ON LOCKHEED PAYMENTS TO FOREIGN OFFICIALS

On August 2& 1975. you requested us to determine the amounts of payments
made by Lockheed Corporation to foreign officials in order to consummate sales
to foreign countries, as well as the names of the officials involved. We requested
this information from Lockheed on Sentember 8, 1975, and as of this date they
have not given us access to any of the information except for records relating to
the amount of payments that may have been charged to general overhead allo-
cable to Government contracts. We advised you of Lockheed's position on Octo-
ber 20, 1975. The Loan Guarantee Agreement provides access to all books and
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records which in our discretion we determine necessary or appropriate in con-
nection with the loan agreements, including matters which may bear upon Lock-
heed's ability to repay the loans on time. Access to the information has not been
pursued by us pending the outcome of Securities and Exchange Commission liti-
gation to obtain the same information.

We have, however, examined DOAA's reports on Lockheed's overhead for fiscal
years 1969 through 1973. To date DCAA has not found any of the questionable
payments included in the overhead costs borne by the Government. DCAA is
presently reexamining Lockheed records to determine whether any questionable
payments were included in overhead accounts for the 5%-year period ended
June 30,1975. We have requested DOAA to furnish its workpapers to us for review
as soon as their work is complete. DCAA is also attempting to expand its review
to include several commercial divisions. Lockheed, however, has denied DOAA
access to records relating to its commercial work.

This concludes my statement Mr. Chairman. We will be glad to answer ques-
tions you or the other members of the Subcommittee may have.

Attachment:
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REPORT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON PRIORITIES AND ECONOMY
IN GOVERNMENT
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
o OF THE UNITED STATES

Subcontracting By
Department Of Defense Prime
Contractors: Integrity,
Pricing, And Surveillance

A discussion of subcontracting kickbacks and
related transactions, pricing subcontracts
valued at less than $100,000, and the surveil-
lance of contractor purchasing systems.

NOV. 19,1975
PSAD-76-23
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LIST OF CONTRACTORS DISCUSSED IN

DATED U MhiER I, 195

B-i77748

Alphabe tic
Key Name and location of contractor

A Bell Helicoptor Company
Fort Worth, Texas

B Martin Marietta Corporation
Orlando, Florida

C International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
Defense Comaunications Division
Nutley, New Jersey

D LTV-Aerospace Corporation
Michigan Division
Sterling Heights, Michigan

E McDonnell Douglas Corporation
McDonnell Aircraft Company
St. Louis, Missouri

F TRW Systems Group
Redondo Beach, California

G General Electric Company
Aircraft Engine Group
Evendale, Ohio

H Ladish Company, Ladish Pacific Division
Los Angeles, California

I Trio Manufacturing, Inc.
Euless, Texas

J B & H Machine Company
Hurst, Texas

K G. F. Bohman Associates
Orlando, Florida

78-547 144
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AIphabe ic
Key Name ane iocatia of contractor

L Applied Resources Corporation
Fairfield, New Jersey

M Jones Brothers
Orlando, Florida

N J & J Sales
Fort Worth, Texas

0 K Products Company
Fort Worth, Texas

P Murdock Machine and Engineering Company
Irving, Texas

Q OSH
Grand Prairie, Texas

R Shellcast Foundries, Inc.
Montreal, Canada

S Hemet Casting Company
Hemet, California

T Florida Testing and Research Company
Orlando, Florida

U QED Incorporated
Orlando, Florida

V Hydraulic Research and Manufacturing Co.
Valencia, California

W Larco Engineering Company
D&1;aD Texas

X Tri-Tech
St. Petersburg, Florida

Y Beckman Manufacturing Company
Centerville, Ohio
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Lan and location of contractor

R. C. Engineering
Simivalley, California

B & L Products
North Ridge, California

Aeroquip Marman
Jackson, Michigan

Anaren Microwave
Syracuse, New York

Tomkins-Johnson Company
Jackson, Michigan

Alphabetic
Key

z

M

BB

cc

DD
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COMPrRVL.ER GEN.IR.L Oi THE UNITED STATES
a / ~~~~~~~~WA~iNINA;rON. O.C. tS

8-177748

NOVI a 1975
The Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman, Subcommittee on Priorities

and Economy in Government
Joint Economic Committee
Congress of the United States

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your request, we have summarized our
recent work in evaluating Department of Defense prime con-
tractor and subcontractor procurement activities. We also
were concerned with whether any prime contractor-subcontractor
relationships violated the Anti-Kickback Act (41 U.S.C. 51-54). A

At two prime contractor locations, we inquired into the B
possible existence of kickbacks without any previous indica-
tion that such activities were occurring at these locations.

c
At four other prime contractor locations, we looked D

into the overall effectiveness of the purchasing and subcon-
tracting systems, including the Government's surveillance'
of system operations.

ANTI-KICKBACK ACT AND PRIME
CONTRACTOR-SUBCONTRACTOR RELATIONSHIPS

The Anti-Kickback Act prohibits the payment of any fee or
gratuity by a subcontractor to a prime contractor or higher
tier subcontractor as an inducement for award of a subcontract.
This law applies tonegotiated contracts and provides for crim-
inal penalties and recovery by the Government of tne amount of
the fee. There is, however, no specific contract clause now in
use to preclude such payments as those addressed by the act or
those which tend to promote favoritism in the award of subcon-
tracts.

In reviewing records at two prime contractors' plants B
and at selected subcontractor plants, we noted a number of
transactions and relationships which we considered question-
able because they involved the payment of gratuities or be-
cause they otherwise violated good procurement practices. For
example:

1. Some subcontractors had given gifts to and had
frequently entertained prime contractor employees
who were in positions where they could influence
purchasing decisions.
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2. Some prime contractor employees were involved in
apparent confli t af-interest situations.

3. Some purchases had been made through sales agents
for no apparent reason, and the prices had been
increased to cover the sales agents' fees.

4. Other situations involved questionable transactions
and relationships. These examples are described
in detail in appendix I.

We discussed with appropriate law enforcement officials

those transactions developed during our review where the facts

and circumstances indicated possible violations of the Anti-

Kickback Act. We understand that the Internal Revenue Service

and/or the Department of Justice is currently investigating
some of these transactions.

The Department of Justice officials told us in informal

discussions that the exchange of low-dollar-value gratuities,
such as we found, would not generally be important enough to

warrant investigation and prosecution.

Appendix II discusses three kickback cases which were

reported to the Department of Justice, independent of our

review. Two of these cases are currently under investigation

and one--involving kickbacks paid before 1968--resulted in
a conviction.

Both prime contractors we reviewed had a policy which A
discouraged their employees from accepting entertainment,
gifts, or other gratuities when such activities were consid-

ered unusual or when they might influence, or be thought to

influence, employees' judgment in making a purchase or other

type business decision. Neither of the two prime contractors,
however, had defined what constituted unusual entertainment,
and therefore accepting or rejecting offers was left to the em-

ployee's subjective judgment. The possible range of acceptable

activity is illustrated by the following statements.

--The procurement department manager of one of the two A
prime contractors said that accepting entertainment
from local subcontractors more than two or three times
a year was unjustified.

--The security department officials of the same con-
tractor believed that nominal entertainment (e.g. meals A
and drinks costing from $5 to $7.50) received as often
as 20 to 30 times a year was not as important as one

major entertainment costing from $100 to $150.

2
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in contrast to the ptime contractors' policies discussed G
above, another major Defense prime contractor's policy is to
prohibit the employees' accepting gratuities. For example,
the prime contractor's policy statement provides that each
employee must:

--Decline any entertainment, gift, gratuity, compensa-
tion, or favor offered by suppliers and promptly
report such offer to his immediate supervisor.

--Promptly report to his immediate supervisor any gift,
gratuity, compensation, or favor received by him from
suppliers and then return it to the sender or otherwise
dispose of it as directed by his supervisor.

Also each November the prime contractor sends a letter to all
active vendors reminding them of the company's policy on gra-
tuities. The letter includes the following statement.

"All * * * personnel are prohibited from accepting
any gifts or favors and are required to return
anything and everything they receive, whether it
be received at work or at home. The value of the
gift is not a criterion and all gratuities will
be returned to the sender."

Officials of the prime contractor discussed above
believe their program is effective because the qift offerings
by vendors has almost stopped over the last 10 years, and
they cited two examples of buyers who were alleged to have
been receiving gratuities and whose employment was terminated.

One of the subcontractors we contacted told us that gifts N
and gratuities of the type we noted during our review were
tax deductible as business expenses. Generally entertainment
expenses are deductible under the Internal Revenue Code when
incurred in connection with or related to the production of
income. Gifts and gratuities are also deductible as business
expenses with the limitation that they not exceed $25 a per-
son. Illegal payments, however, are not allowable business
expenses under the Internal Revenue Code. Since it is diffi-
cult to prove that small-dollar-value gifts and gratuities
such as we noted had influenced the award of subcontracts and
therefore violated the Anti-Kickback Act, it appears that such
gifts and gratuities could be claimed as business expenses for
income tax purposes.

3
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CONCLUSION

We are concerned about gifts and gratuities that have been
given to contractor and subcontractor employees who were in po-
sitions where they could influence contract awards to lower tier
contractors. Because it is difficult to prove that the small-
dollar-value gifts or gratuities we noted were given to influence
the award of subcontracts, we plan to take no recoupment action
under the Anti-Kickback Act. Nevertheless such gifts or gratui-
ties, in our opinion, should be discouraged because they tend
to promote favoritism in awarding Government subcontracts,
particularly when a pattern of repeated gratuities or entertain-
ment has been established, even though each individual instance
may be of small value.

RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that, as a means of fostering public policy
against improper or questionable practices, such as those dis-
cussed in this report; as a deterrent to such practices; and
as a means of increasing the integrity of the Federal procure-
ment process, the Secretary of Defense amend the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation to require that in each negotiated Gov-
ernment contract a clause be included specifically prohibiting
payments of gratuities by subcontractors to higher tier con-
tractors involved In Government contracting.

The clause is intended to prohibit the payment of gifts and
gratuities, regardless of whether a direct relationship between
the payment and the specific contract award can be established.
It is intended also to prohibit payments by subcontractors to
higher tier contractors similar to those we noted during our re-
view, since the clause does not require that it be shown that
payments were made as an inducement for or as an acknowledgment
of contract awards. Additionally the clause will provide for
contract termination--a remedy which is not included in the
Anti-Kickback Act but which is in furtherance of public policy
against favoritism in awarding Government contracts and subcon-
tracts. Finally the clause will require that violations or
suspected violations of the Anti-Kickback Act be brought to
the attention of appropriate Government officials.

We suggest that the clause be worded along the following
lines, similar to the present contract clause prohibiting giv-
ing gratuities to Government employees.
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PRIME CONTRACTOR-SUBCONTRACTOR GRATUITIES

`(a) No officer, partner, employee, or agent of

the contractor or any tier subcontractor holding

a contract, agreement, or purchase order to per-

form all or any part of the work required under

a negotiated Government contract shall solicit or

accept, directly or indirectly, any gift, gratuity,

favor, entertainment, loan, fee, commission, or

any other thing of monetary value from any officer,

employee, or agent of a subcontractor at any tier

which obtained, or is seeking to obtain, work

under or related to Government contracts with

the contractor or any higher tier subcontractor.

'(b) The Government may, by written notice to

the contractor, terminate the right of the con-

tractor to proceed under this contract if it

is found, after notice and hearing, that gratui-

ties, as described in paragraph (a) hereof, have

been solicited or accepted.

"(c) If this contract is terminated as provided

in paragraph (b) hereof, the Government can

pursue the same remedies against the contractor

as it could pursue if there were a breach of

the contract by the contractor.

"(d) If the contractor has information of

violations or suspected violations of this

clause or of 41 U.S.C. 51, the contractor shall

report the facts and circumstances to the appro-

priate Government coneracting officials.

"(e) The contractor shall insert a similar

clause establishing the right of the prime

contractor or any subcontractor hereunder at

any tier to terminate lower tier subcontracts
if gratuities as defined in this clause are

solicited or accepted."

Since the above clause does not make the payment of

gratuities illegal and since it is difficult to prove such

payments violate the Anti-Kickback Act or other laws, the

Congress may want to consider action to make such payments

clearly illegal by amending 41 U.S.C. 51-54 to prohibit

su'ch 'payments as those addressed by the clause or amending

the Internal Revenue Code to prohibit deductingBuch
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payments as business expenses when paid by a subcontractor to
a higher tier Government contractor. c

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS OF
PRIME CONTRACTOR PROCUREMENT SYSTEM E

Our review of the procurement systems of four other
prime contractors generally -showed their purchasing policies,

procedures, and internal controls were based on sound procure-
ment principles. However, several areas needed attention.
For example: (1) contractors generally compared past and

current prices to measure the reasonableness of current
prices for noncompetitive awards valued under $100,000
although conditions which could affect prices had changed
since the past prices were established and (2) other weak-
nesses in procurement procedures and internal controls at
individual contractors' plants, such as failure to con-
solidate purchase of low-dollar-value items, weakness in
bid control procedures, and lack of controls over purchase
orders. These areas are discussed in detail in appendix III.

GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE

Government surveillance of contractors' purchasing sys-
tems is done through annual contractor procurement system

reviews, ongoing surveillance by administrative contracting
officers, and periodic audits by defense contract auditors.

The Government's annual pmw eDet systemrreviews are
made for the administrative contracting officer to determine
whether the contractor's procurement system and practices
conform with applicable laws, Government procurement regula-
tions, contract clauses, and sound industrial practices and
adequately protect the Government's interests. A favorable
determination results in system approval and, in most cases,
elimination of the need for Government review and approval
of individual subcontractors. Government procurement regula-
tions require cognizant administrative contracting officers
to maintain an adequate level of surveillance to insure that
the contractor's procurement system continues to warrant an
approved status.

Government surveillance regarding kickbacks was limited
to determining the acceptability of the contractor's written
policies on gifts and gratuities and ascertaining, through
discussions with purchasing management, that the policy and
the provisions of the Anti-Kickback Act had been made known
to the purchasing organization and the vendor community.
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If Government representatives detect a violation or suspect
a violation of the Anti-Kickback Act, they are to refer the
matter to higher headquarters for a decision on action to be
taken, in accordance with procurement regulations.

In evaluating the overall surveillance of procurement C
activities at four contractor plants, we found that the D
contractors' systems had been reviewed and approved on the E
basis of recent procurement system reviews. Ongoing sur-
veillance was generally restricted to required review and
consent to specific types of subcontracts, and annual
procurement system reviews were relied on to identity system
weaknesses.

The weaknesses we noted had not been identified by
either the ongoing surveillance or the periodic procurement
system reviews.

RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct pro-
curement review teams, during their reviews of contractor
procurement systems, to g9ive greater attention to determining
whether contractors are conducting adequate price-cost
anilysis for procurements under $100,000.

We have discussed the matters presented in this report
with local contractor and agency officials but, as your
office requested, we have not submitted this report to the
Department of Defense for formal written comment.

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recommen-
dations to the House and Senate Committees on Government
Operations not later than 60 days after the date of the
report and to the House and Senate Committees on Appropria-
tions with the agency's first request for appropriations made

7
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more than 60 days after the date of the report. We will be
in touch with your office in the near future to arrange for
copies of this report to be sent to the Secretary of Defense
and the four other Committees to set in motion the require-
ments of section 236.

Sincerely yours,

A,/•;4 /X
Comptroller General
of the United States

8
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PRIME CONTRACTOR-SUBCONTRACTOR

RELATIONSHIPS

In reviewing the subcontracting activities of two prime A
contractors, where special attention was given to possible B
kickbacks, we found several questionable transactions and
relationships.

PRIME CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES
PROVIDED GIFTS AND FREQUENT ENTERTAINMENT
BY SUBCONTRACTORS

Following are examples of situations where subcontrac-
tors gave gifts or favors to the prime contractor employees.

Example 1

Two local subcontractors that made over 90 percent of
their sales to a Government prime contractor frequently enter-
tained selected employees of the prime contractor. Prime con- A
tractor records as of March 29, 1974, showed that these two
subcontractors each held over 400 outstanding subcontracts,
many more than most other subcontractors. The majority of
the subcontracts had been awarded by buyers supervised by
procurement employees who had been most frequently enter-
tained fne subcontractor entertained three of the prime
ontractor's employees a total of 65 times in 1 year. The
entertainment generally consisted of meals and drinks cost-
ing less than $25 each time.

I - -The other subcontractor's records showed that the prime
contractor's employees had been entertained 189 times during
the 2-year period ended September 30, 1974.- This entertain-
ment, according to subcontractor records, generally consisted
of meals and drinks. However, we found that this subcontrac-
tor also had (1) purchased an airline ticket that was used by
a prime contractor employee and (2) loaned credit cards and a
television set to a buying-group supervisor.

Example 2

A large subcontractor paid over $200 for gifts and gratu-
ities for a prime contractor's buyer. The gifts and gratui- B
ties ranged from golf balls and green fees to an autographed
football. During 1972 and 1973 the subcontractor was awarded
subcontracts totaling more than $200,000 by this prime con-
tractor.
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The subcontractor toid us that its policies and

procedures on granting gifts and gratuities conformed to
the Internal Revenue Service regulations. One Internal

Revenue Service rule (regulation 1.274-3) allows firms to
deduct the cost of business gifts to individuals not in

excess of $25 a year. Regulations 1.274-2(c) and 1.274-2(d)
allows firms to deduct the cost of entertainment directly
related to or associated with the active conduct of a trade

or business and directly before or after a bona fide busi-
ness discussion when the purpose represents an active effort

by the taxpayer to obtain income or some other business
benefit.

Example 3 L
B A subcontractor's sales representative entertained 13 em-

ployees of a prime contractor at a total cost of $431. Those
entertained included the former and current directors of ma-
terial, the manager of central procurement, a buyer, and an

expediter. The entertainment included a night at a dinner
theater for three employees and their wives and meals and
drinks at various clubs and parties for them and for other
employees.

Example 4 B

In February 1973 a prime contractor procurement official
purchased a used tractor from the subco ractor providing M
groundskeeping services. He paid $450 for the tractor and
other equipment. The tractor's needed repairs were made at
a cost of $175, which brought his total investment to about
$625.

Local farm implement dealers told us that the market
value of a tractor in like condition was between $1,000 and
$1,200 and one in good condition was about $1,700. Another
official of the primeOcontractor told us that he did not
believe there was a conflict of interest because the procure-
ment official did not get a very good deal on the tractor and
there was no indication that favoritism was shown in approv-
ing the 1973-74 award to the subcontractor.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUBCONTRACTORS
AND SALES AGENTS

There are manufacturers' representatives, sales brokers,
and engineering firms throughout the subcontracting structure,

and generally they can provide good and valuable services to
prime contractors and subcontractors.

10
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Armed Services Procurement Regulation 15-205.37 dated
April 16, 1973, recognize hat selling costs arise in the
marketing of the contractor's products and that these costs
include sales promotions, negotiation, liaison between Govern-
ment representatives and contractor's personnel, and other
related activities.

The regulation states that the costs are allowable to
the extent that they are reasonable and allocable to Govern-
ment business. Allocability is to be determined in the light
of reasonable benefit to the Government from such activities
as technical, consulting, demonstration, and other services
which are for such purposes as application or adaptation of
the contractor's product to Government use.

We identified the following relationships between sub-
contractors to Department of Defense (DOD) prime contractors
and sales agents that did not appear to benefit the prime
contractor or DOD.

Example I K
L_- A manufacturer's representative received $28,500 in com-

missions rom -a-'ubcontractor on sales to a DOD prime con- Of
tractor. The subcontractor increased the price it offered
the prime contractor by an amount equal to the commission.

L --Subcontractor officials told us that the commission was not
for obtaining business solely with the prime contractor.
The cormnmission had~ been p~ai ne an agreement- wih cmn

K- ufacturer's representative who was to develop business for
the subcontractor. Because the representative had not devel-
oped any business for the subcontractor except that with the

B- prime contractor, the agreement had been terminated.

Example 2 N I
A sales.(broker who had no plat or equipment had received

subcontracts from first-tier mubc ntractors of a DOD prime*-_4
contractor. For the one subcontr ct we were able to fully
trace, the sales broker had imme iately resubcontracted the
entire order to an unqualified roducer. The sales broker
charged the first-tier subcontractor twice the actual pro-
ducer's price, and the DOD prime contractor paid almost three
times the actual producer's price.

OTHER QUESTIONABLE TRANSACTIONS
AND RELATIONSHIPS

In reviewing prime contractor and subcontractor activi-
ties, we found a number of other questionable transactions
and relationships.

11
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QP
Example 1 1

Two employees of a first-ti r Lbcontractor to a
AGovernmen-tprime contractor receAved about $6,500 in con-
sultant fees from a surplus-parti dealer. The payments were
made after a sale to the surplus healer that was handled by
one of the two employees. The sale involved surplus parts
built to the prime contractor's specification. The sale
price was $1,950 for parts having a current market value of
about $190,000.

A
Neither the prime contractor nor the first-tier

P subcontractor has acknowledged that the sale resulted in a
financial loss. However, the subcontractor dismissed the
two employees shortly after we reported this matter to the
subcontractor's management.

Example 2

A contract for servicing prime contractor vehicles wa K
awarded without competition to a sales firm*t at represents
a number of the prime contractor's suppliers. An official
of the firm also owned and operated a service station.

The sales firm official said that he had contacted one
of his friends, a procurement official of the prime*contrac-
tor, about getting some vehicle maintenance business. This
official referred him to a buyer who, in turn, referred him
to the manager of transportation material. The sales firme---K
official later received the contract.

K
The sales firm official later purchased jewelry having

a catalog value of $80 at a 50-percent discount for the
manager of transportation, the employee who approved most
of the sales firm's vehicle maintenance. The employee reim-
bursed the sales firm for its cost of the jewelry.

This official is the same one mentioned in example
3 under "Prime Contractor Employees Provided Gifts and
Frequent Entertainment by Subcontractors" on page 10 and in
example 1 under "Relationship Between Subcontractors
and Sales Agents' on page 11.

Example 3 R
A subcontractor, who had previously produced castings

and who held the tooling under an earlier subcontract, had
its low bid rejected on a follow-on requirement. Instead
an award was made to another source whose price was about
$14,000 higher.

1S

12
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The original subcontractor had tooling in its plant
from the previous order and proposed tj Ij." this tooling to
produce under the new order. The primi (-nlr;ictor'G buyers B
told the originalsubcontractor that company enqineers had

R --se-idtha-Nthe tooling in the subcontractor's plant could not
be used and that he had therefore rejected the subcontrac-
tor's offer. R

The subcottractor submitted a memorandum to the primer B
contractor's management concerning the award to another
source. Following investigation of the matter by contractor s
employees, the award to the secondivsource was terminated and D
an award was made to the originallsuocontractor. The sub- R
contractor delivered the castings on schedule, and the prime.v g
contractor accepted them.

An official of the original s'Ubcontractor told us that
he believed the buyer and an engineer had conspired to place
the award with the otherksource becaus8Tof apossible kick- S
back. We do not, however, have any facts that indicate that
prime contractor employees benefited from the award to the
second source.

Example 4

A prime contractor's quality control official respon-
sible for accepting material from suppliers established a

T-4company to test the hardness of metal fasteners purchased
B by his 1 Mployer from these suppliers. This employee-owned

company has been operating since 1969 and has earned about
$58,000, most of which was generated from testing done for
prime contractor suppliers. No lot of items tested by this
company had ever been rejected by the prime contractor.

At the time this employee-owned company was established,
the employee consulted management and they found no conflict
of interest.

Example 5 1

In 19 five subcontracts totaling $2,951 were awarded*._B
to a com ~ny whose principal stockholders were prime contrac-
tor employees. Four of these awards showed that company as
the only suggested source; the awards were initiated in the
department where two stockholders worked. The buyer who
placed the orders sold us that he had been unaware that
prime contractor employees were stockholders in that company.

t t
b U

13
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The prime contractor's legal counsel told us that thes

conflict of interest committee reviewed the above matter and

ruled that the three employees had a conflict of interest.

As a result the committee directed that these employees dis-

pose of their interests in the supplier company. The disposal

action was delayed because of financial pAoblems, and it had

not been completed at the close of our re\iew.

t

14
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A KICKBACK CASES

One of the two prime contractors in this portion ol our
review acknowledged that it had been the victim of a kick-
back scheme some years earlier. The secondu'contractor told
us that it had recently referred a kickback allegation to
the Department of Justice. During our review a major sub-4 v
contractor developed evidence that it too had been the
victim of a major kickback scheme. Brief synopses of these
three cases follow.

CASE 1 _ ~~~~~~A
A 1968 investigation by a prime contractor's security

group and the Department of Justice developed allegations
that 10 of the prime contractor's employees had received
entertainment, gifts, transportation, and/or money from
12 subcontractor firms. One employee admitted receiving
a total of about $6,037 in cash from three subcontractors;
other employees admitted receiving tickets to sporting events,
trips to resort areas, moving expenses, and freqent entertain-
ment. W

The employee who
1
admitted receiving $6,037 and one of

the presidents of a s bcontractor firm who paid about $4,125
to him were later convicted of violations of the Anti-
Kickback Act. The employee was fined $5,000; the subcontractor
official was placed on probation for 13 months. Five prime
contidCtor employees, includin the one convicted, resigned
or had their employment terminated. One of these is now
employed by a subcon ractor to the prime contractor.- A

Ini this case the subcontractor made payment to a ficti-
tious firm established in the emplovee's wife's maiden name.
These costs were passed on to the prime contractor as a A
part of the subcontractor's total price. Reportedly, the
scheme was disclosed during bankruptcy proceedings for one
of the subcontractors. .V/

CASE 2 '1

During 1973 a second-tier subcontractor to a Government
prime contractor had been asked by a first-tier subcontractor
to create a fund to be used to pay kickbacks to a prime con-
tractor employee. The fund was to be created by increasing
the amount of the second-tier subcontract by $5,000. The
second-tier subcontractor refused to do so and reported the
matter to the prime contractor.

15
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Before we started our review, prime contractor officials
had referred the case to the Department of Justice for in-

vestigation. The prime contractor's internal audit staff
also investigated other subcontract awards to the first-
tier subcontractor but did not make the results of its in-
vestigation available to us.

CASE 3 / A

Late in 1974 an affiliate of a Government prime con-

tractor serving as a first-tier subcontractor discovered Z
that, of about $151,000 billed by and paid to a second-tiers
subcontractor, $125,000 represented duplicate billings.
Another aecond-tier subcontractor was paying a 20-percent

AA commission on sales made to the same affiliate. About one-

half, or about $20,000, of the commission was paid to the

affiliate's manager of subcontracts. The affiliate, dis-

missed nine employees who were directly or indirectly in-
volved.

This matter was discovered as the result of an oral
report to the affiliate's management by an informant and
was later confirmed by one of the affiliate's cost ac-
countants. This case had been referred to the Department
of Justice, and it was actively investigating this case
at the close of our review.

16
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OVERALL -FFECTIVENESS OF

PRIME CONTRACTORS _PURCEIASING ESYSTEMS

SUBCONTRACTING VOLUME AND EXTENT OF COMPETITION

The amount of DOD procurement dollars awarded to prime C

contractors, which ultimately are passed on to subcontrac-

tors, is important. The ratio of subcontracting volume to

total sales for the four DOD prime contractors whose sub- E
contracting activities we examined during this review ranged F
from about 20 fo 55 percent. In 1973 these prime contractors

awarded subcontracts totaling approximately $540 million,

including $210 million in subcontracts of less than $100,000

each.

At each of the four prime contractors, we examined about C

100 procurement transactions totaling almost $50 million, of D
which $7 million worth were under subcontracts of less than

$100,000. Our sampling showed that about 61 percent of the E
subcontracts had been awarded--83_percent of the dollars-- p

noncompetitively.

EXTENT OF PRICE OR COST ANALYSIS

AT FOUR CONTRACTORS REVIEWED

Effective price competition assures that the prices ob-

tained are fair and reasonable. However, in a noncompetitive

environment other methods must be used to insure fairness and

reasonableness of subcontract prices. The methods contrac-

tors use most often are price analysis and cost analysis. In

certain situations, however, no analysis is deemed necessary

because subcontractors are offering goods or services to the

Government at the same prices they are offered to the public.

Price analysis involves examining and evaluating a pro-

spective price without evaluating the separate cost elements

and proposed profit of the prospective supplier whose price

is being evaluated. In contrast cost analysis is much more

thorough and involves reviewing and evaluating a contractor's

cost or pricing data and the judgmental factors applied in

projecting from the data to the estimated cost to form an

opinion on the degree to which the contractor's proposed

costs represent what performance of the contract should cost,

assuming reasonable economy and efficiency.

For subcontracts between $10,000 and $100,000, prime

contractors generally used price analysis to measure reason-

ableness. The following table compares noncompetitive awards

sampled at the four contractors and the methods used to

analyze the prices.

17
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Number of
Analysis orders Total

Price 62 $2,579,381
Cost 6 268,246
None 39 1,229,320

Total 107 $4,076,947

For about half of the transactions, all that the prime
contractors did in analyzing prices was compare proposed
prices with previous prices. Further, in five instances the
price analyses were made after the subcontracts were awarded--
these analyses seem to have been a waste of time since in most
cases the prices were already established. In the remaining
sample of subcontracts where price analyses were made, the
methods used for evaluating the reasonableness of proposed
prices included comparison of proposed prices with competitive
prices and with in-house technical or engineering estimates
and comparisons based on buyers' or requesters' knowledge.

EXAMPLES OF POOR PRICE ANALYSES

A valid indication of the fairness and reasonableness of
a proposed price can be obtained by comparing the proposed
price with past prices when

--past prices were based on competition or were properly
tested for reasonableness;

--other conditions affecting price, such as quality,
quantity, and schedule, either remain unchanged or
can be reasonably well identified and projected; and

--economic conditions remain stable.

When any of these three conditions is not met, addi-
tional price or cost information should be obtained to insure
the reasonableness of the proposed price. Many subcontracts
valued at less than $100,000 were awarded although these
conditions were not met, and the only work done was a com-
parison between past and proposed prices.

Past price not based on competition

On August 13, 1973, a prime contractor awarded a noncom-
petitive purchase order totaling $60,815.65 for four different
proprietary items,Jas shown below.

Bb
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Description Unit price

Coupling, half $28.81
Coupling 24.61
Coupling 32.09
Coupling 34.90

The purchase order folio showed that, in evaluating the

reasonableness of the quoted prices, the buyer considered the
prices previously paid for four previous purchases of coupl-
ing halves and three previous purchases of couplings. We

determined that the previous buys used in the comparison wore
also noncompetitive purchases from the same supplier. De-
tailed cost and pricing data was not requested for the August
1973 purchase. The buyer could not give us any additional
factors he had considered in analyzing prices for this pur-
chase. The prices were accepted without negotiation.

Quality, quantity, or schedule
requirements changed Cc.

For a September 1973 procurement totaling $83,153, a
F4*prime contractor compared the unit prices of production hard-

ware with prices paid in June 1973 for engineering hardware,
as shown below.

Proposed procurement Previous procurement
Quantity Unit price Quantity Unit price

11 $680 1 $405
6 605 2 322
7 605 2 322

19 233 4 50
19 510 3 239
16 510 6 239

In addition, the proposed procurement included $45,531
for testing and data costs for production hardware compared
with $15,670 for a previous procurement of engineering hardware.
The buyer did not evaluate the difference in prices. Increas-
ing the quantity and moving into production from engineering
development generally should result in a reduced unit price.
The prices in this case, however, were higher than the
engineering hardware prices.

Changed economic conditions

On September 11, 1973, a $38,855 noncompetitive, sole- D
source purchase order for actuator cylinders was awarded to
a supplier which was the only established, qualified source.

19
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The price analysis consisted of comparing the proposed price
with previous prices. This comparison showed the proposed
unit price of $1,850.23 to be more than double the latest
purchase price of $922.74. The supplier justified the in-
crease on the basis that negotiations in 1966 were hayed on
large lot runs and that the actual orders received had been
in lots of one, five, etc. The supplier concluded that ac-
tual cost data showed the part had been a source of profit
erosion and that it was necessary to raise the price. There
were no negotiations, and the price was accepted.

The purchase history record of this item showed no at-
tempts to analyze the reasonableness of the price increase.

No price-cost analysis before
subcontract award >

At one contractor location, we identified 19 noncompe-
titive procurements totaling $1,001,000, for which required
analyses were not made before contract negotiations and award.
In 7 cases no analyses were made; in 12 cases analyses were
made after negotiations and award. These procurements were
identified through random and judgmental selections of pro-
curements.

We compared the negotiation records for the 19 procure-
ments with the sample procurements over $100,000 whose prices
were analyzed before award and found that subcontract prices
over $100,000 had been reduced by more than 10 percent and
the 19 awards by only 0.1 percent.

Results of negotiation
With price-cost Without price-cost

analysis analysis
(over $100,000) ($10,000 to $100,000)

Proposed price $8,049,878 $1,002,068
Negotiated price 7,220,792 1,000,937

Negotiated reduc-
tion $ 829,086 $ 1,131

Percent reduction 10.3 0.1

One explanation for the greater negotiation success with
contracts over $100,000 was the contractors' obtaining cer-
tified cost data from subcontractors and determining reason-
ableness of price through cost analysis.

20
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OTHER WEAKNESSES IN CONTRACTORS'
PURCHASING SYSTEMS

Certain other matters needed attention for improved
purchasing efficiency and control.

Failure to consolidate buys
of low-dollar-value items

The procedures used at two contractor locations did not C
encourage consolidating low-dollar-value procurements. The 7
way they were procuring low-dollar-value items resulted in
(1) the avoidance of required procedures on competitive pur-
chases and (2) costly administrative expenses which could be
disproportionate to the value of the items purchased.

Weaknesses in bid control procedures

At two contractor locations procedures for controlling C
incoming supplier quotations were weak and could possibly
lead to bid manipulations. At each location bids were given
directly to the buyers and were not recorded at the time of
receipt by an independent unit.

Lack of control over purchase orders

One contractor had a lack of control over purchase C
orders. Under the contractor's purchasing system, the same
numbered document was used as both the purchase requi sition
and purchase order. The system entailed assigning blocks of
purchase requisitions-purchase orders to the functional de-
partments throughout the plant. This procedure resulted in
purchase requisitions-orders arriving in the procurement de-
partment out of numerical sequence. Complicating the prob-
lem, the contractor did not keep a purchase order register.

Lack of management awareness of
single/sole-source procurements

One contractor's procurement officials were not prepar- C
ing a monthly single/sole-source report to the director of
procurement, contrary to the contractor's regulations. The
report was to insure compliance with the contractor's intent
to reduce noncompetitive procurements. We found that 62 of
102 purchase orders had been awarded noncompetitively.

Misleading and erroneous data
in contractor procurement files

At one contractor location misleading procurement data F
in contractor files created an erroneous impression concern-
ing the sequence in which purchase orders were awarded and

21
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analyzed. Documents in procurement files relative to 7 of
the 19 procurements we identified as being placed before
price-cost analyses by the responsible department (see
p. 20) gave the impression that the analyses had been made
before the orders were placed. Two purchase order dates
had been changed, four purchase orders were postdated, and
one price-cost analysis report date was changed by the buyer.

We brought the matters discussed in this appendix to
the attention of the responsible contractor officials at the
close of our review. In most cases the contractors had taken
or were considering corrective actions.
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Chairman PRoxMIRE. Our next witness is Mr. Ralph Nader.
We are honored to have Mr. Ralph Nader this morning, and Mr.

Mark Green, who is the director of research, the Corporate Account-
ability Research Group, who also has done work in preparation of this
statement.

Mr. Nader, go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF RALPH NADER, CONSUMER ADVOCATE,
ACCOMPANIED BY MARK GREEN

Mr. NADER. Mr. Chairman, thank you for your invitation to discuss
the subject of corporate corruption.

Not perhaps since the robber baron era, and certainly not since the
1930's-when New York Stock Exchange president, Richard Whitney
was convicted of stock theft and utility mogul Samuel Insull escaped
prosecution by fleeing abroad dressed as a woman-has America wit-
nessed such an epidemic of corporate crime.

Indeed, the developments and disclosure relating to corporate crime
in recent weeks have reached an alltime peak.

The evidence to support this claim of an epidemic of corporate crime
appears daily on newspaper business pages and front pages. Indeed,
reading the Wall Street Journal, it is as if you were reading the Crime
Street Journal.

Lockheed acknowledges giving out $202 million between 1970 and
1975 in payoffs to foreign politicians, parties and agents in order to
win overseas contracts. Gulf Oil makes a $4 million bribe to South
Korean officials, and hands out $5 million in illegal political contribu-
tions in this countrv. United Brands gives a $1.3 million bribe to Hon-
duran officials in exchange for a reduction in its export tax on bananas.

The following corporations have admitted to making an illegal cam*
paign contribution or paying a bribe to a foreign agent or official, as
of October 27, 1975: American Airlines, American Ship Building, Ash-
land Oil, Braniff Airways, Carnation, Diamond International, Exxon,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber, Greyhound, Gulf Oil, Lockheed, Mercantile
Trust, 3M. Northrop, Phillips Petroleum, Singer, American Home
Products, Cities Service, Del Monte, Merck & Co., Mobile Oil, Mon-
santo, Occidental Petroleum, Southwestern Bell Telephone, and United
Brands.

Aerospace firms seeking Pentagon contracts have lavished valuable
benefits on procurement officials; for example, Northrop had Defense
Department personnel to its duck hunting lodge 144 times between
1971 and 1973, thereby violating Executive order 11222 which for-
bids Government employees from accepting anything of value from
companies seeking business with their department.

I submit, Mr. Chairman, that these revelations reflect a far more
pervasive interlock between Government officials engaged in the pro-
curement business and defense contractors.

The question now needs to be probed as to whether there is not sig-
nificant delegation of foreign policy and military policy activities to
these defense contractors, since it is relatively easy over a period of
5 or 6 years to svphon away for unaccounted activities hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars in defense appropriations. Indeed, one Government
official, when he was asked, is it possible for about $3 billion in the
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last 6 to 7 years to be syphoned away for illicit activities by the de-
fense contractors without detection, that Government official said,
yes, over a 6-year period. It is done by inflated defense contracts and
all the mumbo-jumbo in the financial relationships between the agen-
cies and the defense contractors this committee has been looking into
for sometime.

So it is not merely a little payola or a few duck hunting lodges, these
are the kind of surface superficialities of a much more intensive inter-
lock system which is also made more persuasive by the practice of
Defense Department officials or military officials going into the defense
contract companies after retirement.

The Watergate Special Prosecutor has obtained convictions of or
guilty pleas from 22 corporations and 21 individuals. Newsweek re-
ported that, although the Special Prosecutor has evidence to move
against "hundreds" of firms, it had to drop these cases when Congress
recently shortened the statute of limitations.

One might add that these convictions or guilty pleas are only a few
of the many that could have been obtained if there was an adequate
prosecutoral resource and tenure to the Watergate Special Prosecutor
or any other similar Justice Department unit. The fact of the matter
is that the Justice Department has been expending the huge bulk of its
funds in the area of crime in the streets. However ineffective the ex-
penditure of these funds has been, particularly under LEAA, very
little has been expended on corporate economic crimes or crimes
involving Government-corporate relationships. Indeed, most Federal
prosecutors shy away from these kind of prosecutions. For one reason,
they are extremely time consuming or complex, because the defendants
usually have the most imaginative corporate lawyers representing
them. The evidential problems are significant as well because of the
diffusion and secrecy of the corporate structure.

So we are looking at the tip of the iceberg in the sense that this is
what has come forward with the most miniscule of Federal prosecu-

torial resource and efforts.
The Securities and Exchange Commission has successfully sued nine

companies for failing to disclose illegal foreign bribes or domestic
contributions. The Internal Revenue Service is currently auditing
the books of 110 companies for illegal deductions related to such pay-
offs. Attorney General Edward Levy acknowledged in an October 9
letter to us that his Department was conducting "in excess of 50
investigations in the area of illegal political contributions."

Of course in today's paper there was the announcement that there
wil be set up a public integrity office in the Justice Department to deal
with Government or political corruption, which very often involves
corporate payoffs and other extended temptations.

Are all these, at worst, just a clutch of rotten apples-or is much of
the business barrel rotten? It is, of course, impossible, given present
data collection systems, to conduct a scientific "corporate crime
prevalency study"; we only know of firms publicly exposed, since
other culpable companies do not volunteer their guilt. Still, the pre-
sumption is strong that these illegal practices are common. First of
all, where illegal bribes and payoffs amount to competitive advantage
in a particular industry, that competitive advantage is either going
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to squeeze out the more honest competitors, or it is going to induce the
more honest compeitors to take up these illicit or nefarious practices.
In short, bad business activities run out good business activities much
as Gresham's law would do in the monetary area.

One businessman, for example, told me that it was almost impossible
for him to compete in his particular area of business because inter-
corporate bribery between buyers and sellers was so extensive. Indeed,
this problem of interbusiness payoffs, which has hardly been touched
in the last few years of disclosures, is probably the next dimension of
inquiry by interested Government prosecutors. In the procurement
business alone, for example, if one company is a big buyer of a
commodity and several companies are bidding for that business, the
temptations for these kinds of payoffs are greater than those that occur
in Government procurement areas affecting private contractors.

Many of the most important and established corporations in the
country were involved, I am referring to the specific disclosures in
corporate crimes-firms no more or less prone than others to prevail-
ing political and commercial pressure. These companies involve such
diverse industries as aerospace, food processing, oil, sewing machines,
airlines, banking and office supplies. In the early 1960's, W. K. White-
ford, then Gulf Oil chairman, reportedly talked "to top management
of some other major oil companies and learned that all of them had
setup arrangements" similar to Gulf's illegal payoffs system-accord-
ing to the company's own internal report. When Archie Carroll of the
University of Georgia surveved 238 business managers last year,
60 percent agreed that the go-along ethic of CREEP's junior members
"is just what young managers would have done in business." When
the. American Management Association surveyed 3,000 bNiciness
executives, 70 percent said they had been expected to compromise per-
sonal principles to attain organizational standards. A survey of 531
top and middle managers by the Opinion Research Corp. in Julv 1975
found 48 percent agreeing that foreign bribes should be paid if such
practices were prevalent-even though illegal-in that foreign country.

I might add that there is some vociferous business dissent to this type
of behavior. One particular article by Stanley Marcus. the head of
Neiman Marcus, which anDeared in the New York Times recently
strongly dissented from this tyDe of conforming criminal behavior.

Otherwise, in the pure pursuit of pure profits, anything goes-law
and ethics notwithstanding. All of which makes understandable the
grim conclusion of former SEC Chairman Ray Garrett. Jr. that "This
is bribery, influence peddling and corruption on a scale I had never
dreamed existed."

Indeed. the justification of many exposed executives was that "every-
one does it." This and other rationales for recently disclosed illegality
deserve examination.

Point 1. Payoffs are common practice abroad-perhaps common
practice, but still illegal in virtua~lv all countries. 'When some busi-
nessman says that it is eommon practice abroad. that does not mean
that it is legal abroad. That. X can always cite a Y who violates the
law can hardlv exculpate X's illegalitv-unless law enforcement is to
sink to the lowest common denominator-or in special circumstances,
for example, where the arbitrary enforcement of the law on less than



1 percent of the subjects betrays.the kind of political persecution, or
a gross negligence in enforcing the law on 99 percent of the subjects.
And that can raise unequal protection claims under the U.S. Constitu-
tion. But this is certainly not that situation.

Atnothe r defense by the culpable companies is that what they do
doesn't violate U.S. law, what they do abroad.

Title 18 of the United States Code does not explicitly prohibit for-
eign bribes-an omission which should be corrected-but such activity
can still violate U.S. law. Many firms took deductions for such pay-
ments, although the IRS forbids deductions for activities abroad which
would be illegal here. Also, the Federal Trade Commission, outgoing
Chairman Lewis Engman told us, is investigating whether such activ-
Ity discriminates against competitors who don't bribe-and hence is
an "unfair trade practice" under section 5 of the FTC Act. He told
us this about 2 months ago, so perhaps, Air. Chairman, you might
want to inquire of the FTC as to the status of this investigation. This
is a potentially very powerful tool indeed, because if these payoffs can
be considered unfair trade practices, they can be brought in under
another inforceinent umbrella for action and for possible damage
payment to the damaged parties.

Another defense by the corporations is that payoffs are necessary to
protect properties. Gulf Chairman Bob Dorsey explained that his
frirm's $4 million payment to the South Korean ruling party seemed
essential to protect his company's $300 million investment there. But,
to take this example, would an ally so militarily dependent on the
United States cavalierly damage the interests of a major American
firm? When subsequently asked in Senate hearings why he didn't
go to the State Department to protest extortionate pressure, Dorsey
replied, "It never occurred to me."

MIr. Dorsey just resigned from the chairmanship of the Gulf Oil
CO.

Actually, payoffs can jeopardize properties-as Gulf should be well
aware. After inaking $350,000 ifs payments to Bolivian officials, a new
regime, as a result, expropriated Gulf's holdings and is now withhold-
ing the firim's $57 million indemnity. New governments can predicta-
bly want to retaliate against American firms who corrupted earlier
officials.

Another defense by the company is we did it for our shareholders.
This view is extremely shortsighlted. A company may indeed persuade
itself that only payoffs can win a lucrative contract, but what of the
potential longrun costs. An extortionist invariably comes back for
more, and otTier officials may make additional demands when they
perceive a company is kio-wn to be responsive. There is the risk of
local law enforcement-an ITT director was gonvicted in Belgium of
bribing a high official for an equipment contract-and the risk of
exposure in the United States, with adverse publicity and SEC, Jus-
tice Department, 1U-S and shareholder suits ensuing. One canj hope-
fully assume that '3M, Northrop, and Phillips P.eproleum, if they
could do it all gai, wouldn't

And there is the claim by the corporate defendants that receit busi-
ness violations result from too ipany laws. No, this is not an Art
Buchwald parody but the earnest caims of MVrray Weidenhlagum and

78-547-77 7
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the Wall Street Journal. According to Mr. Weidenbaum, a former
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, "the fundamental cause of the
lawbreaking can be seen to be the tremendous and often arbitrary
power that the society has given the Federal Government over the
private sector." The Wall Street Journal editorialized that recent dis-
closures "in part reflect the number of new laws, inspired partly by
folks like Mr.' Nader and Mr. Udall, that businessmen can potentially
run afoul of." Laws like those against foreign bribes, domestic payoffs,
pollution, monopoly and continual tax evasion? Are Weidenbaum and
the Journal serious? Their logic has some interesting applications:
The only thing wrong with serious consumer fraud or wife beating
are those bothersome consumer protection and assault laws. This view
is-there is no kinder way to describe it-nonsense. These illegal
activities that we are referring to are not mere technical violations
resulting from honest error, they are not these honest error type
situations which any company or many individuals could run afoul
of under the matrix and complexity of laws in the country. These
illegalities are serious systematic deliberate violations of basic legal
prohibitions, most often by high corporate officials, or under the con-
doning of high corporate officials.

Finally, the argument that commercial pressure compels all cor-
porations to pay off foreign agents is simply not true. Fortune has
reported that RCA and Xerox have a strict policy against such prac-
tices, they believe it is both moral and feasible to say no.

I am going to summarize the rest of the testimony, Mr. Chairman.
I would like the entire testimony to be included in the record.

Chairman PROXMiRE. Without objection it will be done.
Mr. BASER. The costs of corpcratzcr.mC-not only fore;-,-- e

and domestic contributions, but also regulatory violations, antitrust
violations, and financial swindles-are huge. The chamber of com-
merce in 1972 estimated that white-collar crime costs Americans $40
billion annually. That estimate deals very heavily with internal cor-
porate violations like embezzlement and internal employee theft and
the like. It does not include antitrust violations, which amount to tens
of billions of dollars more every year. The electoral machinery bid
rigging cases of 1961 stole more from consumers via price overcharges
than all the property crimes, street property crimes, that is, for that
year combined.

Finally, there is the political toll of business violations kickbacks
and bribes abroad that can distort foreign national priorities to accom-
modate American companies. One can only guess how policy has been
perverted as a result of political bribes and payoffs. But what was
the purpose of all that Gulf cash in blank envelopes if not to shape or
misshape legislation in its favor? Here the line between an outright
bribe to fix the Congressman's vote and an illegal contribution is thin
if not nonexistent.

Many of the costs of corporate crime have been underplayed by
scholars and practitioners in the criminal law enforcement area. In-
deed, one scholar, Prof. James Wilson of Harvard, pointed out in one
of his books that street crime is so much more serious than business
crime because it makes personal interrelationships almost impossible.
Well, without in any way denigrating the tragedy of street crime, Mr.
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Chairman, consider what kind of relationships business crime makes
impossible, like physical injury or even death can come from tainted
foods or harmful drugs sold in violation of the Poor Food and Drug
Act. Financial losses produced often cripple a family's entire savings,
financial losses caused by the swindles that have been brought to the'
attention of State attorneys general throughout the country, or by the
frauds that violate the rules of the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, or the erosion of a family's income by the sale of goods based
on misrepresentation or antitrust violations, or the damage that busi-
ness crime does to the Nation's social, economic and political institu-
tions. Restraint of trade tends to undermine the principles of free
enterprise that the antitrust laws are intended to protect. Brought all
together, crime in the suites, crime at the highest levels of these cor-
porate institutions, has a rotting effect through the society. Society is
very much like a fish in this respect, it rots from the head down.

Federal agencies seem to agree here with those commentators who
think that concentration should be heavy on street crime, often at the
expense of corporate crime. Perhaps because of the lack of public
outrage over the invisible or unfocused tolls of corporate crime, Fed-
eral law enforcers have made business crime a low priority. In a Novem-
ber 1975 report, Paul J. Curran, the outgoing U.S. attorney for the
southern district of New York, complainezthat "except for the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission and the Internal Revenue Service,
which operate in fairly narrow areas, the Federal agencies responsible
for investigating these (white-collar crime) cases are simply not
doing the job." Uintil the creation of the Watergate Special Prose-
cutor, the Justice Department had almost never moved against illegal
business contributions to political figures. At present, there is not
even a reporting category for business crime in the FBI's detailed
annual compendium, "Crime in the United States"-although there
are 27 other categories. The hundreds of millions spent on local law
enforcement by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration goes
largely for more armaments and equipment to fight street crime-
with barely traceable amount applied to white-collar crime. The De-
fense Department has for years tolerated or winked at foreign bribes;
its recently disclosed memorandum, "Agents' Fees in the Middle
East," acknowledges the existence of agents' fees, a euphemism for
bribes, of at least 4 to 6 percent on arms contracts.

The exposure of corporate crime must rest on more than the con-
fluence of the events surrounding Watergate. And the way to deter such
violations requires more than the existing insubstantial penalties.

You indicated in your invitation, Mr. Chairman. that you wanted
some recommendations about what can be done about these corpo-
rate crimes. One way to deter such violations requires more than the
existino, insubstantial penalties. Fines imposed by judges in antitrust
cases almost invariably are insignificant compared to the amounts
illegally garnered. The SEC and Antitrust Division often conclude
their cases with consent decrees by which defendants deny they vio-
lated the law but promise to obey it in the future-an obligation
they presumably labored under before the decree was signed. Since
the companies recently prosecuted for illegal contributions paid an
average fine of $7,000, and earned an average $77,000 a, minute, it took
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each about 6 seconds to pay their debt to society. A survey by New
York Times reporter Michael Jensen found that "most of the 21
business executives who admitted their guilt to.-the Watergate Spe-
cial Prosecutor in 1973 and 1974-especially those from large corpora-
tions-are still presiding over their companies l * only two went to
jail. They served a few months and were freed. Most are still ensconced
in their paneled corporate offices with platoons of lawyers and public
relations men at their disposal."

With these failures in mind, any program of sanction and deterrence
must appreciate the two special qualities of corporate crime. First,
,unlike the tempestuous and treacherous spouse or the impoverished
and desperate mugger, suite criminals are sophisticated and delibera-
tive businessmen who engage in crime after carefully calculating the
benefits and costs. And second, as law professor Christopher Stone
has written in "Where the Law Ends," "We have arranged things so
that the people who call the shots do not have to bear the full risks,"
that is, it is difficult to pinpoint and punish individual violations
within that collective body called the corporation.

If the likelihood of personally getting caught and the penalties for
getting caught are sufficiently great, potential business law violators
should be able to literally calculate that crime does not pay. That is
a traditional recommendation, Mir. Chairman. Lets go on to some
others.

Ideally, the Justice Department should create a separate division
on corporate crime. This division should be delegated authority to
investigate and prosecute a wide range of business crimes, from mail
fraud to regulatory offenses to the illegal distribution of political
contributions or bribes, here and abroad, by corporate officers or
their agents.

Next, it should be evident that foreign or domestic bribes are an
"unfair trade practice" under the Federal Trade Commission Act.
And that was pointed out earlier in my testimony as a new avenue
to improve the efficacy of law enforcement.

Furthermore, given the reality that our prisons are places of cruelty
and breeding grounds for recidivism, serving time does not often lead
to rehabilitation. Still, it is discriminating to send pickpockets and
checkbouncers to prison but not convicted businessmen. One survev
indicated that 16 percent of those guilty of securities fraud actually go
to jail while 71 percent of those convicted of auto theft do. In the first
82 years of the Sherman Act, which is both civil and criminal, there
were only four instances when businessmen actually went to jail for
their criminal violations; in hundreds of other cases, sentences were
suspended.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that probably one of the best tech-
niques for prison reform is to make sure morecarlporate criminals end
up in prison. They wouldn't stand for the conditions. And they often
.become reformers after they have left their incarceration and returned
to civil society.

So that punishment falls on those individuals responsible,.earparate
officers convicted of willful coriporate -related vio1eUtions shuild -be dis-
qualified from serving as a corporate officer or director in any American

,corporatioiu or .partnership for 5 years after-convictiorlXguilty plea or
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nolo contendere' plea. This~ is only logical. One does not reemploy an
embezzler as a bank teller. Union officials under the Landrum-Griffin
Act and broker-deaers under securities laws can be similarly suspended
for pertinent violations. There are many positions available in a com-
pany for such a corporate law violator other than management or the
board, which are peculiarly positions of major trust.

Furthermore, fines should be calibrated to the size of the firm and
the "size" of the violation. Business crime has its own cost curve. If
companies are punished with penalties which are the equivalent of
wrist slaps, the result is predictable. If we make the cost of a convic-
tion sufficiently high, it should discourage many violations which now
are profitable to pursue. And a violation by GM-given the firm's,
resources and impact-should not be penalized the same as Mrs.
Smith's Pie (Fortune's 833d industrial firm). Instead of absolute fines,
there would be percentage fines based on gross sales-so the fine would.
fit the crime.

We are elaborating all of these sanctions, Mr. Chairman, in a report
which we will release next week on the case of Federal chartering
of joint corporations.

There is also the problem of how to deal with corporations which
repeatedly violate the law. In addition to percentage fines, penalties
for a particular law violation should increase for corporate recidi-
vists-since by definition the company has not been successfully
deterred. For example, if a firm violated the Sherman Act or antibrib-
ery statute three times in 3 years, the percentage fine for its third'
offense would be greater than for its first offense.

Finally, defendants in cases of corporate wrongdoing are often en-
joined from future violations, but are almost never required to pay
restitution. Shareholder suites may seek and obtain restitution, though
this does not invariably occur. These are very arduous suits to bring
and conclude successfully. Ideally, agencies like the SEC and Justice
Department, as a part of any relief, should insist on restitution being
made by those culpable to their victims or their company.

Autocratic chief executive officers, whose handpicked "inside direc-
tors" dominate their boards of directors, lack the kind of external
accountability that encourages responsible and lawful decisionmaking.:
Instead, boards of directors should monitor and oversee executive deci-
sionmaking. And those boards should be filled with full-time outside.
directors.

Company indemnification and isurance plans often provide for reim-
bursement to officials who plead nolo contendere in cruninal cases or
who are found liable in, or agree to settle, a civil lawsuit-if they
thought they were acting "in the best interests of the company." These
cushions against personal accountability for illegality contribute to the
managerial feeling of being above the law. So that responsible busi-
nessmen feel the sting of personal sanctions, such provisions should be
prohibited.

This committee could perform a valuable function by advocating
that Federal agencies maintain and release regular compliance reports.'
The public 'may occasionally learn of a regulatory violation by a
company, but nowhere is there a systematic report on the level of
violations and resources in particular areas. .or example, a com-
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pliance report could contain the following: The laws enforced by the
agency, the resources given it, and the remedies available to it-for
example, recall, repair, fines, warning letters, referrals to Justice for
prosecution, and so forth; a list by company of each violation estab-
lislhed and the corrective action required and taken; a statement of
what additional tools are needed-for example, subpena staff-for the
agency to perform its mission adequately; an analysis of priorities
for.compliance activities and how they are determined; an analysis
of the cost to citizens and the economy of the level of violations un-
covered and the cost of the level of estimated violations.

With such information altogether in one report, Federal regulators
and their congressional monitors can better. appreciate the costs of
regulatory violation and better deter them. As in so many other areas
of Government regulation over business, knowledge is power and a
prerequisite to fair enforcement of the laws.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nader follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAI.PH NADER

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your invitation to discuss the subject of corpo-
rate corruption.

Not perhaps since the robber baron era, and certainly not since the 1930s-
when New York Stock Exchange president Richard Whitney was convicted of
stock theft and utility mogul Samuel lusull escaped prosecution by fleeing abroad
dressed as a woman-has America witnessed such an epidemic of corporate
crime.

The evidence to support this claim appears daily on newspaper business pages
and front pages. Lockheed acknowledges giving out $202 million between 1970
and 1975 in payoffs to foreign politicians, parties and agents in order to win
overseas contracts. Gulf Oil makes a $4 million bribe to South Korean officials,
and hands out $5 million in illegal political contributions in this country. United
Brands gives a $1.3 million bribe to Honduran officials in exchange for a reduc-
tion in its export on bananas.1 Aerospace firms seeking Pentagon contracts
have lavished valuable benefits on procurement officials; for example, Northrop
had Defense Department personnel to its duck hunting lodge 144 times between
1971 and 1973, thereby violating Executive Order 11222 which forbids govern-
ment employees from accepting anything of value from companies seeking busi-
ness with their department.

The Watergate Special Prosecutor has obtained convictions of or guilty pleas
from 22 corporations and 21 individuals. (Newsweek reported that, although the
Special Prosecutor has evidence to move against "hundreds" of firms, it had
to drop these cases when Congress recently shortened the statute of limitations.)
The Securities and Exchange Commission has successfully sued nine companies
for failing to disclose illegal foreign bribes or domestic contributions. The In-
ternal Revenue Service is currently auditing the books of 110 companies for
illegal deductions related to such payoffs. Attorney General Edward Levy
acknowledged in an October 9th letter to us that his department was conducting
"in excess of 50 investigations in the area of illegal political contributions."

Are all these, at worst, just a clutch of rotten apples-or is much of the busi-
ness barrel rotten? It is, of course, impossible to conduct a scientific "corporate
crime prevalency study"; we only know of firms publicly exposed, since other
culpable companies do not volunteer their guilt. Still, the presumption is strong
that these illegal practices are common. Many of the most important and es-

' The following corporations have admitted to making an Illegal campaign contribution
or paying a bribe to a foreign agent or official as of October 27, 1975. (See, Investor
Responsibility Research Center, The Corporate Watergate (October, 1975) * American Air-
lines, American Ship Building, Ashland OHl, Braniff Airways, Carnation. Diamond Inter-
national. Exxon, Goodyear Tire & Rubber, Greyhound, Gulf Oil. Lockheed. Mercantile
Trust. 3M, Northrop, Phillips Petroleum, Singer, American Home Products, Cities Service,
Del Monte, Merck & Co., Mobil OIl, Monsanto, Occidental Petroleum, Southwestern Bell
Telephone, and United Brands.
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tablished corporations in the country were Involved, firms no more or less prone
than others to prevailing political and commercial pressure. These companies
involve such diverse industries as aerospace, food processing, oil, sewing ma-
chines, airlines, banking and office supplies. In the early 1960s, W. K. Whiteford,
then Gulf Oil chairman, reportedly talked "to top management of some other
major oil companies and learned that all of them had set-up arrangements"
similar to Gulf's illegal payoffs system-according to the company's own inter-

nal report. When Archie Carroll of the University of Georgia surveyed 238 busi-
ness managers last year, 60 percent agreed that the go-along ethic of CREEP's
junior members "is just what young managers would have done in business."
When the American Management Association surveyed 3000 business executives,
70 percent said they had been expected to compromise personal principles to at-

tain organizational standards. A survey of 531 top and middle managers by the
Opinion Research Corporation in July, 1975 found 48 percent agreeing that for-
eign bribes should be paid if such practices were prevalent (even though illegal)
in that foreign country.

In other words, in the pure pursuit of pure profits, anything goes-law and

ethics notwithstanding. All of which makes understandable the grim conclusion
of former SEC chairman Ray Garrett, Jr. that "This is bribery, influence-
peddling and corruption on a scale I had never dreamed existed."

Indeed, the justification of many exposed executives was that "everyone does
it." This and other rationales for recently disclosed illegality deserve examina-
tion.

Payoffs are common practice abroad.-Perhaps common practice, but still il-
legal in virtually all countries. That X can always cite a Y who violates the law
can hardly exculpate X's illegality-unless law enforcement is to sink to the
lowest common denominator.

They don't violate U.S. law-Title 18 of the U.S. Code does not explicitly
prohibit foreign bribes-an omission which should be corrected-but such ac-

tivity can still violate U.S. law. Many firms took deductions for such payments,

although the IRS forbids deductions for activities abroad which would be il-

legal here. Also, the Federal Trade Commission, outgoing chairman Lewis
Eugman told us, is investigating whether such activity discriminates against
competitors who don't bribe-and hence is an "unfair trade practice" under
Section 5 of the FTC Act.

Payoffs are necessary to protect properties.-Gulf chairman Bob Dorsey ex-
plained that his firm's $4 million payment to the South Korean ruling party

seemed essential to protect his company's $300 million investment there. But,

to take this example, would an ally so militarily dependent on the U.S. cavalierly
damage the interests of a major American firm? When subsequently asked In

Senate hearings why he didn't go to the State Department to protect extor-

tionate pressure, Dorsey replied, "It never occurred to me." Actually, payoffs
can jeopardize properties-as Gulf should be well aware. After making $350,000
in payments to Bolivian officials, a new regime, as a result, expropriated Gulf's

holdings and is now withholding the firm's 57 million indemnity. New govern-
ments can predictably want to retaliate against American firms who corrupted
earlier officials.

We did it for our shareholders.-This view is extremely short sighted. A

company may indeed persuade itself that only payoffs can win a lucrative con-

tract, but what of the potential long run costs? An extortionist invariably comes
back for more, and other officials may make additional demands when they per-
ceive a company is known to be responsive. There is the risk of local law en-
forcement-an ITT director was convicted in Belgium of bribing a high official
for an equipment contract-and the risk of exposure in the U.S., with adverse
publicity and SEC, Justice Department, IRS and shareholder suits ensuing.

One can hopefully assume that 3M, Northrop and Phillips Petroleum, if they
could do it all again, wouldn't.

Recent business violations reRult from too many laws.-No. this is not an Art

Buchwald parody but the earnest claims of Murray Weidenbaum and the Wall

Street Journal. According to Mr. Weidenbaum, a former Assistant Secretary of

the Treasury, "the fundamental cause of the law-breaking can be seen to be the
tremendous and often arbitrary power that the society has given the Federal

Government over the private sector." The Journal editorialized that recent dis-

closures "[i]n part reflect] the number of new laws, inspired partly by folks

like Mr. Nader and Mr. Udall, that businessmen can potentially run afoul of."

Laws like those against foreign bribes, domestic payoffs, pollution, monopoly



and continnai tax ev'dsindh Are Weidenbauh and the Journal serious? Their
logic has some interesting applicatibns: the ofily thing wrong with serious con-
sumer fraud Or vife-beating aie thore bothertome contskier protection and as-
sault lawls. T1is vie* is-thete Is n6 kinder way to describe it-nonseinje.

Finally, the argumiient that conimercial pressure compels all corporations to pay
off 'foreign agents is simpily not true. Fortune has reported that RCA and Xerox
have a strict policy against such practices. Father' Theodore Hesbuirgh reported
that one U.S. company told a Latin American finance minister it ",would not pay
one cent in mordita [bribes], take it 'or leave it. The government took it....
Ev'erybody's happy except 'som of those sleay chaiacters who aren't being paid
off." An Arab businessmah told the V ashiftigton Post that Nestles, a Swiss mkilti-
national corporationi, dominates the processed food market in, 'iany Arab eoun-
tries even though it irfuses to pay agents' commissions. "If the [other U.S. and
European companies] Stood firm, they could end the payoff system quickly," he
said.

Thus, it is both moral and feasible to say "no."
The costs of corporate erinie 7-not onlV foreign bribes and' domestic contribu-

tions, but alsO regulatory violations, antitrust violations, and financial swindles-
are huge. The lChamber of Commerce in 1972 estimated that white collar crime
costs Americans $40 billidm annually-a figure which does not include antitrust
violations. The electrical machinery bid-rigging -ases of 191 stole more from
consumers via price overcharges than all property crimes for that year comhined.
It was a successful patent and price conspiracy which raised the price of 100
tetracycline Antibi6tic capsules to $51 (it dropped to $5 after 'an FTO Onfbree-
ment action) and another criminal agreement raised the price of guinine, needed
largely by elderly people for heart ailments, by more than 300 percent. The IOS
and Equity Funding scandals-each involve over a quarter billion dollars in out-
right fraud. "Business criifie imposes three kinds of costs oh 'society,' said the
President's Commission on Law Ehforcement and the Administrationr of Justice
in The Challenge of Urine in a Free Society.-It continues:.

"(1) First, physical Injury or even deAth can come from tainted foods and
harmfiil drugs sold in violation of the Pure Food and Drug Act, foods sold in
violation of the Pure Food and Drug Act, foods sold in violation of local health
laws, and varions violations of safety laws and housing codes.

"(2) Second, financial losses are produced, for example, by the marketing of
worthless, defective, or injurious products in vioittion of PUst Ojille Dfpallilleiit
regulations, by frauds that violate the rules of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, and by the sale of goods based on misrepresentation in advertising.

"(3) Third, [there Is] the damage it does to the Nation's social, economic, and
political institutions. Restraint of trade tends to undermine the principles of free
enterprise that the antitrust laws are intended to protect."

The New York Times, editorializing about this last point on July 20, 1975, con-
cluded that illegal business payments lead to "the present atmosphere of public
cynicism and distrust toward' business . . . if it is permitted to continue. [it]
could in the end be the death 'of the free enterprise system. . . . Business'l own
conduct vill in large part determine the outcome."

Finally, there is the political toll of business violations. Kickbacks and bribes
abroad can distort foreign national priorities to accommodate American com-
panies. As Senator Frank Church commnented to a Lockheed official in 'hearings
before his Multinational Subcommittee, "If you base your sales on payoffs to
government officials and make them rich, then you force these governments in
the direction of military purchases, when other purchases might be far more
beneficial to them and to their people." And domestically, one can only guess
how policy has been perverted as a result of political bribes and payoffs. But
what was the purpose of all 'tliht Gulf cash in blank envelopes if not to shape,
or misshape, legislation in in its favor? Here. the line betwveenl an outright bribe
to fix a congressman's vote and an illegal contribution is thin, itf not non-existent.

Many of these costs of corporate crime, however, are often invisible to the
public's eye. There are no burned out buildings or rioters to flash on the evening
news. This comparative lack of visible drama has raisled even some experts.
Harvard professor James Q. Wilson disparages the importance of white collar
crime. "Unlike predatory street crime," these economic violations don't make
"difficult or impossible the maintenance of basic human communities." Which
confirms Nicholas Murray Butler's observation that "an expert is one who knows
more and more about less and less." True, a citizen would prefer to be illegally
overcharged than mugged. but he or she would undoubtedly also prefer to be
mugged than to ingest a carcinogen or be given a drug whose adverse reaction
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shortens his or her life. The issue, however, should not be a battle of hypotheticalsi
Whatever the damage caused by street criminals, suite criminals exact a substan-,
tial tribute from society. The latter, exploiting the faith people have, in business
leaders, violates our trust-and hence inspires mistrust. "If the word 'subversive'
refers to efforts to make fundamental changes in a social system," sociologist
Edwin Sutherland wrote in his 1949 classic White Golaar Crime, "the business
leaders are the most subversive influence in the United States."

Federal agencies seem to agree more with Wilson than Sutherland. Perhaps
because of the lack of public outrage over the invisible or unfocused tolls of cor-
porate crime, federal law enforcers have made business crime a low priority. In
a November, 1975 report, Paul J. Curran, the outgoing U.S. Attorney for the
Southern District of, New York, complained that, "Except for the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the Internal Revenue.Service, which operate in fairly
narrow areas, the federal agencies responsible for investigating these [white
collar crime] cases are-simply not doing the job." Until the creation of the Water-
gate Special Prosecutor, the Justice Department had almost never moved against
illegal business contributions to political figures. At present, there is not even a
reporting category for business crime in the FBI's detailed annual compendium,
"Crime in the United States"-although there are 27. other categories. The 'hun-
dreds of millions spent on local law enforcement by the Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration goes largely for more armaments and equipment to. fight
street crime-with a barely traceable amount applied to white collar crime. The
Defense Department has for years tolerated or winked at foreign bribes; its re-
cently disclosed memorandum, "Agents' Fees in the Middle East," acknowledges
the existence of agents fees, a euphemism for bribes, of at least four to six per-
cent on arms contracts.

The recent avalanche of disclosed corporate crime.was set off by small, flukish
rocks. For example, Common Cause successfully sued to get CREEP's list of pre-
April 15, 1972 donors, some of whom had illegally contributed corporate funds;
a Watergate 'Special Prosecutor, created because of a bizarre and muffed burglary,
sought and obtained the kind of convictions its parent department had shunned;
Eli Black, the chairman of United Brands, 'leapt 44 stories to his death-in-
spiring investigations which led to foreign bribes by his company and' others.

The exposure of corporate crime must rest on more than 'the confluence of such
coincidental events. And the-way to deter such violations requires more than the
existing insubstantial penalties. Fines imposed by judges in antitrust cases almost
invariably are insignificant compared to the amounts illegally garnered. The SEC
and Antitrust Division often conclude their cases with consent decrees by which
defendants deny they violated the law but promise to obey it in the future-
an obligation they presumably labored under'hefore the decree. Since the com-
panies recently prosecuted for illegal contributions paid an average fine of $7,000,
and earned an average $77,000 a minute, it took each about six seconds to pay
their debt to society. A survey by New York Times reporter Michael Jensen
found that "most of the 21 business executives who admitted their guilt to the
Watergate Special Prosecutor in 1973 and 1974 -especially those from large cor-
porations-are still presiding over their companies.... Only two went to jail.
They served a few months and were freed. Most are still ensconced in their
paneled corporate offices with platoons of lawyers and public relations men at
their disposal."

With these failures in mind, and program of sanction and deterrence must
appreciate the two special qualities of corporate crime. First, unlike the tempes-
tuous and murderous spouse or the impoverished and desperate mugger, suite
criminals are sophisticated and deliberative businessmen who engage in crime
after carefully calculating the benefits and costs. And second, as law professor
Christopher Stone has written in Where the Law Ends, "we have arranged
things so that the people who call the shots do not have to bear the full risks";
i.e., it is difficult to pinpoint and punish individual violations within that collec-
tive body called the corporation.

If the likelihood of personally getting caught and the penalties for getting
caught are sufficiently great, potential business law-violators should be able to
literally calculate that crime doesn't pay. If otherwise, profit-obsessed business-
men may consider illegality a very logical option. The following proposals can
help ensure that the potential costs of corporate crime outweigh its perceived
benefits:

Ideally, the Justice Department should create a separate Division on Corporate
Crime. This Division should be delegated authority to investigate and prosecute
a wide range of business crimes, from mail fraud to regulatory offenses to the
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illegal distribution of political contributions or bribes, here or abroad, by cor-
porate officers or their agents. (Antitrust enforcemnt would remain within the
Antitrust Division.) The complexity and pervasiveness of corporate crime, as
well as the ingenuity of its perpetrators, justify that the Justice Department
create a special division to focus on this area-rather than deal with it piecemeal,
if at all. The Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Corporate -Crime Divi-
sion (AAG) would be nominated by the President, subject to confirmation by the
Congress. To insulate the Division from the kind of political pressures that could
engulf and eviscerate it, the AAG should not be a member of the.President's
party and he or she should not have run for public office within the past six
years.

It should be evident that foreign bribes are an "unfair trade practice" under
the Federal Trade Commission Act. But since it is not to many observers, federal
law should make explicit the illegality of such behavior. New legislation should
clearly prohibit the collection of a fund for making bribes to foreign agents;
officials or political figures.

Given the reality that our prisons are places of cruelty and breeding grounds
for recidivism, serving time does not often lead to rehabilitation. Still, it is
discriminating to send pick-pockets and check-bouncers to prison but not con-
victed businessmen. One survey indicated that 16 percent of those guilty of
securities fraud actually go to jail while 71 percent of those convicted of auto
theft do. In the first 82 years, of the Sherman Act, which is both civil and
criminal, there were only four instances when businessmen actually went to
jail for their criminal violations; in hundreds of other cases, sentences were
suspended. The law must punish violators equitably, not according to their rank
in society. The threat of incarceration may be the most powerful deterrent to
middle and upper class business managers-as the Antitrust Division came to
appreciate immediately after the imprisonment of several executives in the 1961
electrical equipment cases.,

So that punishment falls on those individuals responsible, corporate officers
convicted of willful corporate-related violations should be disqualified from
serving as a corporate officer or director in any American corporation or partner-
ship for five years after a conviction, guilty plea or nolo contendere plea. This is
only logical. One does not re-employ an embezzler as a bank teller. Union officials
undc. the Landrum-Griffln Act and br.,ker-dealers under securities laws can 'e
similarly suspended for pertinent violations. There are many positions available
in a company for such a corporate law violator other than management or the
board, which are peculiarly positions of trust.

Fines should be calibrated ito the size of the firm and the "size" of the viola-
tion. Business crime has its own cost curve. If companies are punished with
penalties which are the equivalent of wrist slaps, the result is predictable. If we
make the cost of a conviction sufficiently high, it should discourage many viola-
tions which now are profitable to pursue. And a violation by GM-given the
firm's resources and impact-should not be penalized the same as if by Mrs.
Smith's Pie (Fortune's 833rd industrial firm). Instead of absolute fines, there
would be percentage fines based on gross sales-so the fine would fit the crime.

This approach has some modest precedent. Judge William H. Mulligan fined
IBM for failure to produce documents in the Justice Department's current
antitrust proceeding. He analyzed the size and resources of IBM and then
settled on a fine of $150,000 a day-one appropriate to IBM but not a small
firm or a street-walker. His decision acknowledged the need to gradate fines
to get a response from business, rather than employing the equivalent of a
corporate traffic ticket. In common market nations such as West Germany, anti-
trust and other laws now impose fines on the basis of a percentage of the gross
annual sales or profits of the firm, rather than in stated dollar amounts which
have progressively less sting the greater size of a firm.

There is also the problem of how to deal with corporations which repeatedly
violate the law. In addition to percentage fines, penalties for a particular law
violation should increase for corporate recidivists-since by definition the com-
pany has not been successfully deterred. For example, if a firm violated the
Sherman Act or anti-bribery statute three times in three years, the percentage
fine for its third offense would be greater than for its first offense.

Defendants in cases of corporate wrong-doing are often enjoined from future
violations, but are almost never required to pay restitution. Shareholder suits
may seek and obtain restitution, though this does not invariably occur. Ideally,
agencies like the SEC and Justice Department, as a part of any relief, should
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insist on restitution being made by those culpable to their victims or their
company.Autocratic chief executive officers, whose handpicked "inside directors" domi-nate their boards of directors, lack the kind of external accountability thatencourages responsible and lawful decision-making. Instead, boards of directorsshould monitor and oversee executive decision-making. To accomplish this goal,which was the original concept of the board, requires a full-time board comprised
of "outside" directors. Such an independent authority should help make execu-tives think twice before casually approving millions of dollars in illegal pay-
ments to foreign agents.Company indemnification and insurance plans often provide for reimbursement
to officials who plead "nolo contendere" in criminal cases or who are foundliable in, or agree to settle, a civil lawsuit-if they thought they were acting inthe best interests of the company." These cushions against personal account-
ability for illegality contribute to the managerial feeling of being above the law.So that responsible businessmen feel the sting of personal sanctions, such pro-
visions should be prohibited.Finally, this committee could perform a valuable function by advocating thatfederal agencies maintain and release regular compliance reports. The publicmay occasionally learn of a regulatory violation by a company, but nowhere isthere a systematic report on the level of violations and resources in particularareas. For example, a compliance report could contain the following: the lawsenforced by the agency, the resources given it, and the remedies available toit-e.g., recall, repair, fines, warning letters, referrals to Justice for prosecution,
etc.; a list by company of each violation established and the corrective action
required and taken; a statement of what additional tools are needed- e.g.,
subpoena power, increased penalties, more statutory authority, increased staff-
for the agency to perform its mission adequately; an analysis of priorities for
compliance activities and how they are determined; an analysis of the cost to
citizens and the economy of the level of violations uncovered and the cost of the
level of estimated violations.

With such information altogether in one report, federal regulators and their
congressional monitors can better appreciate the costs of regulatory violation
and better deter them. As in so many other areas of government regulation over
business, ]snowledge is power,

Chairman PRoXMIRE. Thank you very much, Mr. Nader, for a re-
markable statement, and a most helpful and thoughtful statement.

There are a number of parts of your statement which are useful.
Nobody else has given us anything like an estimate of how prevalent
this kind on corporate abuse of power is. You go into considerable de-
tail in indicating a number of hard bits of evidence to suggest it is
quite prevalent.

And also I thought it was most helpful to call to our attention the
fact that we have on the books a provision which the outgoing Chair-
man of the Federal Trade Commission says could be used right now,
and it has not been used ever to my knowledge, to proscribe any kind
of unethical conduct. It didn't occur to me, for instance, when Mr.
Houghton was up before us, and admitted that they had engaged in
this practice, that this FTC power could have been used at that time.

Mr. NADER. It is so important because it deals right with the problem
of bad business driving out good business, when it becomes an unfair
trade practice. and it protects the honest businessman.

Chairman PaoxmnuE. I am happy to get a number of your recom-
mendations. They are all very helpful. The compliance report, I think,
is something that we can follow up on, too, that would be most useful.

I would like to ask you a couple of things before I get into your rec-
ommendations. First, I had a call yesterday after the hearings from a
man who told me that he refused to pay a bribe to an official in a for-
eign country. He had a moderate-sized business. And they were very
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dependent on the business they got in that country. And as a result of
refusing to pay the bribe, they lost that business, and it had a very,
very serious effect on their operations.

I think that this is a common complaint on the part of businessmen
who say, well, it is fine to have this theory, we know that the morals
and the ethics are all against us, but we like in a hard, cruel world, we
have to make a living. If we don't bribe, we are going to suffer a big
loss. What would be your answer to that?

Incidentally, this man wants to testify before this committee. And
we are going to have him before us, because I think that kind of view-
point should be expressed and challenged and discussed. What would
be your answer?

Mr. NADER. First of all, once bribes are made they involve the com-
pany in further extortionate demands. They involve the company in
succumbing to temptations to further illegal activities, because once
tainted they tend to lower their guard. And it subjects the company
to the risk of the consequences of any coup d'etat or change of govern-
ment. So from a long-range viewpoint it can be a very, very short-
sighted practice.

Second of all, if the company refuses to pay the bribe and not do
business in that country, it ought to make sure it is publicized. Some-
times when it is publicized there are changes made in that country,
oor other companies can rally around that kind of refusal to deal. There
is just never any percentage for succumbing to that kind of-

Chairman PROXMIRE. How about their going to the State Depart-
ment, what kind of attitude and action could the State Department
take that would be helpful under these circumstances?

Mr. NADER. Thle State Department, for example. could lead in the
establishment of a public code adhered to by all these companies from
Japan, Western Europe, the United States, and other countries around
the world, that they would not engage in such payoffs. Now, that is
not very self-enforcing. But at least it gives comfort to the pioneers in
these corporate arenas to want to do it right, and that is, if it is true
that many of these companies bribe because the other fellow is bribing,
if they all get together and publicly state that they are not going to
succumb to those activities, a reversal of that process inay occur.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yesterday we had testimony from the Chair-
man of the Securities and Exchange Commission. And they proposed
that we rely very heavily on a policy which they are following now.
In the case of five of the nine companies that they are prosecuting, five
of them which got consent decrees, they have called for a kind of in-
ternal self-discipline. They have asked for directors and officers who
were not involved in bribery to move in and to take over and to make
sure that they developed policies that would prevent this, and make
reports to the Securities and Exchange Commission. The particular
example Chairman Hills gave, Gulf, John McCloy-he is a man of
great integrity, and highly respected, and he apparently has been re-
sponsible for very effective action by that corporation.

I am very interested in this. I think it is a practical approach.
Because it is obvious that we cannot develop, or probably would not
develop, the kind of staff personnel in the SEC or the Justice Depart-
ment to act in all these cases. It relies on business to do the job it
should have been doing anyway.
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At the same time I am disturbed about the weakness in this pro-
posal, because it relies on people taking care of themselves, which is
a very tough thing to do. Occasionally you get a John McCloy, a
tough fellow, who has the prestige and the power and the will to act.
But it is so unusual that it may be kind of a weak reed to rely on.
Wlhat do you think?

Mr. NADER. Mr. Green will reply to that.
Mr. GREEN. As wvehave seen in the last day, the results of an internal

report can be very dramatic. Bob Dorsey resigned from Gulf as a
result of a report. But I have always been reluctant to depend on the
voluntary virtue.of companies who have admitted to crimes to re-
form themselves. 'When I recently conducted some interviews at the
SEC on these issues, the staff and the officials acknowledged that the
reason for these subsequent reports as part of the consent decree was
to save them staff time. And they feel very stretched now because of
inadequate staff as it is..

I would like to go much further and require as a part of a consent
decree not merely that they promise never to do it again-as we
pointed out, presumably they knew that before they agreed to a con.-
sent decree-but to require restitution to innocent victims or the comi-
pany itself, to require the kind of continual reporting that will mole
routinely disclose illegal bribes and political offers in this country,
rather than have it occur exceptionally after soiet1lih g as unusual as
a Common Cause lawsuit to get CREEP's list, aind Watergate and
the Special Prosecutor's office, which are so unique that they are
hardly the kind of reeds you want to depend on.

So I think if we agree to the SEC's complaints, the initial reaction
of Congress could be to assess how much more personnel do they need
to systematically oversee the companies which may be bribing abroad
or paying of at home.' But without that additional staff thev are
going to have to rely on the companies themselves, which I think
could ultimately be self-defeathir.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Wader. I would like to ask you or Mlr.
Green-,we just had the GAO testify before us, and I would like to
ask you how they might better serve Congress in their area of corplo-
rate excesses. Do either one of you gentlemen have any suggestions
on what GAO can do to keep Congress better informed and better
able to conduct its investigations in order to legislate?

Mr. NADER. Yes; I think first of all the GAO has tended to be w-eak
in its recommendation of compliance systems that could be legislated
by Congress for these agencies to adhere to. It is simply not enough
to report on the abuses and make the kinds of recommendations thit
aren't going to make 'much difference. There has to be ain-agency comn-
.pliance reporting system that will alert Congress when agency iliac-
tion over the years leads to the fostering and the proliferation of these
kinds of illegalities by private corporations.

That is one very, very important measure that the GAO could do,
to work on a system of compliance, to submit to the Congress which
would involve effective reporting measures every year.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Rousselot.
Mr. ROuSSELOT. 'You have both .mentioned continual reporting as

one way to prevent this. And yet you mention that it might not be
done on a voluntary'basis. How could this be achieved ?
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Mr. GREEN. If you had as part of a law, for example, increased
corporate disclosure, or as a section of a Federal chartering act that
companies regularly release this kind of information-and suppose
they don't, because they don't want to admit their guilt, that they
have been paying off the agents for commercial purposes, then you
can build into that law very strict sanctions, so that if they do violate
it, they pay for it in a way that will deter them. Right now, as was
indicated in the testimony, the penalty, for example, for illegal politi-
cal contributions is so small that it takes the average firm 6 seconds
to pay off their penalty. Obviously that is not a deterrent. And it pays
to pay off with such poor law enforcement and sanctions. But if, for
example, you penalize the company 5 percent of the gross annual sales
if they violate a serious provision of disclosure law like that, then they
can make a very obvious cost-benefit judgment, and they are sophisti-
cated men that can do that, and they won't engage in that activity.

Mr. NADER. I might add, Mr. Chairman, appropos your GAO ques-
tion, a fascinating study by GAO would be to survey its own recom-
mendations, its own multiple reports over the years to see whether
these recommendations have been adopted, a kind of followup on its
own reports, a GAO report on requiring GAO reports. And I think
when you commit them to that kind of review of their own findings
and recommendations, perhaps they can be even more encouraged to
come up with the reforms that you seem to be looking for and that
we are all looking for. If you go back over 10 years and look through
some of these GAO reports and just flip over to the recommendations
section, I wonder what has happened in the last few years, you would
be compelled to make a very pervasive probe into why these agencies
are not structured to respond tn these. reeonimennlations-rnanv of
which are accepted in the report by the agency that is subject to the
GAO review in the first place.

Mr. RoUssELor. Now, do you believe we should have the same sur-
veillance of labor organizations to protect their members, too?

Mr. NADER. Yes; certainly. In fact, the situation in some of the
pension funds and other great institutionalized illegalities raise the
point as to whether these labor laws are at all enforced by the Depart-
ment of Labor particularly.

Mr. RoussEtor. I was interested, Mr. Nader, in your comment
about-I have forgotten the exact page-but in your testimony as to
the need for more concern for the kind of directors that we have in
corporations. That is easy to talk about, but in a practical matter of
getting ones appointed that "represent the public view," how do you
go about that when it is a private corporation? And it is pretty diffi-
cult to achieve that by law, don't you think?

Mr. NADER. In our Federal charter report that will be out next week
we address ourselves to that very question. And the recommendations
we make are first that there be full-time directors. This is a full-time
job. When you are on the board of directors of Lockheed or Northrop
or General Motors, that is at the very least a full-time job. It is not
something that you should consider going to once a-month or once
every 2 months along with your 10 other director posts and along
with your other full-time job as an officer of a bank. -

Second, we call for the establishment of cumulative voting, so that
shareholders need not succumb to the lowest common denominator,
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and groups of shareholders who are keen on one area of the corporate
performance. such as environment or labor relations or efficiency, can
focus on that. Some States do permit cumulative voting. But many of
the giant corporations go to Delaware, where, needless to say, cumula-
tive voting is not encouraged.

We are also recommending that there be more information released
so that people can know what this corporation is doing to their lives
and to their interests as a prerequisite of making them not only more
interested in that corporation's behavior, but also encouraging direc-
tors to respond to these kinds of situations.

Mr. GREEN. Also the board would be a fully outside board of direc-
tors. As we read today in the newspapers, the inside directors at Gulf,
who had been selected by Bob Dorsey, wanted him to stay. It was only
because of the pressure of the outside directors, who were not hand-
picked by the chairman, that he eventually had to leave. And with that
kind of outside directorate the board would finally become an inde-
pendent monitor and overseer of executive activity, where when it is
stacked with inside directors it can't be.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Nader, there have been suggestions that

Congress create a special prosecutor, independent of the Justice De-
partment, to handle this problem. How do you react to that?

Mr. NADER. I think there should be a special prosecutor as a perma-
nent office in the Federal executive establishment, subject to the kinds
of conditions that would prohibit any kind of runaway activity or any
abuse of civil rights and liberties.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And you would have it outside the Justice
Department?

Mr. NADER. Yes; I would. As long as the Justice Department is a
Presidential appointee, removable without cause, I find it difficult to
see how acceptable priorities can be directed toward prosecuting these
corporate crimes, and particularly these corporate crimes involved in
political activity.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The same sort of status as the Watergate
prosecutor?

Mr. NADER. Yes; although that was deemed to be temporary, so per-
haps it needs to be more permanent.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Can you tell us whether the Federal charter-
ing post would be helpful in controlling corporate views?

Mr. NADER. Obviously we are devoting 600 pages to saying yes to
that question. Briefly, most of the giant corporations in this country,
ITT, GM, Ford, Chrysler, the First National City Bank Holding Co.,
are chartered in Delaware. It is for a simple reason. Delaware makes
it very easy for them to do what they want vis-a-vis shareholders and
vis-a-vis other matters. We think it is more anachronistic, given the
fact that these giant corporations operate in 50 or 100 countries around
the world, not to mention their operations nationally. Indeed, Dela-
ware chartering was considered anachronistic back in the early 1900's
when Presidents Teddy Roosevelt and Taft came out for Federal
chartering. We think that the Federal chartering approach would
strengthen the rights of shareholders, make the board of directors more
effective and responsive, require more disclosure of information as a
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preemptive factor to foresee and forestall problems and abuses, develop
more effective sanctions under the law, and in effect create some rights
in the community of -interests, consumer, labor, shareholders, neigh-
'bors, that are often victimized by corporations without having any rem-
edies whatsoever. And in particular, the Hopewell, Va. situation, where
the pesticide Kepone is a perfect example, people living in the area, not
the shareholders, not the consumers, have been very severely affected in
terms of their health' and the health of their children, and there. is very
little that they could have done about it to prevent it. It is not only to
try to get compensation, for damage already existing, but to try to de-
velop 'a process where these kinds of situations can be prevented.

Chairman PPRox1rIniE. Earlier we heard from the General Accounting
"Office a series of cases-referred to Justice since 1973 involving appar-
ent kickbacks and other violations of the law. Justice dropped every
case. Nothing was done, and we are in the dark as to why. Yesterday
we had the appearance of the Securities and Exchange Commission,
and they were unable to indicate any of the cases they brought-and
they have brought a number-in which Justice has taken any action
at all. Do you think it might be useful to require that the Justice De-
partment make a full report to their referring agencies in such cases

-so'that we can determine whether that action was justified?
Mr. NADEr.. Exactly. When an agency in the' Government thinks it is

serious enough to refer a violation or a suspected violation to the Jus-
tice Department. that agency is entitled to something more than indif-
ference and silence on the part of the Justice Department, it'is entitled
either ot action or an explanation as to why no action was taken.

Chairman PRoxmiREni. By the way, to correct an impression that may
be created by your statement in your reference to the Pentagon memo ln
agents' fees in the Middle East Bribes anid payus, di pOitioAl cult-
tributions have been made in other countries and other parts of the
world, in Latin America, Canada, South Korea, Western Germany and,
Italy and elsewhere. The-practice isn't limited to the Arab countries, in-
deed much of it is on right here at home, is that correct?

Mr. NADER. That is-correct. But the Pentagon has not seen fit to
put out a report on such procurement abuses in Formosa or Latin
America. Perhaps they should put out a series of regional reports.

Chairman PROXMrIRE. Then of course the procurement abuses we
learned about this morning from the General Accounting Office were
entirely domestic.

Mr. NiDER. That is where it starts.
Chairman PRoxmIE I want to thank you very much, gentlemen.
Do you'have any more questions?
Afr.'Ro'usELOT. No.
'Chairman 'PRoxf:11E. I would like to summarize the hearings thus

far.
They have established several important facts. First, the-problem of

abuse of corporate power is much more serious than most people
understand. It involves -a growing list of major firms in many sectors
of the economy operating in the United States and throughout the
world.

And- second, the Federal Government's response:has been mixed,
and less than wholehearted.
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One small independent agency, the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, has done most of the work. But SEC has limited resources and
local authority. The staff of its enforcement division totals 400, 200
here and 200 in the field, less than some of the law firms which serve the
powerful corporations. Most important of all in my view, they don't
have the power to do anything in the way of penalties, they can't even
slap wrists, or impose a few thousand dollars fine, all they can do is
to take civil action and ask them to desist, not secure the assurance
that they will.

Third, Congress has not done enough to investigate abuses. And
we are not frankly, in a position to do much.

Our investigative arm, the GAO, by its own admission. is not set
up or equipped or authorized to investigate the kind of illegal and
improper actions that we have been discussing.

I note that the Agricultural Department has launched a new investi-
gation of the food stamp program. I don't belittle the investigation
or other efforts to expose welfare cheaters. But there seems to be a
reluctance on the part of most agencies to go after powerful corporate
wrongdoers and to take meaningful action once wrongdoing is
identified.

In a sense this reluctance is as significant as the corporate abuses
themselves. It remains to be seen whether this attitude will change
in the executive branch and in the Congress.

Additional hearings on this subject will be announced in the
future.

Once again, thank you very much, gentlemen, for your appearance.
The subcommittee will stand adjourned, subject to the call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:18 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNrrFD STATES,
SuBcoMmrrrEE ON PRIORITIES AND

ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT OF THE
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 5302,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire (chairman

of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senator Proxmire and Representative Long.
Also present: Richard F. Kaufman, general counsel; George D.

Krnmbhaar, Jr., minority counsel; and M. Catherine Miller, minority
economist.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE

Chairman PioxMIRE. The subcommittee will come to order.
A inumber of persons have said, in response to discolsures of bribes

and other improper payments by American business firms, that it is

-unrealistic to expect to compete successfully in foreign countries with-

out going along with the bribery system.
So far congressional hearings have focused on the bribes that have

been uncovered. The issue of -whether American business can survive

abroad if it adopts a no-payoffs policy and the position that the U.S.

Government should adopt, has not been explored. This hearing will

focus on that hidden dimension of the problem.
Following a hearing I conducted in August on the subject of Lock-

heed bribes, I asked my staff to check into the assertion that it was

necessary to make payoffs in foreign countries and everyone did so.

Two large aerospace firms were asked to state publicly that they did

not engage in bribery.
Whether the two firms had made payoffs was not known. I assumed

-they had not. Neither firni agreed to make a statement. Since our

-initial contact, one of the firms has admitted making payments to

foreign officials and the other is under investigation by the SEC.
Nevertheless. I believe that there are many businessmen who do not

pay bribes-I think a great majority of the corporations probably do

not pay bribes-and cannot be shaken down and who act according

to strict legal principles whether engaged in business in foreign coun-

tries or at home.
Today's testimony will show how two honest and responsible busi-

nessmen refused to become- part of the bribery system and the conse-
quences for their firm, Translinear, Tnhe.

(111)
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It was disclosed last year that the Pentagon has actually been tutor-
ing its contractors on how to make foreign payoffs.

More recently documents were uncovered showing that the Pentagon
is so zealously pushing arms sales that the cost of its own procurement
for the U.S. armed services have been adversely influenced.

Bribery flourishes in this kind of environiet. Afiong the ques-
tions we will pursue today and tomorrow is where the State Depart-
ment stands in this vtard.

I am pleased to welcome-as our two witnesses -this morning William
H. Crook and William R. Carden.

Mr. Crook has had a distinguished career in public service and
private life. From 1965 through 1970 he served as Director of VISTA,
Assistant Director of OEOj member of the United States-Mexico
Border Development Commission, and U.S. Ambassador to Australia.

Mr. Carden has a masters' degree in history from Baylor University,
a Ph. D. from Emory UniVersity and has taught classes, in Russian
studies and European history in both schools. He served as assistant
to the president at Baylor University, was executive vice president of
a Texas publishing company and is the author of numerous articles
and research'studies.

Gentlemen,4iefoie you begin, I would like to read a brief note which
I received this morning from Senator Bentsen of Texas who writes:

I regret that prior commitments in Texas have prevented my being present
today to introduce my old friefjd and highly respected colleague, the former Am-
bassador to Australia, Bill Crook of San Markos, Tex. His firm's experience with
foreign gox'ernments have been interesting ones and I commend you-and the
Joint-E1conomic Committee for inviting him to testify today. Sincerely, Lloyd
Bentsen.

-Gentlemen, I- -have -read your written statement. We are happy to
have Congressman Pickle here this morning. And if Congressman
Pickle would like to make a statement in connection with the two
witnesses this morning, we- would certainly welcome it.

STATEiMENT :OF 1ON. J. J., PICKLE, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE IOTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Representative PiGKmLE. I thank you very much. I apologize to vou
and the members of the committee for being a few minutes late. I
appeared before another committee in the House to introduce one of
my distinguished constituents, Judge Homer Thornberry.

Mr. Crook comes from a very distinguished family in Texas. I-Ie
is an honored graduate of Baylor University. He served as regional
director of the OEO, the poverty program. He was the National Di-
rector of the VISTA program. He was appointed by President Lyndon
B. Johnson as Amlbassador to Australia from the United States. He, at
one time, served &a president of -the San Markos Baptist Academy. He
is a very distinguished administrator.

I commend you and the members of this committee for looking
into this question of- foreign payoffs.- In --this -day and time when we
are -having so many headlines 'about improprieties -practiced by our
business people and questions raised concerning those activities, it
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seems to me that somewhere in our Government we should have a
way to find equity and fairness for a businessman who makes legiti-
mate investments in other countries. And I think these are questions
that our Government and State Department ought to look into.

I would simply say to this committee I know the Ambassador is
going to present his own case and his own facts, but this is a matter of
integrity and respect and honor in our -State and in our Nation. And
I am glad you have given him a chance to present his side of these facts
to date.

Chairman PROXMrRE. Thank you very, very much, Congressman
Pickle. We are indebted to you for coming to us and giving us this fine
statement about your constituent. I am going to ask Congressman
Long, who is a member of the subcommittee, who has a statement he
would like to give.

Representative LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to asso-
-ciate myself with the remarks made by my friend, Mr. Pickle. I have
had the opportunity .of knowing Ambassador Crooks since his early

'OEO days. I was assistant director and he was regional director
down in the Southwestern part of the United States. He did an out-
standing job for OEO in that capacity. And I want to welcome you
here. Ambassador, and tell you that it is a pleasure to have you here.
I want to again say that all of the good things that have been said

-about you by our f riend, J. J. Pickle, that I heartily concur in them.
Chairman PROX-IIRE. Thank you very much.
Well, gentlemen, this is a very, very interesting story you have to

tell us here today. It is one that I think goes right to the heart of our
problem about what we do about this very unfortunate and damaging

-situation that we know that has developed now around the world with
American businesses paying bribes. And your most enlightening revela-
-tion that you can tell us about what situation you are in, gentlemen,
when vou are pressurized to take that action, will be helpful.

I understand it would be most constructive this morning if we pro-
-ceed on the basis of having Mr. Carden go first. Is that correct? All
right, sir, Mr. Carden, then we will be happy ot have you give your
statement and then we will hear from Mr. Crook and have questions.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. CARDEN, PRESIDENT,
TRANSLINEAR, INC.

Mr. CARDEN. The officers, board of directors, and stockholders of
*Translinear, Inc., wish to thank the distinguished members of this
committee for the gracious invitation to appear here today. In par-
ticular. we want to express our appreciation to you and your statl
for arranging the details of this testimony.

I want the members of the committee to know that 4 years and $3
million ago we had no idea that 1 day we would be in Washington,
D.C. testifying before a joint congressional committee on the issue of
brin ging charges against a foreign country-charges of expropria-
tion of assets, confiscation of equipment, and attempted bribery and
extortion.

On December 4, 1970, the Republic of Haiti and an American firm,
Dupont Caribbean, Inc., signed a "Convention" or contract which
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provided for a 99-year lease anid a free port status in return for the
commercial development of the Ile de la Tortue (the Island of La
Tortue). This island was discovered by Christopher Columbus on his
first voyage to the United States. This small island of approximately
85 square miles lies off the north coast of Haiti, separated by a channel.
Under the terms of the 1978 Convention, the island was to be governed
by a five-man body, quasi-sovereign, called the Dupont Caribbean Free
Port Authority (DCFPA).

The convention, modeled after Freeport Bahamas and Hong Kong,
officially went into effect on June 5, 1971, when it was published in the
government newspaper "Le Moniteur."

The Translinear investment partnership, located in Dallas, Tex.,
became interested in the development potential of this island and, af-
ter extensive investigation into both the investment climate in Haiti
and into the legality of the convention, the partnership invested heav-
ily in the project. We leased 4,800 acres of land of the 5,200 acres re-
leased by the Haitian State, and we purchased one of the seats on the
five-man free port authority (DCFPA).

Translinear, Inc. was formed by the partnership as the vehicle for
this investment. An internationally known architectural firm, Hell-
muth, Obata, and Kassabaum (H-0-K), was engaged to prepare a
master development plan. The island was surveyed, mapped from the
air, and a topographical map was created (all of the above for the
first time in history for the island). In August 1972 construction,
barges from the United States landed and on August 10 we began
on implementing the master plan.

Parenthetically, I should say there were approximately 10,000 peo-
ple living on this island and t.hbv were living in extreme poverty.
There was no monetary economy whatever on the island. There were
no roads. We think we had probably the only internal combustion en-
gines on that island-in the form of our equipment-that had been
there in at least 40 years. The arrival of Translinear meant new jobs
and new skills to a host of people that were living in poverty. We kept
the Haitian Government fully informed at all points, and we received
their approval for all the work that was being done.

I don't mean to imply that this work proceeded without interrup-
tion and that there were not delays. Both the Haitian state and Trans-
lear, Inc. faced trouble with the tactics and attitude of the original
concessionaire of the project, Dupont Caribbean, Inc. During the sum-
mer and fall of 1972, there had been no meetings called of the Dupont
Caribbean Free Port Authority and, therefore, the administrative de-
velopment of the island was falling far behind the physical construc-
tion work that we were doing there.

Even a casual observer could see that break was near between Haiti
and DCI unless some pattern of activity was changed on the part of
DCI. As a third party, holding contractual development rights to a
free port in a 99-year lease. Translinear was quite concerned about its
position should any break develop between the Republic of Haiti anl
DCI.

However, I want to stress that even before the Haitian Govern-
ment did decide to bring charges against DCI, that Translinear was
assured on several occasions at ministerial level that our rights would
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be protected regardless of what happened to DCI. This assurance was
given by Minister of Interior Cambronne, later Minister of Interior
LaFontant, Minister of Finance Francisque, and by the Director of
the National Bank, Mir. Antonio Andre; plus we received this assur-
ance in countless conversations with minor Haitian officials.

On February 28, 19 73. our own Haitian attorney, Air. Jean Claude
Leger, was called to the office of the Finance Minister. He was told
that the Haitian Government was in fact planning to bring charges
against Dupont Caribbean and that these charges would mean, if they
were successful, that the contract would be canceled. Minister Fran-
cisque, however, continued to assure our attorney that the Translinear
rights would in no case be violated and he urged our attorney to be
present in the court on March 8 when the charges were brought so
that he could read a statement for Translinear into the record. This,
in fact, was done.

On Friday, March 23, 1973, two Haitian ministers, the Ministers of
Finance and of Justice, and a government attorney, Mr. Jeanty, who
is now a Minister of Justice, came to Tortue Island to stop all activity
there until the court could decide what to do about DCI. I was present
on the island on that Friday and was told by these Haitian officials-
that we would be back at work the following MAonday. Minister Fran-
cisque profusely praised the quality of the work that Translinear had
done and repeated several times that any quarrel that Haiti had was
with Dupont Caribbean, Inc. and not with Translinear. He again re-
peated this to me when we met each other on our return to the main-
land from the island. At the time the work was stopped, Translinear
had completed some 20 kilometers of roads. We had done the engi-
neering and survey work for a major airport, a dock, new hotels, and
utilities for the island. And when the work was stopped, some 250-
Haitians that had been without work before Translinear came to the
island, were suddenly out of work.

Being assured of and believing in the promise that the work stop
page was only temporary, we left the island on Friday, expecting to
return to work the following Monday. Much of the construction equip-
ment was left in the field. The support van was full of supplies that
later spoiled, and countless maps, plans and engineering drawings-
were left in the office trailer. As events developed, however, Trans-
linear was never allowed to resume work on the island.

At the beginning, we were told "Be patient, be patient, be patient,
have faith in the government and soon vou will be back to work." But
days passed into weeks and months. I made frequent trips to Haiti in-
fruitless attempts to gain clarification of this situation. In every min-
ister's office to which I went, I was always politely received and was.
always assured that the government was interested in our rights and
that soon we would be back to work on the island.

Gradually, however, a new verse was added to this song: That
Translinear could not resume its work until Haiti completed its trial
with DCI. On August 27,1973, the trial was completed and the verdict
was in favor of the Haitian Government and the original contract
with DCI was now canceled. However. and this is very important, the-
French civil law system provided for a cancellation and not a rescind-
ing of the contract. This meant that all rights in existence up to that
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point were still in existence. Thus, the rights of third-parties, by
Haitian civil law, were still to be protected.

We were privately told at the. ministerial level that it would only
be a matter of days now before activities would resume on the island.
There was even some speculation by some ministers to whom I talked
that the new relationship between Haiti and Translinear might be in
the form of a joint venture, whereby Haiti would take DCI's place in
the contract.

On November 15, 1973, the Minister of Commerce, Serge Fourcand,.
gave me a letter stating that the Haitian State wished to continue the
project and that the President of Haiti had instructed him to ask
Translinear for a new contract for the development of Tortue Island.

Using some of the finest legal services available anywhere in the
United States, we prepared a new contract, asking for no other rights
than the rights we had enjoyed in the first contract: 4,800 acres of
land in a free port status for 99 years. Tranislineax guaranteed to the
Republic of Haiti, a minimum investment in this island of $15 million
within the next 5 years in an area of only 4,800 acres. And most in-
portant, we offered to split the profits of this venture 50-50 with the
Haitian Government.

During the next 18 months, we were subjected to an unbelievable
series of shuffles and delays. The original contract wve amended many
times at their request and they made no suggestion of change or
amendment to which we did not agree. I made frequent trips to Haiti,
often for no purpose. Often after I arrived in Haiti, a Minister fre-
quently would say, "We need to reset this appointment 10 days, 2 weeks,
or 3 weeks later" with the promise that with patience, with faith,
that our problems would be solved. I kept the American Embassv in
Haiti fully informed of all the discussions that I had with the Re-
public of Haiti. And the only counsel that they were ever able to offer
was to be patient.

In April of 1974, I was informed that Translinear, Inc. could no
longer fly to Tortue Island-even for purposes of maintenance, inspec-
tion or to meet our small payroll of security guards there watching
the equipment. When I suggested the possibility of sailing to the
island rather than flying to the island, if flying was some problem,
I was told, that if we attempted to do so, our boat would "be blown
out of the water."

In May, 1974, the U.S. Embassy assured me that we now had per-
mission to go to the island, if we would request permission 24 hours
in advance. When this was attempted, it turned out not to be true.
*We made dozens of requests and in the next 18 months, Translinear
was only able to fly to the island two times: Once on an official inspec-
tion trip and once merely to drop a small payroll.

Just as disturbing to me as the restrictions on flight to Tortue
Island were new suggestions by the involved Ministers that Trans-
linear now had no rights at all in Haiti-merely the right of hoping
that we might obtain a new contract.

But then, suddenly, in March of 1975, it appeared that we were
making progress toward a new contract. I was in Haiti March and
April. Early on the morning of April 15, I was telephoned at my hotel
by a Translinear employee and asked to stop at his house. When I
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arrived at his home at about 8 o'clock in the morning, I found the
employee quite frightened. He was in tears. I was told that he was
instructed to get me to his house and to wait there for further
instructions. While he was relating this, a telephone call came sum-
moning us in separate cars to come to a small square in Petionville,
which is a suburb of Port-au-Prince. I sat alone in my car, where I
was joined by an individual who closely resembled a Hollywood grade
B gangster, even down to the details of reflective sunglasses, like those
that had formerly been worn in Haiti by the infamous Ton-Ton
Macoutes.

Speaking in English, he refused to tell me his name, and began to
speak in a contemptuous manner of Translinear's long efforts to obtain
this new contract. He purported to be a member of the government
and promised that Tramislinear would receive no contract unless we
agreed to the following conditions: First' WWe were to fire our highly
respected Haitian attorney, who had a reputation throughout the
country of refusing to take bribes or make payoffs, and we were to
hire a Mr. Sieyed, who I later discovered was an employee in the
Department of Justice. Second. We were to deposit $500,000 in the
National Bank-

Chairman PRoxMiRE. That is, he was in the Haitian Department of
Justice ?

Mr. CARDEN. That is right, yes.
We were to deposit $500,000 in the National Bank of Haiti.
Third. We were to give yet-to-be-named third parties one-half of

the stock in Translinear, Inc. And I would say, parenthetically. if
we accepted these first three conditions, it would be an extortion
attempt to gaiin operating control lof an Aimherican company.

Fourth. We Were to write a letter to the President of Haiti, praising
his administration and promising to begin work-I should say to re-
sume work on the island in 30 days, if we were granted the contract.

He nade additional demands and statements which included the
following: First. We were not to niention this incident to anyone,
particularly to the American Embassy. Second. Unless the demands
were agreed to, the project would be shifted from department to
department to department and from ministry to minstry to ministry
and from commission to commission until Translinear would finally
give up and leave Haiti. When I reminded him that our contract was
at the point -of signature, he challenged this and said the contract
would be moved to another ministry if we did not cooperate. And
this is exactly what happened. He spoke of 6ther American companies
that had grown tired and left, but mentioned a company that had
received a major mineral development contract because they had been
willing to cooperate. Third. He concluded by telling me that there
was another group waiting in the wings if Translinear did not go
along. And we have since discovered, at least to our own satisfaction,
that there is another group waiting in the wings.

WIThen our discussion was over, the employee, who was obviously
frightened to the'verge of hysteria, then repeated the man's demands
to me in order to make sure that I had understood everything in this
previous conversation. The small, unnamed individual then added
that our employee was to be the contact for me with himself and his
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.group. When he asked for my answer, I replied that I could not do
-anything until I had gone to the American Embassy to discuss the
situation. HIe was outraged at this and in Creole he threatened our
*employee, promising that Translinear would never receive the contract.

I immediately drove to the office of our attorney, who expressed an
opinion that the bribery attempt could, in fact, be real and suggested
I immediately report this to the Minister who was working on the
contract. I first returned to the hotel, where Ambassador Crook was
waiting, and discussed the situation with him. We decided that it
-would be best, because of his Embassy experience, if he reported the
attempt to the Embassy and that 1, in turn, would go on to the Minis-
ter's office, as the attorney had suggested-to Minister Bayard, who
was Under Minister of Commerce, and was handling the contract
negotiation.
- The Minister dismissed this incident as meaningless. He assured me
that there was no other individual to whom the President had given
-any authority to handle these negotiations, and he reassured me that
it was only a matter of days before we would have this elusive con-

-tract signed.
Nevertheless, within 2 weeks the contract discussions were shifted

-to another Ministry and then shifted again to the Presidential Com-
mission. I continued to receive assurances that the contract was close

-to the point of signature. Then, suddenly, out of the blue, in mid-
June our Haitian attorney telephoned me to report that the Presi-
dential Commission had been abolished; that there was no information

*on the fate of this project or any other project that the Commission
was handling.

We sent telegrams and letters to the appropriate individuals in
Haiti, and they brought no response or progress. T hen, inexplicably, on
October 20, 1975. Minister Bayard wrote a very critical letter to

-Translinear. He accused us of trying to usurp the authority of Haiti
.on Tortue Island. I returned to him by hand a clarifying letter, but
discussions did not seem to be going anywhere. Then I was telephoned
in late November of 1975 by a business friend who told me that the
contract would be signed if Translinear would agree to two conditions:
(1) That any dispute between Translinear and Haiti would be sub-
mitted to Haitian courts rather than to international arbitration, and
this I readilv agreed to: and (2) Haiti would have to be in charge

* of customs and immigration in the island-as had already been written
into the contract. However, upon my arrival in Haiti, I was presented
with an under-the-table demand for $50,000 before any discussions
would take place. When I refused

Chairman PROXMIRE. Could you give Ts a little bit of detail as to
how this $50,000 demand was made, who made it, and so forth? Do
you have any evidence whether that was a demand from a Govern-
ment employee?

Mr. CARDEN. All right. When I arrived at the international airport
Sin Haiti. I was met by two business friends who took me to their l'ome
and said that as soon as they made a telephone call to the Minister,
that we would go to his house. The telephone call was -made. They

-obviously were disturbed. They spoke to each. other for a while in
Creole. which I do not understand. And then they told me that there

-would have to be a $50,000 payment to the Minister before the con-
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tract would be signed. I demured in this. There was further discussion.
One of them-

Chairman PROxmE. These were two business acquaintances of
yours?

Mr. CARDEN. Yes; they are Haitian businessmen, and I would
prefer, frankly, not to identify them.

Chairman PRoxI&R . Well, I am not asking you to identify them.
can you give us any reason why you would feel that their demand was
legitimate and was the demand of the Haitian Government officials?

Mr. CARDEN. Yes, I have known these gentlemen for the 4 years
-that I have been going to Haiti. They were very interested in the
island development and had helped frequently behind the scenes in
-our attempt to get the contract. They introduced me to several mem-
.bers of the Haitian Government that I had not been able to meet.
They had never done anything in the whole 31/2 to 4 years that I had
been going to Haiti to make me feel that they were anything but
friendly and interested in the island development. Both of them
.wished to lease land on the island and both of them wished to put
free port businesses on the island. They are very substantial Haitian
men.

After some further conversation, one of them went to the Minister's
home and returned and said "It is all over." And then we discussed
some more why $50,000 would stand in the way of the contract, when
there was so much promise to the Haitian State with the signing of
the contract and of future profits that were to be divided with Haiti.
One of them went back to the Minister's home the next morning and
argued and talked supposedly for a couple of. hours there and returned
-and said, "It is no use."

After I had refused this bribe attempt, no further discussions took
place. I was told by several sources that the Tortue project was now
dead for good. Thus, a project that began with such great hopes and
perhaps misplaced idealism approximately 4 years and $3 million
earlier ended with a whimper and not a bang. During these 4 years,
Translinear officers, employees and agents had made over 150 trips
to Haiti on behalf of this project. I have made 31 myself.

In all that time, we never asked for a single thing we. did not con-
tract for in 1972. We then paid nearly $1 million for the leasehold
development rights to 4,800 acres of free port land. We have been
refused leasehold title to this land, we have been denied access to the
equipment and materials we were forced to leave there. For 3 years,
we have watched the elements destroy the work we did on the island
and turn nearly one-half million dollars worth of equipment and sup-
plies into rusted wrecks with little more than salvage value. And, for
3 years, we have been told to have patience and we would receive a
new development contract for Tortue Island. The reward of our
patience has been two sleazy bribery attempts, continued denial of
leasehold title to the land. and a denial of access to our equipment.

Our conservative feasibility study shows that if this project had
been allowed to continue as it started, by July of 1977 it would have
had a conservative net worth of $27 million. Ironically. the Republic
of Haiti would have shared one-half of the profits of this success.

In mv last official communication with Haiti in mv letter to Minister
Bayard of October 23, 1975, 1 told him that Translinear was not trying
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to force Haiti to compromise any point or principle of sovereignty-;
that we were willing to discuss and compromise on any -issue between
us in order that wve might both reach the goal of resumuption of a. rrm-
ising joint venture development of Tortue that would be profitable
and beneficial to both parties.

Senator, I am not a wealthy man. I have very little money and very
little stock invested in Translinear. I can honestly and, sincerely say
that for the past 4 years I have invested my life in this project because
I believed in what it could mean for the Republic of Haiti and for
the people there. I am not only distressed, however, for, the loss of
what this might have meant for Haiti; I am distressed for the loss it
represents to the Translinear stockholders, particularly Ambassador.
Crook, Mr. Beckham, Mr. Robert Fanning, who are the three prin.
cipals of the Translinear investment partnership. They have poured
a large percentage of their fortunes and their emotional energies into
this project. They have always insisted, to me and to other people in
this project that our relations with Haiti, the other stockholders, our
suppliers, and potential investors should always be one of honor and
honesty. It is for that, the loss to these men, the loss to the people of
Haiti, the loss of jobs, the loss of skills, the loss of needed foreign
exchange that this country could have received, Senator, that I feel
it is a tragedy that this project should have ended in the manner it did.

Thank you.
Chairman PROXMIzE. Thank you, Mr. Carden. Now, Mr. Crook.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. CROOK, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
TRANSLINEAR, INC., AND FORMER AMBASSADOR TO AUSTRALIA

Mr. Cioiuu.. Thank you, Mir. Chlairmar.
Chairman PRoxxrRE. May I say, incidentally, we will be happy to

have your report, which details the developments in a very helpful,
chronological manner, printed in the record in full.'

Mr. CROOK. Thank you, Senator.
Let me express my appreciation this subcommittee and its distin-

guished members and to you, sir, and to your efficient staff and to Sen-
ator Bentsen for his expression, and to Congressmen Long and Pickle
for their comforting support.

We have been involved in Haiti for 41/2 years. And during that time,
we have come to have an extremely high regard for the Haitian peo-
ple-for their hopes and their aspirations for the future. The more-
than 300 Haitian men and women who worked for us during those-
years, both in offices in Port-au-Prince and in the various projects on
the Island of Tortue, have worked hard and energetically. Had our
project been permitted to continue, and had its growth been on sched-
ule, that number would have increased by now to over 6,000 employees.
working for us and for our clients who wanted to establish industries
on the island.

We do not come here in a spirit of troublemaking or hostility, but
out of a genuine concern for what has occurred. Nor do we wish, under
the circumstances of what is happening today, Senator, to appear-

' Sep report entitled "Summary of Relationships Between the Republic of Haiti and&
Translinear, Inc., beginning on p. 125.
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smug or sanctimonious about refusing to deal under the table. We can
understand the almost irresistible temptation on the part of American
businessmen to simplify negotiations, end delays, cut expenses, and
assure profits by passing out American dollars to oflicials who can cut
redtape, guarantee signatures and deliver contracts. Such practice is
easy to rationalize, when others are doing it and when competition is
fierce. The responsibility of representing stockholders abroad is a
serious one. And while we are sure that our decision to resist bribery
and extortion was right, we are equally sure that the decision was cost-
ly to our stockholders and ruinous to our company. It is my opinion
that no one wants to pay bribes, either voluntarily or under duress.
And everyone knows that a 6h1mate of bribery and extortion is expen-
sive, inefficient and unhealthy. An international code of business
ethics is badly needed, and I believe would be enthusiastically -sup-
ported by Americaa businessmen abroad.

The decision my company made nearly 5 years ago to invest in
Haiti was the result of cautious and careful and thorough research.
A new government was in power sin Haiti, and the young President
had proclaimed, 'My father brought the political revolution, I will
bring the economic revolution." The contracts and agreements under
which we would be operating were carefully researched bv some of
the best legal minds in Canada and the United States. The initial in-
volvement of my company was that -of a manager and subcontractor.
As events developed, however, we found ourselves the -principal de-
veloper and investor. The money invested belonged to the principals
of Translinear and 'to a few stockholders. It came from our own re-
sources, and from bank loans personally guaranteed and repaid by
us.

T o assure ourselves of the validity of the contract existing between
the Republic of 'Haiti and Dupont Caribbean, Inc., we sought and re-
ceived the -opinions of the American Embassy in Port-au-Prince, the
School of Law at Southern Methodist University, and the opinions of
prestigious law firms in Montreal, Canada and Dallas, Tex.

The contract under which we were acting was signed by the Presi-
dent of Haiti and by every member of his Cabinet. The contract con-
tained stipuJative clauses against exappropriation and confiscation, and
we proceeded to invest in confidence.

Our first major outlay was in the amount of $800,000 to lease ap-
proximately 5,000 acres on the east side of the island. Before begin-
ning development, we sought and received the title opinion from
Haitian legal counsel. I quote the concluding paragrajph of that
opimion:

Therefore, Translinear, Inc. has a -clear chain of title to the Government land
released by said Government or Haiti to Dupont -Caribbean. Inc., and the trans-
fer of leasehold interest regarding this land has been effected in accordance
with Haitian law.

Almost simultaneously we entered into a construction contract with
a major kAmerican firm and began building 20 kilometers of roads and
installing infrastructure. High altitude aerial phitograrphy and land
surveys were completed. A thorough ecological study of the tides and
currents and prevailing winds was made. The architectural firm of
Hellmnuth, Obata &% Kassabaum of St. Louis was commissioned as mas-
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ter architects for the project. Within a matter of months more than
$2 million had been invested. Construction was ahead of schedule, and
demands for hotel sites, industrial sites, marinas, housing sites and
investment acreage was far greater than anything we had anticipated.
We had been told that there was little water on the island and that
the limited supply in existence would stunt the development. With-
in a matter of a few months, expensive exploration led us to a major
discovery of ample artesian water-ample enough to support a popula-
tion of 10,000 people.

Suddenly, without warning and without cause, Haitian officials of
Cabinet rank arrived on the island to inform us that the project was
closed. We were told that because of litigation between Haiti and a
third party, litigation having nothing to do with Translinear, all work
was terminated. Bulldozers, earth-moving equipment, rock crushers
and a helicopter were abandoned where they sat.

Approximately 20 kilometers of finished road was left to deteriorate
and return to the jungle. Our manager and foreman were hustled off
the island, leaving behind them valuable files of engineering plans,
bluprints, surveys, topographical maps, aerial photography and sub-
division plats. A Haitian Army soldier was ordered to stand guard in
our camp. Empty barrels were lined up on the runway so that our
plane could not return, and officials of Translinear were informed by
the colonel of the airport in Port-au-Prince that any attempt to reach
the island by boat would result in the Armed Forces of Haiti "blow-
ing the boat out of the water." When we asked for explanations, we
were told that the situation had nothing to do with Translinear, that
the Government had no complaints with Translinear, that Translinear
had met all of its obligations. and that in time we would be per-
mitted to return and resume construction. For a period of several
months, at the expense of over $2,000 a day, we stood ready to re-
turn. But, as the Government continued to delay and to deceive, it
became apparent to us that our equipment had been confiscated and
our assets exappropriated. For more than 2 years, almost 3, we have
been forbidden access to our own leasehold property, and to our equip-
ment and material. I made one inspection trip in the presence of a
military guard during that time. Finally, in April of 1975, 2 years
after the closedown of the project, we were informed that the last of
six contracts drawn by our attorneys, modified, changed and amended
at the request of the Haitian State, was acceptable and would be
signed by the President of Haiti.

Within hours of receiving this official assurance, the outrageous
extortion attempt, narrated by Mr. Carden, took place on April 15,
1975. Within an hour of this incident, I had reported in detail to the
Deputy Chief of Mission at the U.S. Embassy in Port-au-Prince.
The threats in the extortion attempt all came to pass. The island is
still closed. We have been told not to return to Haiti. Negotiations
have ceased, all protests have been ignored, expensive plans and vital
information concerning the project are in the hands of the Haitian
Government; we have sustained staggering financial losses, and the
damage to Translinear, Inc., is in the millions of dollars. In a final
attempt to have this injustice addressed, I wired a protest to the Presi-
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dent for Life of Haiti and appealed for intervention on our behalf.
I concluded the wire by saying, and I quote:

We have acted in good faith, we have obeyed every law, we have observed
every ethic, we have complied with every request and followed every suggestion
of your government. We are not promoters. Money invested has come from the
stockholders of our company and from bank loans. We are honest and success-
ful business men asking only for the protection of international laws and the
privilege of investing in your Country on fair terms and in an honorable man-
ner.

A copy of the telegram was sent to the U.S. Secretary of State. Neither
the government of Haiti nor the government of the United States
has replied.

Chairman PRox3EnE. What was the date you sent this to the Sec-
retary of State?

Mr. C(ROO. July 16, 1975.
Chairman PROXMIRE. About 8 months ago?
Mr. CARDEN. That is right.
Mr. CROoK. I might say at this point, Mr. Chairman, that statement

is no longer accurate, because as of Friday of last week, the State
Department did respond.

Chairman PROXMIRE. After we had asked them to appear and testify
on this matter and after they knew you were scheduled to testify be-
fore a congressional committee to disclose what your experience had
been with the State Department and with the Haitian Government,
correct?

Mr. CROOK. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROxMxiRE. Go ahead.
Mr. CROOK. We do not know why our assets have been taken from us.

There have been no problems with the population. No labor problems.
No complaints from the people. On the occasion of our one inspection
trip, the newspaper on the north coast ran an editorial which heartened
the drought stricken area, and I quote from that:

Last Saturday, on a special plane, the Americans, Mr. William Carden and
Mr. William Crook, members of Translinear, arrived accompanied by some
Haitians. Natually this visit was the subject of the week. There has been much
talk and the people can see the morning of better days for the complete north-
west; the reopening of the project which the population have waited for for so
long. The company will be received back with joy.

The closest thing we have ever received to a complaint from official
sources was contained in a letter of October 20, 1975, from the Secre-
tary of State of Commerce and Industry, Henri P. Bayard. Mr. Bayard
rebuked us and accused us with interfering with national sovereignty
by appealing our case to two U.S. Senators-Senator Bentsen and
Senator Kennedy-asking them to inquire in our behalf as to the
reasons for the closing of the project and the confiscation of material
and equipment. However, while the first paragraphs of that letter con-
tained the rebuke, the concluding paragraph read thusly:

We want and we are ready to meet at a date convenient to you, the represent-
atives of Translinear, on an official basis in order to work with you on a con-
vention project which would be mutually advantageous to Haiti and to Trans.
linear.

Thus, our multimillion-dollar puzzle. There have been no charges
brought against us by any official of the Haitian State at any time.
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There has been no negative publicity against Translinear in any of
the newspapers of Haiti. No complaints have been lodged by work-
men, by landowners, by merchants, or by any citizen. We have violated
no customs, broken no laws. We have left no bills unpaid behind us.

Our files are replete with official letters and communications from
high Cabinet level Haitian officials. These letters are positive, encour-
aging, and even enthusiastic. They recognize our interest and our in-
vestments -and our expenditures. They tell us our investments will be
protected. They tell us our contracts are beixig studied and with the
exception of minor modifications will be acceptable. As you can inmag-
ine, since we have made more than 150 trips to Haiti in thle past
5 years, we have met many officials and had nuinrous meetings in
Government buildings with authorized Government people. These
people have always been courteous and always affirmative. But con-
trasting their gentleness and their courtesy is the abusiveness of an ex-
tortioner in the park who purports to speak for the Government-for
the President himself-who predicts that if we do not comply -with his
demands the contract will not be granted and negotiations will be ter-
minated. These predictions have come true. From the American Em-
bassy at various times we are told that the problem is smuggling, but
we are not smugglers, and that problem does not exist with us. We are
also told that the problem relates to national security, but our company
is in no way a threat to the Haitian people or to the state. We are told to
be patient and we think we have been patient. After an approximate
$3 million of actual cash investment, not to mention the several pend-
ing projects and money actually in escrow by-hotel builders, developers,
and others from Italy, from France, from Canada, and from the United
States. the stockholders have demanded of us explanati6ns and action.

We believe-the project to be more valuable than ever. She beautiful
Island of Tortuga. discovered by Columbus, served as the pirate base
during the days of-the Spanish Main and is one of the most dramatic
and enchanting sites in the world. It is situated directly under the
major airlines from Miami to Port-au-Prince, and is in the midst of
the sea lanes of the -world. We have found abundant water. We have
opened up one end of the island with a 20-kilometer road. We have
proven that the -Freeport concept is extremely popular to industry as
well as to individual investors. The United States, along with other
,nations, is spending-several million dollars through the Inter-Ameri-
can Bank.to build a major highway from Port-au-Princie to the north
coast. This will make the island available for the first time to the
thousands of tourists of Port-au-Prince. W1e'believe this project will
be completed by others. We believe that the I-laitian State already
-knows who.those others will be. FrAnslinor has .Jlken all the risks,
paid all the 'bills and suffered all~the loss. aThe.land is there. the infra-
structure is there, thde.plans and the engine-ring are there, and the
equipment to continue to work is there. By right of lease and of law,
these assets belong to American citizens. But any hope of regaining
them appears to us to be remote.

So we'have come to ask your help in the recovery of our assets. As
American citizens we are grateful for a government that will hear us.
But I think I speak-for American business abroad when Isay "hear-
ing" is not enough. We-must also be protected and supported.
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* On April 2, 1973, I received a letter from the American Ambassa-
dor in Haiti. From that letter I quote:

Minister of Finance, Francisque, has assured me that the interests and in-
vestments of Translinear will be protected and that he hopes your company will
continue to carry on its work in Tortuga. Signed, Clinton E. Know, American
Ambassador.

Thank you.
[The following report was attached to Mr. Crook's statement:]

SUmmARY or RELATIoNsiaips BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF HIMTI AND
TRANSLINEAR, INC.

1970

December 4-Original Convention signed between Republic of Haiti and Du-
pont Caribean, Inc., a Texas Corporation headquartered in Eastland, Texas.
Convention provided for 99 year lease and freeport status for lie de la Tortue, an
85 square mile island off the north coast of Haiti. The island was infamous in
17th and 18th centuries for pirate activities but in 1970 it was an undeveloped
area containing about 10,000 people existing in a condition of extreme poverty.

1971

April 5-Convention becomes official through publication in government
paper Le Moniteur.

July 13-first meeting between principals of Translinear partnership and Du-
pont Caribbean, Inc. Mr. Don Pierson was President of DCI.

July 27-Mr. William H. Crook has telephone conversation with U.S. Ambas-
sador to Haiti Clinton Knox, who assures him of Convention's soundness and
legality and new favorable investment climate in Haiti.

September 28-DCI signs a management contract with Equity Capital Man-
agement Corporation (ECM), a company owned by the Translinear partner-
sbip.

October-Architectural firm of Hellmuth-Obata-Kassabaum retained to develop
master plan of project.

November 20-Securing of Jean Claude Leger as Translinear attorney In
Haiti.

November 30-Amendment of Convention between Haiti and DCI (requested
by Haiti).

Mr. Robert A. Fanning, Translinear partner and attorney, secures release of
1,650 carreaux of land on Tortue for first development activity (approx. 5,200
acres). Signed copy of release by Minister of Finance, Francisque.

1972

January 20-Convention amendment published in Le Moniteur.
January 20-1000 acres of land on Tortue leased for 99 years by International

Business Ventures (IBV), a joint venture controlled by the Translinear
partnership.

February 7-Reception for leading Haitian government officials and business-
men at Haitian restaurant, La Lanternne. Progress report and development plans
presented. Preliminary Planning Report brochure distributed and architectual
model of project shown.

February 10-Translinear receives $15,000 check from pharmaceutical group
wishing to lease land for manufacturing facility.

February 24-Contract between DCI and Translinear partnership for Trans-
linear to lease additional 3,800 acres of land on Tortue and one seat on five man
Dupont Caribbean Free Port Authority (DOFPA). This organization was pro-
vided for by the Convention and was to be a quasi-sovereign body that would
administer the Island as a freeport. Translinear forms Translinear, Inc.

February 27-Completion and publication by Translinear, Inc. of financial-
feasibility study of Tortue project.

April 11-Separate letters from Translinear attorney Leger to Haitian Minis-
ter of Finance. Francisque, and Haitian Director of Contributions, Merentie in-

78-547-77-9
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forming them of Translinears sub-lease from DCI and Translinear's right to one
seat on Freeport Authority (DCFPA).

April 12-Amended contract between Translinear and DCI.
April 21-23-Administration aide of Haitian Minister of Interior and Defense

Luckner Cambronne, Mr. Jean Baker in Dallas. Assures Translinear of Haitian
interest in project and support of Translinear's development efforts.

April-Translinear arranges for and finances survey of released zone of Island
(first survey ever on Island).

May-Translinear. Inc. opens bank account in Banque Nationale in Port-au-
Prince arid leases office in airport.

May 12-Letter to Haitian Interior Minister Cambroane detailing Translinear's
progress on the development.

May 23-Survey of Island submitted to and accepted by Department of Con-
tributions. Receipt for survey returned.

Junne 6-Letter from Department of Contributions confirming lease.
June 14-Letter of response from Attorney Leger to Contributions.
July-Mr. Jim Hobbs. Translinear, Inc., Executive-Vice President, moves to

Haiti to become project director of Island development.
July-Translinear, Inc., opens office in Port-au-Prince airport. Perhaps the most

impressive office in Haiti. the facility was designed by Haitian architect Max
Ewald. Translinear is the only non-airline business in the airport.

Late July-Completion of the topographic mapping of the released zone of the
Island.

August 4-Letter from C. T. Beckham to Mr. Don Pierson, President of DCI,
containing long list of items urgently needing action of Freeport Authority and
asking Pierson for meeting of DOFPA as soon as possible.

August 10-Arrival on Tortue of construction barges and beginning of first con-
struction activity. Translinear, Inc. had signed $455,000 construction contract
with Indian River Construction Co., of Jacksonville, Florida. Initial contract
wvas for roads and engineering work for airport. dock and first hotel.

Receipt from Mapeo of composite 30" x 96" color aerial map of Island shot
from 2:500'.

August 14-Meeting with Ambassador Clinton Knox at IJ.S. Embassy to com-
plain of I)C's disruptive activities toward Translinear in Haiti.

August 1-T'ranslinear receives from DC;I a dcease a1id desist" letter ca]-n_
for stoppage.of all work on Haiti until $50.000 construction permit paid to DCI.

August 15-DOI has barrels placed on runway at Tortne to prevent Translinear
plane from landing. Action evokes anger of Haitians and prompts rebuke of
Pierson by Ambassador Knox.

August 16-Translinear letter to Mr. Antonio Andre. Director of National
Bank, asking for his advice regarding Pierson's demand of $50,000 before Trans-
linear can continue work on Island.

Mr. Andre tells Translinear attorney, Leger, that Haiti is upset with Pierson
actions and is about ready to take action against him.

September 6-Haiti. under leadership of Antonio Andre and Interior Minister
Cambronne, calls meeting with DCI personnel. They force DCI to admit validity
of DCI-Translinear contract; confirm validity of Translinear seat on Freeport
Authority, request letter naming Mr. William H. Crook as Translinear representa-
tive to Freeport Board, and give clearance for Indian River Construction Com-
pany to resume work.

September 7-Letter from DCFPA signed by Pierson and Weber Alexandre
(Haitian representative) saying that Translinear can resume work.

September 12-Letter to Haiti and DCI announcing William Crook as Trans-
linear representative to DCFPA:

September 12-Letter to DCFPA containing documents detailing Translinear
construction plans on the Island.

September-HOK plots first subdivision on Island-107 lots.
October 4-Progress report to Antonio Andre accompanying $15.000 check to

Republic of Haiti (which was due on October 5 as part of DCI's contractual
obligations to Haiti-assumed by Translinear under April 12 contract with DCI).
Check was never cashed by Republic of Haiti.

October 11-Mr. Andre instructs Hobbs to write DCI letter requesting meeting
of DCFPA as soon as possible.

October 20-MIr. Andre instructs Pierson to hold DCFPA in his office at
1:00 P.M. Pierson does not come.
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October 23-Hobbs meets with Minister Cambronne and is assured of Gov-
ernment's backing to move forward with DCFPA meeting to obtain approval of
Translinear's requests contained in September 12 letter.

October 25-Leger issues title opinion on validity of Translinear land lease.
October 27-Mr. Andre sends telegram to Pierson calling for DCFPA meeting

on November 3 and asks Pierson which Translinear partner Pierson wants on'
DCFPA board. Mr. Andre also instructs Leger to have Translinear representa-
tive at the scheduled meeting.

Late October-By end of October Translinear is holding 37 license applica-
tions accompanied by over $75,000.00 in checks for presentation to DCFPA.

November 2-telegram to Mr. Andre that William Crook will represent Trans-
linear at meeting.

November 3-Pierson does not appear for meeting.
November 10-Contract between Translinear and Daniel Bourderau, French

hotel chain owner, for $215,000 for hotel site on Tortue. Condition of contract for
validity is meeting of DCFPA.

November 15-dismissal in Haiti of Minister Cambronne.
November 10-visit to State Department by William Carden, Translinear, Inc.,

Administrative Vice-President, requesting advice and direction on problems
faced by Translinear in Haiti.

Novmeber 29-HOK plots second subdivision on Island.
Late November-O.P.I.C. filing complete for Translinear project except for

approval letter from Haitian Government.
December 1-Letter to Minister Francisque requesting his signature on letter

required for O.P.I.C. Insurance.
December --Meeting with Minister of Interior Roger Lafontant. Presentation

of report showing problems Translinear is having; list of decisions urgently
needed from DCFPA presented Minister Lafontant reports he is DCFA member
replacing former Minister Cambronne. He sets up meeting for Translinear with
Mlr. Andre who says that Pierson has two weeks to have meeting of DCFPA or
Government will take action against him.

December 18-Both Minister Francisque and Mr. Andre tell Hobbs that Haiti
will not sign O.P.I.C. letter until Haitian problem with DCI is resolved (but that
it xvill be signed immediately at that point).

December 28-Letter to Andre Theard, Director of Tourism, asking for his
help in getting things moving.

December 29-Conversation with Herve 'Michele. Consul General of Haiti in
New York, who promises to help when he goes to Haiti in January.

End of December-Completion of H.U.D. filing for sale of Haitian land to
U.S. citizens with the exception of letter from D.C.F.P.A. stating it is admin-
istrative authority on the Island. DCI refuses to send letter.

1973
January G-Carden goes to Haiti and meets with Minister Lafontant and

Consul Michel who report that Government is ready to take action against
Pierson and that Translinear's interest will be protected.

January 15-Haitian hotel owner Clement Robitale signs provisional lease for
$164,000 of hotel land.

January 28-Group of Italian developers sign contract for $1,000.000 worth of
land on Tortue with option of $1,000,000 more. Condition of Contract is meeting
of DCFPA.

January 22-Letter to Mr. Andre asking what to do about uncashed $15,000
check. No reply.

January 22-Filing of papers to set up Translinear d'Haiti and deposit of
$5.000 required for same. This done at the suggestion of Haitian officials.

February 8-9-Trip to State Department by Carden asking for advice on
worsening Haitian situation. Polite reception but State refuses to get involved.

February 14-20-Carden in Haiti. Is told by Minister Francisque that Haitian
patience with DCI is gone and action expected soon.

February 28-Pierson summoned to office of Minister Francisque. Is told legal
action is going to be started against him for purpose of cancelling contract.
Translinear attorney Leger also summoned to office where he is told of govern-
ments plans and is assured that Translinear-s interests will be respected and
protected by Haiti.
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March 1-Pierson called to Court in Haiti and Government asks for temporary
restraining order-allegations include failure to form Freeport Authority.

March 8-Haitian court meets to indict Pierson and to announce plans to
bring suit againsthim.

March 18-Findings of the Court in Haiti issued in favor of the Government.
Order issued to stop work on Island.

March 22-Carden in Haiti. Meets with Minister Francisque who assures
him that although ail of Pierson's activities on the island will be stopped that
Translinear will be allowed to continue work after a brief interruption.

March 23-Ministers Francisque (finance) and Fortune' (justice) come to
Island where Government attorney Jeanty issues order for work stoppage.
Translinear is told it can resume work the following Monday. On Monday
Translinear is informed that the stoppage must continue.

At time work was stopped. Translinear had invested over $2,000,000 in the
project. Over 20 kilometers of roads had been constructed and construction was
ready to begin on a major airport, dock, and the first hotel.

March 27-Carden visits Commerce Minister Jean-Leberre, who assures him
of President's interest in continuing the project and suggests writing letter to
President.

Letter to President Duvalier explaining Translinear's development activities
and expressing concern over the work stoppage. No reply.

March 28-Letter to. Ambasador Knox expressing concern over the work
stoppage. No reply.

March 30-Translinear, Inc. files suit in U.S. against DCI and Pierson.
April 2-Letter to William Crook from Ambassador Knox indicating he had

received assurances from Minister Francisque that the interests and investments
of Translinear would be protected and expressing the hope that Translinear
would continue its work.

April 4-Letter to Minister Francisque asking for clarification of Translinear's
position, where Translinear should take the requests that would normally go
to the DCFPA and what Translinear should do with the license requests and
cashier checks being held by its Haitian attorney. No reply.

April 10-Letter to new Secretary of Commerce Serge Fourcand asking
for his help in resolving work stoppage. No reply.

April 11-Letter to President Duvalier explaining financial burden work
stoppage places on Translinear. Letter also explains Translinear's reasons for
bringing suit against DOI. No reply.

April 12-Pierson attempts to call Freeport Meeting. Carden is in Haiti and
instructed by Minister Francisque not to attend.

At the request of Minister Francisque letter is sent to him detailing list of
decisi6ins needed by Translinear from the DCFPA or its equivalent.

May 8-Telephone conversation between Ambassador Knox and William
Crook in which Ambassador promises to get President to make affirmative
statement about Translinear and the future of the project.

Mid-May-Translinear distributes newsletter in French in Haiti relating its
development activities on Tortuga up to that time.

May 22-Letter to President Duvalier recalling the two previous letters sent
to him and asking for (1) a firm conveying of land title to Translinear of the
4,800 acres it had leased; and (2) the implementaton of a working Freeport
Authority. No reply.

May 29-Carden meets with Minister Fourcand who says nothing can be
done about Translinear's problem until Government solves problem of urgently
needed sugar mill. Carden promises to find investors who will build the mill
and Minister promises if he does that Translinear "can have anything It wants
on the Island." Carden tells him Translinear only wants what it contracted for.

June 1-Letter to Haitian Ambassador to U.S., Rene Chalmers asking for
appointment to discuss situation.

June 4-Letter to Minister Fourcand regarding prospective investor for sugar
mill. No reply. Several telephone calls to Fourcand regarding investors for a
sugar mill received the uniform response that he was not in.

June 5-Meeting with Ambassador Chalmers In Washington, D.C. He promised
to help. Carden. while in Washington, also meets with representatives from
O.P.I.C. and the State Department.

June 7-Follow-up letter to Ambassador Chalmers explaining situation.
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June 7-Telephone call from Attorney Leger reporting on reassuring meeting
with Minister Francisque. Letter sent to Minister Francisque. No reply.

June 21-First showing of Translinear financed multi-media production of
17-minute film: "Haiti: Pearl of the Antilles." Production and equipment
cost approximately $15,000. An English version kept in the United States;
a French version set up in Haiti.

July-Film shown privately in Haiti to numerous ministers and govern-
ment officials. Unvarying comment that film was the best that anyone had ever
produced about Haiti.

August 22-Film shown at large reception for Haitian business and govern-
ment leaders. Representative of Palace present;

August 27-Judgment of Haitian Court given, finding DCI in breach of
Clauses 6 and 7 of the Convention and cancel the Convention. Attorney Leger
told by Minister of- Justice Jeanty that Translinear's rights are protected.

August 29-Attorney Leger and Carden :visit Minister of Information and
Coordination PaulBlanchet who says problem and statement, of what Trans-
linear wants.

August 31-Carden visits Minister, Fourcand who is very evasive: about when
Translinear can expect to return to work.

September 4-Follow-up letter from Leger to Minister Blanchet.
September 5-Copy of Blanchet letter to Justice Fortune's asking for his advice

and help.
September 7-Minister of Justice Jeanty, on instructions from President, calls

Leger to give him certified copy of Court decision.
Minister of Finance, Bros, calls Attorney Leger to his officer to discuss moving

forward with project. They discuss Translinear's need of. letter for O.P.I.C.
and letter reaffirming land title. Letters are promised soon.

September 25-Carden meets with officials from Departments of Commerce
and Justice, but promised letters are not forthcoming.

September-DCI case appealed to the Haitian Court of Civil Appeals..
October 1-3-Carden has three meetings with Minister Fourcand. Is told in

third meeting that President wants statement from Translinear of what it wishes
to do.

October 4-Letter to President Duvalier outlining Translinear's position and
asking for clarification of Translinear's position in view of August court decision.
No reply.

October 4-Letter to Minister Fourcand outlining what Translinear would
like to do. Answer promised by October 12.

October 12-No answer.
October 12-Request from Haitian-American Diversified, Inc., an American

firm, for 370 acres of industrial land on Tortue. They represent 30 companies
and over 4000 light assembly jobs.

October 23-Letter to Mile Josette Philippeaux, Charge d'Affairs at the Haitian
Embassy in Washington, asking for help in getting an answ~er from the. Govern-
ment. No reply.

October 25--Letter to Thomas J. Corcoran. Deputy Chief. A; Mission at U.S.
Embassy in Haiti asking for any help Embassy might give in clarifying, situa-
tion. No reply. ' ' :

October 26-Follow-up letter-to Minister Fourcand. No reply.
November -13-Carden meets with Minister Fourcand. Minister reports -that

President has instructed him to undertake negotiations with Translinear to re-
sume work. Promises to get O.P.J.C. letter signed by Minister Bros; -

November 15-Letter from Minister Fourcand-recognizing Translinear's work
and investment and indicating President wishes to 'continue, project :-Letter asks
for Translinear to submit new contract. ' :
* Late- November-Attorney Leger comes to Dallas and works with law firm of
Locke, Purnell, Boren, Laney and Neely-In' drawing up document. Document is
examined by -International-Departments of Law-Schools at SMU. and University
of Michigan.,' - ' -

December 6-Carden returns to Haiti with proposed new.contract. 'Five copies
with supporting documents are delivered to Minister: Fourcand,: Carden is told
that Haiti's involvement with World Cup' Soccer competition will-prevent any
discussion of-contract until afterfirst of.year;: - .

December 29-Telephone call from Leger with some suggested- revisions of con-
tract passed on to him by members of Department of Commerce.
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1974
January 6-Carden returns to Haiti with slightly amended contract and ap-

pointment for January 8 with Minister Fourcand.
January 8-Minister Fourcand wishes to change appointment to the following

week because of a Trade Commission in Haiti.
January 22-Carden returns to States after failing on seven occasions to get

Minister Fourcand to agree on an appointment date.
January 28-Haitian Appeals Court rules against DCI and in favor of the

Haitian state.
March 21-Carden back in Haiti and has meeting with Minister Fourcand who

reports that Haiti is ready to negotiate but that Finance Minister Bros must
also be involved. After failing in numerous attempts to get an appointment with
Bros, Carden returns to States.

April 22-Carden returns to Haiti with three American investors interested
in putting sugar mill in Haiti. Refused appointment by Fourcand.. The Colonel
at the airport announces that Tortue Island is now closed to any traffif, in'
cluding Translinear. This is despite the fact that Translinear has nearly $400,000
worth of equipment on the Island and a monthly payroll for people guarding the
equipment.

April 29-Letter to Paul Blanchet, Minister of Interior, asking for permission
to go to Island.

May 2-Carden leaves Haiti. The morning he leaves the U.S. Embassy reports
permission to visit the Island will be given if request is made 24 hours in advance.

May 30-Letter to Congressman Olin Teague from State Department (signed by
Linwood Holton) stating that Translinear's denial of access to Tortuga was for
reasons other than the project and that Translinear could go if they requested
passage 24 hours in advance.

Last week in July-Translinear investor, A. T. Robertson, Vice President of
Dresser Industries, goes to Haiti and is repeatedly refused permission to go to
Island (U.S. Embassy personnel made requests on Robertson's behalf, but to no
avail.) The Colonel at the airport told the Translinear secretary that any at-
tempt to sail to the Island would lead the Haitian armed forces "to blow the boat
out of the water."

June 4-Letter to Minister Fourcand asking for release of the $5,000 deposited
on February 5, 1972 to form Translinear d'Haiti. The government had refused to
sign the appropriate documents for nearly eighteen months. (After government
officials had suggested this company be formed.)

June 10-Letter to Mr. John W. Sims, U.S. Department of State, asking for
information on travel ban to island.

June 14-Sims replies that ban on going to island imposed for security reasons.
June H24-Haitian Supreme Court turns down D. C. I. appeal, exhausting all

appeal procedures.
July 19-Leger seids letters to Minister Bros and Fourcand calling their atten-

tion to Supreme C6urt decision and suggesting a meeting at their convenience to
begin discussionsregarding Translinear.

July 24-Telegram to President Duvalier asking for clarification of Trans-
linear's position. -

August 12-Letter to Mr. George High, U.S. State Department, at his request
giving background on Translinear involvement in Haiti.

August 14-Letter to Translinear from Leger saying he has received strong en-
couragement from Minister of Justice Jeanty.

August 22-Carden goes to Washington for visit with State Department.
Late September-Translinear settles out of court with DCI.
October 2-Telegram to President Duvalier announcing favorable conclusion

to suit with Pierson and asking for right to resume work.
November 4-Letter to Leger from Artaud Toureaux, Director General of the

Department of Finance, asking for Translinear representative to come to Haiti
for a meeting on November 13 with members of the Presidential Commission.

November 9-16--Trip to Haiti by Crook and Carden and two attorneys from
Baker and Biofts. Unexpectedly called for non scheduled appointment on morning
of 13th Vith Edeuard Dupont, member of Sub-Commission on Foreign Invest-
ment. Dupont Informs group that there will be no meeting with Presidential
Commission and that his sub-commission will study project. No presentation or
negotiation allowed.
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Group meets with Minister of Justice Jeanty who promises unresti ict.access-
to Island when Haitian Government receives certified copy of 'Translinear-
DCI court settlement. On Saturday evening the Translinear group hosted U.S.
Ambassador Isham for dinner. The Ambassador reported he had talked with the
President about the project. The President was reported to haiVe said that he
knew "we were serious men." ' .- ..

November 24-Certified copy of settlement sent to Minister Jeanty. i- -.
December 6-Leger receives word from sub-committee they have contract

revisions to suggest. He sends letter to committee asking for study to be halted
until revisions can be made.

December 12-Dupont gives affirmative reply.

1975

January 3-Letter from Ambassador Isham to Senator Lloyd Bentsen regard-
ing project.

February 7-Receipt by Translinear of suggested revised contract.
February 12-Haitian attorney Leger comes to U.S. to work with Baker and

Botts on contract revision.
February 24-Carden returns to Haiti with revised contract where more re-

visions are made following suggestions of Minister Bros.
March 10-Leger makes further revisions in contract.
March 11-20-Carden in Haiti.
March 15-Letter to Minister Bros. telling of wish to submit new contract.
March 17-Letter to President Duvalier asking for permission to go to Island

to inspect equipment. No reply. -

March 18-Summons to come to office of Henri Bayard, Under Secretary. of
Commerce. Minister Bayard informs Carden that President has instructed him
to begin serious negotiations regarding new contract for project: Carden delivers
complete documentation of the situation. Bayard postpones negotiation until
Carden's next trip so he can have time to study proposal.

March 19-Letter to Minister Bnyard confirming conversatioti and appointment
of April 2.

March 19-Meeting with Leon Jeune, Director of Civil Aviati6n who reported
Translinear would soon get permanent authorization to go to Island because "the
President has given his okay for your company to be taken care of."

March 31-Letter from Leger to Minister Jeanty asking for-permission for
William Carden and William Crook to go to Island on their forthcoming trip to
Haiti.

April 2-Telephone call from Leger that meeting is postponed to April 10.
April 8-18-Carden in Haiti (Crook there part of time.)', :
April 10-Discussion with Minister Bayard indicates Piesident is concerned

about questions of Haitian sovereignty and the possible return of exiles to the
Island. Bayard wants Commerce Department Legal -Officer to,-examine contract.
Suggests more negotiation on next trip to Haiti.

April 12-Crook and Carden go to Island. First visit to Island by Trans-
linear personnel in over a year.

April 15-Carden is summoned to clandestine meeting in a park where he is
approached by someone purporting to be a member of the Haitian Government.
A demand is made for $500,000 and one half of the Translinear, Inc. stock before
a contract will be granted. The attempt is reported by Carden to the Haitian
attorney, Leger, and to Minister Bayard. In the absence of Ambassador Isham,
William Crook reports the incident to David Thompson. Deputy Chief of Mission.
Minister Bayard assures Carden there is nothing to attempt and promises speedy
conclusion to negotiations.

April 28-May l-Carden in Haiti.
Auril 29-Discussion with Mr. Montez, legal officer of Department of Com-

merce, regarding any legal reservations he might have about contract.
April 29-Meeting with nlterior Minister Blahchet asking for permission to go

to Island. No response ever given.
May 7-Meeting with Minister Bayard who said 'Minister Bros needed to be

involved in negotiations.
M-lay 11-Revision of contract to meet objections of Mr. Montez.
May 22-June 12-Carden in Haiti. Went to Haiti expecting to meet with Min-

isters Bros and 'Bayard on May 28. Meeting did not take place until June 4 and
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the only with Minister Bros. Minister Bros inexplicably says the Contract must
be given to Presidential Commission for further study and revision.

June 5-Contract presented to Presidential Commission by Attorney Leger.
June 5-Letter to President urging resumption of work on Tortue as quick

method of dealing with misery and starvation caused by extensive drought in
north east.

June 9-Meeting with Pierre Gousse, Minister of Coordination and Informa-
tion and member of Commission, who said Commission had studied over half the
contract and had no major changes to offer. He reported that the contract had the
highest priority from the President and that Carden should be ready to return to
Haiti by June 16-21 for the final negotiations and signing.

ITune 23-Telephone call from Haitian attorney saying the President has abol-
ished the Presidential Commission and that a new law has been passed limiting
leaseholds held by foreigners to a maximum term of nine years.

Late June-Haitian attorney in U.S. and calls to say he has been told "it is all
over" and the project has been dropped.

July 16-Telegram to President Duvalier from William Crook asking for clari-
fication of Translinear position in view of Translinear investment' and encour-
agement by Haitian officials. No reply.

August-Numerous reports from Haiti that President was personally offended
by July 16 telegram.

September 3-Telegram to President Duvalier apologizing for any offense he
may have taken at telegram of July 16, and again asking for a clarification.

;September S-Telex from Leger saying he was contacted by Minister Bayard
who had been told by President to take care of matter. The Minister said he
would like to reach quick resolution of 'matter "One way or another."

October S-Telegram from Carden to Minister Bayard appealing for his help
as a friend to get matters moving.

October 20-Surprisingly strong and hostile reply from Minister Bayard
denouncing Translinear for attempting to use political pressure to squeeze'a con-
tract out of Haiti.

October 23-Letter from Carden to Minister Bayard suggesting a misunder-
standing exists and that Translinear is not demanding anything, but wishes an
equal partnership joint venture with Haiti with no sovereignty challenged.

October 27-Letter to Minister Bayard hand delivered to his office by Carden
on trip to Haiti.-Durig five days In faif Carden- manages one brief visit with
Minister who asks him to be patient and assures him that he is taking care of the
contract. The Minister promises to complete negotiations on Carden's next trip
to Haiti.

November 28-Telephone call from Haitian businessman to come to Haiti
as quickly as possible. Minister Bayard is ready to sign contract If two small
problems can be resolved.

December 1-5-Carden In Haiti. Met by businessman who'says: '(1) New con-
tract must specify problems between Translinear and Haiti will be resolved in
Haitian Courts (agreed) ; and, (2) New contract must put customs and emigra-
tion on Island under Haitian control (contract already written that way). After
these two items agreed on, Carden was told the Minister would have to have
$50.000. Garden refused. Discussions were abruptly broken off and'Carden found
it impossible to meet with the Minister himself. Finding further'discussions impos-
sible, Carden made arrangements to terminate all Translinear relations with
Haiti.

Chairman PioxmnRn. Well, I want to thank both of you gentlemen
for the very interesting story. I want to see if we ban get some clearer
understanding of just what happened and what you think should.be
done under. these circumstances; not only by American business con-
cerned with-this kind of situation. but also by the State Department,
bv the 'Government of the United States.

Mr. Carden, you described a lengthy situation concrning iour busi-
ness investment in Haiti, going back to 1971. Throughout most of this
period, were you encouraged by the Government in Haiti to continue
work on the Tortue project?
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Mr. CARDEN. I would say that we were not only encouraged, but
enthusiastically encouraged, until the point-

Chairman PRoxxIiiE. When you discovered water on this island?
Mr. CARDEN. Well, it was after that.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, wasn't it right after that?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes.
Chairman PROXY=. Doesn't it sound like what happened is you dis-

covered water that would make your investment much more valuable?
Mr. CARDEN. That is one interpretation that could be put on it. Per-

haps that is the one that it should be. We fell that there is some merit
in that evaluation.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You are very indefinite, and perhaps you can-
not be anything else, about this other group. Do you have any indica-
tion whether it is another American concern or whether it is a Haitian
operation or some other country? Do you have any notion or any
evidence?

Mr. CARDEN. Senator, I am a historian by training. And you don't
like to put anything down as the written word until you have the facts
in hand. All we have are allegations, but the source where these rumors
come from, we trust rather implicitly. And the word that we have is
that a part of the Presidential family that is now living in the United
States is soon to join in concert with a European group to take our
place on the island. And the only thing that they are waiting for is for
us to get sick and tired enough of the situation to pull the equipment
of the island.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How much do you estimate has been Trans-
linear's total investment in Haiti?

Mr. CARDEN. A solid figure is $3 million.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What was the status of the project at the time

the Haitian Government issued the work-stop order?
Mr. CARDEN. We were in phase I of the master plan. We had invested

a little over $2.2 million to that point. We had completed 20 kilometers
of roads. We had done the engineering work and surveying for a
10,000 foot-long and 200 foot-wide airport that would be on the island,
a dock that was to extend some 700 feet out into the Tortuga Channel,
and for the first major hotel on the island. In addition, we had con-
tracts for two other hotels and a contract with an Italian group to lease
from us some $2 million worth of land on the island. In addition to
that, we had set up a sales organization to begin leasing lots in the first
two subdivisions. And we had signed provisional leases for over one-
half of those lots.

Chairman PROXMIRE. When did the work actually stop?
Mr. CARDEN. On March 23,1973.
Chairman PRoxMiRE. And you were given the stop-order when?
Mr. CARDEN. On that day. They came into the island-
Chairman PROXMIRE. As soon as you were told to stop, you did?
Mr. CARDEN [continuing]. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, before getting into the problems you en-

countered after you were forced to stop work in 1973, I want to get
into the details of the attempts to get you to pay a bribe.

First, in April of 1974. you were told not to visit Tortue Island even
to inspect your property?

Mr. CARDEN. That is right.
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- chalrinan PRoxmnuE. And you were warned that if you tried to sail
*'there; yur boat would be blown out of the water?

'"' Cr.%XRnN. That is right.
Chaiiinan'PNoxmrRE. WI-Tho made that statement to you and what did

you db about it,? i
Mr. CARDEN. The Director of Civil Aviation at the airport, my sec-

retary, the colonel in charge of the airport-the airport is under mili-
tary authority in Haiti-and myself were in a conversation on the
landing area just in front of the airport where passengers disembark.
'We were asking for a possible alternative to flying there. I suggested,
"'What if we drove to Port-au-Paix. which is a small town lying op-
posite the island, and just sailed across?" And it was then that the
colonel of the airport-

Chairman PROXMIRE. The colonel of the airport said your boat would
be blown out of the water?

Mr. CARDEN. That is right.
Chairman Prox-miRE. He was Haitian ?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. In March of 1975. vou were summoned to the

Office of the Under Secretary of Commerce?
Mr.".CARDEN. That is right.
Chairman PRoxxiRE. And negotiations for a new contract were be-

gyun. Did it' a~pteaiK a this time that the project might finally be get-
ting und'r5vyg . re'your hopes renewed?

Mr. CARDEN:-Yes, sir. I was summoned from a businessman's office
with the word that the Under Secretary of Commerce was calling all
over town trying to find me. The contract at that time was supposedly
located in the Ministry of Finance and I had no reason to be expecting
a call from or to have contact with the 'Under yecretar of Commerce.
But the word came that he urgently wanted to see me. I went to his
office. He said:

I received a call this morning from the President of Haiti, and he told me for
us to complete the work on this contract as quickly as possible.

He reported to mne.that when the President had called him, he said:
"Do you know-Bill Carden?".A.nd he said, "Yes, I do." And he said,
"'Well, find him and net this dontract over with." And while I was
having this conversation with the Under Secretary, the telephone rang
and it was the President himself inquiring as to whether he had
reached me and what we were doing about the contract.

Chairman PRox.I-nr. Now, on April 12. 1975, that is more than a
year latei-1.3 months in fact-you were allowed for the first time. as
I understand it. t6ovisit your property. Is that correct?

Mr. GARDEN. 'Well, Islould say that there was an unofficial visit some
3 months earlier. .wheyi[T was allowed to go to the island long enough
to drop a payroll. We literally touched down, left the money and took
off again. But, this was the first official inspection trip where we got
out, walked around, looked at the equipment. saw the deterioration.
and made some estimate of what kind of salhf-e value was left in
the equipment.

Chairman PIOXMIiRE. 'What was your estimate?
Mr. CARDEN. Less than $100.000.
Chairman Pnox'MIRE. 'W1hat was that equipment worth?
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Mr. CARDEN. The equipment-the supplies, plans, and materials-
was worth between $450,000 and $500,000 when we left the island, when
we were forced to stop work.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Any other salvage value at all except for the
perhaps less than $100,000 you could get for the equipment?

Mr. CARDEN. Well, I hardly see any because the plans and drawings
apply to that island. They are not the kind of thing where we could
find another island and use them. If they cannot be used on Tortue,
they can't be of value to us. They would only be of value to someone
who came in and took over after we left.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You refer to a few days later going to the
house of one of your employees and finding him very frightened. What
was the reason for his f rightl?

Mr. CARDEN. The fright was occasioned by a call from an individ-
ual-from this individual that later met me in the park, threatening
physical harm to this employee if he did not get me to his house that
morning in order that this meeting could be arranged for the park.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Your employee told you he had been threat-
ened?

Mr. CARDEN. Yes. The employee, I might add, remained quite
frightened.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Yes.
Mr. CARDEN. And in great fear.
Chairman PRoxMimE. Now, did you suspect at that poifit you

were going to be shaken down for a bribe?
Mr. CARDEN. W"ell, I had no idea. When I went to the employee's

house, I really thought this individual was going to hit me up for a
raise. And I was frankly kind of dreading the encounter because with
no work going on and things at a complete standstill, there was really
no justification for a raise. But this is really what I expected.

Chairman PROX31IRE. Now, while you were there, a telephone call
came in?

AIr. CARDEN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROxxImRE. Was that telephone call for you to take part

in the conversation?
Mr. CARDEN. No, I took no part in the conversation. The employee

was explaining to me that he was asked to bring me to his house and
had just indicated that -we were to have some kind of a meeting with
an individual representing the Haitian Government, who would ex-
plain things to me further. The employee said. "They are going to put
the touch on you." While he was explaining this, the telephone rang.
The employee talked to the individual and broke into tears again in
fear. I really thought I had a hysterical individual on my hands and
worried about the two of us driving in separate cars to this appointed
rendezvous. But we did get there. I sat in mv car alone until this
individual approached.

Chairman PROXMnIRE. Then you were approached by a person. Who
did this person say he represented?

Mr. CARDEN. At first the individual and I engaged in some rather
heated conversation about the fact we were not doing to have any
further conversation if he did not identify himself by name. I finally
saw that that was fruitless. The individual purported to represent the
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Government of Haiti. As it later, developed this individual represented
a group of 12 other individuals-that is, there were 13 in all involved
in setting up the demands that were made to Translinear for this
payoff.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You say he did claim to represent the Haitian
Government?

Mr. CARDEN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What branch of the Government?
Mr. CARDEN. He said he was "from the palace."
Chairman PROXMIRE. From the palace?
Mr. CARDEN. That could mean any one of several branches because

there are several-
Chairman PROXMIRE. Did you ask him whether he represented or

claimed to represent the President?
Mr. CARDENu. No, I did not put it into those words. When he said

he caine "from the palace," it was obviously a claim to represent the
official voice of the Government of Haiti.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Did he give any kind of official indication that
he represented the palace, any kind of badge or anything of that sort?

Mr. CARDEN. No, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You said he spoke contemptuously of Trans-

linear's efforts. Was he intimidating? Did he threaten you?
Mr. CARDEN. Well, he did. I was not smart enough at the time to be

frightened. I was more angry than I was anything else. I was frankly
furious.

Chairman PRoxMmE. How did he threaten you? Did he threaten
your life?
: Mr. CARDEN. No, not my life. But he just said, "It was going to be

very unhealthy for Translinear and for other American companies
if we did not cooperate."

Chairman PIOXMniE. He used that term "unhealthy"?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And you said he ordered you to fire your

attorney and hire Mr. Sieyed?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Who you later learned was employed by the

Haitian Justice Department. How did you find that out that Mr.
Sieyed was employed by the Justice Department?

Mr. CARDEN. Well, after Mr. Crook reported to the Embassy and
I spoke to the Minister, I went to several different businessmen in
Haiti that day and said, "Look, this proposition has been made. What
do you think about it? Is this real? Who is this?"

And one of the businessmen that I went to knew immediately who
it was and said that, "Mr. Sieyed is an attorney that works in the
Department of Justice." I later was taken-

Chairman PROXMIRE. How did he know who he was?
Mr. CARDEN. I was later taken to the Justice Department in Haiti,

which is rather difficult to describe architecturally, but there is a large
covered lobby with grillwork opened from the street and in which
there is a kind of reception room. And the businessman and I sat
outside one day in a car until Mr. Sieyed was spotted inside this lobby.
Then we got out and went inside and kind of walked around and
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came Sack outside. And he said, "Is that'the man?" And I said, "Yes,
it is."

Chairman PROXMIRE. So, you saw him at a desk in the building?
Mr. CARDEN. Not so much at a desk. I saw him with papers in his

hand havinog come out of a room inside the Justice Department. He
was obviousiy a man on some official business there.

I might say, parenthetically, Senator, that this same businessman
did a lot of work for me in trying to find out who the unidentified
individual in the park was. He also took me back to the Justice
Department on another occasion in late October of 1975. He asked,
"Do you see in the lobby the individual that approached you in the
park?" And he was, in fact, also in the lobby of the Justice Depart-
ment.

Chairman PROxmiRE. Do you believe that this man is a Government
official?

Mr. CARDEN. It is my assumption.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That this man who approached you-
Mr. CARDEN. That is my personal belief, yes, that he does work for

the Justice Department-well, that he does work for the Justice
Department.

Chairman PROXMIRE [continuing]. In what capacity?
Mr. CARDEN. I have no idea.
Chairman PROXmIRE. Do you think that simply because you saw him

in the building?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes, and because this businessman said that, "as far

as he could determine, he worked for the Justice Department." There
is an unusual employment situation in Haiti. A man does not neces-
sarily have to have an obvious job before he is employed in some of
these places.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, one of the demands was one that you de-
posit half a million dollars, $500,000, in the National Bank of Haiti.
In what name was that deposit to be made?

Mr. CARDEN. The deposit was to be made into two accounts: one
was to be made into the Translinear account. And if, for any reason-
and the reason did not have to be under our control-but if for any
reason we did not resume work in 30 days on the island, it was to be
immediately forfeited. The other $200,000

Chairman PRoxMnRE. Forfeited to whom?
Mr. CARDEN [continuing]. Forfeited to the Republic of Haiti.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That was $250,000?
Mr. CARDEN. No, that was $300,000. The other $200,000 was to be

deposited into an account that was identified to me as the Fund
Defense Nationale, which supposedly goes for the widows and orphans
of the military and police, but I have been told that this account is
often used for other purposes.

Chairman PRoxMr=. Such as?
Mr. CARDEN. The personal use of certain people in the Government.
Chairman PROXMSE. What people in the Government?
Mr. CARDEN. Well,I have been told, and I have no knowledge of this,

but I have been told that members of the President's family-not the
President himself, but members of the President's family.
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Chairman PRoxMrIRE. Another demand was that you give five un-
hamed Dersons half the stock in Translinear?

Mr. CARDEN. No, not five-yet-to-be-named persons. There was no
identification.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I should have said five yet-to-be-named
persons.

Mr. CARDEN. There was no indication at that time of the number of
people. :

Chairman PRoxsmiw. I beg your pardon. I should say yet-to-be-
named persons.

Mr. CARDEN. And this was to be worked out later as to how this was
to be done.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you have any idea of -who those persons
might be and how much half the stock would have been worth had the
Tortue project been allowed to go forward. You said something like
$27 million as of July-

Mr. CARDEN. As of JTulv of 1977.
Chairman PPOXMINRE. Yes. as the net worth of the project. So I

presume this would be worth $10.5 million on that basis. Is that
correct?

Mr. CARDEN. befell, theoretically, it would be in July of 1977 be
worth that much, Senator. I did not know at the time who these un-
named persons were to be. The Translinear emplovee had a second and
a third meeting with this individual who met us in the park. And the
second meeting included the 12 other individuals that were working
with this individual. And at that time, it was indicated they were to be
the ones to receive this stock.

Chairman PROXMIriE. Now, according to your statement, you said
that the man who approached you mentioned another U.S. firm that
received a mineral contract from the Government because it had co-
operated. Do vou know what firm he referred to and what he meant
by "cooperated" ?

Mr. CARDEN. Well, I have been told what firm that was. I am hesitant,
frankly. to say, because that firm did not involve Translinear. We are
here. only representing Transliner and I would rather not name

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, I am not going to ask you to name the
firm. unless you have some pretty solid evidence, because it would be
unfair and unfortunate if an innocent firm, through some hearsay,
wvas damaged.

Mr. CARDEN. Exactly. We personally contacted that firm to find out
if, in fact, this was true, and they denied anvthing of this nature
having happened between themselves and the Republic of Haiti and
I have no reason to doubt it.

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Does the firm have a mineral contract in
Haiti?

Mr. CARDEN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. But you have no evidence other than this al-

legation that thev had "cooperated" ?
Mr. CARDEN. That is correct.
Chairman PROXMTRE. Is it your present belief that the payoff de-

mands come from officials of the Haitian Government and, if so, what
do you base that on?
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Mr. CARDEN. It is my personal belief that the demands did orignate
somewhere within the Haitian Government, because of checking that
1Haitian business friends did for me, and because of our experience with
the contract immediately after this bribery attempt-it being shifted
to another Ministry and then to another Commission. So wve can only
assume that this is prima facie evidence that someone in high places
was interested in either receiving this money or seeing Translinear
disappear.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, Mr. Ambassador, you are a man of
remarkable and very impressive background. When you decided to
make this very substantial investment of your own funds and that of
other principals, did anything of this kind occur to you at all? You
are a sophisticated man, having been an Ambassador to Australia and
a man who has been successful. Did you anticipte you might run into
difficulties like this? Did you explore this possibility as one problem
that might develop or did it just not occur to you?

Mr. CROOK. No, I think it did occur to us; Senator. We believe that
Haiti was in a new period. We had the assurance of official Haitian
statements that Haiti wanted to attract American investment and that
they would provide a healthy and wholesome climate for that invest-
ment. I contacted the American Embassy and asked if the contract.
under which we were to operate, was legitimate and if they believed
that Haiti was under a new era. And they answered afflirmsively.

I don't know how sophisticated I was. I think in retrospect I was
probably rather naive. But, I did believe that it would be a rewarding
venture, both in terms of honest profit and in terms of being able to
do something for an underdeveloped country.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, in your statement, you say that a military
guard was placed in your camp when the employees were rejected from
Tortue. Approximately when did that occur?

Mr. CROOK. This would have occurred on the date'that our men
were flown out.

Mr. CARDEN. March 93.1973.
Mr. CROOK. Yes; of the island.
Chairman PROXmIRE. March 23, 1973 ?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes, sir.
Chairman ProxnIRE. According to your statements you 'reported the

April 15 extortion attempt within 1 hour to the Deputy Chief of the
Mission at the U.S. Embassy in Port-au-Prince. What was the Deputy
Chief's reaction?

Mr..CROOK. I would say. sir, it was a nonreaction. He listened. He
vas courteous. There was no response.

Chairman PROXMIRE. This is shocking. As I say, you are an Ambas-
sador, a former Ambassador to Australia. This is a very, very, sub-
stantial investment. A bribe demand of this kind would seem to me
to be of the greatest importance to our Government. If our Govern-
ment is to protect American citizens and to do its best to assist in
protecting their property abroad, this would seem to me to be a classic
case where they should have moved. Weren't you shocked that there
was no real reaction?

Mr. CROOK. I was disappointed.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well. as an Ambassador, as a person who

knew that Ambassadors, after all, are under the direction of the State
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Department, did you take further action? Did you go to- the State
Department?

Mr. CROOK. I am sorry, Senator?
Chairman PROXmRE. Did you appeal to the State Department?
Mr. CROOK. Yes; we had contacted Washington on many occasions.

My only contact with Washington after reporting this to the Embassy
came some weeks later. I frankly thought that the Embassy perhaps
was quietly investigating on its own and that I would hear something
from the Ambassador there. The telegram that I sent to the Presi-
dent of Haiti was a very strong and detailed telegram containing
charges of exappropriation, confiscation, 'and intimidation. And a
copy of that was sent to the Secretary of State. I had hoped that that
might produce some response.

Chairman PRox3nI=. Let me identifv that telegram. I have a-copy
of it here. That telegram was sent on what date?

Mr. CARDEN. July 16, 1975.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Let me just read from that telegram. It says:
On May 8th, 1975, culminating two years of negotiation-
This is a telegram you sent to the President of Haiti-it says:
On May 8, 1975, culminating two years of negotiation, this company was

assured by Minister Bayard that our pending contract met all basic require-
ments and was acceptable to Haiti. On May 9, 1975, our representative, Mr. Bill
Carden, was accosted In the park by an individual purporting to represent the
President for Life of Haiti. Mr. Carden was instructed to pay a bribe of
$500,000 and 50 percent of stock of this American company before the contract
would be signed. Mr. Carden was verbally abused for his race, nationality, and
because he was a foreign investor In Haiti. He was threatened with the blockage
of the contract unless a letter addressed to your Excellency accepting the above
conditions was sent. As Translinear rejeeted this extortion attempt and reported
it immediately to the American Embassy and officials of your government, and so
forth.

Now, having taken that action, what was the reaction, if any, of
President Duvalier?

Mr. CROOK. We received word that the President was quite angry.
Chairman PRoxmiRE. Angry at you?
Mr. CROOK. Yes. And that Mr. Crook was not to return to Haiti-

that he would not be welcome back in Haiti. I then tried to move a step
back in the company and pushed Mr. Carden forward in the hopes
that perhaps something could be salvaged, but the response to the
telegram was dramatic.

Chairman PROXMIRE. The response to the telegram was what?
Mr. CROOK. Was dramatic, in terms of the anger that it caused in

Haiti, not in terms of any result concerning the contract.
Chairman PROXMiRE. Was there any evidence that the President of

Haiti took any action in this regard within his own Government? Was
there any indication that he was attempting to determine about this?
I can understand his anger, but-

Mr. CROOK. I knew of nothing.
Chairman PROXMIRE [continuing]. But, you know of no action he

took to investigate this?
Mr. CROOK. No, sir.
Mr. CARDEN. Senator, may I interrupt to say that on my next trip

to Haiti after this telegram, I was told by the Minister that Mr. Crook
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would never be allowed to return to Haiti and that if he attempted to
do so, he would be arrested at the airport.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Have you returned to Haiti since then?
Mr. CROOK. No, sir. And that is information that has been kept

from me. I am happy to hear about that. I won't return.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, you served as Ambassador to Australia

under President Johnson's administration. Did you ever hear of any
similar incidences during your service in Australia?

Mr. CRooK. No, sir.
Chairman PROXxMIRE. What would you have done had an American

businessman reported an atempted extortion to you?
Mr. CROOK. I think I would have picked up the phone and called

the Prime Minister of Australia and reported it in detail and ask for
permission to see him immediately. I think I would have followed
through. I hope I would have done so.

Chairman PROXM1RE. Is that what you expected to be done on your
behalf by the American Ambassador to Haiti when you reported to
him what had happened?

Mr. CROOK. The American Ambassador was out of the country. My
report was not to him. But, yes, I expected something at that level and
of that inmnediacy to take place.

Chairman PROx1x=. Now, in view of the reaction of the President
of Haiti to your telegram, do you have any reason to expect that that
might have 'had some success? I think that it is quite a different situa-
tion if the U.S. Ambassador takes this position, as compared to a
private businessman.

Mr. CROOK. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRR. So, it is possible that if the U.S. Ambassador

had spoken up with force and strength, that he might have gotten a
different reaction?

Mr. CROOK. I think it is very possible.
Chairman PROxmiRE. Why, in your judgment-well, let me put it

this way. Is there any possibility in your mind that he did quietly do
this without your knowledge?

Mr. CRooK. Yes, I think there is a possibility that Ambassador Isham
made inquiry. I am not privy of course to what occurs between the
Embassy and the palace.

Chairman PROXMIRE. If they did, why wouldn't they tell you?
Mr. CROOK. I don't know, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. As a former Ambassador, wouldn't you feel

that that is a courtesy owing to a businessman who had endured this
kind of treatment?

Mr. CROOK. I think, Senator, it is more than a courtesy. I think it is
a right that is owed to an American businessman.

Chairman PRoxMnuE. You are correct. It is a right. It is not a
courtesy. That is much better. You feel it would be a right, then, of
the businessman to be informed if there had been any attempt on the
part of the Ambassador to call this to the attention of the President
of Haiti?

Mr. CROOK: Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMiRE. Did you make any other effort to contact the

Embassy in Haiti or the State Department about the extortion attempt
and, if so, what were the results of such efforts?

78-547-77 10
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Mr. CAr.DEX\. Let me answer that, if I may, Senator. I have made
five other trips to Haiti since the first extortion attempt. And on the
first three of those trips, I continued to keep the American Embassy
informed of what wvent on in H-aiti while I was there. I always visited
the Embassy immediately upon arriving. suggesting what I hoped to
accomplish on that trip, and then I visited the Embassy toward the
end of the trip, saying what had happened. I finally became discour-
agedc at the results. On my last two trips to Haiti, I did not visit the
American Embassy. And the second bribery attempt. .frankly, was
never reported because of the reception we received on the first bribery
attempt.

Chairman Ptoxw.wMprE.. Let me ask you. Ambassador Crook, did you
ever discuss this matter with the 11.S. Ambassador there?

Mr. CRooTE. Yes. I called the U.S. Ambassador from Rockport, Tex.,
where I was spending some time on vacation, and brounjht him up to
date on the incident and our inability to penetrate the Government at
any point to have any response or get any appointments. I told him
our attorney had informed us that in his best opinion. the project was
dead, and the issue was closed. And informed him that because the
company was now drained of any funds other than what I was per-
sonallv putting in it. that we were gointr to withdraw. I went over
again brieflv the bribery attempt. By this time, he was conversant
with it. He expressed regret that the project was being terminated.

Chairman PROXATiRE. What. was his reaction? You say he just ex-
prlessed regret?

:;fr. CROOK. Ic was sympathetic and expressed regret, ves. sir.
Chairman PROXINTRE. Now, I understand that the U.S. Ambassador

flew to Tortue Island with an American businessnman not connected
with Translinear on at least one occasion to look over your property
during a period when you and your associates were barred from
Tortue. Did you ever ask Ambassador Isham about this? If so, what
did he say? Do you know what the purpose of the visit was?

Mr. CROOK. Perhaps Mr. Carden could answer that.
Mr. CARDEN. Senator. the Ambassador did visit the island on one

occasion with an American. a nationalized Haitian citizen who has
business interests in Cap Haitian, which is approximately 35 miles to
the east of Tortue Island. This businessman was interested in either
leasing or buying our equipment since we were restricted from using
it on the island. And the Ambassador did visit the island with this
individual. I visited the Ambassador in his office shortly after this
took place and asked him why he thought they were able to fly to the
island and we were not. And he said he thought it was because this
particular businessman had some pull that Translinear did not have.

Chairman PRox3iIRnw. Was that trip made with Transhinear's prior
knowledge or approval?

Mr. CARDEN. No, sir, it was not. Not that we had to approve any-
thing. This businessman in Cap Haitian, who was interested in the
equipment, had talked about it since the island had been shut off to
Translinear. It was no surprise to me that he was interested in flying
there. I was a bit surprised that members of the American Govern-
ment went up there when they told us it was impossible for Trans-
linear to go and that they had done everything they knew to do, to
allow us to get these flights resumed.
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Chairman PROXMrTRE. Mlr. Ambassador, I want to be sure I have a
complete picture of y-our attempts to call the situation to the atten-
tion of the Haitian Government. We have a copy, as I say, of your
cable to the President of Haiti. Were there any other attempts to
communicate with Haitian officials about it? Was there any followup
attempt with any one else in the Haitian Government or-

Mr. CROOK. There was a second telegram sent by Mr. Carden, who
was informed that if an apology should be sent, or an apology of kind
should be sent, that negotiations might get off high center. And this
was during the period when I was saying "Well, if I have become a
block in this negotiation. let me step aside." Other than that tele-
gram, which was quite brief and innocuous, I know of no contact with
the Government. Mr. Carden has made several and was our representa-
tive there.

Mr. CARDEN. That telegram was sent, Senator, on September 3, 1975.
Chairman PROXMrIRE. Now, you say that a few weeks after the April

extortion attempt, the contract discussions with the Haitian Govern-
ment were shifted to another ministry in Haiti and then to the Pres-
idenial Commission and then the Presidential Commission was abol-
ished. What significance do you place on those developments?

Mr. Crooiz. There were two developments that we thought were
aimed directlv at us: The abolishment of that Commission was one
and the changing of the law in Haiti stating that land could be leased
to foreigners for no longer than 9 years after we had paid approxi-
mately $800,000 or $1 million for 5,000 acres of land with 100 years
lease. We believed that those actions were directed at our project.

Chairman PizoxmiRE. Now, in the second extortion attempt, accord-
ing to your statement, Mr. Carden, you were telephoned in late No-
vember of 1975 from Haiti and told that Translinear would be signed
if you met certain conditions.

Mr. CARDEN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Who was the telephone call from that you

once again go down to Haiti?
Mr. CARDEN. This was from a Haitian businessman I had known

from the first year that I had been in Haiti. He was the gentleman who
had been instrumental in introducing me to several Ministers.

Chairman PROXMmiE. What date did you arrive and which officials
did you see?

Mr. CARDEN. I arrived on Monday, December 1, 1975. I believe the
first of December was a Monday, but I arrived on December 1 on an
evening. I was met by these two businessmen. When the attempt to
extract $50,000 for the signature on the contract was reported, I
refused. I later went to the Minister's office in an attempt to see him,
but was told by his secretary that the Minister was not in, even
though I knew for a fact that he was in. I went back later the same
day and received the same response. I saw that it was going to be
impossible to see him. I was told by these business friends that it was
over. Our attorney confirmed that rumor had told him that it was over.
I met two members of the Minister's family: his son, who is the man-
ager of American Airlines in Haiti and his wife, who is the owner
of a very successful cosmetics firm there. And they told me that they
thought it was over. And with this kind of report, I proceeded to
close down all Translinear's interests in Haiti, to close down our
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office that was located in the airport there, to dismiss the employees
we still had, and to sell the equipment, materials and supplies in our
office and to return to the United States, because it was obvious it
was a hopeless situation.

Chairman PRox]IniE. I want to run over this drama once again. I
think we have gone over it, but I want to go over it again.

You said you were met with an under-the-table demand for $50,000.
Now, where were you when this demand was made?

Mr. CARDEN. When I was met at the airport by these two business-
men, I was told this as we were driving from the airport to their
home

Chairman PROXMiRE. Did they make the demand on you?
Mr. CARDEN. No; they did not make it themselves. They were

serving as agents, saying, "Look, we've got this down to these two
conditions." And I repeated, as I said over the telephone to him
when he called, that those two conditions are not a problem. He said:
"There is one other issue. They are asking for $50,000 before the
contract is signed."

Chairman PROXMIRE. Who did they say they were agents of?
Mr. CARDEN. The Under Secretary of Commerce, Minister Bayard.
Chairman PROXxIRE. The Under Secretary of Commerce?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. What is his name again?
Mr. CARDEN. Minister Andrew Bayard. B-a-y-a-r-d.
Chairman PRoxmin. And you were supposed to make the payment

to him?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes.
Chairman PROXM1RE. Just write out a check to his name, or deposit

the money-
Mr. CARDEN. That was not discussed. I just said:
I told both of you before that if there is ever a condition of payment or

a bribe, we are not going to do it. If we have to put some extra people on a
payroll after a contract is signed, I can understand that, because that is a
way of life here, but we are not going to give money to anyone.

We would give legitimate jobs, but we would not give money and we
would not give anything to get a contract signed.

Chairman PROoxMnz. Do you have any way of knowing whether that
official knew about who was behind the demand?

Mr. CARDEN. The first demand or the second demand?
Chairman PRoXMImE. The second demand.
Mr. CARDEN. Whether he knew himself ?
Chairman PROXMIRE. You say the payment was to be made to this

particular person whom you have identified. Did you know that
he was actually the beneficiary? Do you have any reason to know
that?

Mr. CARDEN. The only reason that I have
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you have any reason to know that he

wasn't acting as an agent for somebody?
Mr. CARDEN. The only reason I have to know is that he was expect-

ing me; he did refuse to receive me after we said no; and that the two
members of his family that I met with, Senator, were quite embar-
rassed. At the time of my meeting them, although I did not confront
them with the fact that money had been demanded, it was obvious
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they were very uncomfortable to see me, which was very unusual from
the past. I had invited his son one one occasion to come to Texas and
go hunting. And I have an import company in Dallas and the Min-
ister's wife and myself were in the process of some negotiations for
my importation of the perfumes and cosmetics she produced in Haiti.
So I had a good relationship with them, but suddenly it was very cold
and embarrassing.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And what did they say or do when you refused
to pay the bribe again?

Mr. CARDEN. Well, of course I refused to the two businessmen who
met me at the airport. And they said: "Well, you know, it still might
be able to be worked out." They did have extensive conversations with
the Minister and his family. But, as I said, on the morning of Decem-
ber 2, the businessman that had spent that morning with the Minister,
came back to say that it is all over.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, did you attempt to report the second
attempt to Haitian officials?

Mr. CARDEN. To our officials in Haiti or-
Chairman PROXMTRE. Either one. First to the Haitian officials?
Mr. CARDEN. I reported it to our attorney.
Chairman PROXmmRE. Did he make any attempt to report it to the

Haitian officials?
Mr. CARDEN. I have no idea. I really felt, if you could put yourself

in my place, this was the 31st trip I had made to Haiti and-
Chairman P1RoxIniE. I understand that. I am not passing any judg-

ment on what you should have done. I just want to find out what the
facts are.

Mr. CARDEN. No; I did not go to any other Minister and report this.
I merely proceeded to begin to close down our operation there.

Chairman PROXMIRE. If he had reported this to Haitian officials,
vou would have known about it?

Mr. CARDEN. Yes.
Chairman PRoxMImRE. As far as you know, it was not reported?
Mr. CARDEN. That is right.
Chairman PROXMRE. Well, then, was this reported to U.S. officials,

to the Ambassador?
Mr. CARDEN. I did not report it, because
Chairman PROXMIRE. Why not?
Mr. CARDEN. Because of our-
Chairman PROXMIRE. Previous experience?
Mr. CARDEN [continuing]. Our rather unsatisfactory previous ex-

perience. I have made three trips and-
Chairman PROXMIIRE. Was this the same Ambassador at that point ?
Mr. CARDEN. Yes, sir. I made three trips to the State Department

here in Washington, D.C. during the period of these attempted nego-
tiations in Haiti, and I have made countless trips to the American
Embassy in Haiti. And I had frankly come to the conclusion it was
hopeless.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, Ambassador Crook, following the sec-
ond extortion attempt, did you report the incident to the U.S. Embassy
or the State Department?
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Mr. CROOK. No, sir. I did not. I agreed with Mr. Carden we should
salvage what we could and I wanted to get him out of Haiti and get
him home. So I asked him to come home.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, Ambassador Crook, according to your
statement vou have been told not to return to Haiti. yet your property
and your investment is still on Tortue. Is it your belief that you were,
in effect, de facto ejected from Haiti and that your property has been
taken without your consent and without compensation?

Mr. CROOK. Yes, sir; it is.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you believe that the Tortue project was

terminated and that. your property was taken from you because you
refused to pay the bribes?

Mr. CROOK. Yes; in the main, I believe that that was the cause of
the disruption. I also think that there was at that time, and that there
is now, the motivation for someone else to develop that island. I believe
that we have proven the tremendous value and worth of the project.
And when the extortion attempt was made, Mr. Carden was told that
there was someone ready with cash to develop it. So, I think those two
motivations: The fact that we would not pay and that it is a desirable
project for somebody and is worth much more now than it was when
it was only a concept, I think those two motivations led to this act.

Chairman PROXMInE. Now, since these hearings were scheduled, and
we brought this out to a limited extent, but I would like to get a full
answer now, have you been contacted by the State Department? If
so, by whom and what was said to you?

Mr. CROOK. As soon as the hearing was scheduled, I thought out of
courtesy I should notify the Haitian desk that I would be testifying
and that I would be touching on these matters. I called Mr. Dan
Strauser at the State Department and told him that I had been invited
to appear. Then on Friday of last week, in Texas, Mr. Strauser called
me and we chatted I suppose some 20 minutes. I think that was the
first give and take conversation I had had on the subject where I
felt that they were listening. And I told him, "This is the first time
you have not been so defensive that I felt that I was the culprit in
this situation; that I felt that we were criminals and that you were
siding with Haiti."

And he said:
I want you to know that we have never had a complaint of any kind against

your company and that we have no criticism whatsoever of Translinear and that
we would like to see this matter worked out amicably.

My response was that unless we heard directly from some high of-
ficials in Haiti, that we were going to proceed; and that even if we
did hear, that we still would make this testimony and bring these
charges. but that we would be willing to negotiate with them further.

At this point, Senator, I think the contract has no value to us. We
have broken off on the negotiations. We -would like to get our equip-
ment back and the cost that we have put into the project back. Because
I think the business climate in Haiti is so hostile at this point towards
us, and I think toward other American businesses. Senator, that it
would be futile for us to attempt to continue the project.

Chairman PROX]NTRE. Now, I understand that you have business
interests in Mexico. Have officials in that country ever attempted to ex-
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tort money for you or your business associates, and have you ever
paid any bribes to Mexico?

Mr. CROOK. No official has ever attempted to extort and we have
never paid a bribe of any kind at any level.

Chairman PROXMIRE. How substantial are your business interests
in Mexico?

Mr. CROOK. I have an interest in a furniture factory in San Luis-
potosi, which I am told is the largest furniture factory in Mexico. I
have a minority interest with another partner.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, in view of your experience, and it is hard
for me to imagine a more difficult or more trying or painful experi-
ence than you have gone through economically because you have suf-
fered very great financial losses and you have devoted a great deal
of time and energy to this. I would like each of you gentlemen to tell
me whether it makes any sense, in your judgment, for businessmen
to pay bribes or make payoffs in foreign countries in order to continue
doing business there? I wonder whether. knowing what you know now,
you might do things differently in Haiti ?

Mir. CROOKl Senator, it makes no sense to begin a course of bribery.
In the long term, you would become so involved with so great an outlay
of money that it would be very difficult to operate. You can't divide
morality between foreign and domestic. It would be demoralizing to
the company at home.

But, I do understand how a climate that lends itself to bribery,
Senator, eventually wears down an American businessman, especially
when the conduct of his country abroad has not been inspirational,
when he cannot look to it for support or strength of any kind. And the
results are to have your pride and your conscious, and then go bank-
rupt. I am sympathetic. I think there is a degree of hypocrisy in
chastising an American business abroad without facing up to the fact
that this Government should perhaps heed the admonishion of "phy-
sician heal thyself."

Chairman PROX3IRP.E. Are you saying that once you get on the hook,
that once you pay a bribe-whether $50.000 or half a million dollars
or maybe $13 million or $14 million, as it might have been-once you
are on the hook, that you are just squeezed; that you are in a position
where you can be imposed on over and over again and, in effect, black-
mailed? If you paid the bribe, if you have taken that action, then you
are pretty much a victim of whatever the government under those
circumstances wants to do do with you. Is that right?

Mr. CRooJi. Exactly. I have never been on the hook, but contracts
have to be renewed anid new contracts have to be issued and negotiated
and sizlned. And at every point, when the word gets out that you will
pay off, you have to pay.

Chairmnan PROXMTRE. Isn't it further a problem that-and you have
different situations in all cases-but when you do pay a bribe, you
don't know whether you get delivery on it? You may simply be out
the $5,000 or $500,000 and get no results.

Air. CROOK. "Tell, of course. We cannot emphatically say that we
know this man represented the government of Haiti. We believe lie
did. We believe all evidence points to the fact that he did. But, it is
conceivable that he was an independent.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Supposing he did represent the government
of Haiti. What is to keep any corrupt official who was in the govern-
ment of Haiti, Mr. Crook, from simply taking the money and putting
it in his pocket and not giving you any satisfaction ?

Mr. CROOK. Yes; or knowing that you are going to get the contract
anylway, taking the credit for it.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Anybody who takes the moral position that
they will accept a bribe, it seems to me he is unlikely to be of any firm
assistance when you expect their word to come through that they will
deliver on the bribe. Isn't that correct?

Mr. CROOK. Yes; that is correct.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Carden?
Mr. CARDEN. There is very little I could add to elaborate on Ambas-

sador Crook's statement. I would like to comment on one portion of
your question. You asked if there is anything we would do differently.
I suppose that knowing what we know now, I doubt if we would go
into an investment climate like this.

However, as I tried to bring out in my statement, and as Ambas-
sador Crook said in his statement, we did undertake every kind of
investigation that we felt was necessary for doing business abroad in
this country.

They have a bright young President down there. I personally am
very impressed with what he is trying to do. The depth of manage-
ment in the government is not particularly deep though, and he is
having to rely on advisers that remain from the previous administra-
tion.

I wish I could say that there was some point in this activity of 4-
year's duration where we could say at this point it would have been
smnart to leave. But at every vLep on the way, Senator, as we review this
4 years later, it seemed very logical at the time-and it still seems
logical in retrospect-to have continued these attempted negotiations.
We did have a legitimate contract. We did have a legitimate third-
party contractual right and we still feel we have those rights.

Chairman PROXMIRE. And what you started to say-and maybe you
said it and I missed it-is the fact that one very important area of in-
vestigation for any American business firm investing in a developing
country or any country, for that matter, Mr. Carden, is whether or
not bribes may be necessary. Correct?

Mr. CARDEN. That is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Whether or not you have an atmosphere that

may be so corrupting that you either are going to lose your property
or be put in an untenable and impossible position.

Mr. CARDEN. I couldn't agree more.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Therefore, this is something that we have to

look at, and something that ought to be a. warning to developing coun-
tries, if they expect to have American capital in the future, and they
should recognize that it is a very foolish course of action and only
temporarily of benefit to permit these bribes to be accepted.

Now, the other aspect that troubles me-and Ambassador Crook,
you can help me on this-after all, people in the State Department are
good people, as I am sure you and I recognize, and they are interested
in helping this country alnd they are interested in having good rela-
tions with other countries. I am sure that there is no element of cor-
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ruption on the part of the State Department in this whole matter.
They must have been thinking about something. What they are think-
ing about, I presume, is our relations with a foreign country and a
foreign government and the head of a foreign government.

Can you help us in meeting this problem? You are going to be fol-
lowed by Mr. Ingersoll, the No. 2 man at the State Department, who
is going to appear and testify later this week. He was going to appear
tomorrow, but he is meeting with Mr. Kissinger tomorrow, and he
will appear a little later. 1 presume that this is a very difficult thing
for the Secretary of State and the State Department; that is, on the
one hand, they want to be friendly with all the governments but on
the other hand, they want to protect and defend American commercial
interests. It is easy to take a moral position and one that we all want
to take on this-I certainly do, and I know you do--but, let's be as
practical and as tolerant and as sensitive as we can-to the problems of
the Secretary of State.

Now, how do we meet the problem of trying to stay friendly with
governments that condone this kind of practice or that may engage
in it?

Mr. CROOK. Well, Senator, I certainly couldn't answer that. I recog-
nize that the State Department has its own set of priorities and the
priority of an Embassy does not coincide necessarily with the priori-
ties of an American business abroad. That is complicated when Ameri-
can businesses abroad are in competition for the same item. So the
Embassy must be, and in this case has been, very discreet and sensitive
to these matters.

But, in answer to the popularity portion of your question, of how do
we maintain the good will of a nation, I think a partial answer to
that is that we operate consistently at the highest standard of ethics.
And if the foreign government is aware of that, that seems to me to
be the beginning of an improved understanding. But, if we, by wink or
smile or nod, ignore that bribery is going on and that it is because the
country is underdeveloped and they are not morally responsible, then
there has got to be a break somewhere; there has got to be a rupture
somewhere down the line. So, I think we must make it known that we
deal one way at home and abroad. And if those customs clash or coin-
cide, we don't deal.

Chairman PROX3NIER. Isn't it true that a consistent policy of op-
posing bribery, of trying to root it out. of doing all we can to protect
innocent persons who have been solicited for bribes and of trying to
expose those who solicited bribes, isn't it true that it is not only to
the interest of the American businessman, but in the great and clear
and long-term interest of all the countries involved?

Mr. CROOK. Of course.
Chairman PROXMRE. Certainly, it would be to the interest of Haiti

were the State Department to take this position and to use everything
in its power to persuade the President of Haiti that his interests are
being damaged by people who are engaged in this practice in his gov-
ernment; isn't that true?

Mr. CROOK. I believe that to be true.
Chairman Proxm=rm. I will conclude by saying that the Deputy

Secretary of State, Robert Ingersoll, informed me this morning after
the hearing began that he would not be able to appear as scheduled.
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He has promised to reschedule his testimony during the next few days.
I hope we can announce a new date shortly.

We've heard two stories this morning. One was the anatomy of an
attempted shake-down; the other story is a profile of an honest-well,
I should say of two honest American businessmen who refused to
buckle under to extreme pressure in a foreign country. I think America
can be proud of Ambassador Crook and lir. Carden. They behaved
honestly and, as far as I can tell, with complete discretion under very
trying circumstances and at considerable sacrifice to both of them and
to the stockholders they represent. The testimony shows that some
businessmen want to act strictly within the law. The question in my
mind is whether the U.S. Government is encouraging or discouraging
such proper and lawful behavior.

There will be a new date set for resumption of these hearings and
that will be announced in the next day or so. This hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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Also present: Richard F. Kaufman, general counsel; George D.

Krumbbhaar, Jr., minority counsel; and M. Catherine Miller, minority
economist.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMNIAN PROXM[IRE

Chairman PPioxxIrzrE. The subcommittee will come to order.
The disclosures of corporate bribes and payoffs have dealt the public

two severe blows.
First is the fact that many of the Nation's largest and most pres-

tigious business firms have stooped to making bribes and have allowed
themselves to be shaken down by foreign government officials.

At the same time, there is a continuing thread running through many
of the payoff disclosures of U.S. Government acquiescence and even
encouragement of the bribery system.

A high official in the Nixon administration once advised that people
should pay attention not to what Government officials say but rather
to what they do.

An application of that guideline to the system of bribery that has
been uncovered may explain the apparent discrepancy between official
statements and official actions.

For example, Secretary William Simon condemns the Lockheed
bribes and other payoffs in the strongest terms. But Secretary Simon
has failed to exercise his authority as Chairman of the Loan Guaranty
Board to require Lockheed to disclose full details of the bribe.

Spokesmen for the Pentagon have also stated publicly their opposi-
tion to bribes and payoffs with regard to foreign military sales. But
behind the scenes the Pentagon has been aware of outrageously high
"sales commissions" and has actually lectured contractors on how to
make payoffs.

One of the things we hope to learn today is whether the State
Department's behavior falls into this pattern. Unfortunately, there
have been allegations that it does.

(151)
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The importance of this question cannot be over-emphasized. The
public has a large stake in international commerce and international
arms sales. The business community certainly has a stake in whether it
must go along with the bribery system.

The economy is influenced by the bribery system directly and indi-
rectly and it is therefore most appropriate that this committee's in-
quiry go forward on the broad range of issues involved in illegal and
improper payments, at home and abroad.

Our witness today is the Honorable Robert S. Ingersoll, Deputy
Secretary of State. Secretary Ingersoll has a distinguished record in
private business as well as with the government. He has been the presi-
dent, chairman of the- board, and chief executive officer for the Borg-
Warner Corp., has served as trustee for the University of Chicago and
the California Institute of Technology; was the U.S. Ambassador to
Japan from 1972 to 1974; and was the Assistant Secretary of State for
East Asian Affairs.

Secretary Ingersoll,-unfortunately, the subcommittee did not obtain
a copy of your statement until afternoon today so I have not had an
opportunity to study it, as carefully as I would like.

Now you may proceed in your own way. It is a very interesting state-
ment and we have a number of questions for you when you conclude.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT S. INGERSOLL, DEPUTY SECRETARY
OF STATE

Mr. INGERSOLL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here today to discuss a serious problem which

bears directly on U.S. foreign relations and economic interests: the
revelations about alleged corrupt practices involving U.S. mu-ltin;a-
tionals abroad.

First, let me again state emphatically that the Department of State
condemns in-the strongest terms any and all corrupt practices involving
corporations, whether United States or foreign. We have stated this
position in several forums recently, but I want to reiterate it here today
as the basis for all the comments I make to you. The Department s
view-and my own personal view as one with experience in business
and Government-is that bribes or other illicit payments cannot be
condoned. Moreover, this is not a new policy. The Department of State
has never condoned such payments.

They are ethically wrong; their disclosure can unfairly tarnish the
reputations of responsible American businessmen; they make it more
difficult for the U.S. Government -to assist U.S. firms in the lawful
pursuit of their legitimateabusiness interests abroad; they encumber
our relations with friendly foreign governments; they 'are, in the long
run, bad business, as firms involved in such practices risk loss of-con-
tracts, sales' and even property';' and they contribute to a deterioration
of the 'genera.1-investment climate.

The 'U.S. Government has taken the position that any investor who
makes illegal payments cannot look to the United States to protect him
from legitimate law enforcement actions by the resp6nsible authorities
of either the host country or of the United States. We support coopera-
tion by the U.S. agencies investigating these cases with responsible for-
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eign authorities who are seeking information consistent with the re-
quirements of the law and procedural fairness.

However, the U.S. Government will provide appropriate diplomatic
protection to American nationals abroad who are not treated fairly in
accordance with international law. We are concerned at threats of
extrajudicial sanctions which may be disproportionate to the offense
and based on unproved allegations. We do not believe that-economic
retaliation is an appropriate response to payments which, although
controversial, are either lawful under the foreign law concerned, or if
unlawful, are subject to specific civil or criminal penalties prescribed
by that law.

Of course, we also oppose such retaliation for failure to make such
payments, as alleged in some recent cases. The Department of State
has a responsibility to assist American businessmen who are treated
unfairly.

In international discussions of enterprise behavior, the United States
has supported two basic principles:

First, all sovereign states have the right to supervise and regulate
the activity of foreign investors in their territory, consistent with the
minimum standards of justice called for by international law.

Second, investors must respect the laws of the nations in which
they operate and conduct -themselves as good corporate citizens of
these nations, refraining from improper interference in their internal
affairs.

Unfortunately, however, in these matters foreign investors and
traders are not always faced with clear-cut choices in unambiguous
circumstances. Instead, they frequently find themselves operating un-
der unclear rules, local customs, and business methods far removed
from those learned in business schoool. A foreign investor who receives
"suggestions" from officials of the host government is placed in a
difficult position. Many courageous businessmen have refused to go
along with questionable practices abroad, and in some cases have had
to forgo business opportunities as a result.

We are told that businessmen from other countries take the view
that what we call improper payments are a basic requirement of the
societies in which they operate, and represent centuries old practices
which no amount of indignation or legislation can change. These busi-
nessmen are reluctant to support either domestic or international legal
action for fear that such measures would not only do no good, but
would also burden commerce and provide a dangerous instrument for
selective application against individual corporations. Some American
businessmen may share this point of view, but increasing numbers are
concluding that some action is necessary to deal with the situation.

What should be done? Obviously, the principal responsibility for
dealing with criminal acts in foreign countries is that of the govern-
ments directly concerned. But we too have a responsibility to make
sure that U.S. laws regulating corporate behavior are vigorously en-
forced, and that official U.S. programs in foreign countries are effec-
tively managed to guard against these practices. The responsible U.S.
agencies are already taking significant steps. The SEC. and the IRS
are giving the problem vigorous attention, and their efforts can be ex-
pected to have a substantial deterrent effect.
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The Departments of State and Defense have taken steps to insure
that foreign governments who purchase defense articles and services
under the foreign military sales program are fully informed of any
agents fees that are included in the price of the goods sold. Under
the applicable regulations, the foreign government is notified of any
such fee at the time of the DOD offer to sell. If the foreign govern-
ment responds that the fee is unacceptable, the American supplier
is advised that DOD will not consider the fee an allowable cost under
the contract.

In several cases foreign governments have established a general
policy that contingent fees are not to be allowed on FMS cases. The
USG has responded to that policy bv adopting a regulation with re-
spect to such countries that no contingent fee will be allowed as an
item for reimbursement unless it is specifically approved in advance
by the purchasingo government.

We believe that our procedures on FMIlS transactions can be fllr-
ther improved, and support the concept of systematic reporting along
the general lines of the pending amendments to the security assistance
bill. Of course. it is important that any such legislation respect the
legitimate need for confidentiality of business information, the public
disclosure of which could harm the competitive position of American
companies.

But this is an international problem and significant progress -will
come only on a broad scale. It is tempting to try to deal with the situa-
tion unilaterally, but there are serious risks for the United States
in such an approach. There is widespread recognition in the Congross
that such unilateral action would put U.S. companies at a serious dis-
advantage in the export trade. Senate .eseluten c.adcept-hl--a
vote of 93 to 0 last November 12. takes note of the trade distorting
effect of corrupt practices and calls upon the executive branch to necuo-
tiate a multilateral agreement to deal with the problem.

We have seen dramatic evidence in recent weeks of the potential
consequences of disclosure in the United States of events which affect
I he vital interests of foreign governments. Preliminary results have
included serious political crises in friendly countries, possible camcel-
lation of major overseas orders for U.S. industries and the risk of
general cooling toward U.S. firms aboard. Manv foreign commentators
and opinion makers have expressed concern about the effects of U.S.
processes in their countries and suggested that the IJnited States has
a responsibility to take into account the interests of its allies when it
is cleaning up its own house.

I wish to state for the record that grievous damage has been done
to the foreign relations of the IJnited States by recent disclosures of
unsubstantiated allegations against foreign officials. As I said, we do
not condone. nor does the U.S. Government condone. bribery by
American corporations overseas. On the other hand, it is a fact that
public discussion in this country of the alleged misdeeds of officials
of foreign governments cannot fail to damage our relations with these
governments.

WVe think there are many advantages to a multilateral approach
which is based on international agreement both as to the basic stand-
ards to be applied in international trade and investment, and the pro-
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cedures to curtail corrupt practices. A coordinated action by exporting
and importing countries would be the only effective way to inhibit
improper activities of this kind internationally. An international
agreement would also help insure that action would be taken against
those who solicit or accept payments, as well as those who offer or make
them.

As a first step we have negotiated strong language condemning
bribery, as part of the voluntary guidelines for multinational enter-
prises which are being drawn up in the OECD.

However, in the area of criminal law, such as bribery, more is
needed. Effective action, consistent with individual rights. nuist be
in accordance with established legal procedures. Thus, in this area
we favor action pursuant to national law and international agreement.

Therefore, I am taking this occasion to announce that the United
States is proposing a multilateral agreement on corrupt practices.

The agreement would be based inter alia on the following principles:
It would apply to international trade and investment transactions

with government, that is, government procurement -and such other
governmental actions affecting international trade and investment
as may be agreed; it would apply equally to those who offer or make
improper payments and those who request or accept them; host-
importing-governments would agree: (1) to establish clear guide-
lines concerning the use of -agents in connection with government pro-
curement and other covered transactions, and (2) to establish appro-
priate criminal penalties for bribery and extortion by enterprises and
government officials; governments would cooperate and exchange in-
formation to help eradicate such corrupt practices; and uniform pro-
visions would be 'agreed for disclosure by enterprises, agents, and offi-
cials of political contributions, gifts, and payments made in connec-
ti on with covered transactions.

Our delegation to the second session of the UN Commission on
Transnational Corporations, now meeting in Lima, has been instructed
to call for such an agreement.

At this point, I would like to say a few words about the Lockheed
case. A number of foreign governments have expressed great concern
about disclosures resulting from Senate investigations, or reports at-
tributed to those investigations, that are said to implicate high offi-
cials. These governments have requested the Department of State's
assistance to obtain the documentation necessary to investigate these
allegations.

The Department has always cooperated fully with foreign govern-
ments whose interests are affected by these disclosures. But we do not
have the corporate documents in question. These, where they exist,
are held by Lockheed, by the Senate Subcommittee on Multinationals
or by the SEC subject to a court order.

Press reports have given the erroneous impression that the State
Department has not been responsive to the requests of foreign gov-
ernments for information developed on this matter. This is not the
caise. The Department has been concerned that premature public dis-
closure of unsubstantiated charges against foreign officials might un-
fairly damage the rights of individuals and cause serious problems
in U.S. relations with other countries.
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However, we have never questioned the need for friendly foreign
governments to have access to the information to carry on their own
legitimate investigations, and we have taken appropriate steps to
facilitate that access.

In recent days we have been consulting urgently with the SEC and
with the Department of Justice to develop a procedure that would
facilitate the exchange of information with interested foreign govern-
ments. Under this procedure, the Department of Justice would enter
into cooperative arrangements with the responsible law enforcement
agencies of other interested governments, as it has done in past cases
of interest to more than one government. It will arrange for the ex-
change of information in accordance with the traditional procedures
established to protect the integrity of criminal investigations and the
rights of individuals affected.

That is to say, foreign law enforcement officials would be expected
to assure that information secured from U.S. sources would be treated
on a confidential basis until such time as the foreign law enforcement
agency had decided that it wished to proceed with a criminal prosecu-
tion against a particular individual.

Should any exchange of information require modification of the
court order in the SEC-Lockheed case, the Government will be pre-
pared to propose suitable amendments to the court.

Finally, let me say that the Department of Justice is already mak-
ing inquiries to determine whether overseas payments and related
activities by Lockheed have involved violations of U.S. law. This mat-
ter is being pressed with vigor. It should be understood, however, that
foreign governments have an equal interest in prosecuting offenses
against their laws. and in some cases the nature of the alleged wrong-
doing is such that foreign law enforcement officials have an even more
urgent need to proceed than U.S. law enforcement officials. These
varying priorities will have to be resolved by mutual discussion be-
tween our Department of Justice and foreign law enforcement officials.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we are proposing two new actions to
deal with the international bribery problem. First, a multilateral
agreement to be negotiated within the United Nations system to help
deter and punish such activities by enterprises, agents, and govern-
ment officials.

Second, a framework for bilateral cooperation with foreign law
enforcement agencies with which we can make satisfactory arrange-
ments for the exchange of evidence. We are hopeful that these initia-
tives will prove to be effective.

Chairman PROX-31RE. Thank you very much, Mr. Seoretary. We
appreciate your testimony.

The announcement of a proposed multilateral agreement on corpo-
rate practices is very welcome. It is also very intriguing. I hope we
can get more information on this proposal and I wonder if you could
elaborate on it somewhat.

For example, most, if not all countries, now have criminal laws
against bribery and against extortion. How would the new agreement,
which would make such actions crimes, change anything?,

Mr. INGERSOLL. Make such what?
Chairman PNoxRm . Which would make such actions crimes, how

would this change anything that we have now?
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Mr: INGERSOLL. Well, I think it is rather premature to say exactly
how this might come oilt because it is being proposed that a special
group be formed in the U.N. Commission on Multinational Corpora-
-tions to pursue this subject. We have not given our delegates there any
more guidelines than the general guidelines because we think it is up
to the people in this special group to come up with what they think
would be appropriate.

Chairman PROXMIRE. You see the problem that I am trying to get at
is that we found that law enforcement can be very effective within a
.country's borders. In some cases it is a little more effective than
others but it can be more effective. The U.N. has never impressed me as
-a very effective enforcement organization. I think it is a great organiza-
-tion and I strongly believe in it, but it does not give me much con-
fidence that if we work this way we can strengthen the law enforce-
ment operations iut countries that do not seem to have the will now
-to act against crimes of this kind.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I think that if you can get agreement by a
large proportion of the members, I think you will have at least a
moral obligation on the part of those governments to pursue their
*own laws or to even establish-

Chairman PRoxrwmE. Well, they have that now; don't they?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Except they do not have international pressure on

them because there is no such agreement.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I wonder how strong that international pres-

*sure really is. We have a situation now with Japan where they are
just pleading to get information in the Lockheed case for example
and both houses of their legislature passed resolutions asking for it.
*The Prime Minister has asked for it. The Ambassador has asked for
it. Yet they cannot seem to get that information.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I propose, I suggested in this statement the
means by which they and other governments can get access, but we
believe it would be premature to release information of an allegation
nature until it has been investigated by their agencies and ours who are
responsible for law enforcement.

Chairman PRoxMnuE. Well, I want to come to that a little later.
-Let me ask you, Are you proposing a treaty that would have to be
ratified by the Senate or would it be an Executive agreement?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think it would be one ratified by the Senate. We
would consider it a treaty; yes.

Chairman PRox1rIRE. Isn't this a cumbersome, protracted type of
undertaking? Why wouldn't it make more sense for us to act uni-
laterally whenever U.S. firms are concerned, Mr. Ingersoll, to the
extent it. is legally possible for us to act. And if other countries follow
our example and want to enter into an agreement with us, then fine.

Mr. INGERSOLL. I see nothing wrong with the U.S. Government
acting on U.S. corporations operating within the United States. I
think you get into a fuzzy area when you begin to prosecute for actions
outside the United States where foreign citizens may be involved and
evidence may have to be gathered from those foreign citizens outside
the United States.

Chairman PROXMiRE. Well, if a crime is committed outside of the
United States, why should not we provide all the information promptly

7S-547-77-1l
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and not in a matter of months or years but within a matter of days to
the appropriate law enforcement officials? We haven't done that in
the Lockheed. We haven't done in some other cases. Why not?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I am not a lawyer but I believe we normally try to
keep evidence in the hands of the law enforcement agencies until
they have developed a case. I have been told that you can jeopardize
the case by prematurely leaking information on the particular situa-
tion at hand.

Chairman PRoxmiRE. Now you say, and I quote: "As a first step we
have negotiated strong language condemning bribery, as part of the
voluntary guidelines for multinational enterprises which are being
drawn up in the OECD. However, in the area of criminal law, such
as bribery, more is needed."

Well what do you have set up to provide for an inspection system
and for an enforcement system? What are you proposing in the way
of penalties and in the way of making this really have the firmness
and effectiveness that would inspire credibility ?

Mr. INGERSOLL. As I mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman, I think that
is up to the U.N. Commission that is studying this problem in Lima
at the present time. I would not want to prejudge their recommenda-
tions on this. The first step that I refer to is a guideline for multi-
national corporations that covers much more than corrupt practices
or bribery. It covers a whole gamut of practices by multinational
corporations. When I referred to the criminal situation, I am referring
primarily to -bribery. That is the area where we think that this inter-
national agreement is necessary. The first is a voluntary agreement,
or it is suggested that it be a voluntary agreement, because the cir-
cumstances of multinational corporations are so diverse that it is
almost impossible to get an agreemient that everybody will subscribe
to. But when it comes to bribery, criminal -bribery, we see no reason
for any discretion and we believe that an international agreement,
Senator, should be developed by such a U.N. body.

Chairman PROXMIEE. Well, I am trying to see how specific, how
far you have been able to go. And I realize you have to leave much
of this to the UN agency that is studying it for the full details. But
you say, for example: "It would apply equally to those who offer or
make improper payments." Now you say that is more than bribes.
What else do you have in mind? Would you be as specific as possible?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I am not sure what they will come up with.
In this country, improper payments include political contributions.
In other countries they are not improper. So I think it is up to this
group to determine what they call "improper." Another one might
be excessive commissions where the amount of the commission is un-
reasonable in relation to the amount of sale. Commissions in them-
selves are not improper if they are related in the amount to the sale
itself or the amount of effort required to make the sale.

Chairman PROXMIIIE. What did you have in mind when you said,
"clear guidelines concerning the use of agents in connection with
government procurement?" What kind of guidelines? Can you give
me an example or two?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, there have been some countries in recent
months that have decided that any military sales to their govern-
ments should not have any agent or commission involved. Other gov-
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-ernments rely on ageAt9.Therefore, I think it .is going to have t'be
spelled ut that if -a country specifically excludes an agent in a trans-
-action, then that would apply in their case. In other, countries, an-
-agent with a reasonable commission for his effort is proper.

Chairman PROXmRE.- Is- there -some danger that this might result
in enfeebling the present restrictions that some countries have in order
;toget to the lowest common denominator :
; Mr. INGERSOLL. That is iip to the country.

Chairman PRoxx-iRB. In order to make sure that you don't lose a
-competitive advantage to a country that might have an easier system?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I- don't see that there would be any disadvantage to
-a country if. they wanted to exclude -all commissions, because every-
body involved would be under the same rules. If some country said,.
"we are going to have an agent or commission,' then everybody: -has
the same rules. So I don't think it would be a disadvantage.. -

Chairman Ptoxxn&iR. Then.you say, "governments should cooperate-
.and exchange information to help eradicate such corrupt processes.".
What information would be exchanged and would it be made public?

Mr. INGERsoLL. If there were-a criminal action, and I refer to- the
-process that we would suggest, I would say when the case is brought;
-to trial or for an indictment, then I would think, yes, it would be made
public. Prior to that time I think it would be -improper.

Chairman PRoxarmE. Senator Helms. - . ;
Senator HELMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. - - -

Mr. Ingersoll, I listened with. interest. to: your statement. It was
.quite eloquent and the thrust is one that I think all of us would agree
with essentially. I do have'some problem, sir, however in your tense.-
I-notice throughout the- statement- that you used the present tense im

-asserting that bribes and other illicit payments "cannot be condoned"-
and so forth.

Now, when Mr. Haughton appeared before the Banking Committee,
-some weeks ago, I asked-him specifically whether he had any impres-t
sion that the State Department -and/or the Defense -Department:

-knew about the alleged-kickbacks and bribes and consultant fees at
the time. I recall, Mr. Chairman, that'before responding he consulted-
with his attorney. He did not give an unequivocal answer, but -he did-
indicate clearly -that both- State and Defense did indeed- have an
awareness of this.- - - -

So my question to vou-: Did the State.Department in the past have
-any knowledge about these kinds of alleged transactions? -

Mr. INGERSOLL. What time frame are you talking about, Senator:
-Senator HELMS. You may select your own time frame, sir. I partic-

-ularly want to 'know whether at any' time the State Department had'
-known -about these transactions? - - - -

-Mr. INGERSOLL. I- would like to refer you, to the first page of. my
statement when I say: "The Department of State has never condoned

-such-payments." You are perhaps- quarreling-with my tense in a-few
placesand Itried to makeit--

Senator HEi~is. "I wasn't quarreling with it. I just want- to- know-
what the facts are.:sir.. - . - - - . - * -
-:Mr. TNGE0soLL. Well, thou were saying that it may.- be- in- the future-

'but on'the very first page I say: "The Department of State has never-
condoned such agreements."
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Chairman PROXMiRE. Would the Senator yield? You said "condone"
but Senator Helms' question is whether you knew about it. That is
quite different.

Senator HELMrS. Precisely.
Mr. INGERSOLL. I am coming to that. I want to be sure it is under-

stood we have never condoned such payments.
Now, whether or not we knew about them, as far as I know we did

not know about them until they were brought to our attention after the
'EC made their investigation. That was our first knowledge.

Senator HELMS. In other words, you are saying that at no time, to
the best of your knowledge, did the State Department ever close its
eyes to information it had, Mr. Ingersoll, that this sort of practice may
have been going on? At no time?

Mr. INGERSOLL. As far as I know, Senator Helms.
Senator HELMS. Did the State Department ever discuss this problem

with a foreign government prior to the more highly publicized episodes
that have occurred?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, my tenure in the State Department goes back
only 4 years and almost 2 of those were in Japan. But in the time I
have been in Washington I have not known of any.

Senator HELMS. Prior to-
Mr. INGERSOLL. Are you referring primarily to Lockheed or are you

talking about any other case?
Senator HELMS. I want to know about all companies, sir.
Mr. INGERSOLL. I don't know of any.
Senator HELMS. If you have any information about another com-

pany, I want to know about that.
Mr. INGERsoLL. No, I didn't. Nc, I Just wanted to .ow it you were

referring to Lockheed.
Senator HELMS. Are you aware whether the State Department at

any time even discussed formulation of a policy to deal with such
situations as this? Now, again I am using the frame of reference prior
to the more highly publicized episodes?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, the first time that this came to my attention
was in connection with the United Brands case in Honduras. That is of
rather recent vintage, of sometime last year.

Senator HELMS. You may have covered this in your statement prior
to my arrival, Mr. Ingersoll, but has the State Department ever
instructed our ambassadors to announce that no bribes or kickbacks
would be tolerated and that the Embassy would assist the U.S. firms in
resisting extortion?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I would say that this particular run of cases really
began about last year. We have circulated to the Embassies the response
that we have given particularly in the case of the United Brands case.
In that case we gave the Embassies our response in that case, which was
by letter. And gave them copies of that.

We have also circulated the public statements that we make saying
that we condemn any kind of an action of this type. We have not
given any specific instructions to the embassies other than the ones they
have. So I would say we have kept them informed and we have, by
our general instructions, expected them to report anything of this
type.
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Senator I{EIAMS. Very well. Has any ambassador abroad ever re-
quested assistance from Washington to help solve this problem? Now,
I would prefer, sir, to have your impression from a date prior to the
highly publicized episode with which we are dealing specifically now.

fMr. INGERSOLL. Well, as I say, I was not aware of this until last year.
I have no knowledge of it before that time.

Senator IfrMS. Is it possible Secretary Kissinger would have more
knowledge about it than you?

Mr. INGERsolL. Well, he came to the Department about 3 or 4
months before I did so perhaps in that short time he would have.

Senator HELMs. Are you speaking for Secretary Kissinger in this
connection as to the specific questions I have asked?

Mr. INGERsoLL. Well, I don't know. I would think that I would
have as much information on that as he would because we share all of
this. As I say, there were 3 or 4 months that he was Secretary of State
before I came on as Assistant Secretary of State.

Senator HELMs. So you are saying, if I may summarize it-and cor-
rect me if I am wrong-so you are saying, sir, that the State Depart-
ment had absolutely no knowledge of anything of this sort going on
at any time prior to the time frame that we are talking about?

Mr. INGERsOLL. I can only say to my knowledge, Senator, we did not
have.

Senator HELms. You have not heard it discussed?
Mr. INGERsOLL. I have not.
Senator HELMs. You have not heard it discussed in executive ses-

sions at the State Department?
Mr. INGERSOLL. No.
Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, I renew my suggestion that we call

Secretary Kissinger and find out what he knows about this.
Chairman PRoxm1iRE. Well, I renew my reaction, which is that that

is an excellent idea. We will do that within the Banking Committee.
That is where you made your request.

Senator HELMS. Very well.
Chairman PROXMIRE. That is a good idea. Now, Mr. Secretary, you

were a businessman for many years. I presume you had some direct
involvement in international sales with Borg-Warner? Were you
aware of a system of bribery and payoffs when you were there?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXmnRE. You were aware?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXmmRE. Did your company make any such payments?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Not that I know of.
Chairman PRoxmuuE. What was the extent of your awareness?
Mr. INGERSOLL. It was general knowledge that you frequently lost

business because you didn't pay off, and our policy was not to pay off.
Chairman PRoxmm E. Well, if you lost business, to whom did you

lose business?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Supposedly it was to those who made the payoffs.
Chairman PRox1nRE. Did you lose business to any American firms?
Mr. INGERSOLL. I can't say for sure, but I would imagine there were

some American firms, and there were certainly many foreign firms.
Chairman PRoxMmE. If there were some American firms, did you

call on the State Department for assistance?
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* Mr. INGERSOLL. No, because it was- in a foreign. country'. It is not
something that we felt the State Department could change. in the
customs of that country. '
- Chairman PRoxxiRE. It seems to me that is precisely: the 'place
-where only the State Department -could readly beb tof assistance. I
realize they can't change it, but they could- at least make representa-
tions'on- behalf of businessmen who are being hurt by ,this kind of
conduct, couldn't they?
- Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I will tell you frankly when I first started call-
ing on American embassies, I didnit find' 'I: got enough help from
'them so I didn't make many repeat calls.. " '-

Chairman PROXAMUE. I hope you have changed that since you have
been -one of'the top people in the State Department.

Mr., INGERSOLL. It was changed before I 'came to the State Depart-
ment. It was in the latter part of the 1960's it began to' change. They
began to recognize the need to pay more attention to economic policy.

-Chairmtan' PROXMIRE. Well, I 'want to comeUto that in a 'minute in
'connection with a case I think you expect.me to inquire about. Before
I do'thatJI would like to ask you some questions about kLocl~heed. You
were. Ambassador to 'Japan -during the period l-vhei'dt 'least some of'
the bribes and payoffs by Lockheed to Japainese officials took -place.
Were you aware formally Qr informally of any of these payoffs while'
you were Ambassador?-'''' '-

Mr. INGERSOLL. I was not. .
Chairman PROXMIRE. Can- you~ state ca'tegorically that yoiiwere not

aware of the bribery in Japan or any other countiy in connection with
the foreign military sales program during your tehure-as Ambassador
or Assistant Secretary and 'onur prent cpanitv, e~xceht the revela-
tions made in.the press and the official he'arinig's -

Mr. INGERSOLL.' That is -true,'except some ofthlese have',come to us
,and been publicized since. 'The' first one I mentioned was one I. think.
came to the State Department first-the; United*Biands' case.

Chairman PROXMIRuE. Can .you tell us Whait actioin'y'ou have taken
'about the bribes that did come to oiir attention,- i'f 'any2:

Mr. INGERSOLL. On United. Brands' we refused a. request from'the
'company to assist in suppressing the information that was suggested
to us, Sen'ator, on the grounds that revelation might be contrary' to
foreign policy interests... '- :

Chairman PRoXRnIE. Well;, I want'to 'c6me to that, too. But before'
1I do let me ask this. Supposing you were informed of the bri'fbes'while
you were Ambassador to Japan.'What actibns would' you have taken
under those circumstances? ' '

Mr. INGERSOLL. I would report it to the Department.
Chairman PROXMTLRE. Is that all? Would.you have just reported 'it?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I think it w6uld be up to Washington to give

'me guidance on what kinds of actions they would like to-have-me take..
Chairman PROXMIRE. Would you have made any protestations to the

.Governme'nt of. Japan and inform them? Wouldn't that be the action
'of a friendly.country if they 1kew of a cirie that'had been committed'
'in their country?

Mr. INGERSOLL. It depends on what kind of informaton had come
to my attention and how, much assurande'I had that it was correct..
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-Without investigating authority or the- ability to run down a rumor,
I think it would be very difficult to make protestations-to-the Govern-
ment until I knew more about it.
* Chairman PROXMiRE. Well, why wouldn't it have been the proper
policy to have taken whatever action you could, Mr. Ingersoll, -to in-
quire of Lockheed directly, and to ask the State Department to get
whatever information they could get, and then in turn make that
available to the Japanese Government?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I didn't know that any of this was going on. i
i'Chairman PRoxMiRE. 'I know, but I am saying why wouldn't that
have been a proper policy if you had been the Ambassador at the time
when this was going on or if you were' informed when you were
Ambassador ?

Mr. INGERsoLL. I think it is pretty hard to answer a hypothetical
question without knowing the exact circumstances or the facts in the
case. I can't make a general reply without knowing just what it would
have been.

Chairman PROXMUIE. Well, then what has changed in the attitude of
the embassies ? You -are acting just the way. you acted or as you. said
the embassies acted back in the early 1960's.

Mr. INGERSOLL. No, I don't think so.
Chairman PRoxMRE. -I don't see that, you have done anything

different. . . :.- .. I
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I didn't know of it; so, without the knowledge,

I could not make the protestation or even report to the Department.
Chairman PROXIiEn' But all you said you do is tell the Departmei4.

You wouldn't take any other action ?
- Mr. 'INGERSOLL. I can't tell what action would have taken place after
-I have ieported'it toth& Department.

Chairman PROxM'Im. All right, sir, let me pursue that in this way.
You are now one of; the top people in the State Department. As I
understand' it, you are' No. ;2 -man. If you received- such. a report
from an' emhbassy, what actibon would you advise taking now? Wh'at is
your understanding of the' abti o that the State Department would be
expected.to take under present policy ?
- Mr. INGERSOLL. If it were a request from -a company and they could
give me reasonable evidence that the act took place, I would certainly
recommend a protest to the goverinment, if it were a governiment that

.was involved, .
* Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, what'kind of evidence do you want?

These people who solicit-bribes are pretty cagey and careful. They are
'Inot going to leave 'anything in writing: Do you want a photograph
or a tape recording or, what kind of hard evidence cd1 yqu need?

Mr. INGERSOLL. .Well-' .

Chairman PRoxMmRE. After all if it is a reputable businessman why
-isn't it proper to pass onto the foreign government the allegation, Mr.
Ingersoll, with the uilderstanding,'with.the clear expression, that'this

ris simply an allegation for them. to investigate,'if they wish, but it
-comes from a source which we- can ascertain is a reputable firm..

'Mr. INGERSOLL. I'think if we have thatlkind of evidence,wecetainlv
should.pass :': -

Chairman PRoxXaRE. All, right, sir, iiow'the State Department ec-
-pressed its concern about possibleforeign policy repercussions if the
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.details of the Lockheed bribes were disclosed. You did that, I under-
stand, to the court. Since then the Japanese Government formally
requested details including the names of recipients of the bribes. And
because of the court's position the Japanese Government has not been
able to secure those. So what the State Department's official response
to that request and have the details been given to the Government of
Japan?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I would like to say that a letter was sent to the
court by Secretary Kissinger on the 28th of November, last year.

I would just like to quote from that letter because there has been
a lot of-

Chairman PRoxxIRE. Would you give us that letter so we can make
that part of the record?

Mr. INGERsOLL. Surely.
[The letter referred to follows:]

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Washington, D.C., November 28, 1975.

Hon. EDWARD H. LEvI,
Attorney General

DEAR MR. ATTORNEY GENERAL: I am writing to request that you exercise yourauthority under section 516 of Title 28 of the United States Code to file a Sug-gestion of Interest of the United States in a matter now pending before JudgeJohn H. Pratt, United States District Court for the District of Columbia. The casebefore Judge Pratt, Securities and Bxochange Commission v. Lockheed Aircraft
Corp. et. al., Misc. No. 75-0189, concerns the effort of the Securities and Ex-change Commission to enforce a subpoena and subpoena duces tecum of June 19,1975, against the Lockheed Corporation. The subpoenas are for testimony and the
production of documents in connection with an investigation of allegedly im--proper activities by Lockheed, including unreported payments to foreign officials.
Lockheed has filed a cross-motion and proposed an order which would require
the company to comply with the subpoenas, with provision. however. for protec-
tion from public disclosure of the names and nationalities of certain foreign
persons identified in the subpoenaed documents or in future depositions.

On November 19, 1975, Rogers and Wells, Counsel for Lockheed wrote to meformally requesting the Department of State to file a Suggestion of Interest in
the case. Accordingly, officers of the Department have examined some of the
documents under subpoena which contain the names of officials of friendly
foreign governments alleged to have'received covert payments from Lockheed.
As the Department has stated on many occasions, the making of any such pay-
ments and their disclosure can have grave consequences for significant foreign
relations interests of the United States abroad. We reiterate our strong con-
demnation of any such payments, but we must note that premature disclosure
of third parties of certain of the names and nationalities of foreign officials at
this preliminary stage of the proceedings in the present case would cause damage
to United States foreign relations. We wish to emphasize that our expressions
of Interest pertains only to a very small number of documents. We would be
pleased, should Judge Pratt so desire, to have representatives of the Department
meet with him and counsel for the parties in camera, and discuss the precise
limits of the Department's area of concern.

The Department has stated and reaffirms Its resolve not to shield American
firms which have made such payments from legitimate law enforcement actions
by responsible authorities of either the host country or the United States. Our
interest in having certain documents in this case protected grows simply out of
our desire that documents which contain uncorroborated, sensational and poten-
tially damaging information not be made public as long as that Is not necessary
for purposes of effective law enforcement. The Department of State wishes to
make clear that It requests protection for the foreign policy interests of the
United States only to the extent that this can be accomplished without Impeding
Investigation and enforcement actions by authorized agencies of the United
States. In this case, the Department of State -respectfully defers to the judgment
of the Court as to whether a protective order can be fashioned which wil pre-vent premature disclosure to third parties of the names and nationalities of cer-
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tain foreign officials without Impeding access to the information in question by
appropriate law enforcement bodies.

I would appreciate your bringing the views of the Department of State on this
matter to the attention of Judge Pratt

Best regards,
HENRY A. KissIGE&.

Mr. INGERsoLL But it goes on to say, Senator:
Officers of the Department have examined some of the documents under sub-

pena which contain the names of officials of friendly foreign governments alleged
to have received covert payments from Lockheed.

It goes on to say:
Our interest in having certain documents in this case protected grows simply

out of our desire that documents which contain uncollaborated, sensational and
potentially damaging information not be made public as long as that is not
necessary for purposes of effective law enforcement. The Department of State
wishes to make clear that it requests protection for the foreign policy interests
of the United States only to the extent that this could be accomplished without
impeding investigation and enforcement actions by authorized agencies of the
United States.

And then it goes on:
In this case, the Department of State respectfully defers to the judgment of

the court as to whether a protective order can be fashioned which will prevent
premature disclosure to third parties of the names and nationalities of certain
foreign officials without impeding access to the information in question by
appropriate law enforcement bodies.

Chairman PROXmIE. It seems to me that puts a tremendous burden
on the court. After all, the State Department is far better equipped to
determine and make a judgment as to whether or not a foreign country
can provide protection for the innocent. It would seem to me in a case
of a country like Japan with its excellent record in this regard, that
you would 'be able to provide Japan or provide many countries with
this information, with the understanding that they would not disclose
information that might damage innocent people.

Mr. INounsoLa. This is just the procedbure that I proposed in my
statement.

IChairman PROxmRE. Well, you asked the court to make the judg-
ment.

Mr. INGERsoLL. No, that was at that time before the procedure was
established.

Chairman PROXm=RE. Well, let me ask you this then. Has the State
Department to date provided, taken action to see that that information
is made available to the Government of Japan ?
* Mr. INGERsouL. The State Department has been discussing with the

SEC and the Justice Department that this procedure-
Chairman PROXMRE. You say, "discussing." This has been discussed

for weeks and weeks and weeks.
Mr. INGERsOLL. Well I was saying through this discussion the pro-

cedure has been established. And the Justice Department is now m a
position to provide documents to interested foreign governments.

Chairman PRoxmnp. When was this established?
Mr. INGERsoLL. Last week.
Chairman PROxmRE. When was Japan notified?
Mr. INGERsoLL. This is the announcement today to all governments

and not just Japan, because there are other governments involved.



_`ChariidaIRnoPixitk . Ytho 'jhi ajfnoui'cd' t today- for th~e'flrst'tnime
.Ni.,INGERsOLL.,Right. .,

Mhairman 'PROXlIRE. Let me see 'if I understand precisely .what you
are saying. Are you saying now that this information will be; released?

WEt. T16s6LL Will be made available.
Chairman PROXMME. 'Will be-made:available?:K-I.should sayn.'bot

rDl.~eiaasved,;,bwillbe, made:availabletotheJapanese.Government. .-- :

ibMris-2oGRsoLu.-,Wellb I-ltried-to point out; that' thisr:does.-not apply,
only to the Japanese Government but all interested governments -Z a '

Chairman PROXMMIE. I understand, but as far as-Lockheed is con-
cerned, there is5a specific situation. -
j IN'Ir. ^.ZNGERSQ. *2h~e.re ,e specific c , ovev n, ments as,>

'XChairffi'an PRoxinf' Thete're indeed,-but-I am talking-about'that'

Mrd IuINGERSOLL. icldu lbe deaila~ble to the, aT Pa?
nese Government and any other government that would request;it;

Chairman PROXMRE. When will they get it? . .-
, NGERSupto the SEC andthe Suommittfe on

iNul1 Mr. on~ CHr tinQ a~nd t-h ei JusticTprien'>p to Wf~ork~lgt~
o~ut 'ifth t'e law; enforiceing agency pf ,the foreign government., , -,..X

~Cha~irma~nLPRo±~rntE. W~ell, Iithink'-what is liktely to happen-'-and;
we had a hearing just the other day as ,you know- whe'n-4wehad'Mr.;
IHaiack 'and..hairman "Hill.'of the' SEC-''and it~ was apparent. there
thatt theie is negotiation going -on now between' the SEC'and' Lock--,
hieed. A~nd- that negotiation is to -determine thenmethod -in which an
investigation will- be'fmade of. the Lockheed payments, that is, who
will.make: the' investigation. it will- be the directors> of Lockliexe!
pre'sumably and-some ind'ependent person perhaps. Ifthat is d6ne, that.
investigation,'is-.expected- to 'take 6 months. Do you think that 'is
satisfactory? .. ': -: , - ''!' - -

.rMr.. INGERsoLm;. I thinikit is if- it protectsinnocent'people who might
have their reputations damaged by unsubstantiated allegations.' ,
- Chliiriiian- PROXMIR. But 'as Mr. Haack pointed out-and as-we all

know, innocent people have been virtually destroyed by the rumors-and:
allegatiohs. Fo'r the life of me I can't understand. why- it takes months
and months and the major part of a year to make available informa-'
ti6n'thatlhould -be ita-therVdire7t and 'siipke.'The-fact isgthat Lockheed
mnadepayeinnts and they-admitted it. The-piid'-$24 niillion in illegal1
payments abroad and about $8 hillion in: Jpaln::I can''t for the life of'
nte'~uindetstand-'why 'that- cannot he made evi'den(. They-cannot say
those checks were made to a specific agent by' name. They mulst have.
b'een-:;ffadt6,oa-..niiftbertof agents in' J~pah.' -If'thev couild 'give that,
that country and the other countries involVed' could investi'gate it. But'
they' hav- a beginninig th'en-and 'they know whiere to go if tiey 'do
that: Thay'hav6 the docimentatiof for the start; .- ' ' '

Mr.' 14 I si;::2*Wel, IT have §uigested'a' prbcdss by whikh that'cani
take place by any foreign govekrimient that wishles to a6'ail'themselves
of this procedure. r. '

. See ietter'ftoit air. rnukrsoll-of Mar.971, 1076, appendix p.;187 -.,-..
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Chairman PRoxMnI. Well, that sounds like a mighty cumbersome
detailed procedure. You go to a Federal court and you go to a con-
gressional committee and Goverrnent agencies.

Mr. INGERSOLL. No, I said in my statement that we would ask the
courts to modify their order to make this possible.

Chairman PROXMIrE. When did you ask the court to do that?
Mr. INGERSOLL. I said we would do so. I didn't say we had.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, when would you?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Whenever we get a request.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You mean you haven't gotten a request from

the Japanese Government?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Not for that, no sir. And it may not be necessary.

It may be possible to transfer these documents without the court order
beinog modified.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, at any rate you are telling me that in the
event a foreign government like Japan or Holland or whatever the
foreign government is, wishes to secure this information, that if they
make the protestation to the Department of State, you will in turn go
to the court and ask the court to modify their restrictions so that
under proper safeguards, Mr. Ingersoll, this will be made available to
the foreign countries. Is that right?

Mr. INGERSOLL. That is right.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Do you want to modify that?
Mr. INGERSOLL. I understand that the preliminary judgment of the

SEC is that there will be no need for the modification of the court
order. So that the process could be implemented immediately.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, you made that clear but let's see if I
understand it now. By "immediately" you mean that could be done
today?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think that each government will have to make its
arrangements with our Justice Department.

Chairman PROXMiRE. So you are saying that instead of going to the
State Department, the foreign government can go directly to the
Justice Department?

Mr. INGERSOLL. They will make their requests to us. We in turn would
ask the Justice Department to be in touch with their Minister of Jus-
tice or law enforcement agency in that country.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Senator Helms.
Senator HELMS. Mr. Ingersoll, I certainly don't want to even have

the appearance of badgering you, and I don't want to belabor the
point, but I am somewhat mystified in the light of all the reports that
have come to me, sir, that apparently at the State Department during
all of these years when these things were alleged to have occurred, that
there was a complete "hear no evil and see no evil."

Now, just tell me this one more time. Nobody at the State Depart-
ment ever dreamed anything of this sort was going on at any time?
I am talking about the official top-echelon people.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I probably was in a position to be closer to it
than anybody else because I was in Japan at the time. And the only
thing that I heard was that people were cutting price to get the order.
Now, that is done all over the world both in this country and elsewhere.
So that I did not see that that was any reason for me to report to the
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State-IDepartmint- or anywhere else or .tb complain to the Japanese
Government.

Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, I think I have no further questions:
'Chairman PROXMIRE. Mr. Ingersoll, you said earlier that unilateral

action should be taken only with respect to acts committed within the
United States. Suppose a firm's international sales are subsidized by
our Goveriiment with a low-interest loan or a loan guarantee? Should
our Government take no unilateral action with respect to such' a firm
that we know is engaging in bribes in a foreign country?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, we suggested we subscribe to the-I think
both the House and Senate have come up with an amendment to the
Foreign Military Sales Act whereby it is required that they disclose
any such payments or any actions on their part of this type. We cer-
tainly do subscribe to that requirement. I think this would give our
Government an opportunity to see whether there are any improper
payments.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now, with respect to foreign military sales,
in your statement you say:

Defense and State have taken steps to insure that governments who make
purchases under the foreign military sales program are fully informed of any
agent's fees that are included in the price of the goods sold.

Is this a recent action?
Mr. INGERSOLL. I would say on a universal basis, yes, but it has

been done selectively in recent years.
Chairman PROXMUIE. When was it taken on a universal basis?
Mr. INGERSOLL. I will have to'supply that for the record. I 'don't

ireally know.
Chairman PROXMIRE. How recently roughly? Can you tell us that?

Was it the last week or two?
Mft. INGERSOLL. I know some cases were last year but I don't know

whether it went before that. That is the first time it came to my
attention.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Was it done by Executive order or regula-
tion or an oral understanding or what?
*'Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, it was a regulation-of the Defense Department
which primarily handles the FMS contracts.

Chairman PROXMIEE. Would you get us a copy of that and send it
to the committee?
- Mr. INGERSOLL. Surely.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

[Telegram]

To: CSA Washington, D.C.; CNO Washington, D.C.; CSAF Washington, D.C.;
CARMISH MAAG Tehran, Iran; CJUSMAG, Athens, Greece; GJUSMAG
Bangkok, Thailand; CJUSMAG Seoul, Korea; CMAAG Addis Ababa, Ethio-
pia; CMAAG Ankara, Turkey; CMAAG Bonn, Germany; CMAAG Copen-
hagen, Denmark; CMAAG Lima, Peru; CMAAG Lisbon, Portugal; CMAAG
Madrid, Spain; CMAAG Manila, Philippines; CMAAG Oslo, Norway;
CMAAG Paris, France; CMAAG Rome, Italy; CMAAG Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic; CMAAG Taipei, Taiwan; CMAAG The Hague, Nether-
lands; USDAO Canberra, Australia; USMTM Dhahran, Saudi Arabia;
COMUSMILGP Burenos Aires, Argentina; COMUSMILGP Caracas, Vene-
zuela; COMUSMILGP Guatemala City, Guatemala; COMUSMILGP La Paz,
Bolivia; COMUSMILGP Montevideo, Uruguay; COMUSMILGP Panama
City, Panama; COMUSMILGP Quito, Ecuador; COMUSMILGP Rio de
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Janeiro, Brazil; COMUS-MILGP San Salvador; COMUSMIILGP San Jose,Costa Rica; COMUSMILGP Santo Domingo; COMUSMILGP Tesucigalpa,
Honduras; COMUSMILGP Asuncion, Paraguay; USDAO Vienna, Austria;COMUSMILGP Managua, Nicaragua; CMDAO Tokyo, Japan; CHMAAGBrussels, Belgium; JBUSMC Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; USDAO Jakaria, In-donesia; USDAO Tel Aviv, Israel; USDAO Amman, Jordan; AMEMB
Kuwait, Kuwait; USDAO Beirut, Lebanon; CHUSBMISH Monrovia,
Liberia; USDAO Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; USDAO Mexico City, Mexico;CHMUSLO Rabat, Morocco; USDAO Wellington, New Zealand; USDAOIslamabad, Pakistan; USDAO New Delhi, India; USDAO Singapore;
USDAO Stockholm, Sweden; USDAO Berne, Switzerland; USDAO Tunis,Tunsia; USDAO London, England; USCINCEUR Vaihingen, Germany;USCINCSO Quarry, Heights, Canal Zone; and CINCPAC Honolulu, Hawaii.

From: A5D :I8A(6A)/OSAA/T5.
Subject: Agents fees/commissions for foreign military sales.
References: (A) DA MSG 1109002 Jul 75 (Nutal) ; (B) AFLGPC Letter dated 1July 75 Sub;: agent's fees/commissions for foreign military sales (Nutal);and (C) CNM procurement planning memorandum (PPM) number 27 dated

3 July 75 (Notal).1. The following outlines current policies for the inclusion of agent's feesfor foreign military sales and supersedes previous policies issued on subject.
2. Unless a purchasing government has indicated to contrary (see paragraph5 below) it is policy of Department of Defense that all agent's fees anticipatedto be included in FMS contracts be made known to purchasing government priorto or in conjunction with submission of letter of offer to that government. Suchadvice will include (a) the name and address of the agent(s) ; (b) the estimate

of the proposed fee, along with a statement as to the percentage of sale involved
if such fee is based on a percentage of the sale price; and (c) a statement
indicating one of the following, whichever is applicable: (I) appropriate of-
ficials within the U.S. DOD consider the fee to be fair and reasonable; (II) in
the event only a portion of the proposed fee is considered fair and reasonable, astatement to this effect together with the rationale therefore; or (III) the USGcannot determine reasonableness of hte proposed fee. The most appropriate
means of providing such advice normally will be as a "note" to the letter of
offer. Such a note may also include the contractor's explanation of and/or
justification for the proposed charge, together with any other data which may
be requested by the purchasing government.

3. The "notes" to the letter of offer also will include a statement to the effect
that acceptance of letter of offer by the purchasing government, after receipt
of the notification outlined above will constitute that government's approval of
the agent's fee/commission involved.

4. Where it is not possible to determine prior to presentation of letter of offer
whether or not the price to be paid for materiel/services will include agent's
fees, the purchasing government will be notified as soon as possible if subsequent
contract negotiations indicate that agent's fees charges will be claimed by
contractor. This notification will include the information outlined in paragraph 2
above, along with an indication that the DOD will determine whether or not
to accept such costs as a valid charge to the contract unless contrary notification
is received from the purchasing government within 30 days of the date of the
notification. No agent's fees will be accepted by the contracting officer prior to
that date.5. DOD reserves right to disallow any fee on basis that amount is unreasonable
or agent is not bonafide. If DOD determines any fee unreasonable or that the
agent is not bonaflde the fee would not be allowable and therefore no report
of agent's fee would be included within the letter of offer. Further, no fee shall
be accepted by DOD if disapproved by the purchasing government.

6. Defense security assistance agency will consider country requests to deviate
from the above policy. Currently, requests have been honored from the govern-
muents of Iran, Kuwait and Israel and the minister of defense and aviatiou of
Saudi Arabia that all letters of offer issued to these governments will include the
following statement: Quote

All U.S. government contracts resulting from this letter of offer shall contain
one of the following provisions, unless the agent's fee/commission has been
identified and payment thereof approved in writing by the government of (blank)
before contract award:(a) For firm fixed price contracts or fixed price contracts with escalation:

The contractor certifies that the contract price does not include any direct or
78-547-77-12
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Indirect costs of agent's fees/commissions for contractor sales agents involvedIn foreign military sales to the government of (blank).
(b) All other types of contracts:
Notwithstanding any other provision of this contract, any direct or indirectcosts of agent's fees/commissions for contractor sales agents involved in foreignmilitary sales to the government of (blank) shall be considered as an unallowable

item of cost under this contract. Unquote:
Accordingly, with respect to these four purchasers, paragraph 3 of this messagewill not apply. As to them, specific written approval of agent's fees/commissions

Is required prior to contract award.
7. Inclusion of a "note" to the letter of offer with respect to agent's fees/commission shall not be deemed, with respect to distribution and availability ofcopies of the letter of offer as altering the proprietary nature, if any, of suchdata for the purposes of 18 U.S.C. 1905.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Suppose a bribe or a large agent's fee is paid

but not included in the price of goods sold. Will the steps that have
been taken cover that kind of a situation ?

Mr. INGERSOLL. You mean if a company-
Chairman PROxMriui. I mean in the form of a kickback. That is

what Lockheed said they did. They said they didn't bribe anybody;
they just had kickbacks. The distinction was, of course, that their
stockholders weren't hit with it and they said the guarantee 'vasn't
affected because the poor sucker was. the customer in the' foreign
country. They would pay more. They would pay the bribe in effect
out of the higher prices. Would that be covered? That is my question.
Would that be covered in your regulations?

Mr. INGER$OLL. I think the DOD regulations provide that any pay-
ment, whether it be a bribe or any commission or anything, must be
reported. Therefore the foreign government knows if they are paying
a commission, they know it in the price.

Chairman PRNoxM=R. Well, that is right. I wanted to be sure it was
covered in either of them b ecause you state:

The Departments of State and Defense have taken steps to insure that foreigngovernments who purchase defense articles and services under the ForeignMilitary Sales program are fully informed of any agent's fees that are includedin the price of the goods sold.
Mr. INGERSOTL. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRp. That would answer that question. Then if it

is not included in the price, you also would be assured that you would
be notified, be informed?

Mr. INGERSOLL. If it is not included, we wouldn't know about it.
I understand the new regulations that are being proposed in this

particular foreign assistance bill will cover commissions paid out of
profits as well as those that are considered a cost. So I think that would
cover those cases.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right, sir, whether it is included in the
price or whether it is aside and apart from the price, and therefore
taken out of profits?

Mr. INGERSOLLT,. Thev are required.
Chairman PROXMrTRTE'.. The foreigzn government would be informed?
Mr. INGERSOTL,. The seller would be required to-
Chairman PROXMTRE. Inform the government of the procuring

countrv ?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, to us, to the U.S. Government under the new

legislation, and then we would in turn notify the foreign government.
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Chairman PRoxmTT1i. I see. But that is not the case now?
Mr. INGERSOLL. No.
Chairman PRoxmiRE. When will that go into effect?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Whenever that bill gets passed. I think it is still in

conference now.
Chairman PROXmIRE. Suppose a very large fee is paid, reported, and

not objected to? Is that OK under your policy? Supposing a very large
fee is paid, reported, and not objected to.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Would that be what?
Chairman PROXmPRE. Is that all right under your policy?
Mr. INGERSOLL. If it has relation to the size of the order and the

effort required to get the order; I would say yes. Well, you can have
a large-

Chairman PRoxMniR. Well, suppose it is large, the fee is large in
relation to the order. Suppose it is excessive but there is no objection
to it?

Mr. INGERSOLL. By the purchaser you mean.
Chairman PitoxiriRE. That is right. Suppose, for example. the

usual commission on these things is 1 percent but here is one that is 20
percent or 10 percent or 10 times the usual commission?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, it depends on the size of the. order. If it were
a small order, 20 percent probably wouldn't be enough. If it were a
large order, 1 percent might be too much.

Chairman PROX3IiRE. Suppose it is 10 or 20 times the usual
commission.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Under the present regulations the Defense Depart-
ment could prohibit inclusion of any agent's fee as an item of allow-
able costs to the purchaser in a foreign military sales transaction if it
determined that the fee was unreasonable or that the agent was not
bona fide. Criteria are set forth in the regulations for making such
determinations. If Defense proved unable to reach such a determina-
tion, it could refer the matter to the purchasing government.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, does that mean that the bribe is all right
if it is not protested?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, if the purchaser or the foreign government
believes that that is the cost of making a sale to them and they do not
eliminate a commission, I don't know what concern we have.

Chairman PROXmRE. Let me give you an example. Assume we have
a sale of arms to a government for $1 billion. The agent who persuades
the government to buy the arms charges the seller 5 percent or $50
million. You are saying such a huge payment is acceptable so long as it
is reported and approved by the foreign government even though the
agent may in fact have distributed the $15 million to various govern-
ment officials? Is that correct?

Mr. INGERSOLL. If the government wants to purchase any articles
on that basis, I don't quite know why we should want to preclude their
being able to do so. I might say that I have had some experience with
commissions for agents and the circumstances can change; that is,
the size of the orders that he has been nominally getting. He might
have a 20-percent or a 15-percent commission under a circumstance
where it is very difficult to get the business. All of a sudden, as has been
the case in the Middle East where there is a large flow of money and
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a large flow of sales, the commission that heretofore was completely
proper is no longer proper and that should be principally up to the
purchaser to negotiate a revised commission rate. And I think that
the buyer is the one who should have the responsibility for that.
You are not going to be expecting a salesman to want to cut his price
unless by competition he is forced to. Sometimes

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am talking about foreign military sales.
Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, but they are sales in which we do not

contribute
Chairman PROXMIRE. In which the U.S. Government is involved.

Are you saying a $15-million bribe wouldn't be considered anything
we should be concerned about unless the purchaser objects?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I would like to differentiate between a commission
and a bribe. I don't believe that legitimate commissions are bribes
because that is a legitimate way of doing business around the world.
If there is a bribe involved, that is illegitimate.

Chairman PROXMnRE. If there is a bribe involved, it is what?
Mr. INGERSOLL. It is illegitimate I would say in most countries, and

certainly in this country. Most countries have laws against bribery.
Chairman PROxMI=E. But under this new system that you are pro-

posing though, Mr. Ingersoll, they are military sales, foreign military
sales made by our Government. And if bribes are paid in the foreign
country, no action would be taken unless that foreign country objects?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I think this case, Mr. Chairman, is a very dif-
ficult one. I think commissions are usually paid to an agent. He may
have some relationship to the government and he may have, as you
say, some of this onto other members of the government. We report-
that is, the DOD looks over the commission that is reported in the
expected sale. DOD can cdtprminp at the outset, using criteria set
forth in the armed services procurement regulations, that the fee is
unreasonable or that the agent is not bona fide, thus excluding the fee
as an item of allowable costs. If it cannot reach such a determination
on the basis of information available to it, it could refer the issue to
the purchaser.

Chairman PRox3IfIr. Well, I am not talking about the reasonable-
ness of the commission. I realize sometimes commissions may or may
not be reasonable. I realize they may be somewhat excessive. I realize
that is something we can't do a great deal about. But what we should
be able to do something about; if all of these actions mean anything,
is to prevent bribes.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I think it is very worthy, a very worthy effort,
but I am not sure you are always going to be able to do it in other coun-
tries. In this country, yes.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, what has been changed by the State De-
partment and Pentagon arrangement that you described? Until re-
cently at least the Pentagon was teaching its contractors how to make
payoffs as I said in my opening remarks. You may recall the state-
ment published by the Pentagon in 1974, "Agents' fees in the Middle
East," which dealt with the problem in which it said. "Influence in
these countries may range from family ties to the payments of substan-
tial sums to individuals in high government positions."
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The statement continues:
Since most major Defense contractors both United States and foreign have local

agents for the express purpose of influencing a sale. It is no wonder that the
decisionmaking process is complicated by conflicting points of view as to the
proper equipment to acquire. Obviously the agent with the greatest margin of
profit has a distinct advantage over those with a lesser fee in that greater influ-
ence can be applied to all personnel in the governmental decisionmaking chain.

Now, as a result of the new arrangement, are such statements no
]onger being made to U.S. contractors?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I would like to have a copy of that because I am
not aware of it. But I do not know of that practice being pursued by
the Defense Department. I know that they are providing the foreign
governments with the amount of the fee, or if the government says,
"We do not permit a fee," then the DOD does not agree to a fee in the
price.

Chairman PROXMxIRE. Well, I have here the document to which I
referred. It says, "Defense Security Assistance Agency, Washington,
D.C." It is a memorandum to the aerospace industry, the electronic
industry, the NSIA and was signed by Joseph K. Hoenig, assistant
director. sales negotiations. It is dated July 5, 1974.

And then I take it that in view of the assertions that you have made
that State and Defense are cooperating in this, that that kind of policy
is no longer the policy being pursued?

Mr. INGERSOLL. As far as I know it is not.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, don't you think-
Mr. INGERSOLL. And I was not aware of this document you speak of.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, this is a most disturbing document. This

is a document that is counseling in effect corruption. It suggests
bribery.

Mr. INGERSOLL. It is counseling the wav business is done in those
areas. I would certainly subscribe to that.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Supposing business is done through kidnap-
ping and assassination and extortion, should we give them instructions
on how to do it, on how to rub somebody out to get the sale?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I wasn't aware of this document and I certainly
wouldn't condone it or recommend it be distributed.

Chairman PROXrIRE. Well, I would think in view of the fact it has
been distributed, that it would be most important that the State
Department and the Defense Department issue instructions to these
people who receive this document, saying that now the policy is quite
different and we not only condemn bribery but are taking every action
we can to prevent it.

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think you are right, sir.
[The following information was supplied for the record:]

We have looked into the Defense Department document entitled "Agents Fees
in the Middle East" and are informed that it has not been disseminated by
Defense for many months. I believe the significant changes in Defense Department
practices with respect to agent's fees, which are set forth subsequently and are
known throughout the industry, make further clarification of the above document
unnecessary at this time.

Chairman PROXMIRE. I am convinced. as I am sure you are as a suc-
cessful businessman of high integrity, that bribery was something that
disturbs you a great deal.
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Mr. INGERSOLL. It really does.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And it really hurts your honest operations.

And I am sure the great majority of American businessmen want to
stop it.

Mr. INGERSOLL. It wasn't only overseas. It was in this country.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, I am sure that is true but right now we

-are concerned with the problem here. Of course that is the State
Department's responsibility.

Now, you said that the State Department did not know about-in a
response to Senator Helms earlier, Mr. Ingersoll, you said the State
Department did not know about these bribes until the SEC's disclo-
sure this year. Isn't it a fact that our embassies in the Middle East and
the highest officials in the State Department have known for years of
payments of large fees to agents as high as 10 to 15 percent of sales in
some cases? Isn't it true State Department officials have helped nego-
ti ate or expedite the payment of those fees?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Certainly not to my knowledge. And I cannot believe
that we would negotiate or expedite any kind of fee.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Are you aware that documents filed with the
SEC by Northrop Corp. show a long-standing pattern of such involve-
ment by both State and Pentagon employees in sales abroad?

Mr. INGERSOLL. No, I am not.
Chairman PROXMIRm. Well, we will be happy to make those docu-

ments available to vou. Thev are filed with the SEC.
Mr. INGERSOLL. Are you talking about agents' fees or are you talking

about bribes?
Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, I am talking about fees that are extraor-

dinarily large especially in view of the size of th3 saics involved
and that the State Department and the Defense Department, and the
State Department particularly, assisted in negotiating those fees.

Mr. INGERSOLL. You mean with the governments?
Chairman PROXMIRE. With the government. That is right. Northrop

Corp., is what I am talking about specifically.
Mr. INGERSOLL. State Department officials assisted in the negotiation

.of those fees?
Chairman PROXMIRE. We will provide that documentation to you.
Mr. INGERSOLL. That is contrary to anything I have ever heard, but

TI would like to see it, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. Will VOU comment on it when we send you the

documents? Will you give us your response?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes.
Chairman PROXMIRE. YOU will?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
Pursuant to Senator Proxmire's offer Committee Staff provided the Depart-

ment of State with the following documents:
(1) unsigned copy of a one page letter dated July 5, 1974 from Josef K.

Hoenig, Assistant Director, NESA/AFR Division of the Defense Security Assist-
ance Agency covering an "article" prepared by the Department of Defense
entitled "Agent's Fees In the Middle East" (4 pages);

(2) a copy of a five page typed document numbered 458-457 and 7-11 en-
titled "Five page hand written memo, on graph paper, entitled notes for con-
versation with Adnan" (names of the persons who authored and transcribed
the document were not listed).
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(3) copy of five page document, numbered 479-483 and 33-37 apparently
summarizing various documents from Northrop's files. (Name of author of
summary lot listed) ;

(4) copy of 3 page telegram dated March 2, 1972 from Manuel G. Gonzalez
to Gaylord Anderson and R. G. Rogan bearing numbers 495-497 and 52-54;

(5) copy of two page document stamped "Northrop Private" with handwritten
notation "Note for Air. Jones' Trip (undated, apparently late 1970 or early
1971)" bearing numbers 488 and 489 and 45 and 46. (Name of author not listed).

I have reviewed the above listed documents and, as explained below, do not
find in them any showing that the State Department or Defense Department
assisted in negotiating or expediting the payment of agents fees.

(1) The first document was an article prepared in the Department of Defense,
Defense Security Assistance Agency without, to my knowledge, the participa-
tion of the Department of State. We are informed that it was published only
in the Congressional Record and was withdrawn from circulation by the Defense
Department shortly after its basic inadequacy became apparent, i.e. its failure
to emphasize the strong U.S. Government opposition to bribery of foreign
government officials or exorbitant agents fees. It does not, however, allege any
involvement by personnel of the Departments of State or Defense in negotiating
or expediting the payment of any agent's fee.

(2) The second document purports to recount events in Saudi Arabia on July
27-28, 1971 surrounding the signing of a Letter of Offer by the Saudi Minister
of Defense and Aviation. With respect to the American Ambassador (Ambassa-
dor Nicholas Thacher who retired from U.S. Government service in 1973) and
General Olin Smith (formerly Chief of the U.S. Military Training Mission in
Saudi Arabia) the document indicates:

The Ambassador and General Smith went to the Saudi Ministry of Defense
on July 27, 1971 to witness the scheduled signing of the Letter of Offer; they
conferred with the Minister of Defense and were informed that the signing had
been postponed to the following day;

The Ambassador and General Smith then met at the American Embassy,
July 27, first with General Hashim (a Saudi General) and a Mr. Monsouri and
then with Northrop representatives, and requested authority from the U.S. De-
fense Department to certify the price of 20 F-S-B aircraft as a ceiling price;
this request was turned down;

The Ambassador then attended the signing ceremony on July 28 at the Saudi
Ministry of Defense and allegedly assured the Saudi Minister of Defense that
there were no middle men in the contract in the United States or Saudi Arabia
since this was a government-to-government transaction.

Though the document contains a long description by its unnamed author of
company intrigues over its agents arrangements, it does not suggest that the
Ambassador or General Smith were in any way aware of either these arrange-
ments or the intrigue or that they facilitated the negotiation or performance
of these arrangements. Since my testimony, State Department personnel have
consulted with Ambassador Thacher telephonically and be recalls no knowledge
of Northrop's agents arrangements at the time the Letter of Offer was signed.

(3) The third document which apparently reflects some unnamed person's sum-
mary of a number of documents in Northrop's files contains one entry relating to
State Department activities. That entry dated December 3. 1973 summarizes a
memorandum to file from "Gonzalez" and states that a telegram had been sent
by the State Department, "signed by Henry Kissinger", to Ambassador Akins
requesting him to secure the Minister of Defense's appproval for agent's fees on
government-to-government (FMS) transactions. The entry subsequently notes
that Ambassador Akins had advised Collins, presumably another Northrop em-
ployee, that he would not initiate a discussion of this issue with the Minister of
Defense. It al]so states that Ambassador Akins had told Collins "I'd better find
Khashoggl and get him to speed up Sultan...."

A cable was sent to the American Embassy in Saudi Arabia in early No-
vember. 1973. Since, as you know, all cables sent from the Depeartment bear
the Secretary's name when he is present in Washington, the appearance of
his name on a cable does not indicate that he saw or was personally aware of it.
The cable in question was sent in order to seek Saudi verification of a conten-
tion by Northrop's agent that the Saudi Minister of Defense considered the
agent's fee contemplated for a particular transaction to be reasonable. In re-
sponse, the Embassy stated that It did not wish to raise the fee issue with the
Saudi Government, and the matter was never raised with respect to the particular
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transaction. A similar issue was raied, however, with repect to related trans-
actions in 1975 with the result that the Saudi Minister of Defense determined
that no agent's fees would be permitted for those transactions.

The Northrop document also alleges that Ambassador Akins advised "Collins"
that he would approach Khashoggi. Ambassador Akins has informed Department
personnel that he made no such statement and that, while he was Ambassador
to Saudi Arabia, he never once met with Khashoggi.

The same document goes on to summarize Northrop memoranda in 1974 de-
scribing discussions and communications between Northrop employees and Ma-
jor General Robert F. Trimble (USAF) and other Air Force staff about North-
rop's agent's arrangements. Though this shows some Air Force awareness of
Northrop's agent's arrangements, it does not indicate involvement by the U.S.
Government in facilitating negotiation of agent's fees or expediting their
payment.

(4) The fourth document (a coded telegram from Manuel G. Gonzalez to
Northrop representatives in Lebanon) states that Gonzalez disclosed to "Thacher"
(presumably Ambassador Thacher) that Northrop had a consultant/representa-
tive agreement with Khashoggi's company. It also states that Ambassador
Thacher said that Khashoggi's commission on the various F-5 transactions
through government-to-government channels wag substantially lower than on
other (undefined) direct sales. Though the cable indicates that Ambassador
Thacher was knowledgeable regarding Northrop's fee arrangements with Kha-
shoggi, it does not suggest that he assisted in negotiating those fees or in expedit-
ing their payment. Moreover, as noted, Ambassador Thacher has denied to
Department personnel any recollection of awareness of Northrop's fee arrange-
ments at the time.

(5) The fifth document contains a general statement commending U.S. Gov-
ernment personnel, particularly Ambassador Thacher and General Smith, for
helping to make the F-S program a success. Again, there is no indication they
assisted in negotiating Northrop'5 agent's fees or in expediting their payment.

Chairman PROX3I1RE. You say that bribes, in the long run, are bad
business, as firms involved in such practices risk loss of contracts,
sales. and even property.

Assuming the United States has the constitutional authority to
regulate foreign activities of U.S. corporations, would you favor legis-
lation outlawing bribes to foreign officials by the U.S. corporations?

Mr. INGGERSOLL. Well, I am inclined to think from the standpoint of
the Republic, Senator. that would probably be a good idea. How Youcarry it out, I don't know. I think that is probably up to our law
enforcement agencies to determine that.'

Chairman PROXMIIRE. Well, your support is very important. I think
there are ways that it can be carried out. Nothing is likely to be 100
percent effective all the time. It seems to me through requiring dis-
closures, imposing responsibility on auditors and accountants 'and so
forth, that you can-

Mr. INGERSOLL. Oh, I am all for disclosure. As I said, we subscribe
to the amendments that have been appended to the Foreign Security
Assistance Act.

Chairman PRoxM&IRE. In your statement you say, "unilateral
actions."As distinct from what vou are proposing today and you have
announced-you say, "Unilateral action would put U.S. companies at
a serious disadvantage in the export trade." Are you saying that the
United States should continue to encourage firms to go along with the
bribery system or help cover up evidence of bribes until an interna-
tional agreement is reached?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I think that this subject has been so distorted
in the press by the fact that commissions are considered as bribes, but

' See letter from Mr. Ingersoll of Mar. 31, 1976, appendix, p. 187.
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I think it would be unfair to American companies to have to report

commissions and the proprietary information they have in doing their

business, when their competitors are not required to do so. I certainly

don't condone bribes but I do believe that commissions are a legitimate

way of doing business and I think a very necessary way of doing

business.
Chairman PROXMIRE. I think so, too. As far as commissions and

bribes being confused, the Lockheed Corp. admitted that they made

I think $160 million in payments abroad; $24 million of which were

payments to foreign officials.
Mr. INGERSOLL. But there is a headline in one of today's newspapers

that talks about $70 million being paid to sell jets abroad. Now, I

don't know what the volume of the business was, and I only read

halfway down the article or three-quarters of the way down and it

does not say how much business was done that required such payments.

I think it relates to the amount of business-
Chairman PROXMrRE. Well, I agree with that. I am talking about

payments to government officials. I am not talking about commissions.

And I agree commissions can be almost any percentage if it is in fact

a commission. If somebody makes a real effort to sell, sometimes it

can be more than 50 percent of the price and be legitimate if it was a

tremendously hard article to sell. But we are talking now about pay-

ments to the officials of the foreign government, who are in the pay

of the foreign government and not working-
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well. as I say, I think it is probably inevitable that

there will be such legislation but I don't know how you can enforce

it. And I think it will put American companies at a disadvantage

just because the purchaser is going to say, "I won't chance my doing

business with that company because it might have an allegation." And

the allegation might not be true, but the allegation would come out.

Therefore, they are not going to take the chance of doing business.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Of course one way to enforce it is through

disclosure.
Mr. INGERSOLL. 'Well. that is what we are subscribing to.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Now. let me get into something else that I

think is of great importance. We had testimony on Tuesday from the

former Ambassador to Australia, U.S. Ambassador William Crook,

and also from William Carden of Translinear, Inc., concerning at-

tempts by government officials in Haiti to extort money from their

company, soliciting bribes. They testified that they reported the ex-

tortion attempt to the U.S. Embassy and they sent the State Depart-

ment a copy of a telegram addressed to the President of Haiti last July

complaining of the extortion attempt but they tetsified the Embassy

did not offer to help them and did not try to help them.

As a result of their refusal to make payoffs and the lack of support

from their own government. they have lost the investment. They have

been asked not to return to Haiti. As a matter of fact, thev lost at least

$3 million and incurred substantial other losses on sums they had

available for investment.
What is your response to these charges ?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, first, Translinear Corp. was a subcontractor

to Dupont Caribbean Corp. Therefore, their contract wivas with another
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company and not with the Haitian Government. When the original
prime contractor, that is Dupont Caribbean, had their contract can-celed for nonperformance, Translinear Corp. had the first response tothe Dupont Caribbean Corp., with whom they had their contract.
When they were not able to get satisfaction, that is with Dupont
Caribbean Corp., they then went directly to the Haitian Government
to see if they could negotiate a contract with them. They never had acontract with the Haitian Government. So that I don't know all theytold you. but they have come to the Embassy in Haiti and they have
come to the Department. We have responded. We have made repre-sentations to the Haitian Government. They came to us the last timein July of last year and until they came to us on February. 17 of this
year, we had no contact with them. They did not ask us to intercede
on their behalf. They came to us on that date and told us there hadbeen a request for an extortion in December. 2 months before. We werenot even aware of it until they came and said that they were going to
disclose this in your hearings. And we understand that there has notbeen an expropriation of their property, that they even have a lawyerin Haiti today-as has been released in a press conference by the Under
Secretary of Commerce and Industry in Haiti-and that they arenegotiating to sell the property, which they consider theirs on this
island.

Chairman PROx~rIRE. Well, we sent you a transcript of the hearings.
I never met either Mr. Carden or Mr. Crook until they appeared be-fore this committee. All of the conversation between us took place onthe public record and we sent you a full transcript of that so youknew of what they told us.

It seems to me it is irrelevant that they were a subcontractor. Thefact is that they were shaker1 domi, and they were approached. Nobody
disputes the fact that they have outlined. At least I have not seen anydisputation of the facts as they described them. They did tell theagency about it. I asked Mr. Crook what he would have done. as Am-
bassador to Australia, if a firm had approached him with this kind ofinformation. He said he would have immediately called the Govern-
ment of Australia in that case and he would have made a full report
to them and would have asked for an investigation and he would haveasked for satisfaction. He said in this particular case the American
Ambassador to Haiti did absolutely nothing except offer them a cupof coffee.

Mr. INOGERSOrL. That is entirely contrarv to the facts because theAmbassador did talk to the Government of Haiti and the Government
said: "Ignore any requests for funds. Deal directly with us. Youdon't have to deal through an intermediary." And Mr. Crook and his
partner, Mr. Carden was notified of this. As a matter of fact., theGovernment of Haiti has said that they would be willing to negotiate
with Translinear Corp. but will not accept the terms of the contract
Translinear submitted.

Chairman PROXMTRE. This seems to be a pretty bad breakdown
of communications. I think you would agree with me that Mr. Crook
and Mr. Carden are honest and men of integrity. And I- know ofno reason why we wouldn't expect them to speak the truth. Mr. Crook
has had a long record of service to this Government. As you know,
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he has been a successful businessman. He has been, as a matter of
fact, a top man in the State Department as an ambassador.

Mr. INGERSOLL. If you would like to take the time, I have the
record of this and I can cite that for you.

Chairman PROXmRE. All right, let's hear it.
Mr. Secretary, before you get into that, let me say what -we were

told. Mr. Carden, who is the president of Translinear, on April 28
of last year, almost a year ago, went to the Embassy and told about the
problem and the bribe. He went back to the Embassy on the 9th and
10th to report a lack of progress. Again, he discussed the problem.
That was in May. Later in May he was back in Haiti and on May 22
he went to the Embassy again; he identified the lawyer whom he was
told he should hire in place of the lawyer he had: and pointed out
that that lawyer was in fact employed by the Haitian Government.
And between June 12 and July 18 he-well, yes, later in June I should
say, Mr. Ingersoll, he called the Ambassador on the phone from Dallas
and told him about the telegram he was going to send to the Presi-
dent of Haiti, Mr. Duvalier. Now, go ahead.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, that is true. I don't know whether it was Mr.
Crook of Mr. Carden who came to the Embassy after they had
been to the Government and complained of this extortion attempt.
They told the Embassy that the Government had said not to pay
any attention to that; that they (Translinear) did not need to .make
any payoff; that they should deal directly with the Under Secretary
of Commerce, Mr. Bayard. Bayard said it must have been a con man
that was trying to take their money and it was not necessary.

In view of that fact-
Chairman PROXMIRE. Who told them that?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Under Secretary Bayard. The Haitian Govern-

ment-
Chairman PROxMIRE. Who in the U.S. Embassy?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, this says the DCM. Mr. Crook called on the

DCM and reported the attempts by an unidentified man to solicit a
$500,000 bribe from Translinear.

Chairman PROXMmRE. What was that date?
Mr. INGERSOLL. May 7.
Mr. Crook says he reported the extortion attempt to Mr. Bayard, who

advised Mr. Crook to ignore it. Crook did not ask for assistance on the extor-
tion attempt but asked that it be made a matter of internal record in the
Embassy.

Then on May 27:
Mr. Carden called on the Embassy's Economic Officer saying, among other

things, that "three minor matters had to be resolved."

June 1:
Mr. Crook on June 1 telephoned the Ambassador to report Translinear's

decision to pull out of negotiations with an intention to recoup losses in the
face of the bleak situation caused by Haitian delays. However, further meet-
ings are still scheduled with the Haitian Government. Crook made no request
for Embassy assistance.

July 11:
The Ambassador and the Economic Minister called on the Finance Minister

to discuss investment difficulties including Translinear. The Ambassador urged
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the Haitian Government to inform the company whether it wished to con-tinue negotiations and name the official to do so or inform the company itdoes not plan to enter into a contract. The Ambassador expressed hope thatthe Government would explain clearly its reasons for not wishing to signa contract.
Mr. Crook called the Department on July 15 and said that Translinear'sinvestors had lost patience with the Haitian Government delays and want tomake public charges of confiscation of property and extortion. Crook says thathe does not hold this position but is under pressure from investors. He wasinvited to come into the Department the following week for conversations butdid not.

July 16:
On July 16 Mr. Crook sent the circular telegram to President Duvalier withcopies to Senator Sparkman, Senator Bentsen, Senator Brooks, Senator Ken-nedy, Senator Jackson, Congressman Pickle, as well as to the Secretary.
August 14:
Again, on August 14 the Ambassador and the Economic Minister from ourEmbassy discussed Translinear's negotiations with Secretary Murat ofCommerce.
On October 20 Bayard wrote to William Carden saying Translinear's con-tract proposals were unacceptable. The Haitian Government objects to Trans-linear s tactics but is ready and willing to meet at "any time of your choosingto work on a draft convention (i.e. contract)."
We did not have this letter at that time, Senator. We didn't getthat until later. But it was sent. Translinear did not inform us of it.October and November, Translinear officials visited Haiti and didnot contact the Embassy, which at the time. was unaware of theirvisits.
Then the next contact we had was on February 17 when Mr. Crookcalled and told us about this hearing and what he was going to say.Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, let me ask Mr. Kaufman, wh1o is thecounsel of tihe committee, to inquire about this. He has made a veryintensive investigation. Let me say I can certainly sympathize withthe reason that Mr. Crook and Mr. Carden did not contact the Em-bassy much more than they did because whenever they did contact it,their response to us was they did nothing; the Embassy gave no reac-tion whatsoever and no help and no encouragement and no assistanceand no suggestions and they met with nothing but a blank wall.Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I reported some of the things the Embassydid to the Government.
Mr. KAUFMAN. Mr. Secretary, does your record show that Mfr. Car-den telephoned the Embassy from Dallas-that is. telephoned the Em-bassy in Haiti ;from Dallas prior to July 16 to describe the telegramthat Translinear intended to send to the President of Haiti protestingthe attempted extortion?
Mr. INGERSOLL. What was the date of this telephone call?Mr. KAUFMAN. The telephone call was made between June 12 andthe middle of July. We don't have the precise date.
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, there is a call on June 10 that I referred towhere he reported the Translinear decision to pull out of negotiationsbut it does not say anything about a telegram going forth. He talkedto our representatitve here in the Department the day before the tele-gram went out and did not mention it.
Mr. KAUFMAN. According to Mr. Carden, he talked with Ambassa-dor Isham prior to July 16 and described the telegram. In fact, he
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read a draft of the telegram, which was addressed to the President of
Haiti, which also included a description of the attempted extortion.
And according to Mr. Carden, Ambassador Isham urged Mr. Carden
not to send that telegram; urged him, and the others in Translinear,
to remain patient. Do your records show that?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I have no record of that but there is a record here
that before sending the cable "Translinear officials had explained their
situation to the Embassy in June. As a result, our Ambassador con-
veyed concern to the Minister of Finance on July 11, and July 16 the
Economic Counselor of the Embassy met with the Under Secretary
of Commerce and impressed upon him the urgency of resolving the
issue." There were two actions taken after the call in June.

Mr. KAuFMAN. In fact the telegram was sent by Translinear to the
President of Haiti on July 16 describing the alleged attempted ex-
tortion; a copy of which was sent to the State Department. Did the
State Department receive that copy of the telegram?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. KAUFMAN. You said that the Embassy did talk with the Gov-

ernment of Haiti around the middle of July and urged Government
officials to try to speed up the negotiations and resolve the problems
with Translinear. Was it on those occasions that the Embassy officials
reported the alleged attempted extortion?

Mr. INGERSOLL. No, because when it was originally reported to the
Embassy, Mr. Crook said that he had already reported it to the Gov-
ernment and that he had been given the information that he should
pay no attention to it.

Mr. KAUFMAN. I see.
Mr. INGERSOLL. We didn't see that it was a current request on their

part at all.
Mr. KAUTFMAN. I see. So in other words, Mr. Crook had stated to the

Embassy that he had talked with the Haitian officials and that the
Haitian officials responded that he should not concern himself about
this incident?

Mr. INGERSOLL. That was on May 7.
Mr. KAUFMAN. Did anyone from the Embassy ever report the al-

leged attempted extortion to Haitian officials?
Mr. INGERSOLL. We did not discuss that, to my knowledge, that is,

the extortion attempt, until February when the second extortion at-
tempt was presented to us. We did not know about that until February
and then we did mention that to the Haitian government. But in both
cases-in the case when Mr. Crook talked to the government and in
the case when we talked to them-the Government said: "Ignore it
because these are not representatives of the Haitian Government, be-
cause these do not represent the Haitian Government."

Mr. KAUMFAN. You said that our Embassy did discuss the extortion
attempt in February with the Haitian officials? Can you give us the
date of that discussion?

Mr. INGERSOLL. On February 25 the Ambassador discussed the
Translinear-Haitian contract and the extortion allegation with Minis-
ter Bayard, who said that the Haitian Government was still willing
to negotiate the contract and he said that the extortion was probably
the work of some confidence man trying to extort cash from a
businessman.
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Mr. KAUFMAN. February 25? That is last week I believe. Is it notT
And that was after the chairman invited ypu to testify in this hearing,
is that not correct?

Mr. INGERSOLL. IL think the chairman's letter was dated the 27th of
February and this was on February 25. At least the letter I have from
the.chairman is dated February 27.

Mr. KAUFMAN. That is correct, Mr. Secretary, but I believe that
discussions on the staff level between the committee and your office,
took place prior to the 27th.

Mr. INGERSOLL. It may have. I am not aware of it. But Translinear
had told the Embassy that they had already notified the Government.
They had not told us of the second allegation until .2 months after
it took place. I am referring to the second extortion attempt.

Chairman PROXMIRE. In view of this entire situation and doing your
best as a.former businessman -yourself, Mr. Secretary, and recogniz-
ing the problems. Translinear has!and the losses they have' suffered,
would you recommend that these gentlemen try again?

Mr. INGERSOLL. It is hard for me to know the exact circumstances
because they were a subcontractor, They had no relationship to the
Haitian Government. Their prime contractor had the relationship.
How they have related to the Government since that time, it seems to
be a mixed story. It has been going on I would say for 3. years or
21/2 years anyway: They have been unable to resolve their contract
terms with the government. I would say if they have been willing to
compromise to meet the Haitian Government's demands for sover-
eignty-as I understand it, this is the issue; it is the matter of sover-
eignty on this particular Island-and the Haitian Government will not
accept somc of the terms they hnv( -suggested and if they are willing
to modify that, they could find out the true interest of the Haitian
Government by trying a modification.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, you see here is a situation where this
firm designed a very, very elaborate and expensive-it was $15 mil-
lion I think it was or more-project for hotels, golf courses, tennis
courts, a beach, a beautiful development in Haiti that would have been
very beneficial to both Haiti and to the firm involved. They were warm-
ly encouraged to do this. They proceeded very constructively up until
the time that they discovered water on the Island. When they dis-
covered water, they found that this would greatly increase the eco-
nomic value of their operation. It was within a very short time after
they discovered water and it became known they discovered water, that
the shakedown occurred and then the attitude of the government began
to change. It was clear that another firm could step in-

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think the contract had been cancelled before that
time. The contract with Dupont Caribbean was-

Chairman PROXMIRE. But their rights had not been canceled.
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, no, their legal rights-
Chairman PROXMIIRE. Translinear's rights were assured by the Gov-

ernment up until that point.
Mr. INGERSOLL. I don't know what the terms of the contract are but

I would assume their recourse would be to the prime contractor. And
if it flowed through to the subcontractor, then they had some rights.
But I don't know what the contract said.
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Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, at any rate will the State Department
help them get back their property that awas taken from them or recoup
their losses?

Mr. INGERSOLL. The State Department will be very happy to help
them in any request they make. They have made almost no requests to
us. They have told us of the facts in some cases and in some they have
delayed telling us. They have not asked us to enter into and help them
except to tell the Haitian government they would like to negotiate a
contract, which they never had.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, if they do ask, will you help?
Mr. INGERSOLL. You are darned right.
Chairman PROXIIRE. Now, has Translinear's property been in effect

expropriated?
Mi. INGERSOLL. Well, I mentioned earlier that it does not look as if

there had been an expropriation if they are down there negotiating the
sale of the property, which they say is theirs. I wouldn't say that is
expropriation because they wouldiit have the right to sell it. -

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, they had equipment that was worth a
great deal at the time. I think they said it was $500,000 worth. It is now
rusted. It has deteriorated greatly because of the weather, of course.
It has been left out because they felt they: could not go back there. At
one time Mr. Crook was told that if he came back to the Island-and
this was after he sent the telegram-he would 'be arrested. They feel
they are unable to operate effectively down there.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, say that-
Chairman PROXMIRE. And they were prevented from going to the

island. At one time they were told that if they sailed over there, their
ship would be blown out of the water.

Mr. INGERSOLL. As I say, it is reported-and I only get this from a
press report-that their lawyer is negotiating the sale of the equip-
ment. If he is negotiating the sale, he must think he has title to it and it
has not been expropriated.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Of course we do give substantial aid. In fiscal
1976 we gave $18.7 million in technical assistance through development
loans and Public Law 480. In 1977 the administration is requesting
$28.3 million to Haiti. Why should wve continue to give foreign aid to
a country that abuses American firms the way Translinear has been
abused?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I do not want to say what the facts of this case
are because I do not know. We have had relatively little contact or
request from this company. Until they come to us and we can get in-
volved in it, I don't think we can go to the Government of Haiti and
claim certain facts that we are not -aware of.

Chairman PROxMiIIRE. Well, will you talk to Ambassador Brook about
this personally?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I would be glad to.
Chairman PROXMInE. Now, on Wednesday the House approved an

amendment to the International Security Assistance Act, which would
result in cutting off aid to any country where government officials
received bribes or extorted payoffs from U.S. funds. Do you support
that amendment?

Mir. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You do?
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Mr. INGERSOLL. I see no reason not too.
Chairman PROXMIRE. You do support it?
Mr. INGERSOLL. Yes, sir, but I think you must be sure you can prove

the allegation.
Chairman PROXmIXE. Yes, sir.
Mr. INGERSOLL. In this particular case I am not sure there is proof.
Chairman PROXMIIE. Now, it was reported recently the American

firm Rollins, Inc. had admitted to the SEC it paid bribes to
government officials in Mexico amounting to $127,000 in the past 5
years. According to Rollins, it will continue to pay bribes in the future.
They say that is the way they intend to operate because they say that
is how they have had to operate in Mexico. Does it make any difference
to the State Department or the Embassy in Mexico that this-firin
admits payingo bribes and will continue to pay bribes in the future?
What do you do about that?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, the State Department is not an enforcement
agency and certainly not an enforcement agency of laws in another
country. If we should be told of a violation of U.S. law, we would
report it immediately to the U.S. law enforcement agency.

Chairman PROXMrIRE. But this is an American firm. It seems to me
we ought to do our best to try to persuade our firms to be good citi-
zens in foreign countries. A State Department official was reported by
the Wall Street Journal to have said there is just no way he can un-
derstand these payments to local and municipal officials can be con-
strued as legal. They have to be illegal. Shouldn't we take some kind
of action? Shouldn't the State Department at least publicly condemn
the intention of this firm to pay bribes in a foreign country, a friendly
country like Mexico?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think the SEC is the enforcement agency. And
if he is making these statements before the SEC and says he intends
to continue to do so, I think it is up to the SEC.

Chairman PROXMIRE. Well, the SEC has taken a position that per-
haps won't have a material effect on many stockholders. It seems to
me it is a matter of morality and it is a matter of also of good be-
havior in foreign countries. It would seem the State Department
could at least take the action of indicating its strong disapproval.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well we have.
Chairman PROXmIRE. To Rollins? Have vou told Rollins?
Mr. INGERSOLL. No.
Chairman PROXMIRE. It was reported in the Wall Street Journal

that this was a policy they expected to adopt in the future. They are
going to pay bribes in Mexico. They said so.

Mr. INGERSOLL. I don't think we should tell every company that
says they are going to pay bribes, that we condone it. We make a pub-
lic statement on it.

Chairman PRoxmum. I don't say condone it; I say condemn it.
Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I am saying we do condemn it. I am saying

that we say that generally and we don't need to say it to every com-
pany that says that they are going to pay bribes.

Chairman PROXRmE. Then you are saying you condemn that ac-
tion by Rollins?

Mr. INGERSOLL. We do condemn that. We certainly do.
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Chairman PRoxmnx. Now, finally, Mr. Secretary, let me say we
appreciate your appearance here. I know it is not always pleasant to
have to go through some of these things. I think it is good that you
have taken the actions that you have taken although I am concerned
about how effective it will be and how swift and prompt the effect
will be. The international agreement may take a long, long time,
if it is ever ratified and approved and made effective.

Incidently, when would it become effective? Would it become effec-
tive if the Senate ratifies it? Would it depend on the ratification of
a certain number of other countries before it would go into effect?

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, this is the first time we made the announce-
ment. I think it is premature to say how soon or how many govern-
ments are going to be involved.

Chairman PnoxxmIE. Usually isn't that the form? It requires not
just this government's action but at least half or two-thirds of the
governments who are interested, correct?

Mr. INGERSOLL. We would certainly press for urgent approval but
how long it would take other governments to act I could not say.

Chairman PROXmIR&. Well, this is something that may take years.
Meanwhile we do have this very, very serious corruption problem.

Mr. INGERSOLL. Well, I think just the fact that it is being proposed
and being acted upon by countries will have a deterrent effect
immediately.

Chairman PRox-mmE. Wouldn't it be desirable for the State Depart-
ment to make a policy of specifically and directly by letter notifying
all firms operating abroad of the opposition that this country has, as
a matter of policy, to bribes. So in view of the fact that this has become
so widespread, shouldn't you spell out the dangers involved in bribes-
the danger being that once they are hooked, they are in a position to
be blackmailed and there is no guarantee people who will take bribes
and are that dishonest; that they will deliver-and also specifically
and directly and effectively state that the State Department stands
ready to assist firms and indicate the ways the State Department can
and would assist in event a bribe is reported; namely, that you would
make protestations to the Government involved and that you would
do everything youcould to protect and assist those who resisted the
solicitation for bribes?

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think it is a good idea. I think we should look
into it.

Chairman PRoxmrFIu. AWhy don't you take that kind of action, make

that kind of policy? Wouldn't that do a lot of good?
Mr. INGERSOLL. My initial reaction is really that the Department of

Commerce should have that kind of contact and they in turn can
report to us any extortion attempt made on U.S. corporations overseas

but the primary contact with U.S. corporations should be by the

Department of Commerce. And we would be glad to assist the Depart-
ment of Commerce in carrying out such policy.

Chairman PROXMIEE. Well in view of the fact that the State Depart-
ment is a foreign office and is the Department that is responsible for

a foreign policy and our conduct abroad. it would seem to me at the
very least it would be very useful for the State Department to com-

municate this to the Commerce Department.

78-547-77-13
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Mr. INGERSOLL. I agree.
Chairman PROXMIRE. And try to work out with the Commerce De-

partment a procedure of notifying firms about this and that the State
Department should also be sure that it finds a way of letting firms
know exactly the steps that can be taken in the event that bribes are
solicited.

Mr. INGERSOLL. I think it is a good idea and I think we should discuss
it with the Department of Commerce.

Chairman PROXMIRE. All right, sir. Well, thank you very much. The
subcommittee stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 5 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]



APPENDIX

THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF STATE,

Wa8hington, D.C., March 81, 1976

Rfon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR SENATOR PROXMfIRE: We have reviewed and annotated the transcript of

my testimony before the Joint Economic Committee on March 5, 1976, 'and also

attach appropriate inserts in response to requests during the testimony and in

your letter to me on March 19,1976.
I should like to clarify two points in our discussion. First, I am concerned over

the misconception fostered by press accounts that there will be significant delays

in implementing the arrangements established by the Executive Branch to ex-

change information on the Lockheed case with.the Government of Japan and other

foreign governments. (I refer to the New York Times account on March 6 of my

appearances before your Committee, and the article by Jerome Cohen in the New

York Times 6f March 29.) As I made clear in lay testimony, the'arrangements

which we are recommending can be implemented immediately, so that the in-

formation flow could begin at once. Moreover, it was never intended that foreign

governments 'should wait until the SEC's investigation of the company is

completed.
When I telephoned you on March 6 concerning the New York Times article,

you were kind enough to agree that it was incorrect in that respect and that you

would try to correct the record.
The second question concerns my attitude towards the regulation of foreign

activities of U.S. companies. As I pointed out at the hearing, there is an impor-

tant distinction between bribes, which should be prohibited by the countries di-

rectly concerned, and commissions which may be perfectly legitimate. I do not

believe that extraterritorial criminal legislation by the United States can be an

effective solution to this problem. Disclosure, on the other hand, may be very help-

ful to deter bribery, but effective action requires a concerted effort on the part of

the international community, not just action by the United States alone. Further,

premature unilateral action by the United States could put U.S. firms at a se-

rious competitive disadvantage in foreign markets.
I would appreciate your including these comments as part of the official rec-

ord of my testimony.
In addition, in response to the request in your letter, I enclose a copy of the

Department's statement of current policy regarding foreign military sales, which

includes a detailed explanation of the role of the Departments of State and De-

fense in processing transactions under the Foreign Military Sales Act generally.

Sincerely,
Sincerely, ROBERT S. INGERSOLL.

Enclosure:
[From Current Policy, No. 4, July 19751

U.S. FOREIGN MILrTARY SALES

The high level of spending throughout the world on military equipment anu

services-more than $2.5 trillion by 108 developing and 28 developed countries

over an 11-year period (1963-1973)'-is a matter of considerable concern to the

Administration, Congress. and the public. As the most technologically-advanced

industrial nation, the United States is the leading supplier of arms. In Fiscal

Year 1974 this country received orders totaling $8.3 billion in foreign military

I World Military Expenditures and Arms Trade, 1963-1973, U.S. Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency Publication 74, 1975.
(187)
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sales from 70 governments. Other principal arms exporters are the U.S.S.R.,France, and the United Kingdom in that order.
The developing countries are now spending almost as much of their, grossnational product on military expenditures as the developed countries. In fact, thetrend of military expenditures as a percent of the GNP is declining in the devel-oped countries as it rises in the developing world. Factors influencing the rise inmilitary spending by developing countries include the conflicts in the Near Eastand East Asia, and more recently the need felt by newly-independent nations andthose with petrodollar surpluses to establish and/or equip their armed forceswith modern weapons systems.
Considerable misconceptions exist as to the U.S. role in providing militarymateriel and services to selected countries and to the extensive controls whichexist within the government over exports of such materiel. Thomas Stern, DeputyDirector of the Department of State's Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs,recently discussed these topics before the Senate Subcommittee on ForeignAssistance and Economic Policy of the Foreign Relations Committee (June 18,1975). This Current Polity report is based on his statement and portions of theACDA report.

THE INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

The most fundamental reason for security assistance and military sales is tobe found in American history and the growing realization in this country that, inthe 20th century, we could not isolate ourselves from the mainstream of majorforces and events abroad. The view that aggression should not be permitted tosucceed had, after our experience in World War II, assumed a certain moralforce. The emergence of new threats in the late 1940's toward Greece andTurkey, Europe, and then Korea, were clear challenges to our own security.As the leading proponent of collective security and international organization,we looked to the newly formed United Nations to respond. Where it could not,we created regional collective security organizations. Where required and ap-propriate, we also entered Into special bilateral arrangements. Throughout thisimmediate post-war period, the United States saw the danger to Its interests asboth military and Ideological-i.e., as a threat to the beliefs, values, and institu-tions of the western world.
In a world that has divided along'bipolar lines the United States' role as amajor supplier was clear and straightforward: We sold or gave military materieland services to countries that were closely associated with us in opposition tothe Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China. While the legislative andexecutive branches sometimes debated the specifics of our security assistanceprogram, there existed a consensus on the relationship of our program to oursecurity, and it was generally supported.
More recently, however, changes in the international scene have made se-curity relationships a much more complex subject:
The rigid bipolar world of the 1950's and early 1960's no longer exists. Ourpainful involvement in Viet-Nam is ended. Power no longer is measured todayin purely military terms.
The post-bipolar period is an era of Increasing interdependence In the fieldsof international trade, international security, and in development and sharedenvironmental concerns.
Despite this interdependence, the world of nations is constantly growing. Thetotal now approaches 150. All have some kind of armed force, and few judgethemselves capable of insuring international order or of maintaining the integ-rity of their territory without external sources of military supply. Furthermore,no government can be indifferent to its security, however it defines it, and se-curity requirements will compete with economic and social development for ashare of whatever resources are available.
It follows, then, that the level and quantity of military transactions betweennations will be substantial. Most of the world's nations have no arms industries.Their equipment and related services must be acquired from the more industrial-ized nations on a cash. credit, or grant basis.
In the early 1950's the United States and the United Kingdom were the domi-nant suppliers of major weapons systems. The Soviet Union is now very active,and France has equalled and at times surpassed Britain as a major weaponssupplier. Nine nations were the source of 97 percent of world military exportsover the period 1964-1973. The United States delivered 51 percent, the SovietUnion 27 percent, the United Kingdom, France and China 10 percent, and Czecho-
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Slovakia, Poland, Canada, and West Germany 8.5 percent. These trends all point
toward the growth in size and complexity of the international military trade.

Today the purchasers from the United States vary widely in their securityconcerns and political orientations. There are, of course, the traditional United
States allies, such as the NATO countries of Western Europe. In addition, wesell military items to Israel, Korea, Jordan, the Philippines, and Thailand-
countries with which we maintain special ties and connections. Within the past
3 years, a substantal proportion of our military sales has shifted to the PersianGulf area. This is an area where a spectacular transition is in progress-in
terms of the balance of economic power, the emergence of new political institu-tions, and the transfer of technology from industrialized nations to states in theregion. It is also an area where concerns for security and stability have loomed
large since Britain's termination in 1971 of its protective presence. Because theforces at work in the Persian Gulf could have a profound influence on the world
balance of power, the U.S. Government has developed a special relationship
with a number of states in the area.

THE MACHINERY OF DECISION

In developing and implementing its policy, the U.S. Government in recent yearshas instituted a well-structured review process that passes on all requests formilitary materiel and services within the framework of the Foreign Assistance
and Foreign Military Sales Acts.

The normal review channel for military equipment transfers which involveappropriated funds is the Security Assistance Program Review Committee,
chaired by the Under Secretary of State for Security Assistance and consistingof representatives from State, Defense, Treasury, Office of Management andBudget, the National Security Council, the Agency for International Develop-
ment, and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. The Committee reviewsboth the level and the content of each country program.

In cases of cash sales through government channels or commercial sales, theprocedures vary somewhat depending on type of case. All cases are processedwithin policy guidelines established by the Department of State. Furthermore,
all major cases must be approved by senior officials in the Department.

'Within the State Department cases are reviewed by the regional bureau In-volved and the Politico-Military Bureau. In very important cases the President
or the Secretary of State may make the decision.

Although the views of Defense Department officials are fully taken into ac-count in the decision-making process, it should be emphasized that the DefenseDepartment does not make policy with respect to military sales or transfers. Theprime responsibility of the Defense Department is to implement national policy.This is clearly understood within the Executive Branch but may not be soclearly understood by the public.
Procedures in and of themselves, of course, cannot insure that sales, or anyother activity, support the national interest. Decisions are made by men, notorganizational and staffing arrangements. But procedures can help insure thatthe relevant information, analysis, and perspectives are brought to bear on the

Issue for decision.
CONSIDEnATIONS IN TRANSFER DECISIONS

The United States normally takes into account a large range of considerations
when judging whether to enter into a military supply relationship and, when 'thatdecision is positive, determining what kinds and quantities of materiel and serv-ices we will provide. Each case is unique and is so handled. There are, however,
several fairly consistent yardsticks that we apply. On the political side v'eassess:

'The role the country plays in its surroundings, what interests it has in common
with the United States, and where our interests diverge.

Whether the 'transactions will do more to further U.S. objectives on balancethan other economic or political measures.
The position of influence that sales might help support, including the potential

restraint that can be applied in conflict situations.
Whether a particular sale would set a precedent which could lead to furtherrequests for arms, or similar requests from other countries.
The current internal stability of the recipient country, its capacity to maintainthat stability, and its attitude toward human rights.
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The possible adverse impact on our relations with a friendly government of
not selling.

The options available to the recipient country. Will a refusal result In the
country's training to other sources of supply? What source? What will be the
political, military, and economic implications of this? If a country has options
that it will unhesitatingly employ, would our refusal to sell mean the forfeiting
of opportunities to develop or maintain parallel interests and objectives?

There are also important economic questions to be considered:
Whether the proposed sale Is consistent with the recipient country's develop-

ment goals or our economic assistance program, if there Is one.
Whether the sale might strain the country's ability to manage Its debt obliga-

tion or entail operations and maintenance costs that might make excessive claims
on future budgets.

The economic benefits to the United States from the sale or coproduction of
arms, especially to the oil rich states. As significant as these benefits may be,
however, *they remain secondary and certainly would never decide an issue.

Finally, there are the following military aspects to be taken into account:
The threat the military capability' is supposed to counter or deter, whether we

agree on the nature of the threat, and how It relates to our own security. During
a period when the United States and some other major powers are transferring
some security responsibilities, we must attempt to understand the security con-
cerns of smaller countries. To us their concerns may seem exaggerated, but to
them their concerns are usually very real.

How the proposed transfer affects the regional military balance, regional mili-
tary tensions, or the military build-up plans of another country.

Whether the recipient country has the capability to absorb and utilize the
arms effectively.

What other military interests-for example, U.S. overflight rights or access to
facilities-would be supported by the transaction.

The impact on our readiness. Sincedthe Arab-Israeli War of October 1973 we
have had to assess the impact of sales on the readiness posture of our own force.$.

Whether a substantial physical dependence on U.S. sources of supply could
enable us to better control conflict under some circumstances.

Except in special .circumstances we do not sell or otherwise transfer certain
sensitive items such as hand transportable surface-to-air missiles and riot-control
agents such as tear gas which are primarily designed for use against crowds.

The basic issue is to make the best possible systematic judgment in light of the
totality of U.S. interests just as we do in other international political judgments.
This is a critical point: Security relationships are an element of foreign policy
and thus neither more nor less subject to uncertainties than any other tool of
policy. Like any other tool it could theoretically be.dispensed with. But In an
age when we need to exploit our capabilities to the maximum It would be point-
less to forego the use of any tool that, when wisely used, promises substantial
benefit at acceptable cost and risk.

RATTONALE VOR TRANSFIRS

The United States is. for many countries, the supplier of choice. Our products
are preferred because they are of high quality. Our hardware is well-designed.
well-made, and dependable. Our supporting systems-training and logistics-are
second to none.

Of equal Importance, many nations want to buy from us because they want to
be associated with the United States on other matters of mutual interest, and
they may wish to avoid relations with other exporting countries whose inten-
tions are open to question. Military assistance, and most recently military sales.
have been. supporting elements in relationships with friends and allies over the
years. Noting the public's concern about the U.S. arms role, Under Secretary of
State Joseph J. Sisco stated June 10, 1975:

"Americans . . . are troubled at seeing their country in the arms-supply
business. The image of the 'merchant of death' dies hard. We should put this
issue into proper perspective to demonstrate that we are dealing with it in
the context of an overall and carefully developed policy concept. We can-
not pick up elements with which we feel Comfortable and ignore others. For
every country in the world, defense is the key to national survival. If we
do not take this into account in our relations with that country, the totality
of our relalonships with that country will suffer, as well as our political and
economic objectives."
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Even nations not under immediate threat find it prudent to maintain a certain
level of military capability to meet unforeseen foreign or domestic contingencies
much as we did through long periods of our own history. Also, a military estab-
lishment is almost an inevitable symbol of national sovereignty, especially in
new countries that are developing a national identity and pride. One may have
reservations about this, but it is a fact of life.

Obviously it is not in the U.S. interest to cater to extreme expectations and
we practice maximum restraint in dealing with countries under these circum-
stances. But refusal to sell any military articles and services would be inter-
preted in some cases as a signal by the United States that we do not support the
security concerns of the countries involved or that we do not consider them
mature enough to be trusted with some types of military equipment. There have
been cases in which we in fact made such judgments in light of our interests,
and as a result refused the sale of sought-after equipment. However, we must
recognize the sensitivity of these problems and make careful judgments in a
context of trying to foster maturity and responsibility.

It has been argued that relationships involving military exports harbor hid-
den dangers. Based primarily on our Viet-Nam experience, some think that these
transactions, whatever our intentions, can draw us into quarrels among nations,
or within nations. It is true that military transfers by their nature are not as
politically neutral as non-military trade or economic assistance, especially when,
the supplier is a nation, such as the United States or U.S.S.R., that is recognized
as having global interest and responsibilities. Military assistance and sales are
by design supportive of bilateral relationships and broader foreign policy inter-
ests. However, a distinction can be made between these transfers, whether grant
or sales, that support a recognized security commitment and others which sup-
port a more general relationship. In the latter case, commitments are not en-
tailed; in the former, transfers only support a commitment already made. More-
over, to the extent that military transfers strengthen the ability of states to
defend themselves, they can diminish the excessive dependence on the United'
States which has so often led to pressures for direct U.S. military involvement
in the past.

It is possible that those who argue that our military assistance and sales
policies are intrinsically destabilizing and eventually lead to conflict may be
assuming a narrow view of history. An arms balance in areas of tension has,
in most cases, inhibited the occurrence of conflict. Also, a good case can and
should be made that the risk of war is increased in situations when a power
imbalance exists, where the stronger power is tempted to take advantage of
the weaker, or where one or the other power attempts to markedly alter the
power relationship.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, D.C., April 21,1976.

Hon. WiLLIAM PROXMIRE,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR SENATOR PROXMIRE: I wish to clarify one point covered in the material
attached to former Deputy Secretary Ingersoll's letter to you of March 31, re-
garding the Department's role in the matter of agent's fees in Saudi Arabia.
The need for clarification arises from the ambiguity of the wording used in one
section of the presentation forwarded to you, which has apparently led to a basic
misunderstanding by at least one person who has reviewed the document and
has called it to our attention.

The point in question is covered in item (3) on pages 3-4 of the attachment
to Mr. Ingersoll's letter.1 The last sentence of the first. paragraph under item
(3) states "that Ambassador Akins had told Collins 'I better find Khashoggi and
get him to speed up Sultan . . ."'. In referring to this point, the second succeed-
ing paragraph said "the Northrop document also alleges that Ambassador Akins
advised 'Collins' that he would approach Khashoggi."

According to material available to us, the actual quote in the Northrop docu-
ment itself, quoting Collins, is as follows: "Akins told me I better find Khashoggl
and get him to speed up Sultan . . ." From this, it is clear, according to the
Northrop document, that Akins did not say that he would himself approach.
Khashoggi; rather, Akins was said to have suggested to Collins that he (Collins}

I See Deputy Secretary Ingersoll's response for the record, p. 175.
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approach Khashoggi. The latter suggestion was normal inasmuch as Collins was

an employee of Northrop and Northrop had an existing relationship with Khash-

oggi. I regret the ambiguity in the presentation we forwarded to you, which was

an entirely inadvertent editorial oversight.
To further emphasize the point, I believe it useful to reiterate the point already

made under item (3) of the attachment to Mr. Ingersoll's letter, to the effect

that Ambassador Akins informed Department personnel that he never once met

with Khashoggi while Akins was Ambassador to Saudi Arabia.
Sincerely yours,

ROBERT J. MCCLOSKEY,
Assistant Secretary for

Congressional Relations.

DALLAS, TEX., May 12, 1976.
Hon. EMMANUEL BROS,
Minister of Finance and Economic Affairs,
Department of Finance, Port-au-Prince, Republic of Haiti, West Indies.

DEAB MINIsTER BROS: Translinear, Inc. is in receipt of a letter from Minister

Henri P. Bayard dated March 17, 1976, in which we are told that the Haitian

Government believes it impossible to sign a new contractual agreement with

Translinear, Inc. and that the Haitian Government wishes to repossess the Island
of La Tortue.

If this Is the position of the Haitian Government, Translinear, Inc. herewith

declares that it is the victim of breach of contract, confiscation and expropriation
of assets, and attempted bribery and extortion. Although we have been grievously

damaged, the only claim we are herein making against the Haitian State is for

the amount of our actual dollar investment loss, $2,755,798.
Even though only slight documentation accompanies this claim an extensive

array of documents supporting each point will be submitted for your examina-

tion if desired.
Although Translinear, Inc. believes the development of La Tortue as we origi-

nally contracted to do is in the best interests of the Haitian State, we accept the

right of the Haitian Government to deny us this right, provided just and ade-

quate compensation for the loss is paid. We believe the above sum is fair and
minimal.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM R. CARDEN,

President, Translinear, Inc.

Enclosure.

CLAIM OF TRANSLINEAB, INC., AGAINST THE REPUBLIC OF HAITI

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Whereas, on April 5, 1971, a Convention was executed between the Republic of

Haiti and Dupont Caribbean, Inc. pertaining to the economic and tourist devel-

opment of the Island of La Tortue, such Convention having been ratified by the

Decree of the President for Life of the Republic of Haiti. His Excellency Francois
Duvalier. and the Haitian Cabinet. dated April 5, 1971, as published in the

official journal "Le Moniteur" issue No. 27 of even date; and
Whereas, such Convention was amended in certain respects, such Amendment

having been ratified by the Decree of the President for Life of the Republic of

Haiti, His Excellency Jean Claude Duvalier, and the Haitian Cabinet, issue

No. 3 of even date; and
Whereas both the original Convention and the amended Convention contained

stipulative clauses against expropriation and confiscation of assets of any parties

to the Convention; and
Whereas, the Republic of Haiti was an interested witness to and recognized

that Translinear, Inc., a Texas corporation, entered into certain Land Lease and

Land Release Agreement with Dupont Caribbean, Inc., such agreement being

dated April 12, 1972, whereby Translinear, Inc. acquired certain land lease and

administrative rights then held by Dupont Caribbean, Inc. under the Convention

of April 5, 1971. as amended. and as hereinabove described; and
Whereas, the Republi' of Haiti recognized and acknowledged that Translinear

paid certain monies in ( ' nnection with property rights acquired pursuant to such
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agreement with Dupont Caribbean, Inc. and invested substantial sums of money

in developing the general purposes of the Convention of April 5, 1971; and

Whereas, the Republic of Haiti was an interested witness of the development

and construction activities carried on by Translinear, Inc. on La Tortue Island,

and was further a witness of the business activity of Translinear, Inc. in the

Haitian capitol of Port-au-Prince, which activities included an office in the na-

tional airport. Haitian employees, telephone service, bank account, promotional

advertising, and a multi-media film extolling the investment climate in Haiti

and the development opportunities on La Tortue; and
Whereas, on March 8, 1973, the Justice Department of the Republic of Haiti

in bringing charges against Dupont Caribbean. Inc. of breach of contract for

reasons of non-performance, requested the Haitian attorney for Translinear, Inc.

to read into the court record a statement of the interests of Translinear, Inc. in

the case; and
Whereas, on August 27, 1973, judgment was rendered by the Port-au-Prince

Civil Court, sitting as a regular and legally convened Civil Court of the Republic

of Haiti. ruled cancellation but not recision of the Convention with Dupont

Caribbean, Inc. of April 5, 1971, as amended January 20, 1972, for the herein-

above mentioned reasons; and
Whereas, the cancellation of the Convention was upheld by Haitian appellate

courts on January 28, 1974, and June 24, 1974: and
Whereas, the cancellation did not rescind the public contractual rights of

third parties to the Convention, such as Translinear, Inc.; and
Whereas, the Republic of Haiti, in furtherance of its national and inter-

national interests, expressed its desire to continue the development of Tortue

Island by entering into a new Convention solely with Translinear, Inc., pro-

viding for the economic and tourist development of the Island of La Tortue.

subject to the sovereignty of the Island remaining in the Republic of Haiti; and

Whereas, the Republic of Haiti, suddently, inexplicably and without warn-

ing did deny Translinear, Inc. access to the Island of La Tortue for a period

of approximately two years, thereby effectively confiscating and expropriating

the valuable construction equipment and engineering plans Translinear was

forced to leave on the Island; the recent request by the Haitian Government

tht Translinear remove the equipment from the Island did not mention that the

two year lack of preventive maintenance has reduced high quality equipment to

a condition of scarcely salvageable junk; and
Whereas, in May 1975 a Haitian individual, claiming to represent the Haitian

Government, did in a clandestine manner approach an officer of Translinear, Inc.

and did attempt to extort from this American company a sum of $500,000 and

one half of the company stock in exchange for a new contractual relationship

between the Republic of Haiti and Translinear, Inc.; the abovementioned in-

dividual explained that Translinear, Inc. would never received a contract until

such payment had been made; and
Whereas, Translinear, Inc. has now been told by the Republic of Haiti that

it is not welcome in Haiti, that no new Convention will be signed, and that its

ruined equipment is to be removed from La Tortue Island; this being done with-

out due process, without an opportunity for Translinear, Inc. to present its case,

without an investigation by the Haitian Government into the incident of at-

tempted bribery and extortion, and in total and complete violation of the public

third party rights enpoyed, exercised and held by Translinear, Inc. under the

Convention of April 5, 1971, as amended January 20, 1972; and
Now, therefore, on these grounds and reasons, and on all other grounds and

reasons which may be hereinafter introduced and supplemented for being

right, equitable and just, and all rights reserved. Translinear, Inc. presents to

the Haitian Government a claim of losses in the amount of $2,755,798, a sum

detailed and explained in Exhibit I. This sum is fair and just and does not in-

clude a statement of damages suffered by Translinear, Inc., which the company

believes to be in excess of one hundred million dollars.

FACTS AND SUPPORTING REASONS

The Convention signed between the Haitian State and Dupont Caribbean. Inc.,

and the amendment thereto, were official public documents signed by two differ-

ent Presidents of the Haitian Republic and by members of the Haitian Cabinet.

The Republic of Haiti was aware of the Land Lease and Land Release Agree-
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ment of April 12, 1972, signed between Translinear, Inc. and Dupont Caribbean.
Inc. Letters announcing this Agreement were sent on April 11, 1972. to the
Ministry of Finance and to the Department of Contributions. Periodic progress
reports of the Translinear development activities in Haiti were delivered to the
Minister of Interior Luckner Cambronne, Director of the National Bank An-
tonio Andre, and Haitian representative to the Dupont Caribbean Freeport
Authority Weber Alexandre.

When the Haitian Government requested the original Convention be amended,
it was the Translinear attorney, Mr. Robert A. Fanning, who represented Du-pon't Caribbean. Inc. in the negotiations.

Under the terms of the Land Release Agreement, most of the expenses and
obligations of Dupont Caribbean, Inc. In Haiti were paid for or carried out by
Translinear, Inc. This Included the surveying and mapping of the Island of La
Tortue, which was submitted to the Republic of Haiti on May 23, 1972, andconfirmed on June 6, 1972.

When Translinear, Inc. began construction work on La Tortne in August
1972. the Republic of Haiti requested and received from Translinear, Inc. a
manifest of the equipment sent by barge from the United States to La Tortue.
The equipment was allowed to enter the Republic of Haiti duty free in recogni-
tion of the tax-free franchise held by Translinear, Inc. through its third party
rights vested In the Convention of April 1971.

On September 7. 1972, Translinear, Inc., received a letter from the Dupont
Caribbean Freeport Authority, signed by the Haitian representative to the
Authority, Mr. Weber Alexandre, giving Translinear permission to carry on con-
struction activities on La Tortue. The letter was sent at the direction of Mr.
Luckner Cambronne, Minister of Interior and National Defense.

In November, 1972, Translinear, Inc. brought a 1972 Ford sedan into Port-au-
Prince duty-free from the U.S. mainland, another recognition of the separate
third party franchise held by Translinear under the Convention. At the same time
ITranslinear sent a Chevrolet truck and a cement block machine to La Tortue
from the U.S. Both pieces of equipment were allowed to enter Haiti duty-free.

In January 1973 over $1,800 in office furniture was sent from Florida to the
Translinear office in Port-au-Prince. This furniture entered duty-free under Trans-linear's Convention rights.

In Junc. 1973, after .,orkl was stopped on Tortue Tland amp ihe Republic of
Haiti had brought suit against Dupont Caribbean, Inc., Translinear brought
approximately $3,500 in electronic and audio-visual equipment into its office in
Port-au-Prince. This equipment entered duty-free.

Office supplies, equipment and substitute pieces of electronic equipment were
periodically brought into Haiti on a duty-free basis during 1973. 1974. and 1975.

Translinear, Inc. operated a full-time office, staffed by Haitian employees, In a
national facility, the Francois Duvalier International Airport. The company also
kept an active bank account in the Banque Nationale. There was a telephone in
the airport office and a box at the post office. All of the above giving evidence both

-of Translinear's active business life In Haiti and the recognition by the Govern-
ment of Translinear's presence there.

When the Republic of Haiti initiated legal proceedings arainst Dunont Carib-
bean. Inc. the separate third party status of Translinear was specifically men-
tioned in the preliminary hearing of March 8. 1973. at which time the Trans-
linear attorney was invited to read a statement of the Translinear interests Intothe court record.

On March 28, 1973, La Tortue was visited by three Haitian officials (Ministers
of Finance Francisolne and .Justice Fortune and Governor Attorney .Teanty).
They examined the work done by Translinear on the Island and were highly com-
plimentary. They Issued a stop work order which recognized Translinear's sepa-rate third party status.

In a letter dated April 2, 1973. the American Ambassndor to Haiti. the Hon-
orable Clinton F.. Knox, informed Translinear of a conversation he had held with
Haitian Finance Minister Francisque. who had assured the Ambassador "that the
Interests and investments of Translinear will be protected and that he hopes
your company will continue to carry on its work on Tortuea."

In preparing Its case against Dupont Caribbean the Haitian Government
requested copies of all checks written by Translinear on the project and copies
of all license applications for prospective Island businesses held by Translinear.

In the list of charges made against Dupont Caribbean as detailed in the Haitian
'Court decision of August 27. 1973 mention is made of Translinear's third party
requests for meetings of the Dupont Caribbean Freeport Authority.
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Because of the size of the Translinear investment in Haiti, Translinear made a

request to the Haitian Embassy in Washington, D.C. that some statement be

released in the U.S. recognizing Translinear's rights in the dispute between Haiti

and Dupont Caribbean. In early June, 1973, the Embassy released a four para-

graph statement in which they acknowledged the actions of Dupont Caribbean

had 'created collateral problems" for third parties "which have the serious and

sympathetic consideration of the Haitian officials."
In the Haitian civil action against Dupont Caribbean no complaint of any kind

was made against Translinear, Inc., and the decision against Dupont did not

mention Translinear.
Although the Civil Court decision of August 27 against Dupont Caribbean men-

tioned the possibility of recision of all rights that Dupont ever held under the

Convention of April 1971, the actual decision simply cancelled the Convention as

of August 27. Under Haitian Civil Law this meant that all public third party

rights were still in existence. Translinear, Inc. held such rights, including a valid

lease-hold for 99 years to 4,800 acres of land on La Tortue. A copy of a title

opinion on this land is attached as Exhibit 2.
,Shortly after the Court decision of August 27, the President of Translinear was

informed by Minister of Commerce Fourcand that President Duvalier wished

Translinear, Inc. to continue its development work on La Tortue. On November

15, 1973 Minister Fourcand formally recognized, by letter, the Translinear in-

vestment on Tortue and requested that Translinear prepare a new contract for

submission to the Haitian Government. See Exhibit 3.
A proposed contract was submitted in December 1973, and for the next twenty-

four months Translinear was subjected to an unbelievable series of delays, broken

appointments, unanswered letters, and movement from minister to minister. The

company attempted to make every change and adjustment in the contract that

was desired by the Haitian Government. Although Translinear officials were told

on several occasions that the contract was almost ready for signature, no signing

was ever forthcoming. During this period, Translinear made every adjustment

and change suggested by the Government and offered a financial remuneration

to the Government that represented a larger percentage of return than the

Government enjoyed with any foreign investor. During the entire negotiation

process, Translinear continued to receive the private encouragement of Haitian

officials that an agreement was very near.
During the entire period of time that Translinear, Inc. operated in the Re-

public of Haiti, the company was careful to keep Haitian officials at every level-

from the President for Life down to secondary officials in certain ministries-

aware of the Translinear situation in Haiti. Our files contain numerous letter

to various officials. The construction work on La Tortue was visited by a large

number of Government representatives. The Translinear multi-media promo-

tional films on Haiti and the Tortue development was seen by over a thousand

Haitian business and government leaders, including Major Avril, who rep-

resented the National Palace, and several members of the Cabinet. Between No-

vember 1971 and December 1975 Translinear, Inc. had correspondence and/or

conversation with the following Haitian officials regarding the Translinear posi-

tion in the Republic of Haiti: President for Life, Jean Claude Duvalier; Min-

isters of Interior and Defense Luckner Cambronne, Roger Lafontant and Paul

Blanchet; Minister of Finance Francisque and Emanuel Bros; Minister of

Commerce and Industry Jean Pierre, Serge Fourcand, and Antonio Andre;

Undersecretary of Commerce Henri Bayard;. Ministers of Coordination and In-

formation Fritz Cineas and Pierre Gousse; Ministers of Justice Fournier Fortune

and Aurelian Jeanty; Directors of Tourism Andre Theard and Jean Baptiste;

Member of the Subcommission on Foreign Investment Edouard Dupont; Haitian

Ambassador to the United States Rene Chalmers; Haitian Charge d'Affairs

Josette Philippeaux; Haitian Consul in New York Herve Michel: and Haitian

Representative to the Dupont Caribbean Freeport Authority Weber Alexandre.

Because of the distinguished nature of these individuals and the extensive cor-

respondence, receipts and documents in the Translinear files, It is impossible for

the Republic of Haiti to claim to be an innocent witness to the Translinear rights

in that country.
However, in April 1974 Translinear was informed that It could no longer go

to La Tortue Island to service and maintain the construction equipment and

supplies it was forced to leave there when the work stoppage began in March

1973. No explanation was given for this denial of access to land for which Trans-

linear had purchased a ninety-nine year lease. During the next twenty-four

months, Translinear was allowed to make only two brief trips to the Island: one
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for the purpose of delivering a payroll, a second inspection trip was made underthe embarrassing supervision of military guard. Although Translinear was in-formed by both the U.S. Embassy and Haitian officials that the company couldgo to the Island by requesting permission to visit twenty-four hours in advanceof departure, such permission was not forthcoming although it was requestedon numerous occasions. At one point Translinear officials were told they wouldbe "blown out of the water" if they attempted to sail across Tortuga channel
to the Island.

This denial of access to a valid leasehold and the equipment thereon is a primafacie case of confiscation and expropriation of assets. The recent request fromthe Haitian Government to Translinear to remove the equipment from the Islandignores the significant damage to the equipment suffered during two years ofinattention and neglect.
On two occasions during 1975 (May 9 and December 2) the Translinear, Inc.President was informed a new contract could be signed if certain monies weregiven to selected Haitians. On both occasions a previously friendly attitude be-came decidedly hostile when the attempted bribery was rebuffed.A concerned Translinear stockholder wrote to two United States Senators ask-ing their inquiry into the attempted bribery of an American firm abroad. Whenthis information was shared with the Haitian Under-secretary of Commerce,Henri Bayard, his response was an indignant letter accusing Translinear of inter-ferring with the sovereignty of the Republic of Haiti. Nothing could be furtherfrom the truth. The fact was that certain Haitians were attempting to cm-promise the legality and honesty of an American firm operating abroad.Moreover, the unfriendly attitude of the Haitian Government toward Trans-linear, Inc. in recent months has frightened away a group of Haitian business-men who made a firm offer to purchase the construction equipment on La Tortue(provided approval could be abtained from the Government to remove the equip-

ment from the Island).
From April 12, 1972, when Translinear, Inc. entered into a contractual relation-ship with Dupont Caribbean, Inc., the company has met all contractual obligationsand paid all debts both with Dupont Caribbean, Inc. and secondarily with theRepublic of Haiti. We have always acted with dispatch, broken no Haitian laws,have never abused Haitian national sovereignty, and have always attempted tofollow the Haitian ethic. We have answered all requests and havc waited pa-tiently for the legal process in Haiti to be completed with Dupont Caribbean.Our problems, plans and hopes were shared with the Government at all levels;our development activities on the Island were conducted with a sympatheticawareness of the history of La Tortue as a part of Haitian national pride, witha strong interest in the ecological soundness of the construction activities, andwith the best interest of the people living there in mind.Translinear, Inc. was adequately financed to complete the development forwhich it had contracted. Indeed. most of the funds originally expanded repre-sented the personal resoruces of the stockholders. Translinear has never receiveda single complaint In Haiti for its actions or policies from an employer, worker,citizen, businessman or island resident. To the contrary, the company has receivednumerous assurances from all quarters that our presence is desired and a resump-

tion of work on the Island is fervently hoped for.In the dozens of articles written about the project, there has never been anynegative publicity about Translinear, Inc. Indeed. until Translinear officialsreported to a U.S. Joint Congressional Committee that the company had sufferedtwo attempts at bribery and extortion within Haiti. there had never been anycharges or complaints leveled against the company by the Government of Haiti.Suddenly, in response to this report to the American Congress of an Illegal actiontoward a U.S. company abroad, the Haitian Government became angry, and aletter from the Republic of Haiti to Translinear on March 17, 1976, calls theTranslinear position "manifestly hostile" and accuses the company of ignoringa proposal to negotiate. The fact is that the President of Translinear, Inc. wasin Haiti December 1-5, 1975, at which time he was told that the Haitian Govern-ment would no longer negotiate with Translinear and that the company was
through in Haiti.

Translinear officials have made over one hundred and fifty trips to Haiti dur-ing the past four years. The Haitian Government has never made a request orsuggestion to Translinear that has not been followed. We have made every con-tractual alteration suggested, consistently maintained that a new Conventionshould be a genuine joint-venture with the profits equally shared, and have con-
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tinually assured the Haitian Government that we desire its sovereignty to be
guaranteed in any new Convention.

The past four years of unjustly thwarted development activity on La Tortue
and the attendant lack of due process in denying Translinear, Inc.'s contractual
lease-hold rights have been a most disappointing and expensive experience for
this company. We have suffered breach of contract, confiscation and expropria-
tion of assets, and attempted bribery and extortion. The serious material dam-
ages we have endured run into the tens of millions of dollars, being deprived of
the increase in asset value of our investment and the profits therefrom which
would have followed from the fulfillment of the Convention.

The actual Translinear dollar loss amounts to $2,755,798.
On the grounds and for the reasons enumerated above, Translinear, Inc. re-

spectfully requests the Government of the Republic of Haiti to reimburse it for
actual losses in the indicated dollar amount.

EXHIBrr I
TABLE 1.-Tran8linear, Inc., Expenditures Made Relative to Tortuga Investment

as of January 31, 1976
Cash outlays (schedule 1)_-------------------------------------- $1,699,165
Related companies' outlays (schedule 2) -------------------------- 529,213
Note payable-Indian River Construction Co---------------------- 123,000

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 2, 351,378

Stock issued:
In settlem ent of debt '…-------------------------------------- 111,000
For services rendered---------------------------------------- 24, 500

135, 500

Accrued interest payable:
Related companies on monies advanced------------------------ 203, 92
Indian River Construction Co-------------------------------- 24, 993

228, 920

Contingent liability '- ------------------------- ________ 40, 000

$2, 755, 798
'111,000 shares Issued at $1 per share, 49,000 shares issued at 50 cents per share; par

value=25 cents per share.
2 Potential cost of Florida lawsuit.

TABLE 2.-Translinear, Inc., Expenditures Made Relative to Tortuga Investment
as of January S1, 1976

Cash outlays
Land leasehold-includes DCI payments_----------------------
Leasehold improvements_-------------------------------------
Office equipment-- - - - - - - - - - - - -
D eposits and licenses_----------------------------------------
Equipment escrow, Indian River Construction Co_______________
Expenses:

Operating '-after allocations to Boca Chica_---------______
Repairs, maintenance and supplies-Haiti_-----------------
Consulting fees…____________
Engineering and architectural fees_-----------------------
Legal and professional fees_-------------------------______
Management fees-ECII- (not paid):

Interest .--------------------------------------------
Salaries and payroll taxes_---------------------------
Sales commissions _______________________________
Sales prom otion_-------------------------------------
Travel expense.--------------------------------------
Telephone and telegraph_-----------------------------

$536, 831. 63
412, 908. 62
10, 173. 52

975, 00
54, 100. 00

52, 028. 19
26, 721. 79
26, 300. 00
6.5, 139. 76
96, 823.95

42, 720. 60
181, 628. 29

900. 00
23, 932. 74

139, 091. 48
28, 869. 39

Totals ------------------------------------------------ $1, 699, 164. 96
'Includes all other expenses.
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TABLE 3.-Cl ranslinear, Inc., Exrpenditures Made Relative to Tortuga IDwestment,
January 81, 1976

Land leasehold (ECM, IBV and T/L partnership)-------------------- $380, 213

Management fees (including 77,246 accrued) ------------------------ 149,000

Total ------------------------------------------------------ $529, 213

EXHIBIT 2
OCTOBER 25, 1972.

Memorandum to: Translinear Inc.,
First National Bank Building,
Dallas, fPes.

By virtue of two agreements entered into by Translinear Inc. and Dupont

Caribbean Inc. and International Business Ventures, Translinear has acquired
the leasehold interest on approximately 5,000 acres of land located on the

western end of the Island of La Tortue also known as Tortuga Island, said

being part of the territory of the Sovereign Republic of Haiti.
The first contract above mentioned, namely the one signed by Dupont Carib-

bean Inc; and Translinear Inc. Is dated April 12, 1972, is in my opinion a valid
contract.

By this contract, Translinear Inc. purchased from Dupont- Caribbean Inc.

which transferred to Translinear Inc. all of its interests in the possession and
use of approximately 1.000 carreaux of unimproved land, located east of the
721 Georef meridian on the Island of Tortuga; the contract contains no

stipulation restricting the right of Translinear Inc. to transfer in whole. or
in part the leasehold interest it acquired from Dupont Caribbean Inc.

The contract was signed by the duly authorized representatives of each of

above mentioned corporations, and lawful compensation considered adequate by

each parties, was given by Translinear in payment for its purchases.
Further the transaction itself, that is the transfer of leasehold interest, is

permitted and provided for by the laws of the Republic. of. Haiti.
The second contract, dated July 31, 1972 transfers into Translinear Inc. the

leasehold interest which had been acquired by International Business Ventures
and limited partnership, from Dupont Caribbean Inc., on land located within the

above mentioned area of the Island of Tortuga.
The same remarks made on the first contract also applies to this second

contract, that is:
(1) The transaction is lawful;
(2) Compensation is of a lawful nature and considered adequate by the

parties;;
(3) The contract was signed by authorized representatives of each parties;

and
(4) The contract contains no clause restricting the right of Translinear to

transfer in whole or in part the interests it required.
These rights now vested into Translinear Inc. are in fact rights transferred

by Dupont Caribbean Inc. which received them from the Haitian State by

virtue of two (2) documents, one published In Le Moniteur, the Official Gazette
of the Republic of Haiti, in the issue of Monday April 5, 1971 and second one

published in the issue of January 20, 1972 of the same Official Gazette.
These documents, while stating that the ownership of the land of the Island

of Tortuga, is and remains property of the Republic of Haiti, stipulate that

said Republic leases to Dupont Caribbean Inc. land to be released in lots of 150

carreaux each for a first period of 25 years with an automatic renewal for

further periods of 25 years provided certain fiscal obligations and other require-
ments of the contract be met at the time the renewal is requested.

The Government released to Dupont Caribbean Inc., eleven (11) parcels of

150 carreaux each after payment of the rental for this total area of 1.500
carreaux for the first 25 years.

Incidentally, one carreaux is equal to 1.2923 hectares or 3.19237 acres.
The transaction, leasing of Government land, is lawful, compensation of a

lawful nature was paid, the contract was signed by the authorized representa-
tives of the parties and no stipulation in the contract forbids Dupont Caribbean

Inc. to transfer in whole or in part. the right it had acquired to the use and
possession of the land released by the Haitian State.
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The contracts between the Haitian State and Dupont Caribbean Inc. were
duly approved by Presidential decree duly countersigned by the members of
the Cabinet

Notice has been given by Translinear Inc. to the Haitian State that it has
acquired the rights of possession and of use of the land released by the Haitian
State to Dupont Caribbean Inc. and all legal formalities required by Haitian
law to be fulfilled by the beneficiary of such transfer have been met by
Translinear Inc.

Therefore, Translinear Inc. has a clear chain of title to the Government land
released by said Government of Haiti to Dupont Caribbean Inc. and the transfer
of leasehold interest regarding this land have been effected in accordance with
Haitian Law.

I wish to state that I am an Attorney member of the Port-au-Prince Bar
and have been practicing for close to 24 years; I am not a director, shareholder
or full time employee of Translinear Inc. or of any of its affiliated companies.

Very truly yours,
JEAN CLAUDE N. LEGER.

ExHIrBIT 3

SECRETAIRERIE D'ETAT DU COMMERCE ET DE L'INDUSTRIE,
Port-au-Prince, Novembre 15, 1973.

TRANSLINEAR, INC.
First National Bank Building,
Dallas, Teer.

MESSIEURS: Comme vous avez deja dif l'apprendre, le Tribunal Civil de Port-
au-Prince a rendu une decision pronongant la resolution du Contrat intervenu
entre la DUPONT CARIBBEAN, INC., Monsieur Don PIERSON d'une part
et l'Etat Haitien d'autre part.

Cependant, il n'est point dans Intention de l'Etat Haitien d'abandonner le
projet de d6veloppment de l'Ile de la Tortue et particulierement, des Mille Six
Cent Cinquante (1.650) carreaux de terre se trouvant IL la pointe de la Tortue.

En raison de l'intdret que vous avez temolgn e a ce projet et des investissements
que vous avez faits, Son Excellence le President a Vie de RWpublique m'a
instruit d'envisager avec votre Compagnie une reprise du project sur des bases
favorables, tant aux intirets de la Republique qu'A ceux de votre Compagnie.

En consequence, nous vous sauvions gr6 de preparer une proposition detaillne
que vous devrez soumettre aux organislmes appropies due Gouvernement-

Recevez, Messieurs, mes meilleures salutations.
DR. SERGE N. FouRcAND,

Secretaire d'Etat du Commerce et de l'Induatrie.
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